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Mitman, Jeffrey
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Riggs, Eric
Tuesday, December 14, 2010 1:24 PM
Ferrante, Fernando
Mitman, Jeffrey
FW: Jocassee TIA- EG,, S.R
Jocassee TIA with Harold Chernov.pdf; IPE Submittal Part 2.pdf; IPE Submittal Part 1.pdf

Attached is the first, informal TIA that Mel Shannon and I wrote up in 2086.
I submitted the SDPs in early 2006 (March?).

I believe that

I pulled this from my email archive and the documents were created and email before the issue
was hidden by SUNSI rules. With that said, treat the documents are OUO SRI.
Thanks,
Eric

---- Original
Message----From: Eric Riggs
Sent: Friday, AugUst 25, 2006 7:04 PM
To: Daniel Rich; George Hutto; Robert Carroll
Subject: Jocassee TIA

Gentlemen,
I've attached a copy of my'notes from Harold Chernoff's informal review of our Jocassee Dam
failure / SSF licensing bases TIA.
I don't know what type of notes that each of you may have taken or what
have walked away with, but I think that this is still worth pursuing-

impression you may

I believe that Harold answered questions 1, 2 and 3 pretty clearly (although-there is
confusion over when 58.9 came into existence for question 3).

some

I've attached copies of the licensee's IPE submittal (dated March 38, 1998).
I've attached a
copy of the licensee's IPE submittal (dated Nov 30, 1990), which includes external events and
a Jocassee Dam brp~k- This is prior to the 1992 UFSAR update which inserted statements
concerning the SSF vuliierabilities to a Jocassee Dam break and to the 50.59 removal of those
statements in June 1994.
Question 4 should be reworded and any supporting information
(IPE/IPEEE comms) should be resubmitted.
With regards to question 5, I believe that Harold already has the pre-1992 FSAR, revised FSAR
and the 58.59 which removed the Jocassee Dam break wording.
He just may not have know that
the documentation is/was so thin.
Any thoughts?
Thanks,
Eric
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Eric T. Riggs
Resident Inspector,

Oconee Nuclear Station US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 78128 Rochester
Highway Seneca, SC 29672
(864) 882-6927 (Desk)
(864) 882-0189 (Fax)
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Could you please provide answers to the following questions in relation to the licensing
basis for flooding (GDC-2) for the standby shutdown facility (SSF) at Oconee Station?
1.

Details of Desiqn Basis Issue Related to External Floodinq
On May 18, 1978, the NRC sent the licensee a RAI regarding the proposed SSF design.
Question 6 asked, "Some equipment appears to be below grade. Provide the design
features needed to prevent flooding. Provide the maximum limiting flood elevation at
the structure location."

V"

On June 19, 1978, the licensee responded to question 6 of the May 18, 1978, RAI as
follows:
"Normal groundwater infiltration of the Safe Shutdown Facilities Equipment
Enclosure will be limited by standard waterproofing techniques. Flood studies
documented in the Oconee FSAR, Section 2.4.3 show that Lake Keowee
and Jocassee are designed with adequate margins to contain and control
floods so as to pose no risk to the Oconee Station site. The Safe Shutdown
Facility is within the site boundary, southwest of the Unit 2 Reactor Building,
therefore, it is not subject to flooding from lake waters. The Safe Shutdown
Facility will be waterproofed to an elevation slightly above yard grade to prevent
inflow of yard surface waters."
A February 2, 1982 study, found in OSC-631 (SSF Design), concludes that a
Jocassee Dam failure will overtop the Keowee Dam by 4 feet for 2.4 hours,
resulting in 32.5 feet of flood water on site.
V
On July 17, 1982, the NRC sent the licensee a RAI regarding the SSF Question 8 of
the RAI asked "State the elevation of the grade level entrance to the SSF. If this
elevation is below the maximum lake levels, provide a discussion of the means by which
the equipment within the SSF is protected from the effects of flooding caused by an
unisolable break of the non-seismic CCW system/piping located in the Turbine Building.
The discussion should also state the maximum expected water level within the site
boundary should such an event occur." (SRI comment. Since 1978, the licensee had
convinced the NRC reviewers that the only flooding of concern would be from a turbine
building circulating water pipe failure.)
Question 19 of the RAI asked "Describe those features of the design that assure that
single failures within SSF components or that design basis events do not result in
consequential failures of the SSF that would lead to conditions which exceed that for
which safety systems have been designed."
On September 20, 1982, the licensee responded to question 8 and 19 of the July 17,
1982, RAI, as follows:
Q8) "The elevation of the grade level entrance to the SSF is EL 797 + 0. This

elevation is below Keowee full pond elevation of 800 as well as the maximum
lake elevation of 808. (Ref. Oconee FSAR, Section 2.4.3). In the event of
flooding due to a break of the non-seismic CCW system/piping located in the
Turbine Building, the maximum expected water level within the site boundary is
EL 796.5. Since the maximum expected water level is below the elevation of the
grade level entrance to the SSF, the structure will not be flooded by such an
incident."
Q19) "Interconnections to essential plant systems have been inherently
minimized by the SSF design objective (alternate means to achieve hot
shutdown). The only ties to essential systems are the interconnection of the
power and control "swap over" for selected valves and the piping tie to the
Emergency Feedwater System and reactor coolant pump seals. SSF ties to the
existing plant are such that no SSF failure will result in consequence more
severe than those analyzed in the FSAR.".

V,

A January 17, 1983, memo to file documents that a Jocassee Dam failure would
overtop the Keowee Dam by 2.45 feet, resulting in 4.71 feet of water on site. The
memo also states that, "Similar dam failure studies were done for the Oconee
PRA study as documented in the March 15,1982 Memo to File and April 5, 1982
letter to K S Canady."
On April 28, 1983, the NRC sent the SSF SER to the licensee, which contained the
following:
Section 4.8 Flooding Review
DPC has concluded that the most likely reason for flooding of the turbine building
would be from a condenser circulating water pipe break resulting from a seismic
event. The licensee therefore decided that the SSF would be a seismic
Category 1 structure [which implies it is designed to withstand the effects of
tornadoes]. The missile & spectrum upon which their analysis is based, is in
conformance with the guidelines of the SRP Section 3.5.1.4, Revision 1, for a
tornado Zone 1 site. The grade level entrance elevation of the SSF is 797.0 feet
above mean sea level (msl). This elevation is below Keowee full pond elevation
of 800 ft. as well as the maximum lake elevation of 808 ft. However, in the event
of flooding due to a break in the non-seismic condenser circulating water (CCW)
system piping located in the turbine building, the maximum expected water level
within the site boundary' is 796.5 ft. Since the maximum expected water level
below the elevation of the grade level entrance to the SSF, the structure will not
be flooded by such an incident. In addition, the structure will be water proofed to
prevent infiltration of normal ground water. Thus, the structure meets the
requirements of GDC 2, and the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.102 with
respect to protection against flooding.

V

OSC-631 (SSF Design), contains the initial design of the 5 foot flood barriers located at
the North and South entrances of the SSF, and is dated June 8, 1984. (Comment from
SRI. The licensee considered the flood threat significant enough to install flood barriers
around the SSF, but not significant enough to inform the NRC prior to licensing of the
SSF.)

Question 1. Should the licensee have provided the known information on flooding of the site
for the Jocasse dam failure?
/Question 2.
/
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If the licensee had submitted the information of flooding from Jocasse, would the
licensing basis have included a Jocasse dam break with floodin 9 up to 4.71 ft for
,• .
-,c)
Cc.h •
7?
7
b4K--2.4 hours?

Question 3. Does the failure to provide the information to the NRC prior to issuance of the
SER constitute a 50.9 violation for failure to provide complete and accurate
9hfn
A V
information?
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Additional Details and 50.59 Issue
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On October 9, 1987, IN 87-49, Deficiencies in Outside Containment Flooding Protectioin
was issued.

b~

This IN was "...provided to alert recipients to a potentially significant problem pertaining
)J.!bit to the flooding of safety-related equipment as a result of the inadequate design,
CJ~I 1~rinstallation, and maintenance of features intended to protect against flooding."
c••
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•Th••'The IN discusses "... the potential for the loss of safe shutdown capability as a
consequence of potential flooding of safety-related equipment outside containment."
The IN goes on to state that, "Serious consequences may result if the design features o f
plant are not adequate to direct the resulting flood water safely away from important
equipment. Such design inadequacies may result from (1) the inadvertent use of nonconservative assumptions in the flooding design analysis, (2) the failure to recognize all
possible flooding flow paths, (3) the failure to install flood protection features that have
been determined to be necessary, or (4) the failure to properly maintain installed flood
protection features."
A March 20, 1990, internal licensee letter and a April 16, 1990, followup internal
licensee letter document the Duke sites attempt to use IN 87-49 and design studies to
identify flooding deficiencies. Oconee's design study is identified as ONDS-268,
Identification of Outside containment Flood Protection Barriers.
A June 21, 1990, internal licensee letter discusses the scope of Oconee's effort for
ONDS-268 and that the results of the study will be used to create a DBD on flooding.
The letter specifically states that, "A review of all applicable design documents
(drawings, specifications, calculations, etc.) will be made in order to compile a list of
flooding protection features. A review of the applicable Station Probabilistic Risk
Assessment (PRA) will be made to determine flood sources or flood events associated
with each flood protection feature. Features identified will have their function described
and their relation to flooding states." The letter goes on to state areas of responsibility
and a schedule for completion of the study with a final due date of December 31, 1991.
.V,
A February 15,1991, internal licensee letter documents the completion of identifying
the flood events for ONDS-268 (Identification of Outside containment Flood Protection
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Barriers) and high risk areas derived from the Oconee PRA. With respect to the SSF,
the letter states that, "The SSF Is equipped with 5 ft. flood barriers at its two
entrances, and has otherwise been made impervious to site flooding. Therefore,
the SSF would be available to mitigate all external flooding sequences. Two sump
pumps in the basement of the SSF building eliminate interior flooding of the SSF safety
related equipment."
A December 20, 1991, internal licensee letter documents the discovery of an unsealed
flood penetration surrounding the C02 piping entering SW corner of the SSF. The
deficiency was discovered during the Oconee Design Study, ONDS-268, Identification of
Outside containment Flood Protection Barriers. PIR (Problem Investigation Report) 4092-0052 was generated for the deficiency, on March 30, 1992.
An attachment to the letter discusses "Features for Protection from External Floods" and
states that, "The Oconee PRA identifies two potential events that could lead to external
flooding of the Oconee site. The first is a general flooding of the rivers and reservoirs in
the area due to a rainfall in excess of the Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP). The
FSAR addressees Oconee's location as on a ridge 100' above maximum known floods.
Therefore, external flooding due to rainfall affecting rivers and reservoirs is not a
problem. The second source of external flooding is a failure of the Jocassee Dam.
Failure of the Jocassee Dam would result in a postulated wave height of 4.71 feet in the
yard at the oconee site. The SSF provides Oconee's most secure method of safely
shutting down the plant following an external flood due to a Jocassee Dam failure."
With regards to the SSF, the attachment also discusses the 5 foot flood wall at the
North and South entrances to the SSF, along with the SSF sump and its pumps and
level control switches.
A December 10, 1992, Jocassee Dam Failure Inundation Study (FERC Project No.
2503) predicted that a Jocassee Dam failure could result in flood waters of
approximately 12.5 to 16.8 feet deep at the Oconee Nuclear Site.
V/
A December 14, 1993, memo to file documents the results of the Jocassee Dam Failure
Inundation Study. The memo discusses the differences between the 1992 FERC and
the 1983 PRA study (12.5 to 16.8 feet of water on site, compared with 4.71 feet of
water). The memo also states that the Oconee FSAR and PRA will be revised to
reflect the potential loss of the SSF during a Jocassee Dam failure.
On March 31, 1994, IN 94-27, Facility Operating Concerns Resulting From Local Area
Flooding was issued. This IN was issued "... to alert addressees to emergency
preparedness, equipment operability and radiological control problems that may result
from local area flooding."
The IN discusses that, "This event demonstrates that flooding problems and
degradation of equipment may be caused by water inleakage even though flood waters
are not above grade elevations. Water leaking through underground walls may impinge
on electrical equipment or may enter radiologically controlled areas and spread
contamination to other areas. Underground cable and pipe tunnels may become flooded
and serve as pathways for water to enter plant buildings. Management and plant
personnel attention to these conditions is important to ensure that equipment is
protected and unsafe facility conditions are not created."

On June 2, 1994, OSC-5781, USQ Evaluation for Change in FSAR Concerning SSF and
Jocassee Flood, was approved. The calculation discusses the rationale behind using
50.59 to remove information in the SSF portion of the FSAR with regards to external
flood protection of the site during a Jocassee Dam failure (using 1983 PRA study flood
level of 4.71 feet on site). The calculation states that, "FSAR Section 9.6 was revised
in the 1992 Update of the FSAR to address external flood protection of the yard as
a result of the rapid failure of the Jocassee Dam. The information was determined to
describe a PRA study and is not part of the design basis for Oconee. The FSAR
statements are to be revised or removed to correct the information in the FSAR and
reflect the existing licensing basis of Oconee."
On June 13, 1994, Flooding from External Sources DBD was issued. Section 2
discusses GDC 2 and that SSC important to safety shall not be effected by flooding and
maximum precipitation. Section 3.2.6, Potential Dam Failure, states that, "Dam breaks
have no bearing on the design basis flood."
SQuestion 4.
'.-> ...-

Should the Jocasse dam break and flooding response requested by the INs
constitute an "analysis requested by the Commission" which would require the
updated information be included in the next update to the UJFSAR?

Qustion5.

The Jocasse dam break and flooding of the Oconee site was included in the
1992 update to the UFSAR. This update also included the use of the 5 ft walls at
the SSF to preclude flooding. Was it appropriate to use the 50.59 process to
remove the Jocasse flood fr m the UFSAR in 1994?
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SERP Worksheet for SDP-Related Finding at Oconee
Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF)
Flood Barrier Breach
(URI 05000269,270,287/2006002-01)

SERP Date:
Cornerstones Affected:
Proposed Preliminary Rest

Licensee:
Facility/Location:
Docket Nos.:
License Nos.:
Inspection Report No:
Date of Exit Meeting:
Issue Sponsor:

Duke Energy Corporation
Oconee - Units 1,2,3
50-269, 50-270, 50-287
DPR-38, DPR-47, DPR-55
05000269,270,287/20060xx
Chuck Casto

Meeting Members:
Issue Sponsor:
Technical Spokespersons:
Program Spokesperson:
OE Representative:
Senior Reactor Analyst:
A.

August 2, 2006
Mitigating Systems
White Finding - Violation of 10 CFR 65 (a)(4), Risk
Management

Chuck Casto
Mike Ernstes/E. Riggs
C. Evans, S. Sparks
W. Rogers

Brief Description of Issues:
As described in section 2.2.5.2.2 of the SSF ASW DBD, External Flooding Due To
Jocassee Dam Failure, a 5 foot (801.75 feet above msl) external flood wall was added
around the North and South SSF entrances to reduce the consequences of a Jocassee
Dam failure. This 5-foot wall was not intended to bound all flood scenarios, but was
deemed adequate to protect the SSF from the more likely flood scenarios.
On June 2, 2005, as a result of the resident inspectors observations, the licensee
generated Problem Investigation Process report (PIP) 0-05-3820 to document that the
SSF flood protection barrier was breached. Specifically, it appears that On August 13,
2003, the licensee removed an access cover (6" x 10") on the bolted plate which
surrounds the CO 2 supply pipe located in the Southwest corner of the SSF Response
Room. Duke Power Specification DPS-1435.00-00-0002, "Design Specification for
Mechanical and Electrical Penetration Fire, Flood, and Pressure Seals," identifies
drawing series 0-310K and O-310L as showing the NRC committed flood barriers
at Oconee. Drawing 0-310 K-22, "Miscellaneous Structures, Fire Protection Plan
& Fire, Flood & Pressure Boundaries Plans," indicates that the 6" x 10" access
000
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cover is to be considered a passive SSF flood protection barrier. It was removed to
route temporary power cables into the SSF during an SSF outage; however, it was not
restored at the end of the outage. This breach to the SSF flood protection barrier was
located below the top of the 5-foot flood protection wall located at the North and South
entrances of the SSF, and would have provided a flowpath for external flood waters
whose depth was greater than 4.6 feet (800.625 feet above msl) to enter the SSF.
Licensee calculation OSC-2240, Verification of SSF Sump System Parameters - NSM
ON-1012, documents that the SSF sump pumps cannot be relied on to operate following
a Jocassee Dam failure, as the pump's are incapable of developing sufficient head to
overcome the backpressure developed by the depth of the flood waters and that
approximately 5920 gallons of water in the SSF pump room will render the SSF
inoperable. With calculated flow rates through the breach being between 328 gpm and
1,100 gpm (for flood levels ranging between the height of the breach and the top of the
wall, respectively), the SSF would be rendered inoperable between approximately 6 to
18 minutes.
On August 3, 2005, PIP 0-05-4978 was generated to document that the deficient
condition still existed; the temporary power cables were subsequently removed and the
flood protection barrier was restored to its design configuration. The inspectors
determined that the licensee's failure to perform a risk assessment for the associated
maintenance activity, resulted in the following failures to manage risk:
The licensee failed to expeditiously remove the temporary power cables from the
SSF as soon as conditions permitted; thereby, permitting the reinstallation of the
6"x 10" access cover, a passive flood protection barrier, on the bolted cover that
surrounds the C02 supply pipe located in the Southwest corner of the SSF
Response Room.
The licensee failed to post and maintain various plant equipment as protected
equipment to ensure the operability of the remaining safety-related equipment
was not jeopardized.
The licensee failed to effectively communicate the elevated risk associated with
planned work activities to station personnel to ensure changes in work scope or
schedules were elevated to the appropriate personnel for review and
assessment.
Consequently, this issue is considered a violation of 10 CFR 50.65 (a)(4).

Statement of the Performance Deficiency

B.

The performance deficiency concerns a failure, with respect to 10 CFR 50.65, to
assess, and therefore manage, the risk associated with removing the C02 access cover
in the south wall of the SSF to facilitate installation of temporary electrical power.
Consequently, for almost two years an uncontrolled flowpath existed through the wall for
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potential flood waters in excess of 4.6 feet (800.625 feet above msl) to render the SSF
unable to perform its intended functions.

C.
a.

Significance Determination Basis
Phase 1 Screening Logic, Results and Assumptions
This finding was considered to impact the Reactor Safety Mitigating System Cornerstone
for ensuring the availability, reliability, and capability of systems that respond to initiating
events to prevent undesirable consequences. The finding was considered to be more
than minor and screened to potentially risk significant, because the failure to
control/restore the integrity of the flood barrier rendered the SSF vulnerable to an
external flooding event. Consequently, as permitted by MC0609, Appendix K, a
more appropriate detailed risk assessment was performed in an SDP Phase 3
evaluation.

b.

Phase 2 Risk Evaluation
N/A - went directly to a Phase 3 evaluation.

c.

Phase 3 Analysis
White [CDF increase over the base case was > 1E-6 but < 1E-5] - (See Enclosed
Analysis)

D.
a.

Proposed Enforcement
Regulatory Requirement Not Met
10 CFR 50.65 (a)(4), "Requirements for monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at
Nuclear Power Plants"

b.

Proposed Citation
10 CFR 50.65 (a)(4), "Requirements for monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at
Nuclear Power Plants" requires in part, that prior to performing maintenance activities,
the licensee shall assess and manage the increase in risk that may result from the
proposed maintenance activities. Contrary to the above, from August 13, 2003, to
August 3, 2005, the licensee failed to assess and manage the increase in risk
associated with removing the CO 2 access cover in the south wall of the SSF to facilitate
installation of temporary electrical power. Consequently, for almost two years an
uncontrolled flowpath existed through the wall for potential flood waters in excess of 4.6
feet (800.625 feet above msl) to render the SSF unable to perform its intended functions.
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[Based on the risk evaluation above, this apparent Maintenance Rule violation is
potentially associated with a White finding]
C.

Historical Precedent

(1) Enforcement/Performance History
Escalated/Greater Than Green Enforcement:
[White, Mitigating Systems] - Tornado recovery utilizing the spent fuel pool as a
source of water for an HPI pump ('OOQtr 2)...{Closed in followup 95002
inspection '02Qtr2)
[White, Mitigating Systems] - Tornado recovery utilizing the station ASW pump
('OlQtr2)...{Closed in initial 95002 inspection 'OlQtr4}
[White, Mitigating Systems] - Potential HPSW pipe break/flood in auxiliary
building ('02Qtrl)...{Determined to be an "old design issue"...closed in 95001
inspection '02Qtr4}
[White, Mitigating Systems] - PI for 1B EFW pump ('01Qtr1)...{closed in 95002
inspection '02Qtr4}
[White, Barrier] - Inadequate AP for closure of containment emergency hatch
during reduced inventory conditions ('02Qtrl)...{closed in 95002 inspection
'02Qtr4}
[White, Mitigating Systems] - Deficiencies in the Unit 3 pre-staged HPI pump
emergency power supply cable from the auxiliary service water switchgear
('02Qtr4) ...{closed in 95001 inspection '03Qtr2}
[White, Mitigating Systems] - (Units 1, 2, 3) Insufficient number of PZR heaters
controlled from SSF to maintain PZR steam bubble ('03Qtr3) .. .{closed in 95002
inspection '04Qtr 3}
[White, Mitigating Systems] - (Units 1,2,3) Fire protection issue regarding SSF
manning delay ('04Qtr 3) ...{closed in 95002 inspection}
On April 8, 2004, Duke Energy Corporation (DEC) was cited a Severity Level III
violation and assessed a $60,000 civil penalty for being in violation of 10 CFR
50.59 requirements at the Oconee Nuclear Station. NRC inspectors found that
the licensee revised a high energy line break (HELB) analysis in May 2001
without first obtaining NRC review and approval. The revised analysis postponed
the initiation time of required safety systems (i.e., emergency feedwater and high
pressure injection), for which the NRC determined that DEC's review of the
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report changes did not adequately consider the
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impact to plant safety and, therefore, involved performance issues beyond poor
documentation of the review that resulted in Unreviewed Safety Questions.
[Greater Than Green, Mitigating Systems] - (Units 1,2,3) Auxiliary building
HELB flood concerns due to east penetration room blowout panel-related
deficiencies ('06Qtr 1)...final decision pending
(2)

Is Credit Warranted for Identification? Explain:
No... .it was questions by the resident inspectors that led to the identification/correction
of the deficiency.

(3)

Is Credit Warranted for Corrective Actions? Explain:
No.. .condition existed two months after being identified as a deficiency in the licensee's
corrective action program.

(4)

Should Discretion Be Exercised to Mitigate or Escalate Sanction?
No.

(5)

Is action being considered against individuals?
No.

(6)

Non-Routine Issues/Additional Information/Relevant Precedent/Lessons Learned:
[Excerpt from Inspection Report 05000269,270,28712006002]

1R06
a.

Flood Protection Measures (external)
Inspection Scope
The inspectors reviewed the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) sections
2.4, Hydrologic Engineering, and 9.6, Standby Shutdown Facility, and the SSF ASW
Design Basis Documents sections 2.2.5, Design Events, and 2.3.13, Flood, with regard
to protecting the SSF from external flooding. The inspectors performed a walkdown of
the SSF to examine its flood protection features and barriers including the flood wall and
watertight door at the South entrance of the SSF, accessible cable and piping
penetrations and seals, structural integrity of the building with regards to external
flooding, and the building's floor drain and sump system.

b.

Findings
Breach of SSF Flood Protection Barrier
Introduction: An unresolved item (URI) was identified for failure to maintain design
control of a SSF flood protection barrier, which resulted in the creation of a 6" x 10"
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pathway for external flood waters to enter the SSF and potentially render its equipment
inoperable. This issue is designated as a URI pending further inspection and
assessment of the affect of the breached flood protection barrier on SSF equipment.
Description: On August 13, 2003, per work order (WO) 98609803, the licensee removed
an access cover on the bolted cover that surrounds the C02 supply pipe located in the
Southwest corner of the SSF Response Room. This 6" x 10" cover is a passive flood
protection barrier and was removed to route temporary power cables into the SSF for an
SSF outage.
On June 2, 2005, as a result of the inspectors observations, the licensee generated PIP
0-05-3820 to document that the flood protection barrier was breached to route
temporary power cables into the SSF in support of modification work. On August 3,
2005, the licensee generated PIP 0-05-4978, which documented that the deficient
condition still existed, as the temporary power cables were still routed through the
breached flood protection barrier, located on the South wall of the SSF and below the
top of the flood barriers at the North and South entrances to the SSF. PIP 0-05-4978
goes on to state that, "Based on discussions with ... Severe Accident Analysis Group,
the bolted cover over the C02 supply pipe should be installed because it is part of the
flood barrier that protects the SSF. While this flood barrier is not required for SSF
operability, it is important to PRA [Probabilistic Risk Assessment] (similar to flood gate at
the South Entrance to the SSF)." On August 3, 2005, per work request (WR) 98352428,
the temporary power cables were removed and the flood protection barrier was restored
to its design configuration.
As a result of a licensee investigation into the breached flood protection barrier, the
licensee updated section 2.2.5.2.2 of the SSF ASW design basis document (DBD),
External Flooding Due To Jocassee Dam Failure, to read, "In order to protect the SSF
from flooding due to a Jocassee Dam failure which results in flood levels < the 5' SSF
flood barrier [at the South entrance of the SSF], . . . The bolted cover that surrounds
the C02 supply pipe located in the Southwest corner of the SSF Response Room must
be installed. The bolted access panel that is located on the C02 supply pipe bolted
cover must also be installed." Additionally, the licensee posted signage next to the
access cover which states, "Do not remove bolted cover that surrounds C02 supply pipe
in SSF Response Room when the SSF is operable. Bolted cover is a flood barrier for
the SSF."
PIPs 0-05-4978 and 0-05-6642 document that the Maintenance Rule expert panel
changed the maintenance rule function of providing external flood protection barriers for
the SSF to High Safety Significance, and included the bolted cover that surrounds the
C02 supply pipe and its access cover in this function. The licensee classified this event
as a maintenance preventable functional failure for external flood protection of the SSF.
The Maintenance Rule portion of PIP 0-05-4978 states that, "When the flood barrier for
the C02 supply pipe located inside the SSF Response Room is not installed, the SSF is
vulnerable to external flood water that exceeds the height of the resulting opening.
Since the height of the opening that is present when the flood barrier ... is removed is
below the height of the flood gate provided at the South entrance to the SSF, a
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functional failure of the SSF flood protection barrier would occur for flood levels that
reach the height of the opening."
Licensee calculation OSC-2240, Verification of SSF Sump System Parameters - NSM
ON-1012, documents that the SSF sump pumps cannot be relied on to operate following
a Jocassee Dam failure, as the pump's are incapable of developing sufficient head to
overcome the backpressure developed by the depth of the flood waters and that
approximately 5920 gallons of water in the SSF pump room will render the SSF
inoperable.
Section 9.6.4.7 of the UFSAR discusses "Flooding Reviews" with respect to SSF System
Evaluations, and states that, "The structure meets the requirements of GDC 2 [Design
bases for protection against natural phenomena], and the guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 1.102 [Flood Protection for Nuclear Power Plants] with respect to protection
against flooding."
However, section 2.2.5.2.2 of the SSF ASW DBD, External Flooding Due To Jocassee
Dam Failure, states that,".., a 5' external flood wall was added around the SSF
entrances to reduce the consequences of a Jocassee Dam failure. This 5' wall was not
intended to bound all flood scenarios, but was deemed adequate to protect the SSF from
the more likely flood scenarios. A recently completed flood analysis indicates that a
Jocassee Dam failure could result in an external flood height of at least 10'." In this
case, the deficient flood protection barrier was located below the top of the 5-foot flood
protection wall located at the South entrance of the SSF, and would have provided a
flowpath for external flood waters whose depth was greater than 4.6 feet to enter the
SSF.
Additionally, a December 10, 1992, Jocassee Dam Failure Inundation Study (Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission Project No. 2503) predicted that a Jocasee Dam failure
could result in flood waters of approximately 12.5 to 16.8 feet deep at the Oconee
Nuclear Site.
Analysis: During an external flooding event, the breached flood protection barrier could
have provided a flowpath for flood waters to enter the SSF. This could impact the safety
function of the SSF during accident scenarios that require the use of SSF equipment to
mitigate the consequences of the event, as the flood waters could have rendered the
SSF equipment inoperable.
Enforcement: This issue remains unresolved pending further inspection and assessment
to determine what impact the breached flood protection barrier may have had on SSF
equipment during a postulated event requiring the use of the SSF. Accordingly, it will be
identified as: URI 05000269,270,287/2006002-01, Failure to Maintain Design Control of
SSF Flood Protection Barrier. This issue is in the licensee's corrective action program
as PIPs 0-05-3820, 0-05-4978 and 0-05-6642.
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ENCLOSURE
(Phase 3 Analysis)
SRA Analysis Number OC00605
Analysis Type:SDP Phase III
Inspection Report # (if issued):
Plant Name: Oconee
Unit Number: 1,2,3
Enforcement Action # (if applicable):
1.

Background (refer to Attachment 1)
On August 13, 2003 (per WO 98609803), the licensee removed an access cover on the
south side of the Safe Shutdown Facility (SSF), which surrounds the SSF CO 2 fill piping.
This 6" x 10" cover is a passive flood protection barrier and was removed to route
temporary power cables into the SSF for an SSF outage. The inspectors noted this
deficient condition on several occasions and reported it to the licensee, and on June 2,
2005, the licensee generated a condition adverse to quality report, PIP 0-05-3820,
which documents the condition of the access cover and the temporary cables. On
August 3, 2005, the licensee generated PIP 0-05-4978, which once again, documented
that the deficient condition (the access cover/flood barrier breach) still existed, as the
temporary power cables were still routed through the opening. The PIP stated that the
condition was to be corrected that day, and per WR 98352428 it was. Upon viewing the
size of the breach from the exterior of the SSF, it was determined that the size of the
opening was not 6" x 10", but rather - 5" x 9" (as seen in photo# 12) The SSF is
designed to maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition for a period of 72 hours
following 10CFR50 Appendix R fire, turbine building flood, sabotage, station blackout or
tornado missile events. Although not licensed for the these events, the licensee's
proceduralized accident mitigation strategies direct use of the SSF to mitigate the
consequences of loss of feed water (Main and Auxiliary), a high energy line break in
both the aux building and turbine building, non-seismic system line breaks/flooding in the
auxiliary building, and flooding in the control rooms. The licensee has calculated (in
OSC-2240) that they are unable to withstand greater than -5920 gallons of water in the
SSF pump room.
Performance Deficiency - The performance deficiency concerns a failure, with respect to
10 CFR 50.65, to assess, and therefore manage, the risk associated with removing the
CO 2 access cover in the south wall of the SSF to facilitate installation of temporary
electrical power. Consequently, for almost two years an uncontrolled flowpath existed
through the wall for potential flood waters in excess of 4.6 feet (800.625 feet above msl)
to render the SSF unable to perform its intended functions.
Exposure Time - one year
Date of Occurrence -The deficient condition existed from August 13, 2003 until August 3,
2005.

II.

Safety Impact: WHITE
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Ill.

Risk Analysis/Considerations

Assumptions
1.

No credible recovery, given the flood conditions that would exist. (Refer to
Attachment 1)

2.

The performance deficiency has no effect on internal event initiators. It is only
external initiators that cause floods that are relevant.

3.

The basic event surrogate for the performance deficiency will be XEFLOOD,
flood exceeds 5 foot wall, for the random failure of the JoCasse Dam. The base
case probability of accedence of 0.2 will be increased for the relative decrease in
the height of the wall due to the breach.

4.

Flood flow rates and the relative heights (801.75' top vs. 800.625' breach) are as
described in Attachment 1. The performance deficiency reduces the effective
wall height by 22.5%. The 22.5% is derived from 801.75'= 5' and 800.625 =
3.875'. Therefore, (5' - 3.875' / 5') = 0.225.

5.

For the seismic initiator the basic event surrogate is CFLOODXDEX with a base
case probability of 0.4. This increased base case failure probability represents a
combination of uncertainty, lack of response time for reducing lake levels and
limited response capability in the wake of a seismic event. The non-conforming
basic event probability would correlate to (.4 + (.6)(.225)) = 0.535. However, an
additional factor must be considered to account for those random failures of the
SSF that would lead to core damage ill regardless of flood barrier integrity.
Consequently, the delta CDF derived from the full scope model calculations
needs an additional partition equal to the probability of SSF success. After
applying this factor the delta COF would truly be the risk contribution due to the
performance deficiency and not a scoping analysis.

6.

A probability for the failure of the Safe Shutdown Facility will be set at 0.2, using
updated information from the licensee's most current PRA and consideration for
primary relief valve challenges.

7.

Dam failure frequency is 1.3E-5/yr as derived from the licensee's IPEEE (page 521), based upon two failures in 154,380 years using an update of the Jack R.
Benjamin 1981 report entitled "Statistical Evaluation of the Frequency of Random
Dam Failure."

PRA Model used for basis of the risk analysis: licensee full-scope model used for all
accident sequences including the seismic quantification
Significant Influence Factor(s) [if any]: Relative height of the bottom of the breach to the
top of the wall.
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IV.

Calculations
BASE CASE EXTERNAL
The two accident sequences considered are a random failure of the JoCasse Dam that
induces an external flood and an earthquake inducing the dam failure. The random dam
failure cutset is:
1.3E-5 (dam failure frequency) * 0.8 (5' wall not exceeded) * 0.2 (SSF failure) =
2.1 E-6/yr
The seismically induced CDF = 3.09E-5/yr from OR3SEISDRAFT.xls, Attachment 2.
NON-CONFORMING CASE
For the random dam failure CDF = 1.3E-5 * 0.8 * 0.775 (portion of wall intact) * .2 +
1.3E-5 * 0.8 * .225 = 1.6E-6 + 2.34E-6 = 3.9E-6/yr
For the seismically induced CDF from OR3SEISDRAFT0535.xls (Attachment 3) =
3.27E-5/yr
DELTA CDF FOR EXPOSURE TIME
Random Dam = 3.94E-6 - 2.1E-6 = 1.84E-6 * lyr = 1.84E-6
Seismic Dam = 3.27E-5 - 3.09E-5 = 1.8E-6 * lyr * .8 (SSF success) = 1.44E-6
Total delta CDF = 3.3E-6
LARGE EARLY RELEASE FREQUENCY IMPACT
These sequences are not SGTR or ISLOCA. Consequently, they are not containment
bypass sequences. However, the sequences are of the nature that population
evacuation would be severely impaired. Therefore, core damage followed by late
containment failure may produce similar conditions as those associated with
containment bypass events. Due to the lack of information, quantification of this type of
accident sequence from this perspective is not possible and can only be acknowledged
as an uncertainty factor.
RECONCILIATION BETWEEN PHASE 3 & PLANT NOTEBOOK/PHASE 2 RESULTS
N/A - no internal events contribution

V.

Conclusions/Recommendations - CDF increase over the base case was > 1E-6 but <
1E-5

VI.

Attachments
1.
Phase I Screening Sheets
OR3SEISDRAFT.xls
2.
3.
OR3SEISDRAFT_0535.xls
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* Top of the Flood Wall
(801.75 feet above msl)

Bottom of Breached Flood Barrier
(800.625 feet above mnsl)

Elevation of Oconee Yard (796
feet above msl)
Floor (797 feet above

Clarifications
1.

Drawing is not to scale, and is a visual aid to assist in understanding key
elevations. The drawing is not meant to depict the layout of components.

2.

Flood walls are provided at the North and South entrances to the SSF, and are
credited in the licensee's PRA for protecting the SSF from external flood waters.

3.

The breached flood barrier is located outside of and below the flood wall. As
such, the breached flood barrier provided an unmitigated flow path for external
flood waters to enter the SSF and impacted Safety-Related Equipment.

Elevations associated with breached SSF wall

Elevation (feet ms!)
Oconee Yard (UFSAR)

796

Ground floor of SSF (UFSAR)

797

Bottom of breach flood barrier (PIP and residents measurements)

800.625

Top of SSF flood wall (Licensee Drawings and PIP)

801.75

Conclusions
1.

The bottom of the breached flood barrier is 3.625 feet above SSF ground floor
elevation = 800.625 feet - 797 feet = 3.625 feet

2.

The SSF ground floor level is located 1 foot above the Oconee Yard elevation;
therefore, the effective flood protection provided by the SSF flood walls = 801.75
feet - 797 feet = 4.75 feet

3.

Effective reduction in the flood barrier = (1- 3.625' / 4.75') x 100% = 23.7%

-
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SDP Worksheet and
Photographs.

SDP PHASE 1 SCREENING WORKSHEET FOR INITIATING EVENTS, MITIGATION
SYSTEMS AND BARRIERS CORNERSTONES
Reference/Title (LER #, Inspection Report #, etc):
IR 2006002, Failure to maintain design control of SSF external flood barriers
PIP 0-05-3820, SSF housekeeping tour items (June 2, 2005)
PIP 0-05-4978, Access panel on south side of SSF below flood level (August 3, 2005)
PIP 0-05-6642, A problem evaluation should be performed for PIP 05-4978 (Oct.18, 2005)
Performance Deficiency (concise statement clearly stating deficient licensee performance):
The licensee failed to maintain adequate design control of the SSF CO2 access cover (south
wall breach) while routing temporary power cables through the breached cover (a flood
barrier), thereby, creating a flood flowpath through the SSF south wall. Per recent licensee
calculation, OSC-2240, rev. 1 (dated 6-29-05), -1.37 gpm of leakage into the SSF pump
room will render the SSF unable to perform its intended functions.
Factual Description of Condition (statement of facts known about the condition that
resulted from the performance deficiency, without hypothetical failures included):
Flood Flowpath #1
On August 13, 2003 (per WO 98609803), the licensee removed an access cover on the south
side of the SSF, which surrounds the SSF CO 2 fill piping. This 6" x 10" cover is a passive
flood protection barrier and was removed to route temporary power cables into the SSF for an
SSF outage.
The inspectors noted this deficient condition on several occasions and reported it to the
licensee, and on June 2, 2005, the licensee generated PIP 0-05-3820, which documents the
condition of the access cover and the temporary cables.
On August 3, 2005, the licensee generated PIP 0-05-4978, which once again, documented
that the deficient condition (the access cover/flood barrier breach) still existed, as the
temporary power cables were still routed through the opening. The PIP stated that the
condition was to be corrected that day, and per WR 98352428 it was.
Upon viewing the size of the breach from the exterior of the SSF, it was determined that the
size of the opening was not 6" x 10", but rather - 5" x 9" (as seen in photo# 12)
System(s)/Train(s) Degraded by Condition:
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Note: Shaded text in oniginal
document.

The Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF), specifically:
1) Reactor Coolant Makeup Unit pumps for Oconee Units 1, 2, and 3
2) SSF ASW pump
3) SSF DSW pump
Licensing Basis Function of System(s)/Train(s):
The SSF is designed to maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition for a period of 72
hours following 1OCFR50 Appendix R fire, turbine building flood, sabotage, station blackout
or tornado missile events.
Other Safety Function of System(s)/Train(s):
Although not licensed for the these events, credit is taken for the SSF systems to mitigate the
consequences of a high energy line break in both the aux building and turbine building, nonseismic system line breaks/flooding in the auxiliary building, and flooding in the control rooms.
Maintenance Rule Category (check one):
XXXXXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxx.

risk-significant

non risk-significant

Time condition existed or is assumed to have existed:
The deficient condition existed from August 13, 2003 until August 3, 2005; therefore, the
exposure time is greater than one year.
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CORNERSTONES AND FUNCTIONS DEGRADED AS A RESULT OF DEFICIENCY
(V) Check the appropriate boxes
MITIGATION SYSTEMS
CORNERSTONE

INITIATING EVENTS
CORNERSTONE

I

I

Primary System LOCA initiator
contributor - (e.g., RCS
leakage from pressurizer
heater sleeves, RPV piping
penetrations, CRDM nozzles,
PORVs, SRVs, ISLOCA
issues, etc.)

-

Core Decay Heat Removal
Degraded

I-1
IN

Short Term Heat
Removal Degraded

I

7l
F]

Primary (e.g.,
Safety lnj, [main
feedwater, HPCI,
and RCIC - BWR
only] )

Transient initiator contributor
(e.g., reactor/turbine trip, loss
of offsite power, loss of service
water, main steam/feedwater
piping degradations, etc.)

BARRIERS
CORNERSTONE
RCS Boundary as a mitigator
following plant upset (e.g..
pressurized thermal shock).

Containment Barrier Degraded

[R

Reactor Containment
Degraded
Actual Breach or
Bypass

High Pressure
Heat Removal,
Hydrogen or Pressure
Control Degraded

Low Pressure

I1
Fire initiator contributor (e.g.,
transient loadings and
combustibles, hotwork)

Internal/external flooding
initiator contributor

Long Term Heat
Removal Degraded
(e.g., ECCS sump
recirculation,
suppression pool)

Reactivity Control Degraded

xI

F-I
LI

Control Room, Aux
Bldg/Reactor Bldg, or
Spent Fuel Bldg Barrier
Degraded

Fuel Cladding Barrier
Degraded

Seismic/Fire/Flood/Severe
Weather Protection Degraded
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SDP PHASE I SCREENING WORKSHEET FOR IE, MS, and. B CORNERSTONES
Check the appropriate boxes V
IF the finding is assumed to degrade:
1.

fire protection defense-in-depth strategies involving: detection, suppression
(equipment for both manual and automatic), barriers, fire prevention and
administrative controls, and post fire safe shutdown systems, THEN STOP. Go to
IMC 0609, Appendix F. Issues related to performance of the fire brigade are not
included in Appendix F and require NRC management review.

2.

steam generator tube integrity, THEN STOP. Go to IMC 0609, Appendix J.

3.

the safety of an operating reactor, THEN IDENTIFY the degraded cornerstone(s):
Initiating Event
XX

Mitigation Systems
RCS Barrier (e.g., PTS issues)
Fuel Barrier
Containment Barriers

IF TWO OR MORE of the above cornerstones are degraded - THEN STOP. Go to Phase
2.
IF ONLY ONE of the above cornerstones is degraded, THEN CONTINUE in the appropriate
column on page 4 of 5 of this worksheet.
NOTE: When assessing the significance of a finding affecting multiple cornerstones, the
finding should be assigned to the cornerstone that best reflects the dominant risk of the
finding.

Page 3 of 5

Initiatin Events Cornerstone

Mitigation Systems
Cornerstone

LOCA Initiators

1. Is the finding a design or
qualification deficiency
confirmed not to result in
loss of function per GL
91-18 (rev 1)?

1. Assuming worst case
degradation, would the
finding result in exceeding
the Tech Spec limit for
identified RCS leakage or
could the finding have
likely affected other
mitigation systems
resulting in a total loss of
their safety function?

]If YES

4 Stop. Go to

Phase 2.

]

Z-If YES, screen as
Green

1. RCS Barrier
(eg., pressurized
thermal chock issues)
Stop. Go to Phase 3.
2. Fuel Barrier

Containment Barriers
Cornerstone

1. Does the finding only
represent a degradation of
the radiological barrier
function provided for the
control room, or auxiliary
building, or spent fuel pool,
or SBGT systems (BWR)?

Screen as Green.

If YES 4 screen as Green

X1 If NO, continue.
2. Does the finding
represent a loss of
system safety function?

Z

-

If
YES 4 Stop. Go to
Phase 2.

Transient Initiators

3. Does the finding
represent actual loss of
safety function of a single
Train, for > its Tech Spec
Allowed Outage Time?

]

If YES - Stop. Go to
Phase 2.

]

-]

Issue Date: 12/01/04

IfNO, continue.

2. Does the finding represent a
degradation of the barrier
function of the control room
against smoke or a toxic
atmosphere?

XI If NO, Continue.

If NO, Screen as Green

1. Does the finding
contribute to both the
likelihood of a reactor trip
AND the likelihood that
mitigation equipment or
functions will not be
available?

LRCS Barrier or Fuel
Barrier
B

If YES 4 Stop. Go to
Phase 3.
IfNO, continue.

X1 If NO, Continue.
3. Does the finding represent
an actual open pathway in
the physical integrity of
reactor containment, or
involve an actual reduction
in defense-in-depth for the
atmospheric pressure
control or hydrogen control
functions of the reactor
containment?

A-5
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]-IfPhase
YES St6p. Go to
2.
4

]lf

NO, Screen as Green

Extermal Event Initators
1. Does the finding
Increase the likelihood of
a fire or internal/external
flood?
If YES 4 Use the
IPEEE or other existing
plant-specific analyses
to identify core damage
scenarios of concern
and factors that increase
the frequency. Provide
the input for Phase 3
analysis.

-]

IfNO, Screen as Green

4. Does the finding
represent an actual loss
of safety function o one or
more non-Tech Spec
Trains of equipment
designated as risksignificant per
10CFR50,65, for >24 hrs?

J
:X

If YES - Stop. Go to
Phase 2.
If NO, Continue.

5. Does the finding screen
as potentially risk
significant due to a
seismic, flooding, or
severe weather initiating
event, using the critens
on page 5 of this
worksheet?

]

If
YES 4 Stop. Go to

Appendix H of IMC 0609.
If NO, Screen as Green.

Xl If YES 4 Use the

IPEEE or other existing
plant-specific analyses
to identify core damage
scenarios of concern
and provide this input for
Phase 3 analysis.

-7If NO, Screen as Green
Page 4 of 5

SDP PHASE I SCREENING WORKSHEET FOR IE, MS, and B CORNERSTONES

Seismic, Flooding, and Severe Weather Screening Criteria
Does the finding involve the loss or degradation of equipment or function
specifically designed to mitigate a seismic, flooding, or severe weather initiating
event (e.g., seismic snubbers, flooding barriers, tornado doors)?

1.

If YES - continue to question 2

i

If NO - skip to question 3
2.

If the equipment or safety function is assumed to be completely failed or
unavailable, are ANY of the following three statements TRUE? The loss of this
equipment or function by itself, during the external initiating event it was intended to
mitigate
a)

would cause a plant trip or any of the Initiating Events used by Phase 2 for
the plant in question;

b)

would degrade two or more Trains of a multi-train safety system or function;
c)

would degrade one or more Trains of a system that supports a safety
system or function.

If YES -

the finding is potentially risk significant due to external initiating event
core damage sequences - return to page 4 of this Worksheet

If NO, screen as Green
3.

Does the finding involve the total loss of any safety function, identified by the
licensee through a PRA, IPEEE, or similar analysis, that contributes to external
event initiated core damage accident sequences (i.e., initiated by a seismic,
flooding, or severe weather event)?
X

If YES - the finding is potentially risk significant due to external initiating
event core
damage sequences - return to page 4 of this
Worksheet
If NO, screen as Green

Result of Phase I screening process:

Screen as
Green

Go to Phase 2

XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX

Go to Phase 3

Important Assumptions:
See attached facts, assumptions, and photos.

Performed by Eric Riggs on February 27, 2006.
Performed by:

Date:

Page 5 of 5
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General Info
From SSF portion of Oconee UFSAR
Section 9.6.3.1 of the UFSAR describes the SSF Structure including Flood Design. The
section states that, "The grade level entrance of the SSF is 797.0 feet above mean sea level
(msl).", and that "As a PRA enhancement the SSF is provided with a five foot external flood
wall which equipped with a water tight door near the south entrance of the SSF."
Section 9.6.3.6 of the UFSAR describes the SSF support systems. The section states that,
"Portions of the SSF Sump System are seismically restrained to prevent flooding of the SSF
Pump Room."
Section 9.6.3.6.5 of the UFSAR describes the SSF Sump System. The section states that,
"The SSF Sump System provides a collection and discharge function for normal equipment
drainage within the SSF. The main components of the system are the sump and two sump
pumps which handle the flow routed to the sump via the floor drain system located throughout
the SSF."
Section 3.4.1.1 of the UFSAR describes the Flood Protection Measures for Seismic Class
Structures. The section states that, "The plant yard elevation is 796.0 feet msl."
From SSF portion of Oconee DBD
The SSF ASW System DBD, section 2.2.5.2.2, External Flooding Due To Jocassee Dam
Failure,states that "Based on information from the Oconee Probabilistic Risk Assessments
(PRA), a 5' external flood wall was added around the SSF entrances to reduce the
consequences of a Jocassee Dam failure. (Reference 2.5.2.4.6) This 5' wall was not intended
to bound all flood scenarios but was deemed adequate to protect the SSF from the more likely
flood scenarios. A recently comoleted flood analysis indicates that a Jocassee Dam failure
could result in an external flood height of at least 10'. (Reference 2.5.2.1.20) Since the SSF
ASW System is located inside the SSF Building, the SSF ASW System is not protected from a
Jocassee Dam failure which results in an external flood height > the 5' wall." (This is from Rev
22 of section 2.2.5.2.2. dated July 10, 1995.)
The same section of the DBD goes on to states that, "A third PRA (Reference 2.5.1.9.98,
IPEEE Submittal Report) was submitted to the NRC on December 21, 1995 as Oconee's
response to Generic Letter 88-20, Supplement 4. Per the IPEEE Submittal Report, there is a
significant reduction in core damage frequency due to successful operation of the SSF for
Jocassee Dam failures which result in flooding that does not exceed the 5' flood barrier which
protects the SSF. A Jocassee Dam failure that results in flood levels which exceed the top of
the 5' SSF flood barrier is the dominant accident sequence (2.6 E-06) leading to core damage
resulting from an external flooding event. The estimated core damage frequency due to all
external flooding sequences is 7.OE-06/yr. The IPEEE submittal concludes that the Oconee
plant risk due to external flooding does not pose a severe accident vulnerability since a 7.OE06/yr core damage frequency is of the same magnitude as other potential accidents such as
seismic event, fires, tornadoes, and other events.
The estimated core melt frequency due to a seismically induced Jocassee Dam failure which
results in flood levels that exceed the top of the 5' SSF flood barrier is of the same order of
magnitude as core melt frequencies caused by external flooding. Therefore, a seismically
induced Jocassee Dam failure does not pose a severe accident vulnerability.
In order to protect the SSF from flooding due to a Jocassee Dam failure which results in flood
levels < the 5' SSF flood barrier, the following flood barriers are required:

1. The water tight flood door located at the South entrance to the SSF must be closed with all
seven dogs latched before flood water reaches the SSF.
2. The bolted cover that surrounds the C02 supply pipe located in the Southwest corner of the
SSF Response Room must be installed. The bolted access panel that is located on the
C02 supply pipe bolted cover must also be installed.
If the 5' flood barrier which protects the SSF becomes inoperable, the SSF is not considered
to be inoperable. However, the 5' flood barrier should be repaired in a timely manner to
ensure that assumptions made in the Oconee PRA analysis remain valid."
The SSF ASW System DBD states that, "Since the SSF Building Sump Pump and portions of
the sump pump discharge piping are not seismically qualified, no credit is taken for operation
of the SSF Building Sump Pump following a seismic event. A portion of the SSF Building
Sump Pump discharge piping and valves are seismically qualified to prevent water in the yard
from flowing into the SSF Building."
The SSF Diesel Support System DBD Section 2.3.3 (System Class) and Section 2.3.4
(Seismic) describe the seismic boundary of the sump system as occurring at the respective
sump pumps' discharge check valves (CCW-312 and CCW-313, both 3-inch diameter check
valves). Section 2.3.3 states that, "SSF Building Sump pumps discharge piping upstream of
valves CCW-312 and CCW-313 [on the sump side of the check valve] (Class G) and SSF
Building Sump pumps discharge piping from valves CCW-312 and CCW-313, inside SSF
Building (Class D)." Section 2.3.4. of the SSF DG DBD (Seismic) states that "The Duke
Class D piping shall meet the seismic Category II standards"
Consequently, the sump pumps and the piping from them to the discharge check valves are
rendered inoperable during any seismic event.
The SSF Diesel Support System DBD, provides the SSF Building Sump Pumps' data. There
are 2 pumps, each with a rated capacity of 100 gpm at 19 psig and a total head of 50 feet. The
SSF Building Sump Pump Data, taken from page 119 of the SSF Diesel Support System DBD,
OSS-0254.00-00-00-1008 is provided in Attachment #1.
In section 5.2 of OSC-2240, the licensee assumes that the SSF sump (located in the
basement of the SSF, beneath the ASW, DSW and HVAC SW pumps) is full or unavailable at
time zero of the event.
The inspectors will utilize this assumption also, as the sump could be nearly full (at the hi or
hi-hi setpoint) when the sump pumps automatically begin to attempt to lower the level within
the sump, as discussed in OSC-2240 sections 9.0, 9.1, and 9.7. Additionally, section 7.1
of the calculation states that the volumes occupied by piping and components within the
sump has been excluded, thereby reducing the volume which remains in the sump.
Licensee Calculated Maximum In-Leakage
The licensee has already calculated in OSC-2240 that they are unable to tolerate >1.37 gpm
of in-leakage into the SSF pump room during this type of event. As the SSF has a 72 hour
mission time, and this rate of in-leakage will result in the flooding of the ASW, DSW and HVAC
SW pump room. This has been clearly stated by the licensee in PIP 0-05-3770 and in OSC2240 (section 5.2 on page 3). Consequently,-5920 gallons of water in the SSF pump room
will result in the failure of the SSF to perform its intended safety function.
An electronic copy of OSC-2240 was made, inspectors comments have been added in red
text, and noteworthy items have been highlighted by the inspectors in green. The attachments
have not been included but can be sent, if needed.
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SSF Internal Flowpaths
Once the flood water enters the SSF building from the breach in the wall, it will quickly fill the
SSF pump room located in the basement via the main stairwell, the floor drain system, open
penetrations (mechanical or electrical), unsealed penetrations (mechanical or electrical), the
shield blocks which sit directly over the ASW / DSW pump room,....
Gravity will ensure that the flood waters flow to the basement.
With regards to the floor drain system, there are 4 drains on the ground floor of the SSF, 2 in
each battery room, 3 in the diesel generator room and 2 in the electrical room. The drains are
4 inch ID per drawing O-320K, and their approximate locations are shown on Attachment #2.
Additionally, there is a trench on elevation 777 feet which runs from the diesel room through
the equipment room and empties (is open ended) in the overhead of the SSF pump room.
This trench appears to be available to facilitate the movement of any flood waters, which in the
unlikely event that they enter the equipment room, back towards the basement of the SSF.
Flood Flowpath #1
#1
As seen in photo 11, the hole in the wall is lightly less than the size of the access cover plate
measured in photos 3 and 4 (as seen by comparing the position of the nuts/bolts in the 2
different views).
Approximate the size of the breach to be 5" x 9", and that two 1.5" diameter electrical cables
were routed through the opening (per inspector notes and a conversation with Oconee
electricians). Also, inspectors observed that access cover was swung out of the way and held
in place with one bolt (the other three bolts and nuts were not seen anywhere) and PIP 0-054978 documents that, "During SSF Housekeeping tour it was noticed that the panel was
swung away in order to route temporary power cables into the SSF." Consequently, for this
2
2
analysis the breach area will be 5" x 9" - 2(Tr14)(1.5*') = 41.5 in
Photo 11 also shows that the breached access cover requires nuts on the exterior of the SSF;
consequently, even if the electrical cables could have been cut, the licensee would not have
been able to easily reinstall the cover in a timely fashion (while the building continued to flood
- missing bolts/nuts/tools and lack of access to exterior of building with flood waters on site).

#2
As seen in photo #7, the hinged, exterior access panel door for SSF-CO-14 and SSF-CO-17
has two slots cVt into it, the areas of which are measured in photos 9 through 12. Photos 8
and 9 are of the slots associated with SSF-CO-14, which measures - 3" x 9", while photos 10
and 11 are of the slots associated with SSF-CO-17, which measures -4" x 9". This yields a
total flow area of -27 in2 + -36 in2 = -63 in2; however, a portion of this area is blocked by the
CO 2 fill connection.
The two connections are each -2" in diameter, so the total area is reduced to -56.7 in2 (which
is much larger than the 41.5 in2 calculated above). Additionally, the exterior access panel
door was propped open at the bottom by the temporary power cables which were being routed
through the breach. This second flow area is 1.5" (cable diameter) x 26.5" (width of the
hinged exterior access panel door)= 39.75 in2 (minus the area of two cables = 3.5 in2)
Consequently, the total flow area (56.7 + 39.75 - 3.5 -93 in2) through the exterior access door
is much larger than that of the breached, interior access cover; in fact, it is twice as large (-93
in2 vs 41.5 in2). So no flow disruptions for the exterior side are created due to a choke
point.

Furthermore, the exterior access door doesn't have a gasket or seal, so flood waters would
easily leak around the entire periphery of the door.
#3
In order to calculate the flowrate of flood water into the SSF, the velocity of the flood water
entering the SSF must first be calculated. This will be done by approximating the flood of as a
large tank of water trying to flow or leak into the SSF via a nozzle of lower elevation. The
details of this analysis are explained in Frank M White's Third Edition of Fluid Mechanics, and
are illustrated in Attachment #3. Consequently, the energy equation becomes V ~(2gh)'.
So h (in the V -(2gh)'"" ) varies for this flowpath depending on the height of the flood. With the
flood waters entering the SSF through the breach when the flood elevation reaches 800.625
feet.
Per PIP 0-05-4978, "The bottom of the opening that is present when the C02 supply pipe
flood barrier is removed is approximately 43.5" (-800.625') above the floor in the SSF
Response Room. The top of the flood gate installed at the South entrance to the SSF is
801.75' (Ref O-320Z-3)."
The exterior access cover (shown in photos 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11) and the interior access cover
(shown in photo 12) are simply large orifice plates whose cuts were made with a cutting torch,
so the rounded edge orifice coefficient of 0.98 applies to both plates (from Marks' Standard
Handbook for Mechanical Engineers); however, as a simplification this minor loss with will be
ignored (with little change, as 0.98 x 0.98 = 0.9604).
#4
See the attached Licensee PIPs with inspector comments inserted and highlighted in green.
(PIP 0-05-3820, PIP 0-05-4978, and PIP 0-05-6642)
Total Flood Flow Rate
The flood in-leakage into the SSF was calculated by using flood heights ranging from a
minimum elevation of the SSF wall breach, 800.625 feet (the bottom of the hole), to that of the
SSF flood wall, 801.75 feet. In other words, the postulated flooding event would not impact
the SSF via these flood path until the flood waters rose to an elevation of greater than 800.625
feet. At which time, flood waters would begin to enter the SSF via the wall breach flowpath.
The flooding scenario was continued until the flood waters rose to the top of the SSF flood
wall, elevation 801.75 feet, as this was believed by the inspector to be part of the overall base
case for the plant.
The results of this analysis are shown in Attachment #4. As you can, thirteen flood elevation
scenarios were examined, beginning at 800.625 feet (bottom of the breach) and ending at
801.75 (top of SSF flood wall).
Summary
The licensee failed to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion III for the
SSF (Design Control), in that, the licensee failed to adequately ensure that the SSF was
protected against damage from certain external flooding events. This resulted in the creation
of flowpath for flood waters to enter the SSF during an external flood event, as the licensee
failed to restore the access cover following the SSF outage.
During a postulated Jocassee Dam failure (as described on page 17 of OSC-2240), the SSF
sump pumps cannot be relied upon to operate, as the pump's are incapable of developing
sufficient head to overcome the depth of the flood waters (assuming any degradation of the
A-11
0609, App A
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second pump's operating curve. Page 17 of OSC-2240 also discusses the sump pumps'
capabilities during a Turbine Building Flood scenario.
The licensee has calculated (in OSC-2240) that they are unable to withstand greater than
-5920 gallons of water in the SSF pump room. Clearly, the deficiency described above would
have provided more than sufficient flood water to render the SSF unable, at the maximum
flood height of 801.75 feet, to perform its intended safety function within -5 minutes.

Photo 1 (Flood Flowpath #1): View of 6" x 10" access panel (flood barrier), signage and 208V
MCC 3XSF-1
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Photo 2 (Flood
Flowoath #1 ):
New sign located
directed above the
access panel

Photo 3 (Flood
Flowpath #1 ):
Width of the new
access panel cover
equals -6 inches
(previous access panel
cover was made of
galvanized tin)

Photo 4 (Flood
Flowpath #1):
Length of the new
access panel cover
equals -10 inches
(previous access panel
cover was made of
galvanized tin)

Photo 5 (Flood
Flowpath #1):
View of the gasket
material used to seal
the new access cover

Issue Date: 12/01/04
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Photo 6 (Flood
Flowoath #11):
Height of access cover
above the SSF
"Submersible pump
storage room Room"
floor (43.5 to 49.5
inches, as stated in
Maint Rule portion of
PIP 0-05-4978) so
breach centerline is
46.5 inches from
bottom of floor or
800.875' elevation

Photo 7 (Flood
Flowpath #1):
Hinged, Exterior
Access Panel for SSFCO-14 and SSF-CO-17

Photo 8 (Flood
Flowpath #11):
SSF-CO-14 connection
opening
(note height of opening
to be -9 inches)
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Photo 9 (Flood
Flowpath #1 ):
SSF-CO-14 connection
opening (note width of
opening to be -3
inches)

Photo 10 (Flood
Flowpath #1):
SSF-CO-1 7 connection
opening (note height of
opening to be -9
inches)

Photo 11 (Flood
Flowpath #1 ):
SSF-CO-1 7 connection
opening (note width of
opening to be -4
inches)

Photo 12 (Flood
Flowpath #1):
Backside view of the
bolted "red rubber
gasket" material
which seals the 6" x
10" SSF access panel
(flood barrier).
Actual hole opening is
less than 6" x 10" as
seen by bolt position.
Opening is actually 5" x 9"
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Attachment 1: SSF Sump Datasheet from DBD
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Attachment #2: General Layout of the SSF with both flood flowpaths, the floor drains, and pipe
trench marked (not to scale)
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Attachment #3: Example of Fluid Flowrate Calculation taken from Frank M White's Third
Edition of Fluid Mechanics
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as temporary even though it was inplace for almost 2 years before discovery? Should a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation have been performed?)
However, the Regin argued that this was not appropriate because the licensee was not aware of the issue and because itwas not a
deliberate decision to leave the access cover removed. NRR question whether itwas more appropriate to pursue a citation against
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,Criterion III,"Design Control." However, there are questions regarding whether a dam failure is part of the
licensing basis. Discussions also included the possibility of issuing a finding only without an associated violation, whether to pursue a possible
failure to perform a 91-18 operability determination after discovery, and the licensee's failure to have adequate procedures to ensure that
temporary modifications are returned to normal configuration upon completion. Most panel participants decided that an adequate nsk
assessment should have been performed because the SSF was scoped inthe maintenance rule and because the access cover was
removed while the SSF was inservice (i.e., before the SSF outage). (Subsequent to the SSF outage, itwas not returned to it's original
configuration until identified by NRC inspectors almost 2 years later.) Following discussions in this regard, SERP participants ultimately agreed
that (1) itwas appropriate to pursue the possibility of citing the maintenance rule (10 CFR 50.65(a)(4)) as well as the licensee's failure to have
adequate procedures to ensure that facility changes due to maintenance and/or temporary modifications were returned to normal configuration
upon completion (i.e., work control process violation against either Regulatory Guide 1.33 or 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V); (2) the
finding impacted the reactor safety mitigating systems comerstone for ensuring the availabirity, reliability, and capability of systems that
respond to initiating events to prevent undesirable consequences; (3) the finding was more than minor and screened to potentially risk
significant because the failure to controVrestore the Integrity of the flood barrier rendered the SSF vulnerable to an external flooding event;
(4) the significance of the finding and its associated violation is kow to moderate safety (WHITE); and (5) the choice letter should contain
additional language regarding qualitative arguments, defense-in-depth, mitigation, etc. The Region plans to issue a choice letter after HQs
(NRR) review.
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Circle, Jeff
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

James Moorman
Wednesday, January 31, 2007 4:24 PM
Brian Bonser, Rudolph Bernhard; Jeff Circle
Fwd: FW: Jocassee Dam letter report
ispublicly available as
07SA01014 Final Letter Report 29Jan07.pdf Attachment
part of ML141235A408.

Brian,
Attached is Oconee's updated Jocassee dam fragility study that addresses the seismic dam failure probability.
This may or may not have an affect on the panel's decision for the SDP review. I understand that Oconee is
planning to docket the report for review during the appeal, but I have not seen docketed correspondence yet.
jim
>>> "Davenport, Berry G" <BGDaven porteduke-enerqy.com> 01/30/2007 8:59
>>> AM >>>
FYI - the Jocassee report is now final, resulting in no substantive change to our calculation (affected the 4th
decimal place). Once I print this report out and finalize the cover letter, we will formally submit. Please let me
know if you have questions. Thanks!

Graham

From: Farish, Paul T
Sent: Tuesday, January 30, 2007 8:47 AM
To: Davenport, Berry G
Cc: Nader, Stephen L; Mc Auley Jr, Robert W; Kanipe, Lee M Jr
Subject: FW: Jocassee Dam letter report

Graham -

Attached is the final report from ARES. The Jocassee Dam fragility is 1.64g with randomness and uncertainty
factors of 0.35 and 0.67, respectively. The draft report gave a fragility of 1.63g (with the randomness and
uncertainty factors unchanged). This results in a seismic CDF of 2.2835E-05 / yr (vs. 2.2836E-05 / yr. using
the draft report).
Obviously, this negligible difference has no serious impact on our previous answer provided to you.

The final report can now be forwarded to the NRC, thus meeting our commitment date of 1/31/07. Please
advise if you need further information.

Q/e2

Paul Farish, PE
Duke Energy Corp.
PRA Section
(704)382-6755
This.......ii. ind. UtS alttachMo
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From: Kelvin L. Merz [mailto:kmerzaarescorporation.com1
Sent: Tuesday, January 30, 2007 5:13 AM
To: Farish, Paul T
Cc: Greg Hardy; Richards, John M
Subject: Jocassee Dam letter report

Paul:

Attached is the letter report which provides the fragility evaluation for Jocassee Dam.

Kelly
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Circle, Jeff
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Rudolph Bernhard
Thursday, January 25, 2007 7:29 AM
Mark Haire; Brian Bonser; Mark Lesser; Jeff Circle
revised jocasseeflood.ppt
jocasseeflood.ppt

a few changes to make it more closely resemble the condition at the site. CONCLUSION IS STILL THE
SAME UNCERTAINTY TOO HIGH TO USE THE MATH.

c/j3

Jocassee
Dam top
of pool

1100'

Keowee Dam
at discharge
Ele 815

Oconee groundI level
SSF wall

/

Elevation
12'

Probability of
exceedance
0%

Max Flood

(801

20%

Top of Wall

0'
(796')
?'

?%
100%

Bottom of Wall

(808')

\

-- 7 to 8 miles

Lake Keowee Ele 796-799
average (as low as 785)

River Channel
about 660'

Certain to
Flood (bottom
of SSF wall is
not the lowest
elevation on
site.

To scale probability of exceedance, you need to know both the elevation, and the probability of exceedance for that
elevation. We know that at the max flood level, no floods will exceed the elevation. We have info that an expert judgment
placed a probability of exceedance at 20% for the 5 foot elevation. We do not know what the probability of exceedance for
the zero foot elevation is, or what the elevation is for the 100% probability of exceedance level. The uncertainties
associated with the probability of exceedance make it inappropriate for use in calculating the impact of small changes, but
absent any other method, some insights can be gained by scaling the impact of the deficiency.
To perform a linear scaling, a ratio is established between the elevation change and the probability change. This ratio can
be used to determine the fractional change that can be assigned to the change in the effective wall height. The method
used in the Phase 3 made an implicit assumption that the bottom of the wall had a 100% probability of exceedance. This is
not factual. The only information we have that could be used for a scaling would be the maximum flood, and the top of
wall: (0% - 20%) / (12' - 5') = -2.86% / foot. For the .29 foot segment of wall, this would be 0.829% change. This
compares to 22.5% in the original Phase 3. Scaling back the original answer by this factor: 3.3E-6 * .829 / 22.5 = 1.2E-7
delta CDF. This answer is dwarfed by the uncertainties.
This problem is even more complicated, because if Koewee is not overtopped, causing failure of the dam, there is no
flooding on the site. Based on lake levels, and the timing of the break (how long for the water to leave Jocassee), this
may or may not happen. In addition, for seismic failures of Jocassee, the licensee set a different probability of exceedance
of the SSF wall (40%).
The real answer is the wall is very important. It was incorrectly identified as low safety significant, and Duke modified its
effectiveness without an analysis. The uncertainties are too high for a quantitative analysis, so qualitative is needed.

Circle, Jeff
Mike Franovich

From:

Sent:
To:

Tuesday, May 15, 2007 2:21 PM
Jeff Circle; James Vail

Subject:
Attachments:

Fwd: Jocassee Dam fragility study
Jocassee Seismic Fraailitvstudv.Ddf

Report is publicly available as part of

ML14135A408.

FYI.... we need to review Duke's assessment and support Region I1...
>>> Terrence Reis 05/15/2007 2:13 PM >>>
>>> James Moorman 5/15/2007 9:08 AM >>>

Good morning,
Attached is the Jocassee Dam fragility study that Oconee has submitted for consideration in the disposition of
the SSF flood barrier white finding.
As we discussed yesterday, we believe that NRR should answer Duke's letter.
Some additional thoughts concerning this issue:
(1)
The attached analysis was not available at the time of the Final Significance Determination; therefore,
their request for us to consider this information requires us to go outside of the existing Reactor Oversight
Program.
(2)
R2 does not have the expertise to do a technical review of the updated fragility study or to determine
the best estimate of dam failure. Our view is that the best estimate of dam failure should include both seismic
failures and "sunny day" (random) failures. The Duke update to the 1993 Jocassee dam failure analysis seems
to be one sided, in that it does not appear to take into account the hundreds of random dam failures (vs
seismic) that have occurred from 1994 to the present.
(3)
As indicated in our November 22, 2006, Final Significance Determination Letter, the very nature of the
initiating events associated with the breach of the SSF flood barrier would impair emergency plan response. In
other words, the inability to evacuate/shelter the public due to the flood in essence becomes a LERF concern;
for which the updated estimated impact of 7 E-7 would be reflective of a White issue.
thanks for your assistance.. .jim
Jim Moorman
Chief, Projects Branch 1
Division of Reactor Projects
NRC Region II
404.562.4647
ihm2anrc..ov
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Circle, Jeff
From:

Rebecca Karas

Sent:
To:

Wednesday, June 06, 2007 12:04 PM
Nilesh Chokshi; Leonard Qlshan

Cc:

Jon Ake; Charles Cox; Jeff Circle; Liz Langlie; Kamal Manoly; Kenneth See; Weijun Wang

Subject:

Re: Fwd: Jocassee Dam fragility study

OK. See everyone at 2pm in Nilesh's office (09E22) tomorrow to discuss the Jocassee Dam Fragility Study.
Liz, can you please send out an appointment to everyone on this to and cc list (or have Ronnie do it) and also
put on the DSER CAL?
>>> Leonard Olshan 6/6/2007 10:35 AM >>>
As great as my PM skills are, they are not enouah to get a conference room. Let's us Nilesh's office.
>>> Rebecca Karas 6/6/2007 9:58 AM >>>
OK. Can we all meet at 2pm, then. Tomorrow in Nilesh's office (we will have to squish. ...it's a little tight). Lenny,
could you possibly use your PM skills to find a conference room if there is one. Kamal, I know you might be
late, but it sounds like this is the only time that is likely to work for most of us.
>>> Leonard Olshan 6/6/2007 9:48 AM >>>
2:00 p.m. tomorrow is OK with me. Where will we be meeting?
>>> Nilesh Chokshi 6/6/2007 9:41 AM >>>
2:00 PM tomorrow will work. I have other meetings starting at 3:00.
>>> Rebecca Karas 06/06/2007 9:40 AM >>>
Nilesh,
Lenny is not available after 2:15 today. Is everyone available at either 2pm, 3pm or 4pm tomorrow (let me
know your availability so I can schedule it)?
Becky
>>> Leonard Olshan 6/6/2007 9:35 AM >>>
We should probably include Jeff Circle. He's doing the PRA part and has had discussions with Jim Dyer about
the fragility study.
>>> Rebecca Karas 6/6/2007 9:33 AM >>>
Lenny,
Nilesh, Kamal and I would like to get together with you later today to discuss this. Are you available at 3:30?
We could meet in Nilesh's office.
Becky
>>> Leonard Olshan 6/6/2007 8:33 AM >>>
Becky,
We are looking for a quick review to determine if the licensee's seismic fragility study is reasonable. We were
hoping that this could be done by the end of this month or early July. Region II will be conducting a 95002
inspection at Oconee beginning on July 30th, and if we determine that this finding is no longer White, it would
not be part of the inspection.I he TAC numbers are MD5702, MD5703, and MD5704.
Th•-nks for your help.
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>>> Rebecca Karas 6/5/2007 5:52 PM >>>
Thanks. I'll ask Carolyn to find out what process NRO has set up between NRO and NRR as to how you guys
formally request (or informally?) support on this so it gets properly into our work planning (EPM) system. Also, I
probaby have to talk to Nilesh to be sure only geology/geotech needs to review this, and not hydro also
(Charlie Cox). When do you need input by, and what is the schedule?
Becky
Becky Karas
Chief, Geoscience & Geotechnical Engineering Branches 1&2 Division of Site & Environmental Review Office
of New Reactors
301-415-3711
>>> Kamal Manoly 6/5/2007 4:45 PM >>>
Becky;
I am soliciting support from NRO to review a dam fragility study for Oconee, which the PM (Lenny) informed
me that Jim Dyer was interested to have us assess its acceptability. As you well know, I don't have reviewers
with the background necessary to perform this type of review, even though this specific review area for
operating reactors falls with my branch in DE. I have already mentioned my request to Nilesh and he asked
that I send it to you. Lenny will provide the TAC number to the reviewer you intend to assign to this issue.
Please let me know who that person will be. Thank you.
Kamal
>>> Leonard Olshan 06/04/2007 9:30 AM >>>
Kamal,
Attached is a fragility study of the Jocassee Dam that Duke submitted to support the appeal of a white finding.
Region II has asked for our assistance in reviewing this study. Do you have anyone who can review this study?
If so, I can send you a work request.
>>> James Moorman 5/31/2007 10:14 AM >>>
Lenny,
I am re-sending the email requesting a review of the revised jocassee dam fragility study. I've also attached the
seismic PRA calc that Duke revised based on the Jocassee fragility study. We would like a review of each to
support the licensee's informal appeal of the white SSF flood barrier finding.
thanks... jim
>>> James Moorman 5/15/2007 9:08 AM >>>
Good morning,
Attached is the Jocassee Dam fragility study that Oconee has submitted for consideration in the disposition of
the SSF flood barrier white finding.
As we discussed yesterday, we believe that NRR should answer Duke's letter.
Some additional thoughts concerning this issue:
(1)The attached analysis was not available at the time of the Final Significance Determination; therefore, their
request for us to consider this information requires us to go outside of the existing Reactor Oversight Program.
(2)R2 does not have the expertise to do a technical review of the updated fragility study or to determine the
best estimate of dam failure. Our view is that the best estimate of dam failure should include both seismic
failures and "sunny day" (random) failures. The Duke update to the 1993 Jocassee dam failure analysis seems
2

to be ohe sided, in that it does not appear to take into account the hundreds of random dam failures (vs
seismic) that have occurred from 1994 to the present.
(3)As indicated in our November 22, 2006, Final Significance Determination Letter, the very nature of the
initiating events associated with the breach of the SSF flood barrier would impair emergency plan response. In
other words, the inability to evacuate/shelter the public due to the flood in essence becomes a LERF concern;
for which the updated estimated impact of 7 E-7 would be reflective of a White issue.
thanks for your assistance.. jim
Jim Moorman
Chief, Projects Branch 1
Division of Reactor Projects
NRC Region II
404.562.4647
jhm2@nrc.gov
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Circle, Jeff
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike Franovich
Thursday, September 04, 2008 6:38 PM
Jon Thompson; Jeff Circle; Raman Pichumani; Kamal Manoly; James Vail
RE: RII Comments on Oconee Flood Issue Communication Plan

In looking at the comments, the comment that overtopping is not a credible failure mode seems to be going out
on a limb. If the Bad Creek station fails, how do we know that Jocassee is not overtopped? What is the 60
hour fill time based on? And if the spillway is challenged and the flood gate fails, does the spillway volume
discharge to Keowee? There seems to be some information being cited that we don't have. Was this discussed
at the August 28 meeting with Duke?
Some of the IPEEE related questions were address in the version of the 'Why so long" answer that precedes
the current version. So far, I've found no written documents that show that the staff asked any questions on
the frequency or split fractions (reduction factors). The TER is silent and I haven't found an RAI that is related
to the it.
Here's a question for the timeline. When the Region closed out the 1994 inspection item on the Inundation
Study, did the Region communicate to NRR and RES staff that HQ should be on the lookout when the IPEEE
is submitted? RES tells us that the Inundation Study is not mentioned in the IPEEE submittal.
On Len's question can we say that licensee's frequency estimate is an under-estimate (actually an error), we
can say that. Duke's calculation was incorrect.
From: Jon Thompson
Sent: Thursday, September 04, 2008 4:41 PM
To: Mike Franovich; Jeff Circle; Raman Pichumani; Kamal Manoly
Subject: RII Comments on Oconee Flood Issue Communication Plan

From: Leonard Wert
Sent: Thursday, Septeni~ber 04, 2008 4:36 PM
To: ]on Thompson
Cc: Melanie Wong; Leonard Olshan
Subject: FW: Oconee Flood Issue Communication Plan
Jon,
Here's our comments on the comm plan. In the interest of speed, I'm sending the raw inputs I got. There are 3
sets of input: Bob Carroll (refers to timeline comments/questions we had made), the Oconee resident
inspector office (8 specific comments) and also a few I came up with. I did note that there is a bit of overlap
between a few of the comments. Len
From: Robert Carroll
Sent: Thursday, September 04, 2008 2:25 PM
To: Leonard Wert
Subject: FW: Oconee Flood Issue Communication Plan
In addition to the resident comments below, it is apparent that the previous comments we made to the time
were not included (blue) and questions (yellow) were not answered.. see attached
From: Andy Hutto
Sent: Thursday, September 04, 2008 1:58 PM

To: Robert Carroll; Steven Rose; Leonard Wert
Cc: Walt Rogers
Subject: RE: Oconee Flood Issue Communication Plan

Here are Eric and my comments concerning the communication plan.
- The so called flood analysis was an Inundation Study, which examined the downstream effects resulting from
a Jocassee Dam Failure.
- 3rd Background paragraph - "In 1992, the ... " 50.59 USQ to remove verbiage was in June 1994. The
sentence should read "In 1994..."
- 3rd Background paragraph (page 2) - "In the mid-1990's..." again the 50.59 USQ to remove verbiage was in
June 1994. The sentence should read "In 1994..."
- Shouldn't the 3rd Background paragraph mention when the flood information was added to the UFSAR
(1992 update)?
- 3rd Background paragraph (page 2) - "The earlier flooding study... is not available." The Dec 14, Duke 1993
memo to file states, 4) "The 4.71 feet flood heights in the PRA study cannot be duplicated with the current
models. The backup documentation and calculations for the work supporting the PRA study cannot be found
to verify previous modeling, assumptions, and calculations, etc." So consider changing the sentence to read'
... is not available and the study's results can not be replicated."
- 2nd key message - "The NRC staff is also concerned that the probability of a dam-break near the ONS site is
properly understood and accounted for." Are we not concerned that a Jocassee Dam break is not properly
understood and accounted for at this time (potential lack of adequate protection)?
- The answer in A.7 with respect to other licensees' use of Jocassee Dam failure frequencies is inconsistent
with the 4th Background paragraph characterization. The background paragraph states that "other licensee's
with similar issues rn!ght have adopted..." the Jocassee Dam failure frequency, and A7 states "almost all
licensees ... used the Jocassee Dam failure frequency".
- In the third paragraph of A. 11, overtopping is not a credible failure mode regardless of the current Jocassee
lake level based on the physical characteristics of the spillway and the amount of "over" pumping time required
to reach the top of the dam from full pool (> 60 hrs) even with not crediting spillway gate overtopping 15 ft
lower.

From: Leonard Wert
Sent: Thursday, September 04, 2008 7:06 AM
To: Steven Rose; Robert Carroll; Andy Hutto
Cc: Walt Rogers
Subject: FW: Oconee Flood Issue Communication Plan
Any comments? I'm inclined to comment on following:
-The use of "erroneously" in the 2nd paragraph of Background seems a bit harsh - I think that we have good
questions about the numbers they're using.
-In the 3rd Background paragraph, I'm not sure we should call the early 90's FERC product a flood analysis - is
that what it was titled?
-In the last sentence of 3rd paragraph, we're saying Duke and FERC developed the latter flood analysis - is
this accurate - didn't Duke have this done to meet FERC reqs?
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-Shouldn't we have a key message on why we think it is acceptable (safe) for Oconee to be operating today
and until this gets resolved? (Q1 1 addresses it but seems like should be part of key messages as well)
-The timeline entries on the Feb and Mar 1994 inspection issues invite a reader to ask - How did these items
get resolved or closed ? Region II previously provided some additional information on this for incorporation
into the timeline.
-The Dec 1993 timeline entry says the licensee"admits" they cannot recreate the 4.71 ft ht - probably not the
best word to use.
-The July 1998 timeline entry says the "now known underestimated" IPEEE results - can we say it that
conclusively at this point?
-My title is incorrect (unless NRR knows something that I don't yet).
Len

From: Jon Thompson
Sent: Wednesday, September 03, 2008 6:28 PM
To: Leonard Wert; Eric Stamm
Cc: Melanie Wong; Leonard Olshan
Subject: Oconee Flood Issue Communication Plan
Len,
We are trying to get this Comm Plan to Eric Leeds by Friday. Please review the Comm Plan attached and
provide comments by noon Friday. If you concur, please send an email so stating.
Thanks
Jon
x1119
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kenneth See
Wednesday, January 28, 2009 4:50 PM
Melanie Galloway; Jeffrey Mitman; Bradley Davis
Goutam Bagchi
RE: Oconee / Jocasee Dam failure

Regarding a portion of Bradley's first bullet - "Therefore they were going to use the probability study completed
by Dr. Bowles from Utah State to predict the size of the breach depending on the failure mode not eliminate the
failure mode."
Ken See's comment - sounds like an academic exercise, but I am very skeptical.
Regarding Bradley's second bullet
Ken See's comment - I agree that we need to provide the regulatory basis for our decisions and actions. I also
agree that we need to provide a detailed write-up describing how we selected our breach parameters. I now
think we need to tell them specific values to use for the bottom breach depth, bottom breach width and the
slope of trapezoidal breach. This will avoid the confusion of using median breach width with the rock to rock
abutment width (See below)
Regarding Bradley's third and fourth bullets
Ken See's comment - The inflow hydrograph is based in part on the curve number, which is why I want to look
at these calcs. The licensee used a bottom breach width of 250 ft at an elevation of 800 ft with a slope of 1:1.
This gives a crest breach width of 900 ft. This also gives the frequently mentioned median breach width of 575
ft ((250+900)/2) which equals 46 % of the crest width of 1950 ft. The crest width of 1950 ft was scaled off of the
small figure provided by FERC (after being blown up on a copy machine to 1"=200ft scale).
The rock abutment to rock abutment issue.
By requiring the licensee to use a median breach width of 1100 ft, we are asking them to use the trapezoidal
equilavent of a 1100 ft rectangular shaped breach. I realize that a 1100 ft wide rectangular breach will not
physically fit between the rock abutments, I simply wanted to avoid confusing people by using more than one
parameter. This did not work, so I will specify the bottom breach elevation, bottom breach width, and slope of
the trapezoidal breach which will fit between the rock abutments. (i.e. 500 ft bottom width at elev 800' and a
crest breach width of 1300 ft (67% of crest width). One thing to remember, the computer program is restricted
to either a rectangular or trapezoidal shape for the breach. In reality, the breach shape may be dictated by the
rock abutments, but the software does not account for these rock abutments. The location and dimensions of
the trapezoidal breach shape in the software are selected to represent the irregular shape of the real breach,
so sometimes the trapezoidal shape may appear to conflict with reality (i.e. rock abutments), but it's the best
representation we can achieve in the model. The goal is to accurately model the outflow from the beach, not
the actual breach shape itself.
The licensee assumed the breach bottom would be at the tailwater (down stream of dam) elevation of 800 ft.
This seems reasonable to me since flow from the upstream reservoir will stop when its level falls to 800 ft. The
average width of the dam between the elevations of 800' and 1125' is approx 1200 ft. This is based on the
previously mentioned small figure from the FERC report. The width of the dam (rock to rock) at elevation 800 is
approx 600 ft and 1950 ft at the crest of 1125 ft.
Based on this I would increase the worst case scenerio to be a median breach width of 1200 ft (a failure of the
entire dam above elevation 800 ft).

,Ken

From: Melanie Galloway
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2009 11:03 AM
To: Kenneth See; Jeffrey Mitman
Subject: FW: Oconee / Jocasee Dam failure
Just opening this now.
Ken, what do you think of Bradley's points? On another matter, have you been able to establish the rock-torock abutment width?
Jeff, please consider these comments for the final letter. We should discuss as needed.

From: Bradley Davis
Sent: Friday, January 23, 2009 3:42 PM
To: Melanie Galloway; Robert Carroll; John Stang; James Vail; Kenneth See; Fernando J Ferrante; Raman Pichumani;
Goutam Bagchi; Eric Riggs; Jeff Circle; Kamal Manoly; Robert Schaaf
Subject: Oconee / Jocasee Dam failure
In review of the draft 50.54(f) letter, I have the follow bullets for discussion during Monday's meeting:
"

*

"

"

The draft letter states that the licensee intends to eliminate failure modes based on a probability
approach. It is my understanding from the December meeting that the licensee conceded the fact that
a failure could occur on an order greater than 107. Therefore they were going to use the probability
study completed by Dr. Bowles from Utah State to predict the size of the breach depending on the
failure mode not eliminate the failure mode. This may be a misunderstanding on my part, but thought
there may need to be some clarification if not.
The draft letter states that the NRC wants a dam break study meeting certain parameters. Does the
letter need to contain the regulation used by the NRC to justify the request and future modifications if
required? I have seen some brief write ups passed around, but nothing in the actual letter. The letter
also rejects their approach and current numbers. Is there a need to justify (defend) the numbers
chosen by the NRC?
The draft letter provides the licensee with breach parameters of size (900') and time to failure (lhr).
However, the draft letters does not provide stipulations or guidance for any of the other parameters.
For example, the input conditions are based on the inflow hydrograph developed from the HMR 51
report. The NRC has questioned the validity of the license's use of this report. Prior to building the
model, there should be some technical agreement concerning the inflow hydrograph. This should be
resolved prior to our request. In addition, the current dambreak study provided by the licensee did not
breach the full width of the dam. If memory serves me correct, they only breached 350 feet of the 475
foot wide base. Breaching the full base is a conservative approach and the team may agree this is not
necessary. However, the base breach width should be provided by the NRC to the licensee so that we
are not discussing this issue again later down the road. The base breach width inputted in the model
directly affects the crest breach width as shown in the next bullet.
In selecting a breach size, I wanted to make sure that everyone understands that the 575 used by the
licensee and the 900 requested by the NRC is an average breach size and is not the width of breach at
the crest. I inputted a few numbers below just for reference. Please note the length of crest lost in
each and the percent of crest lost.
Base Breach Width (ft)
Crest

Average Breach Width (ft)

2

Crest Breach width (ft)

% of

475
475
475

900
800
575

1325
1125
675

74%
63%
38%

375
375
375

900
800
575

1425
1225
775

80%
68%
43%

Thanks,
Bradley

Mitman, Jeffrey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wilson, George
Wednesday, January 20, 2010 12:34 PM
Mitman, Jeffrey; James, Lois; Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David
FW: External flood IClMs
Final 1-15-2010 Jocassee Interim Actions Letter.pdf
IAttachment is publicly available as ML100210199

fyi
From: Bartley, Jonathan
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 7:49 AM
To: Rapp, Curtis; Sabisch, Andrew
Cc: Stang, John; Wilson, George; Khanna, Meena; Wert, Leonard; Munday, Joel
Subject: External flood ICMs
Curt, please review. Start planning how we are going to inspect and resources needed. Accomplish in Feb or
March. I see you as the lead and get Walt and Eric R. to help. Walt recommended we charge our inspection
time to the Jocassee TAC number, use EOP IP as guidance. We can document in the IR under other.
From: Wilson, George
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 7:46 AM
To: Skeen, David; Hiland, Patrick; Bartley, Jonathan
Cc: Coleman, Neil; Wescott, Rex
Subject: FW:
FYI, ICM, this letterdid come in Friday
From: Stang, John
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 6:43 AM
To: Kulesa, Gloria; Wilson, George; Khanna, Meena
Subject:
FYI

I

Mitman, Jeffrey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wilson, George
Thursday, January 28, 2010 3:06 PM
Mitman, Jeffrey
FW: External flood ICMs

fyi
From: Bartley, Jonathan
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 1:45 PM
To: Wilson, George; Rapp, Curtis; Sabisch, Andrew
Cc: Stang, John; Khanna, Meena; Wert, Leonard; Munday, Joel
Subject: RE: External flood ICMs
George,-I have Curt working on scoping out what we would look at and how. Discussed with Luis this
afternoon. We do need to talk about timing, before or after the order? We do need to put the ICMs in the
order. If we do the audit before it may give us some insights on additional actions we may want to require in
the order.
We will put something together in the next couple of weeks and then schedule a call to discuss.
From: Wilson, George
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 12:40 PM
To: Bartley, Jonathan; Rapp, Curtis; Sabisch, Andrew
Cc: Stang, John; Khanna, Meena; Wert, Leonard; Munday, Joel
Subject: RE: External flood ICMs
Jonathan we would like to send some people from NRR on this audit with the region
From: Bartley, Jonathan
Sent: Wednesday, January 20,' 2010 7:49 AM
To: Rapp, Curtis; Sabisch, Andrew
Cc: Stang, John; Wilson, George; Khanna, Meena; Wert, Leonard; Munday, Joel
Subject: External flood ICMs
Curt, please review. Start planning how we are going to inspect and resources needed. Accomplish in Feb or
March. I see you as the lead and get Walt and Eric R. to help. Walt recommended we charge our inspection
time to the Jocassee TAC number, use EOP IP as guidance. We can document in the IR under other.
From: Wilson, George
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 7:46 AM
To: Skeen, David; Hiland, Patrick; Bartley, Jonathan
Cc: Coleman, Neil; Wescott, Rex
Subject: FW:
FYI, ICM, this letterdid come in Friday
From: Stang, John
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 6:43 AM
To: Kulesa, Gloria; Wilson, George; Khanna, Meena
Subject:
FYI
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Mitman, Jeffrey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wilson, George
Thursday, June 10, 2010 3:20 PM
Skeen, David; Hiland, Patrick
James, Lois; Mitman, Jeffrey; Kulesa, Gloria; Coleman, Neil; Wescott, Rex
FW; Oconee 1CM inspection observations/comments

fyi
Message----Original
----From: Bartley, Jonathan
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 3:11 PM
To: Khanna, Meena; Wilson, George; Stang, John; Munday,
Cc: Rapp, Curtis
Subject: Oconee ICM inspection observations/comments

Joel; Wert,

Leonard

The ICMs
The strategy they propose is viable.
Bottomline is no findings of significance.
they stated in there June 3 letter were complete or implemented were verified complete or
Items that are listed in the letter as yet to completed or implemented have
implemented.
plans in place and look like they can be completed by the scheduled date. The team
identified several technical enhancements but these were considered minor issues.

----- Message -.-.Original
From: Rapp, Curtis
Sent: Thursday, June 10, 2010 9:44 AM
To: Bartley, Jonathan
Subject:
Jon:
Here the items we plan to discuss on the NRR phone call.
believe is necessary, let me know.

If there is

something you don't

Some programs/processes (e.g. dam safety monitoring) are under
1) Programs and processes.
Hydro wants to keep them standardized and is reluctant to develop
hydro's control; not ONS.
more detailed/rigorous ones just for JC Also, some of the ICMs were developed as non-QA
This would have to be changed if they are credited.
(e.g. B.5.b strategy).
2) Recovery from Condition 'B' event. ONS will shutdown all three units then assess JC dam
Also, they should
integrity. They need to develop a criteria must be met to allow restart.
be required to get NRC approval to restart.
3) Mitigation. They believe they have engineering features that would allow the SSF to
survive the flood. However, they need to maintain a second mitigation capability (e.g. B.5.b
strategy).
This drill needs to
4) Drills. On Dec 15, 2010, there will be a dam break drill conducted.
and ONS) as we see
Keowee,
HC,
EC,
exercise all the organizational/personnel interfaces (JC,
drill
from all these
this
observe
We
should
some potential for control/information problems.
too.
involved,
orgs
response
and
local
It wouldn't be a bad idea to get state
locations.
and
review
for
opportunity
of
have
window
This drill is currently under development so we
with
someone
(or
residents
have
the
should
and
we
June
28
There is a tabletop on
feedback.
observe.
background)
an EP
Call me at the ONS conference room if you want to discuss specifics.
Curt Rapp
Senior Project Engineer - Branch 1
404.562.4674
1
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Mitman, Jeffrey
James, Lois
Tuesday, June 22, 2010 3:23 PM
Ferrante, Fernando; Mitman, Jeffrey
FYI: Oconee CAL

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

From: Wilson, George
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2010 3:19 PM
To: Giitter, Joseph; Howe, Allen; Nelson, Robert; Cunningham, Mark
Cc: James, Lois
Subject: FW: Oconee CAL
fyi
From: Bartley, Jonathan
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2010 12:51 PM
To: Wert, Leonard; Munday, Joel; Stang, John; Wilson, George; Khanna, Meena; Sabisch, Andrew; Rapp, Curtis; Stamm,
Eric; Ottenberg, Geoffrey; Kulesa, Gloria
Subject: Oconee CAL
Luis discussed CAL with Bill Pitesa. The CAL is signed and being processed to issue by Angel. NRC Daily
Note was submitted (text below).
From: Lee, Pamela
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2010 12:40 PM
To: Bartley, Jonathan
Subject: FW: A New Daily Note Has Been Submitted by RII

From: Lee, Pamela
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2010 12:31 PM
To: Davenport, Patricia; Miles, Patricia
Subject: FW: A New Daily Note Has Been Submitted by RII
fyi
From: webworkdnrc.gov [mailto:webwork(&nrc.qov]
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2010 12:28 PM
To: EDO GroupAccount
Cc: Pena, Alex; Reyes, Luis; Wert, Leonard; Munday, Joel; Lee, Pamela
Subject: A New Daily Note Has Been Submitted by RII

Pamela M. Lee of RII has submitted the following daily note(s):

(0oo-rfl8

-

(et5""- On June 22, Region 1I is scheduled to issue a confirmatory action letter (CAL) to Duke Energy

Carolinas, LLC to address external flooding issues at Oconee Nuclear Station associated with a potential failure
of the Jocassee Dam. The CAL requires the licensee to implement interim compensatory measures, submit a
1

final flood analysis and a list of all necessary modifications to mitigate the flooding, and complete all
modifications by November 30., 2011.
Points of Contact:
1)Len Wert; Joel Munday (404)-997-4501
Special Considerations:
I)N/A

2

Ferrante, Fernando
Khanna, Meena
Monday, April 18, 2011 2:12 PM
Mitman, Jeffrey

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Rodriguez, Veronica; Ferrante, Fernando; Wilson, George
FW:- ',J'IGR4 Jocasse Dam Update

Based on an email that I was cc'd on regarding Jocassee, Ijust wanted to share this info with you... thanks!
meena
From: Stang, John
Sent: Monday, April 18, 201172:10 PM
To: Khanna, Meena
Subject: FW: Jocasse Dam Update

From: Sabisch, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, March30, 2011 10:32 AM
To: Stang, John
Cc: Ottenberg, Geoffrey; Ellis, Kevin
Subject: Jocasse Dam Update
John,
Here is an update from the dam engineer (Brad Keaton; 704-382-1951) and the Jocasse Control Room:
" The area has been in a drought condition and as such lake levels have been below normal.
" Jocasse has a rock face on the right abutment facing the dam that has natural fissures in the rock that
allow seepage when lake level is above the 792' datum. The level has been below that until recently
with the rain.
" With the lake above 792', the seepage that has always been present above that level has returned and
is within past values; i.e., nothing out of the ordinary with the higher lake level
" The other face of the dame has not shown any change in seepage amounts or indication of dirt
entrained in the water
" A step increase in leakage or noticing dirt in the water would call for a B Event in the E-plan at Oconee
- that has NOT happened

" Jocasse seepage is monitored weekly and no changes have been identified from the drought period
through the rain periods we have been in for the past month or so
" There are ongoing communications with the Oconee staff responsible for dam monitoring and flood
response in Ops and Engineering and no issues have been identified in those discussions
So at this point, while Jocasse level has returned to close to full pool, there is no increased seepage detected
on the dam.
The following link allows you to see what Jocasse levels are over time: http://www.dukeenerqy,.com/lakes/levels/lake-iocassee.asp?lake=lake-0ocassee
Andy

I

Bensi, Michelle
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Correia, Richard
Thursday, July 07, 2011 9:37 AM
Coe, Doug; Croteau, Rick
Kauffman, John; Bensi, Michelle
RE: advanced notice: proposed new generic issue

Thx Doug. I asked john and Shelby to keep the report OUO for now until we get information from NRR which
information has been (if any) made non public per Duke's requests. There is a 2006 inspection report that is
public that has information on the vulnerabilities at Oconee though.
Richard Correia, PE
Director, Division of Risk Analysis
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
US NRC
richard.correia@nrc.gov
From: Coe, Doug
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 9:34 AM
To: Correia, Richard; Croteau, Rick
Cc: Kauffman, John; Bensi, Michelle
Subject: RE: advanced notice: proposed new generic issue
Rick/Rich,
I just word-searched the draft report and the term 'vulnerability' is not used with respect to staff assessment of flooding
issues at Oconee.
However, the draft report references a currently non-public NRC letter to Duke that is noted to express staff "concerns
that Duke has not demonstrated that the Oconee Nuclear Station units will be adequately protected [from a Jocassee
Dam failure],"
Doug
From: Correia, Richard
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 8:26 AM
To: Croteau, Rick
Cc: Kauffman, John; Coe, Doug; Bensi, Michelle
Subject: Re: advanced notice: proposed new generic issue
Rick. We know there are a few referenced reports/documents in the draft report that are OUO/non public and we made
NRR aware that they could be FOIAed once the report is issued. There was a report/letter from 2006(?) that contained
information on Oconee issues that is in ADAMS and publicly available. Let me get more details Rick on the draft report
and look for any language on Oconee. Thx.
Richard Correia, Director
Division of Risk Analysis
RES
Sent from a Blackberry

031-3

From: Croteau, Rick
To: Correia, Richard
Sent: Thu Jul 07 07:36:03 2011
Subject: RE: advanced notice: proposed new generic issue
Rich,
I have not seen the documents, but one of my folks indicated it specifically calls out "vulnerabilities" at
Oconee. We would have some heart burn with such wording here in Region II and would suggest something
along the lines of "Oconee is taking action to improve the capability to withstand flooding.'
Rick
From: Correia, Richard
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 7:30 AM
To: Roberts, Darrell; McGinty, Tim; Gitter, Joseph; Hiland, Patrick; Ordaz, Vonna; Kinneman, John; Ader, Charles;
Bergman, Thomas; Cheok, Michael; Pruett, Troy; McDermott, Brian; Lorson, Raymond; Miller, Chris; Croteau, Rick;
Munday, Joel; Gody, Tony; Boland, Anne; Reynolds, Steven; West, Steven; Caniano, Roy; Vegel, Anton; Kennedy, Kriss;
Brenner, Eliot; Schmidt, Rebecca; Bailey, Marissa
Cc: Wilson, George; Ruland, William; Coe, Doug; Kauffman, John; Bensi, Michelle; Beasley, Benjamin; Clifford, James;
Uhle, Jennifer
Subject: RE: advanced notice: proposed new generic issue
Darrell et al.,
What time frame for completion are you projecting for the "expedited" processing of this GI? Our goal is to
have the RES OD approve the GI by July 12. Is the comm. plan you're referring to specifically tied to the
"approval of the recommendation of this TI" projected for 7/12, or the completion of the processing of the GI?
Or are the two terms the same? In this case, approval of the GI completes the process I am referring to (I.e.,
they are the same). Once approved we will begin the multi stage activities for the GI including issuing the
comm. plan.
How (if at all) is this being tied to the Task Force Report (also on July 12)? We understand that there will be
action(s ) recommended in the task force report related to NPP flooding. Our goal is to have this particular GI
approved on or about the July 12 Task Force report issue date. We anticipate there will questions asked by
our external stakeholders on what actions have we planned regarding flooding. We want to be able to state we
have in place a GI on NPP flooding.
Just trying to get a feel for when to expect what? Understand and very much appreciate your questions. Our
goal here is to make everyone aware of the proposed GI on NPP flooding since you (all) will likely be getting
calls from stakeholders.

Richard Correia, PE
Director, Division of Risk Analysis
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
US NRC
richard.correia@(nrc.gov
From: Roberts, Darrell
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 9:57 AM
To: Correia, Richard; McGinty, Tim; Giitter, Joseph; Hiland, Patrick; Ordaz, Vonna; Kinneman, John; Ader, Charles;
Bergman, Thomas; Cheok, Michael; Pruett, Troy; McDermott, Brian; Lorson, Raymond; Miller, Chris; Croteau, Rick;
Munday, Joel; Gody, Tony; Boland, Anne; Reynolds, Steven; West, Steven; Caniano, Roy; Vegel, Anton; Kennedy, Kriss;
Brenner, Eliot; Schmidt, Rebecca; Bailey, Marissa
Cc: Wilson, George; Ruland, William; Coe, Doug; Kauffman, John; Bensi, Michelle; Beasley, Benjamin; Clifford, James
Subject: RE: advanced notice: proposed new generic issue
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Rich,
What time frame for completion are you projecting for the "expedited" processing of this GI? Is the comm. plan
you're referring to specifically tied to the "approval of the recommendation of this TI" projected for 7/12, or the
completion of the processing of the Gl? Or are the two terms the same?
How (if at all) is this being tied to the Task Force Report (also on July 12)?
Just trying to get a feel for when to expect what?
Thx,
DJR
From: Correia, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 6:59 AM
To: McGinty, Tim; Giitter, Joseph; Hiland, Patrick; Ordaz, Vonna; Kinneman, John; Ader, Charles; Bergman, Thomas;
Cheok, Michael; Pruett, Troy; McDermott, Brian; Lorson, Raymond; Miller, Chris; Roberts, Darrell; Croteau, Rick; Munday,
Joel; Gody, Tony; Boland, Anne; Reynolds, Steven; West, Steven; Caniano, Roy; Vegel, Anton; Kennedy, Kriss; Brenner,
Eliot; Schmidt, Rebecca; Bailey, Marissa
Cc: Wilson, George; Ruland, William; Coe, Doug; Kauffman, John; Bensi, Michelle; Beasley, Benjamin
Subject: advanced notice: proposed new generic issue
All,
RES and the other program offices are processing a proposed generic issue (GI) pertaining to the flooding of nuclear
power plant sites following upstream dam failure. We are expediting the processing of the proposed GI largely due to, 1.
the recent events in Japan at the Fukushima Daiichi plant, 2., certain plants in the US that have experienced flooding, 3.
the planned issuance on or about July 12 of the Task Force report (the Task Force chartered to review NRC processes
and regulations following events in Japan). NMSS will monitor activities related to this GI but currently does not plan to
include fuel cycle facilities and ISFSIs as part of the GI. We anticipate the approval of the recommendation for this GI to
be completed by July 12.
Part of the processing for this GI would be to develop a communication plan that would be used by the program offices,
the regions as well as OPA, OCA and other offices as necessary. Normally RES would send the communication plan to
these offices/regions for review and comment over a 2 week period. However, given the expedited processing of this
particular GI, we plan to forward to your office/region for use and information, the communication plan once the GI is
approved. Should there be comments or changes needed to the communication plan once your office/region has had an
opportunity to review it, RES will make changes and reissue.
Please share this information with other Divisions/organizations within your office/region.
Thanks for your support regarding this issue.
Rich

Richard Correia, PE
Director, Division of Risk Analysis
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
US NRC
richard.correiaConrc.gov
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Blake, Kathle( n
Blake, Kathleen
Thursday, August 18, 2011 10:24 AM
Sabisch, Andrew
RE: Commissioner Visit to Oconee - proposed agenda

Subject:

He is out of the office until Aug 24 and no answer yet from email so he is a "stand by". kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810
From: Sabisch, Andrew
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 10:21 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: Commissioner Visit to Oconee - proposed agenda
Thanks ....

will the Commissioner need a pair?

wm: Blake, Kathleen
\ : Thursday, August 18, 2011
10:13 AM
..Sabisch, Andrew
Subject: FW: Commissioner Visit to Oconee - proposed agenda
Andy - Ben has shoes. kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissio,
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810
From: Beasley, Benjamin
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 10:11 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: Commissioner Visit to Oconee - proposed agenda
I will bring my own shoes (boots) even though they will not look good. Safety over fashion, right?
Ben
)n: Blake, Kathleen
-At: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 11:04 AM
To: Sabisch, Andrew; Gilles, Nanette; Beasley, Benjamin
Subject; RE: Commissioner Visit to Oconee - proposed agenda
0

Andy: I h~ard frorn the Crnr and he said the proposed agenda looks great. Thanks.
Pot to ask him about the shoes.
Ben: Do you have plant shoes? If not, what size would you need? kb

Iz+
1/31 k.
Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Sabisch, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 9:48 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: Commissioner Visit to Oconee - proposed agenda
Kathleen,
Here is what we have laid out for a proposed schedule for the trip .....
Commissioner's expectations?

can you see if this meets the

nqks
Andy Sabisch

Agenda for Commissioner George Apostolakis Visit to
Oconee Nuclear Station - September 13, 2011
September 12, 2011
Travel from Washington D.C. to Clemson, SC

September 13, 2011
8:15 a.m.

Arrive at the World of Energy visitors center for overview discussion of the Keowee-Toxaway
project

8:30 a.m.

Depart the World of Energy for the Jocasse Hydro-Electric Facility

)

a.m.

11:00 a.m.

Arrive at the Jocasse Hydro-Electric Facility for tour of powerhouse and dam structure
Depart the Jocasse Hydro-Electric Facility for the Oconee Nuclear Station
2

11:45 a.rn.

Arrive at Oconee, process into the Protected Area (Note: Commissioner Apostolakis, Ben
Beasley and Nanette Gilles will be escorted by the Senior Resident Inspector)

,.±:55 a.m.

Meet with the Oconee Resident Office staff

12:15 p.m.

Working lunch with the station staff

1:15 p.m.

Tour the following areas within the Protected Area:
" BWST / Auxiliary Bldg tornado missile protection modification areas
* Standby Shutdown Facility
" Protected Service Water building and associated underground electrical trenches
" Flood protection wall constructed at the intake canal
* Unit 1 / 2 main control room and location of new RPS / ES equipment

3:00 p.m.

Tour the Keowee Hydro Facility and the current / planned external flood protection
modifications

4:00 p.m.

Open discussion with Duke management & supervisors on industry and regulatory issues

5:00 p.m.

Commissioner and other HQ personnel depart for airport

7:50 p.m.

Greenville-Spartanburg Airport

, p.m.

Arrive at Washington Dulles Airport

From: Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 3:58 PM
To: Sabisch, Andrew
Subject: RE: Commissioner Visit to Oconee
Andy:
The Cmr was fine with the 8 am. departure time.
I have an email into the Cmr asking him about the shoes so stand by. I do know he wears a 10 Y -11 size shoe. Nan will
bring her own plant shoes. kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
-415-1810

From: Sabisch, Andrew
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 12:05 PM
3

To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: Conimissioner Visit to Oconee
'"nks ..... hopefully the hotel being that close to the site (and there being no traffic in the area), will makeor the earlier arrival time.
We can discuss logistics as the trip gets firmed up but if you can ask the Commissioner if he intends on
bringing plant-type shoes or if we should provide them which is an option (they have new shoes available in
various sizes which other visitors have used). Going to the dam does require some walking on sloped
surfaces which will be advisable to have other than dress shoes
Andy Sabisch
From: Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 12:02 PM
To: Sabisch, Andrew
Subject: RE: Commissioner Visit to Oconee
Ok - I'll break the "early" news to him. Thanks. kh

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
'-415-1810
From: Sabisch, Andrew
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 11:58 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: Commissioner Visit to Oconee
Yes, an 8AM arrival at the site would be better .... 0830 would be the latest that would allow them to get to
the dam, see what they had wanted to and return to the site. The hotel is 15 minutes from the station.
From: Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 11:43 AM
To: Sabisch, Andrew; Gilles, Nanette
Subject: RE: Commissioner Visit to Oconee

Andy:
Currently I have held a later return flight at - 8 p.m. on 9/13. Would this allow the Cmr to start his day with you at 9 or
would you still prefer an 8 a.m. departure? We have a staff meeting shortly and I can discuss further with him, but just
wanted to check with you first. kb
7:58 p.m.
9:20 p.m.

Adinstatv

Depart SC - UA 3416
Arrive Dulles

Assist

Administrative Assistant
4

to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

1.1555 Rockville Pike
\v ille, Maryland 20852
.415-1810
From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 10:41 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: Commissioner Visit to Oconee

Nanette V.Gilles
TechnicalAssistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-41.5-1180
Email: nanette.gilles@n rc.gov
From: Sabisch, Andrew
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 8:36 AM
To: Sanfilippo, Nathan; Hutto, Andy
Cc: Gilles, Nanette
Subject: RE: Commissioner Visit to Oconee
p)an / Nanette
The plan to arrive the night before and come to the site on the morning of the 1 3 1h works; however, since the
Commissioner had asked to see aspects related to the external flooding vulnerabilities of the site, that would
involve a trip to the Jocasse Dam which is located -40 minutes north of the site. We have conducted tours to
this facility before and if he could be at the site at 0800, we could leave by van and be back to allow time onsite to meet with the staff, management team and tour additional areas inside the protected area. A 0900 start
would likely not allow enough time to see what he wanted to see and make a return flight from Greenville which
does not have a large number flights throughout the day.
As far as hotels, there is a new Holiday Inn Express and a Courtyard Marriot in Clemson, Sc which is about 15
minutes from the plant.
Andy Sabisch
From: Sanfilippo, Nathan
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 7:56 AM
To: Hutto, Andy
Cc: Sabisch, Andrew
Subject: FW: Commissioner Visit to Oconee
FYI
in: Gilles, Nanette
Monday, August 15, 2Q116:47 PM
,J: Sanfilippo, Nathan
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Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Blake, Kathleen
..Subject: RE:" Cormlmissioner Visit to Oconee
'nks, Nathan. Kathleen will be making our travel arrangements. For planning purposes, I believe the
h missioner would like to arrive the evening of the 12"', plan to be at the site around 9:00 the morning of the
ioth, and then return to DC the evening of the 1 3t", if this works for the licensee.

)
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Blake, Kathleen
Gilles, Nanette
Saturday, September 10, 2011 8:26 AM
o0:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Apostolakis, George
Savoy, Carmel; Blake, Kathleen'
Fw: Supplemental Information for the 9-13-11 Visit to Oconee
Supplemental Information (9-13-11 Visit).docx

Commissioner - Here is some additional information I got from the Ocomee SRI in response to your questions.
Nan
Sent from my NRC Blackberry

From: Sabisch, Andrew
To: Gilles, Nanette; Beasley, Benjamin; Kulesa, Gloria
Cc: Bartley, Jonathan; Ellis, Kevin; Ottenberg, Geoffrey
Sent: Fri Sep 09 17:02:21 2011
Subject: Supplemental Information for the 9-13-11 Visit to Oconee
Nanette
I put the attached summary together which provides a "Reader's Digest" summary of information in response
I- -he four questions you provided. Let me know if you need additional material but this should provide you,
and the Commissioner with some background information that may form the basis for additional questions
.aen at the site.
I would be happy to get any additional information together as needed before you leave on Monday.
Andy Sabisch
From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 3:20 PM
To: Beasley, Benjamin; Kulesa, Gloria; Sabisch, Andrew
Subject. RE: Commissioner site visit planned for Oconee
All - Regarding questions from the Commissioner, he is interested in knowing what the seismic and flooding
design bases for the plant are. Also, what is the seismic design basis for the dam itself, if it is known. Finally,
does the licensee have a risk analysis for a combination seismic event followed by a dam failure. If so, what
are the results?
I hope this is helpful.
Nan
Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
C.ommissoner Apostolakis
)Nuclear Regulatory Coninissioi
,/

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles@nrc.gov
111

From: Beasley, Benjamin
it: Friday, September 09, 2011 10:01 AM
,Kulesa, Gloria
-. Gilles, Nanette
Subject: RE: Commissioner site visit planned for Oconee
Gloria,
I gave Andy a call. Nannette Gilles is the Commissioner's reactor TA. She has been corresponding with Andy
on preparations for the trip. Nan should be the one to provide any questions from the Commissioner. I have
left her a message about Andy's inquiry and I am forwarding your message by copying her on this reply.
Regarding a new proposed Generic Letter, NRR issued the draft GI-199 Generic Letter for comment last week.
http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1 117IML111710783.pdf. The Japan NTTF steering committee has been
talking about other mechanisms for addressing the seismic issue such as a Bulletin or orders, but I have not
heard anything firm.
Please let me know if there is anything else I can do.
Ben
From: Kulesa, Gloria
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 9:18 AM
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Cc: Sabisch, Andrew
""bject: Commissioner site visit planned for Oconee
Aqd morning Ben,
I left a voice mail message and am following up with this note. Andy is the senior resident inspector at
Oconee. Region II asked him to gather some information in advance of the trip. I am connecting you with
Andy since you are accompanying Commissioner Apostolakis this coming week and would have the best
intelligence on the trip.
Andy would appreciate knowing any seismic (GSI-1 99) questions that the Commissioner may have or the type
of things he may have an interest in seeing/discussing during his site visit. Also, the region hears that a new
proposed generic letter may be in the works. Again, if there is anything that you can share with Andy would be
great.
Thank you.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR THE
SEPTEMBER 13, 2011 SITE VISIT
WHAT IS THE SEISMIC DESIGN BASIS OF THE OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION
UFSAR Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1 covers the seismic classification of SSC's at Oconee.
According to this section, the Design Basis Earthquake ground acceleration at the Oconee
Nuclear Station site is 0.05g. The maximum hypothetical earthquake ground acceleration is
0.10 for SSC's found on bedrock and 0.15. for SSC's found on overburden.
" Bedrock Foundation Structures: Reactor buildings, auxiliary buildings, turbine buildings,
the Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) building and the Keowee powerhouse
" Overburden Foundation Structures: The borated water storage tanks, condenser
circulating water components outside of the turbine building, SSF cooling water lines
outside the SSF structure, the radwaste facility and the Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Facility
All plant structures are classified as Class 1, Class 2 or Class 3 with Class 3 being any SSC that
is not classified as one of the other two classes. The breakdown of the first two groups is:
* Class 1: Those SSC's which prevent the uncontrolled release of radioactivity and are
designed to withstand all loadings without any loss of function and include portions of the
Aux Building that house ES systems, the control rooms, and spent fuel pools, reactor
buildings and associated penetrations, CT4 transformer and blockhouse, unit vents, and
the SSF.
* Class 2: Those SSC's whose limited damage would not result in a release of
radioactivity and would permit a controlled plant shutdown but could interrupt power
generation and include the intake structure, turbine building and areas of the auxiliary
building not considered to be Class 1, intake canal, Keowee hydroelectric facility,
circulating water piping, Little River dam and Essential Siphon Water systems.
" From a licensee renewal perspective, Class 1 and Class 2 structures are included in the
scope for licensee renewal commitments.

WHAT IS THE FLOODING DESIGN BASIS OF THE OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION
The station was licensed to address external flooding resulting from a Predicted Maximum
Precipitation event. Section 3.2 of the Oconee Design Basis Document defines the flood design
applied to the Oconee Nuclear Station and the Keowee Hydro Facility. Relevant sections state
the following:
Section 3.2.2: Addressing a Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) was not applicable during
the initial design of the Oconee Nuclear Station; however, a 1 in 10,000 year flood was
used in the design of the spillway for Lake Keowee and Lake Jocasse. The station is
physically located more than 100 feet above known flood levels in either the Keowee or
Little River valleys.
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Section 3.2.3: Studies were performed to evaluate the effects on reservoirs and
spillways from PMP events occurring over the entire respective drainage basins.
Section 3.2.6: (Potential Dam Failures) - Dam failures are considered by FERC for use
in development of emergency planning for downstream reservoirs and towns, Duke
assists FERC by postulating dam failures and its effect on Oconee Nuclear Station and
surrounding towns and cities. The Jocassee and Keowee dams are seismically
designed.
Section 3.2.9: The Keowee and Jocassee dams have been designed with adequate
freeboard and structural safety factors to safely accommodate the effects of probable
maximum precipitation.
The design of the plant structures takes into consideration the ability for the yard drain system
and the "free flowing" characteristics of the site to ensure that no water would enter the plant
structures as a result of a PMP event. All penetrations below 796.5 feet MSL are sealed to
prevent water intrusion and the site ground elevation is 796 feet MSL. The initial Safety
Evaluation Report assumed that the Jocassee and Keowee dams would not fail as a result of
overtopping based on the available freeboard and the ability to release water if a PMP event
occurred. Therefore, site inundation as a result of an upstream dam failure had not been part of
the original design criteria.
As a result of a additional inundation studies resulting from a "sunny day" failure of the Jocassee
dam, the work to address the postulated impact on the site is being done as a backfit which was
deemed applicable based on the need to provide adequate protection of personnel in the area
and the actions being taken to-date have been done under this umbrella.
SEISMIC DESIGN BASIS OF THE JOCASSEE DAM PROJECT
The following information was obtained from Design Basis Documents, Duke Calculations, the
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report and Safety Evaluation Reports and the applicable
supplements for the Oconee Nuclear Station:
The Jocassee Dam is a zoned earth and rock-fill dam with a central impervious core.
The dam is approximately 385 feet in height from the downstream toe with a crest
elevation of 1125 feet MSL. Full pond elevation is 1110 feet MSL with a maximum
licensed drawdown of 30 ft. The crest width is 30 ft and is surfaced with crushed stone
and serves as an access road to the Intake Structure. The upstream slope is 2.0H:1.0V
from foundation to elevation 840 at which is a 30 ft berm. The slope from the berm at
elevation 840 to the crest is 1.75H: 1.OV. The downstream slope is 2.0H: 1.0V to elevation
1025 with a 40 ft berm at elevation 810.0 and a 20 ft berm at elevation 925 feet MSL.
The slope from elevation 1025 feet MSL to the crest is 1.75H:1V. The 40 ft berm at
elevation 810.0 feet MSL serves as an access road to Jocassee Pumped Storage
Station. The dam extends approximately 1800 ft across the Keowee River Valley. The
rock foundation under the main portion of the dam was pressure grouted during
construction.

)

The Jocassee Dam was designed and qualified in accordance with guidelines for high
hazard dams developed by the FERC for regulated dam structures. The Jocassee Dam
slope stability was evaluated on the maximum cross section of the dam using "As-Built"

geometry and soil properties. Upstream and downstream slopes were analyzed for load
cases of steady-state seepage at normal pool, steady-state seepage at Probable
Maximum Flood (PMF) elevation, and earthquake during steady-state seepage (normal
pool). Pseudo-static earthquake analyses performed during the dam design assumed a
horizontal acceleration of 0.12 .

IS THERE A RISK ANALYSIS FOR A COMBINATION SEISMIC EVENT FOLLOWED
BY A DAM FAILURE?
Based on the licensee's position that the station was never required to address the
combination of a design basis seismic event combined with a failure of the Jocassee
Dam project, no risk analysis has been performed for this combination. The licensee
has reviewed the risk associated with the "sunny day" failure of the dam by itself;
however, the combination of the two events - seismic + dam failure / flooding - has not
been analyzed.

See, Kenneth
From:

Jeff Circle

Sent:
To:

Monday, December 08, 2008 9:44 PM
Melanie Galloway; Robert Schaaf, David Skeen; James Vail; Raman Pichumani: John Stang:
Goutam Bagchi; Kenneth See

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mike Franovich
FW: FYI - ADuke Presentation on the SSF The attached slides are publicly available as part
of interim response #5 inFOIA-2012-0325
SSF Refresher 2-22-08. ppt
(ML1 5142A664).

Here is a Duke presentation on the SSF courtesy of Eric Riggs (the RI at Oconee). In addition to outlining its
function, they cover the infamous White finding of 2007.
From: Eric Riggs
Sent: Monday, December 08, 2008 1:22 PM
To: Walt Rogers; Robert Carroll; Jeff Circle
Subject:
Gentlemen,
Attached is a licensee presentation created earlier this year for refresher training on the SSF. It condenses a
lot of info into one presentation, including the SSF's limitations and provides a few pictures of the inside of the
facility.
Thanks,
Eric
Eric T. Riggs
Resident Inspector, Oconee Nuclear Station
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
7812B Rochester Highway
Seneca, SC 29672
(864) 882-6927 (Desk)
(864) 882-0189 (Fax)
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Sexton, Kimberly
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sexton, Kimberly
Thursday, May 06, 2010 6:08 PM
Simon, Marcia
FW: Oconee Adequate Protection Backfit Documented Evaluation
Oconee Adequate Protection Backfit Documented Evaluation April 12 2010.doc

Attachment is publicly available as
I
ML14058A062.
to be doing anything with this?
supposed
if
we're
know
you
this/do
with
[lave you done anything

From: Khanna, Meena
Sent: Wednesday, April 14, 2010 10:46 AM
To: Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David; Lund, Louise; Guitter, Joseph; Howe, Allen; Cunningham, Mark; Wert, Leonard; Scott,
Catherine
Cc: Wilson, George; Mizuno, Geary; Mitman, Jeffrey; Kulesa, Gloria; Stang, John; Simon, Marcia; Sexton, Kimberly;
Russell, Andrea; Murphy, Martin
Subject: Oconee Adequate Protection Backfit Documented Evaluation
Attached is the staff's adequate protection backfit documented evaluation with regards to the Oconee external
flooding issue for your comment. We really appreciate all of the support that we received from Jeff Mitman,
Geary Mizuno, and Andrea Russell with this initiative. PIs contact George Wilson or myself if you have any
questions or comments.
Thanks,
Meena
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Protecting People and the Environment

Pre-GI-009 Internal Briefing
Summary of Screening Analysis
Japan Near-Term Evaluation Task Force Briefing
Ben Beasley
Michelle Bensi, Jacob Philip
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
April 7, 2011
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Summary of Pre-GI-009
Screening Analysis

Topic:
Effects of external
flooding due to upstream
dam failures on NPP
Catalysts:
- Recent experience at
Oconee & Fort Calhoun
- Ambiguous regulatory
guidance
- Inconsistent estimates of
dam failure probability
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

4/7/2011

<k<U.S.NRC

Summary of Pre-GI-009
Screening Analysis

General characteristics:
- Proposal of issue not driven by
" Generic changes in data/scientific understanding
• Regulatory changes
-

Significant differences between the plants
=:> No consistent hazard definition

1jU.S.NRC

Summary of Pre-GI-009
Screening Analysis

Differences in adjacent water source
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Summary of Pre-GI-009
Screening Analysis

,1 U.S.NRC

Differences in site-to-dam distance
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Summary of Pre-GI-009
Screening Analysis

Differences in dam characteristics
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Summary of Pre-GI-009
Screening Analysis

General outcomes:
-

Observed changes in
regulatory framework
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Summary of Pre-GI-009
Screening Analysis

General outcomes:
-

Observed commonalities between ONS/FCS
and other plants
(1) Reliance on procedures
E.g.
- Sandbags
- Temporary connections
- Floodgates
- Hatches

- Plugs
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Summary of Pre-GI-009
Screening Analysis
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(2) Distance to upstream dams of similar capacity
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Summary of Pre-GI-009
Screening Analysis
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(3) Small margins (sensitivity to changes in estimates)
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Gilles, Nanette
"(n:
it:

10:
Subject:

Beasley, Benjamin
Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:21 PM
Gilles, Nanette
RE: Oconee Dam

Oconee and Keowee dam are at the same site. Oconee does not have emergency diesel generators but uses
the hydroelectric power from Keowee in case of a LOOP. That is part of the problem; if Jocassee (eleven
miles upstream) fails, itwill take out Keowee (the backup power supply) and also take out the switchyard and
the SSF.
Ifwe go to Oconee, we will probably also see Keowee. But the dam failure of concern is the failure of
Jocassee. I think it is worth the trip upstream to see Jocassee. I believe that it is a rock filled earthen dam of
substantial size.
Ben
From: Gilles, Nanette

Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:10 PM
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Subject: Oconee Dam

Ben - I've been doing some research on the Oconee dam issue and found this article.
'...://www.qreenvilleonline.com/article/20110717/NEWS/307170015/Documents-reveal-new-focus-nuclearit-dams
It mentions two different dams, the Jocassee and Keowee dams. Do you know which of these is the dam of
interest that we would want to see?
Nan
Nanette V.Gitles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles@nrc.gov
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Circle, Jeff
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Weijun Wang
Monday, August 06, 2007 10:34 AM
Jon Ake; Jeff Circle; Rebecca Karas; Kenneth See; Leonard Olshan
Bullet for Oconee dam reliability study

Jeff:
Here is a bullet regarding dam random failure probability analysis:
* Using the US Army Corps of Engineers' "UNSW" method will not significantly lower the Jocassee dam
random failure probability comparing with the outcomes of previous analyses.
The reason:
The licensee stated that, in their "Jocassee Dam Random Failure Discussion," e-mail from Davenport, Berry
Graham on July 17, 2007:
To date, Duke has not performed an assessment of the Jocassee Dam using this detailed procedure
[The US Army Corps of Engineers' "UNSW" method]. However, due to the modern design and rigorous
monitoring, inspection, and maintenance programs, it is reasonable to expect that, if examined in detail, the
weighting factors associated with Jocassee Dam would result in very low probabilities of failure from these
mechanisms. Duke notes that studies conducted for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Baltimore District)
have used this approach and predicted overall failure probabilities (piping through an embankment dams) that
are significantly less than the initial generic failure probabilities.
The UNSW method that the licensee referred is presented in the US Army Corps of Engineers' engineer
technical letter "Reliability Analysis and Risk Assessment for Seepage and Slope Stability Failure Models for
Embankment Dams" (January 31 2006). This method is a PRA method and the procedure contains: 1. problem
definition, and 2. event tree, One of the key steps in the analysis is the determination of the "probability of
unsatisfactory performance" (or "probability of failure", in PRA analysis). Four methods can be used in this
step: hazard function, reliability index, expert elicitation, and historical frequency of occurrence. For Jocassee
dam random failure analysis, the hazard function (a mathematical expression of probability of failure for the
dam system that contains all major variables involved) is not readily for use; the reliability index method can be
used but uncertainties for all variables involved will be high (for lack of statistically sufficient information),
especially very little information on the correlations between the variables are available. Therefore, itwould be
more practical to use either expert elicitation, or historical frequency of occurrence methods to determine the
probability of unsatisfactory performance. Since those two methods have been used in previous analyses,
therefore, no "significantly less than the initial generic failure probabilities" will be warranted.
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Cirdie, Jeff
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Moorman
Monday, June 11, 2007'2:15 PM
Jeff Circle
Re: Jocassee Dam Fragility Study Review Schedule (Out of office notification)

---- This is an automatic reply---Please note that you will receive this reply from me only once while I am away from the office until June 18.
No further auto-replies will be sent to any of your subsequent e-mails to me. I will reply to your e-mails when I
return.
have a great day...jim
>>> JAC12 06/11/07 14:14 >>>
Lenny,
Jim Vail and I will be available for Monday 6/18/07. Otherwise, I'll be available from Mon- Thurs. that week.
Jeff.
>>> Leonard Olshan 6/11/2007 1:55 PM >>>
One of the key people who prepared the study for the licensee is not available this week. Therefore, the
licensee is proposing that we have the call early next week.
Please let me know your availability for June 18th or 19th if you intend to participate in the call.
Thanks.
>>> Rebecca Karas 6/7/2007 5:22 PM >
Kamal/Pat/George,
Based on our discussions today between HQ and the Region, and subsequent discussions on schedule
between the review team and Lenny Olshan, we came up with the following schedule of
deliverables/milestones for the NRO review, as well as the review scope, to support NRR. The intent, based on
discussions, is to provide early informal feedback to the Region, as well as have a conference call with the
licensee early to ask questions that at this point we already know we will have. Following that, we will
determine whether continued formal review and documentation is needed (for the purposes of planning, we are
assuming it will be, and the milestones below and the resources we have applied reflect that, so we are ready
to support to the full extent needed).
Scope:
1) Review the Fragility report provided on seismically-induced dam failures
2) Provide qualitative information/literature search to look at generally whether Oconee should have updated
the sunny day failure information in the previous IEEE report, and whether any information we find would tend
to increase or decrease the failure rate.
Milestones:

C1

June 13th.(noon) provide Lenny Olshan a list of questions on the fragility report to support an anticipated call
withrtTe licensee on Friday 15th (if they can support that day). Note 2 of our key reviewers are out from the
18th - 22nd.
June 15th - draft of sunny day writeup
June 21 - draft writeup on both #1 and #2; anticipated there will be a regional call that week
June 29 - final writeup provided to NRR (in speaking with Lenny, he suggested an email from me to Kamal with
the attached writeup).
Assigned reviewers (and level of effort to be put in NRO's EPM work tracking system):
Jon Ake (RES)
Weijun Wang (NRO/DSER/RGS1) - 24 hours
Lynnea Wilkens (NRO/DSER/RGS1) - 9 hours Ken See (NRO/DSER/RHEB) - 18 hours
Becky Karas
Chief, Geoscience & Geotechnical Engineering Branches 1&2 Division of Site & Environmental Review Office
of New Reactors
301-415-3711
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Circle, Jeff
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Rebecca Karas
Thursday, June 07, 2007 12:46 PM
Jeff Circle; Patrick Hiland; Kamal Manoly
Mike Franovich; Charles Cox; Nilesh Chokshi; Carolyn Lauron; James Lyons; Leonard
Qishan; George Wilson
Re: Fwd: Jocassee Dam fragility study

George, you are welcome to join us today. We are meeting in Nilesh's office at 2prm on this topic.
>>> Patrick Hiland 6/7/2007 12:32:42 PM >>>
Please keep our Dam Safety Officer, Mr. George Wilson, apprised of this review/discussion.
George, the below email references an MOU. Please explain the mechanism used to manage the contract with
FERC for the nine dams in our Dam Safety Program.
Dams under NRC jurisdiction:
1. Crow Butte, NE
2. Power Resources, WY
3. Nothe Anna, VA
4. V.C. summer, SC
5. Catawba, SC
6. Comanche Peak, TX
7. Farley, AL
8, Shearon Harris, NC
9. McGurie, NC
>>> Jeff Circle 06/06/2007 7:27 AM >>>
Kamal and Becky,
Thanks for taking up the review of the latest seismic analysis submitted by Duke. I have a few questions which
may help our reaching a conclusion. Are any of you aware of an MOU between NRC and FERC regarding
inspection/investigation of dams in close proximity to sites which have a potential for high safety significance?
If so, was Jocasee included in that study or inspection? While doing the review, please keep in mind that
seismic is one dam failure mechanism which can result in a catastrophic flood on site. After you complete your
review, can you conclude anything regarding the random failure of the dam?
Once again, my appreciation for taking this on with such short notice.
Jeff.
>>> Rebecca Karas 6/5/2007 5:52 PM >>>
Thanks. I'll ask Carolyn to find out what process NRO hag set up between NRO and NRR as to how you guys
formally request (or informally?) support on this so it gets properly into our work planning (EPM) system. Also, I
probaby have to talk to Nilesh to be sure only geology/geotech needs to review this, and not hydro also
(Charlie Cox). When do you need input by, and what is the schedule?
Becky
Becky Karas
Chief, Geoscience & Geotechnical Engineering Branches 1&2 Division of Site & Environmental Review Office
of New Reactors
301-415-3711
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->Ž'> Kamal Manoly 6/5/2007 4:45 PM >>>
Becky;
I am soliciting support from NRO to review a dam fragility study for Oconee, which the PM (Lenny) informed
me that Jim Dyer was interested to have us assess its acceptability. As you well know, I don't have reviewers
with the background necessary to perform this type of review, even though this specific review area for
operating reactors falls with my branch in DE. I have already mentioned my request to Nilesh and he asked
that I send it to you. Lenny will provide the TAC number to the reviewer you intend to assign to this issue.
Please let me know who that person will be. Thank you.
Kamal
>>> Leonard Olshan 06/04/2007 9:30 AM >>>
Kamal,
Attached is a fragility study of the Jocassee Dam that Duke submitted to support the appeal of a white finding.
Region II has asked for our assistance in reviewing this study. Do you have anyone who can review this study?
If so, I can send you a work request.
>>> James Moorman 5/31/2007 10:14 AM >>>
Lenny,
I am re-sending the email requesting a review of the revised jocassee dam fragility study. I've also attached the
seismic PRA calc that Duke revised based on the Jocassee fragility study. We would like a review of each to
support the licensee's informal appeal of the white SSF flood barrier finding.
thanks....jim
>> James Moorman 5/15/2007 9:08 AM >>>
Good morning,
Attached is the Jocassee Dam fragility study that Oconee has submitted for consideration in the disposition of
the SSF flood barrier white finding.
As we discussed yesterday, we believe that NRR should answer Duke's letter.
Some additional thoughts concerning this issue:
*

(1)The attached analysis was not available at the time of the Final Significance Determination; therefore, their
request for us to consider this information requires us to go outside of the existing Reactor Oversight Program.
(2)R2 does not have the expertise to do a technical review of the updated fragility study or to determine the
best estimate of dam failure. Our view is that the best estimate of dam failure should include both seismic
failures and "sunny day" (random) failures. The Duke update to the 1993 Jocassee dam failure analysis seems
to be one sided, in that it does not appear to take into account the hundreds of random dam failures (vs
seismic) that have occurred from 1994 to the present.
(3)As indicated in our November 22, 2006, Final Significance Determination Letter, the very nature of the
initiating events associated with the breach of the SSF flood barrier would impair emergency plan response. In
other words, the inability to evacuate/shelter the public due to the flood in essence becomes a LERF concern;
for which the updated estimated impact of 7 E-7 would be reflective of a White issue.
thanks for your assistance...jim
Jim Moorman
Chief, Projects Branch 1
Division of Reactor Projects
NRC Region II
404.562.4647
ihm2(nrc.Qov
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Hydrology Safety Review Areas
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United Statei Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ProtectingPeople and the Environment

2.4.1 Hydrologic Description
• Interface of Plant with Hydrosphere
* Hydrological Causal Mechanism
" Data (spatial & temporal, site relevant)
* Alternate Conceptual Methods
* Additional site specific information
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Hydrology Safety Review Areas

SU.S.NRC
United Stares NItlear Regulatory Commission

ProtectingPeople and the Environment

2.4.2 Floods
• Flood history at the site
* Identification of potential mechanisms for flooding
at the site
* Computation of local-intense precipitation
" Local Flooding & Drainage Design
° Combined Events
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Hydrology Safety Review Areas

C

SU.S.NR

Unired Stares Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ProtectingPeople and the Environment

2.4.3 Probable Maximum Flood
Design Bases for Flooding in Streams & Rivers
* Computation of the PMP over the watershed
" Computation of the PMF maximum water level at the site in
combination with other effects (wind wave, surge, etc).
Design Bases for Site Drainage
" Produced by 2.4.2 local-intense precipitation
" Potential effects of erosion and sedimentation
* Rainfall-runoff processes are modeled to estimate flooding
conditions at the site.
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Hydrology Safety Review Areas

1? U.S.N RC
United Srates Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ProtectingPeople and the Environment

2.4.4 Potential Dam Failures
Severe Breaching of an Upstream Dam
Domino Type or Cascading Dam Failures
Dynamic Effects on Structures
Loss of Water Supply due to Failure of Downstream
Dam.
o Effects of Erosion and Sedimentation
0 Failure of On-Site Water Control or Storage Structure

e
e
*
0
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Hydrology Safety Review Areas

•

U.S.NRC

United Srttes Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ProtectingPeople and the Environment

2.4.5 Storm Surge and Seiche
0 Probable maximum surge and seiche
0 Meteorological Parameters (wind speed & direction,
fetch, storm tracks, historical storm events)
• Bathymetry and Hydrographic Characteristics
* Surge and Seiche Water levels
* Wave Action
* Resonance
• Protective Structures
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Hydrology Safety Review Areas

SU.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ProtectingPeople and the Environment

2.4.6 Tsunami Hazards
9

0

Probable Maximum Tsunami
Historical Tsunami Record
Source Generator Characteristics
Tsunami Analysis
Tsunami Water Levels
Hydrographic and Harbor or Breakwater Influences
Effects on Safety-Related Facilities
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Hydrology Safety Review Areas

r

U.S.NRC
United Srtres Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ProtectingPeople and the Environment

2.4.7 Ice Effects
Review areas include:
" Historical ice conditions
•
*
•
*
*

High & low water levels
Ice forces and blockage
Consecutive degree days below freezing
Develop design basis conditions for site
Ensure that safety-related SSCs and water supply are
not affected by ice-induced hazards
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Hydrology Safety Review Areas

SU.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ProtectingPeople and the Environment

2.4.8 Cooling Water Canals and Reservoirs
0

The review area includes canals and reservoirs used to
transport and impound water supplied to SSCs important
to safety.

* The review also includes stream channel diversions
toward the site, which may lead to flooding.
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U.S.NRC

Hydrology Safety Review Areas

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ProtectingPeople and the Environment

2.4.9 Channel Diversions
• Review of stream channel diversions away from the site,
which may lead to loss of safety-related water.
" Review of stream channel diversions toward the site
which may lead to flooding.
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Hydrology Safety Review Areas

<'U.S.NIC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ProtectingPeople and the Environment

2.4.10 Flooding Protection Requirements
Review safety-related SSCs
* Review type of flood protection
" Review emergency procedures
" Only applies if the design basis flood exceeds the
prescribed maximum flood level.
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Oconee Nuclear Site
Adequate Protection Backfit
Documented Evaluation
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES OF THE MODIFICATION
Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, the licensee of the Oconee Nuclear Station (ONS) has not
demonstrated that the ONS site has adequate protection against external floods from all
sources including a random failure of the Jocassee Dam. The Jocassee Dam is a pumped
storage hydro-electric facility located approximately 11 miles upstream of the site. The objective
of this documented evaluation (as required by MD 8.41 and LIC-202 2) is to justify a backfit
exception (under 1OCFR50.109 (a)(4)(ii)) to modify the ONS license to ensure that there is
adequate protection against all types of external floods and to maintain defense-in-depth. Duke
should enhance the ONS defense-in-depth to ensure there is a means of cooling the core and
maintaining containment integrity due to a failure of the Jocassee Dam.
REASON FOR THE LICENSE MODIFICATION
This evaluation is a backfit exception which is defined in 10CFR50.109 (a)(4)(ii) as, "That
regulatory action is necessary to ensure that the facility provides adequate protection to the
health and safety of the public and is in accord with the common defense and security."
To ensure adequate protection, the ONS is required to have conservatism in its design and
operation and a defense-in-depth approach to prevent accidents and mitigate their
consequences,
The licensee performed an inundation study3 in 1992 to meet a Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) requirement for formulating an emergency action plan in the event the
Jocassee Dam failed. In 2009, Duke, in response to an August 15, 2008 4 10CFR50.54 (f)
request for information, conducted additional inundation analysese consisting of one- and twodimensional studies. These studies indicated that the resultant flood would cause the site to be
inundated with flood waters and also exceed the flood protection barrier height for the safe
shutdown facility (SSF) at the ONS. The licensee reiterated, in their response to the

1NRC Directive 8.4, "Management of Facility-Specific Backfitting and Information Collection," October 28,
2004.
2 NRC

LIC-202 Revision 1, "Managing Plant-Specific Backfits and 50.54(l) Information Requests.*

December 20, 2006.
3"Jocassee Hydra Project, Dam Failure Inundation Study," Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
Projects No. 2503, December 1992.
Letter to D. Baxter of Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, dated August 15, 2008, Information Request Pursuant
to 10 CFR 50.54(f) related to External Flooding, Including Feilure of the Jocassee Dam at ONS, (ML0816402440).
5 Letter
6

from D. Baxter of Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, to US NRC, dated September 26, 2008.

See Duke presentation to NRC dated October 28, 2009.
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10CFR50.54 (f) letter, that this inundation will lead to core damage, containment failure, and the
loss of spent fuel pool cooling at all three units. Thus, if a flooding event from a Jocassee Dam
failure occurred at the ONS, all three units have no defense-in-depth to prevent core damage.
The remaining intact element of defense-in-depth of containment integrity will be severely
challenged, if unmitigated, resulting in the potential for radionuclide release highly probable.
These results have led the NRC to conclude that the ONS lacks defense-in-depth to ensure that
there is adequate protection at the site against such floods.
An external flood at the Oconee site is expected to render both the switchyard and Keowee
Dam unavailable, which are the sources of offsite and emergency onsite AC power,
respectively. This drastically affects the normal mitigation methods, which are provided by
equipment that has AC motors. The emergency feedwater pump turbines for all three units will
also be unavailable due to inundation. This leaves only the SSF to mitigate the flooding. The
SSF was designed as an alternative means to achieve and maintain Mode 3 following
postulated fire, sabotage or internal flooding events and is also credited during station blackout
events. It achieves these requirements by being a source of reactor coolant makeup, decay
heat removal, and associated power to shut all three Oconee units down.
Though the SSF is not credited in the FSAR to protect against external floods, the entrances are
protected by a 7.5 foot flood mitigation barrier wall. This wall is the only means to protect the
SSF from onsite flooding from external sources. One such source of ONS inundation is from
the failure of the Jocassee Dam. The 1992 inundation study took into consideration a rupture of
the dam due to a random sunny day failure and Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) only. The
predicted resultant water levels from the inundation study, ranging from 12.5 feet to 16.8 feet at
SSF grade, were found to be in excess of the existing 7.5 foot flood mitigation barrier wall for
the SSF. Duke's current analysis currently indicates a flood height of about 18.5 feet.
Floodwater entering the SSF will overwhelm existing sump pumps, and due to the low critical
flood heights, render the mitigation equipment in the facility non-functional. Without further
flooding mitigation, the failure of the SSF, will lead to the failure of the only means to shut down
and maintain all three Oconee units in a Mode 3 condition.
Several sources of new information have been obtained over the last two years. This
information included information provided during an April 2006 Reactor Oversight Process
(ROP) evaluation where the NRC staff questioned the licensee's maintenance of the SSF flood
protection barrier. During the subsequent ROP Significance Determination Process (SDP), the
NRC identified that the licensee had incorrectly calculated the Jocassee Dam failure frequency
and had not adequately addressed the potential consequences of flood heights predicted at the
Oconee site based on the 1992 inundation study. The NRC staff also recognized that Duke's
1992 inundation study, did not follow the guidelines for the PMF evaluation as described in
Regulatory Guides 1.597 and 1.1028.
As a result, the NRC expressed via the aforementioned 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter, a concern that
Duke has not demonstrated "...overall adequacy of the flood protection of Oconee given the
Jocassee Hydro Project... Specifically, the NRC is seeking information ... whether Oconee
lacks appropriate and adequate compensating engineering safeguards for such an event."
Subsequent to Duke's response to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter, the NRC in its April 20, 2009,
7 Regulatory Guide 1.59, "Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, (Rev. 2) August 1977.
8 Regulatory Guide 1.102, Flood Protection for Nuclear Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, (Rev. 1) September 1976.
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letter9 stated, in part, "the NRC staff remains concerned that Duke has not demonstrated that
Oconee will be adequately protected in the long term from external flooding events."
BASIS FOR INVOKING BACKFIT EXCEPTION
Based on this evaluation, it is the opinion of the NRC staff that this situation qualifies for an
adequate protection exception to the backfit rule under 1OCFR50.109 (a)(4)(ii). As discussed
previously, ifthe Jocassee Dam fails and the SSF is inundated, the Oconee site has no
defense-in-depth to prevent core damage and the containments are expected to subsequently
fail. Following a Jocassee Dam failure which inundates the SSF, without defense-in-depth,
Duke has not shown that the public is adequately protected.
The following discusses the relevant flooding requirements, Duke's position on those
requirements, and the NRC's perspective on whether ONS meets those requirements.
1. To account for external flood protection, Oconee is licensed to a draft General Design
Criterion (GDC) 2 which states:
Those systems and components of reactor facilities which are essential to the prevention
of accidents which could affect the public health and safety or to mitigation of their
consequences shall be designed, fabricated, and erected to performance standards that
will enable the facility to withstand, without loss of the capability to protect the public, the
additional forces that might be imposed by natural phenomena such as earthquakes,
tornadoes, flooding conditions, winds, ice, and other local site effects. The design bases
so established shall reflect: (a) appropriate consideration for the most severe of these
natural phenomena that have been recorded for the site and the surrounding areas and
(b) an appropriate margin for withstanding forces greater than those recorded to reflect
uncertainties about the historical data and their suitability as a basis for design.
2. To establish the licensing basis for the ONS compliance on external flooding, Section
9.6.3.1 of the Oconee UFSAR1 ° further states:
Flood studies show that Keowee dam and Jocassee dam are designed with adequate
margins to contain and control floods. These floods include general flooding of the rivers
and reservoirs in the area due to a rainfall in excess of the Probable Maximum
Precipitation (PMP). The FSAR addresses Oconee's site location as on a ridgeline 100'
above maximum known floods. Therefore, external flooding due to rainfall affecting
rivers and reservoirs is not a problem. The SSF is within the site boundary and,
therefore, is not subject to flooding from lake waters. The grade level entrance of the
SSF is 797.0 feet above mean sea level (msl). In the event of flooding due to a break in
the non-seismic condenser circulating water (CCW) system piping located in the tuirbine
building, the maximum expected water level within the site boundary is 796.5 feet. Since
the maximum expected water level is below the elevation of the grade level entrance to
the SS.F, the structure will not be flooded by such an incident. The SSF will stabilize the
plant at mode 3 with an average reactor coolant temperature of 5250F. As a PRA
enhancement, the SSF is provided with a (originally 5 foot) 7.5 foot external flood wall
which is equipped with a water tight door near the south entrance of the SSF. A
Letter to D. Baxter, Evaluation of Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, September 26, 2008, Response to NRC
letter Dated August 15, 2008 Related to External Flooding at ONS (ML0905707791).
1o Duke Energy Company Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Revision 17, December 31,2007
3
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stairway over the wall provides access to the north entrance. The yard elevation at both
the north and the south entrance to the SSF is 796.0 feet above msl. Based on the asbuilt configuration, the SSF external flood protection is provided for flooding that does
not exceed 803.5 feet above msl. [803.5 feet above msl corresponds to 7.5 feet above
SSF entrance grade level].
And in USFAR Section 2.4.4 on the Oconee 5ite hydrology:
Duke has designed the Keowee Dam, Little River Dam, Jocassee Dam, Intake Canal
Dike, and the Intake Canal Submerged Weir based on sound Civil Engineering methods
and criteria. These designs have been reviewed by a board of consultants and reviewed
and approved by the Federal Power Commission in accordance with the license issued
by that agency. The Keowee Dam, Little River Dam, Jocassee Dam, Intake Canal Dike,
and the Intake Canal Submerged Weir have also been designed to have an adequate
factor of safety under the same conditions of seismic loading as used for design of
Oconee. The construction, maintenance, and inspection of the dams are consistent with
their functions as major hydro projects. The safety of such structures is the major
objective of Duke's designers and builders, with or without the presence of the nuclear
station.
The UFSAR sections are substantially unchanged from the previous version. The licensee does
not directly address the failure of Jocassee Dam in the UFSAR nor does the UFSAR address
the 1992 inundation study.
However, dams do fail and such failures are credible events. The industry failure data on dams
is well-documented. The frequency of rupture of similarly constructed dams from all causes is
estimated to be approximately 10+ events per year. This failure frequency places a Jocassee
Dam failure in the frequency range of other limiting fault events considered in the Oconee
accident analyses and licensing basis. For those other limiting fault events, there is mitigation
capability whichreduces the likelihood of core damage and radionuclide release. However, in
the case of a SSF inundation flood, no mitigation of core damage is possible within the design
basis.
In the Oconee licensing basis, the licensee specifically cites that protection be provided against
natural phenomena and flooding events. The NRC clarified the regulatory position on external
flooding in Regulatory Guide 1.59, "Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants." The
regulatory position of dam failure states in part, "Where upstream dams or other features that
provide flood protection are present, in addition to the analyses of the most severe floods that
may be induced by either hydrometeorological or seismic mechanisms, reasonable
combinations of less-severe flood conditions and seismic events should also be considered to
the extent needed for a consistent level of conservatism. The effect of such combinations on
the flood conditions at the plant site should be evaluated in cases where the probability of such
combinations occurring at the same time and having significant consequences is at least
comparable to the probability associated with the most severe hydrometeorological or
seismically induced flood." The current licensing basis of ONS clearly requires that the licensee
must be able.to protect against floods without regard to source, due to natural phenomena.
The 1992 inundation study has gone beyond concentrating on natural phenomena-caused
failures of the Jocassee Dam to demonstrate that a PMF could also be the result of a random
"sunny day" failure of the dam producing an Oconee site flood beyond the current flood
mitigation capability of the SSF. As a logical conclusion, the NRC has ascertained that the ONS
4
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licensing basis should not be limited to floods caused by natural phenomena alone but, should
include the impact of all credible sources of flood such as those arising from a random "sunny
day" failure of the dam. As with the current licensing basis, the assessment of all potential
sources of flood, including those arising from random failures must include a reasonable
assurance case with margin to properly account for uncertainties. The 1992 inundation study
clearly concludes that a flood with a maximum height'of 16.8 feet will exceed the 7.5-foot SSF
grade level flood protection. More recently, Duke's Case 2 inundation analysis results identified
a flood height of 18.5 feet at the SSF. Therefore, Duke currently has not demonstrated that
adequate protection against flooding at the ONS is provided. To correct this, the NRC has
statutory authority to impose additional condition(s) on the license to ensure that the licensee
provides adequate protection against the effect of external floods, regardless of source. The
basis for this authority has been established and communicated to the industry when evaluating
licensing amendment requests as part of RIS-2001-02 which states:
When a license amendment request complies with the regulations and other license
requirements, there is a presumption by the Commission of adequate protection of
public health and safety (Maine Yankee, ALAB-161, 6 AEC 1003 (1973)). However,
circumstances may arise in which new information reveals an unforeseen hazard or a
substantially greater potential for a known hazard to occur, such as identification of a
design vulnerability or an issue that substantially increases risk. In such situations, the
NRC has the statutory authority to require licensee action above and beyond existing
regulations to maintain the level of protection necessary to avoid undue risk to public
health and safety. Section 182.a of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and as
implemented by 10 CFR 2.102, gives the NRC the authority to require the submittal of
information in connection with a license amendment request if NRC has reason to
question adequate protection of public health and safety.
ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE
An evaluation of the impact on public safety of invoking this proposed addition to the license
was performed. Two cases were developed and compared to estimate the potential decrease
in risk. The first case assumes the current licensing basis which does not take into account
failure of Jocassee Dam. In this case, a rupture of the dam will directly result in loss of the SSF
with core damage and a potential radionuclide release. The second case models a proposed
SSF modification, hardening it against external floods by installation of watertight doors at the
entrances and associated re-engineering of ventilation and exhaust lines above calculated flood
height. Other solutions to increase adequate protection are possible, for example raising the
Keowee Dam and intake canal dike heights.

5
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1. Current licensing basis not meeting adequate protection.
Under the current licensing basis, should an external flood exceed the height of flood protection,
it will cause the Oconee switchyard, the Keowee Dam, and the SSF all to fail resulting in a
conditional core damage probability (CCDP) of unity (1.0). Spent fuel pool cooling will also be
lost. At the onset of core damage, containment integrity will be the only remaining initially intact
defense-in-depth barrier. This barrier will be severely challenged under these conditions due to
a lack of power to cool containment. In addition, boil-off of the spent fuel pools is assumed to
occur regardless of containment status resulting in an immediate radionuclide release as the
spent fuel pools are outside containment. Due to the accumulated debris and surrounding
infrastructure damage, the attempt to recover the reactor building and spent fuel pool heat
removal will be at best difficult to accomplish. NRC has estimated that the failure frequency of
Jocassee Dam based on industry data for rockfill dams is 2.0 x 104 per year. This is the dam
initiating event frequency (IEF). The resultant core damage frequency for this case is the
product of the dam initiating event frequency and the conditional core damage probability, or
CDF1

=IEFx CCDP1
= (2.0 x 104) x 1.0
= 2.0 x 104 per year for each unit

2. Proposed change to licensing basis to include mitigation of external flood.
The proposed change would provide additional mitigation capability by improving the flood
protection of the SSF from a Jocassee Dam failure. This proposed passive modification for
external flood protection involves installing watertight doors at the SSF entrances and
performing associated engineering to relocate lines in order to clear the highest computed flood
height. In this modification, the probability of watertight door failure is estimated to be 7.4 x 10,3
per demand"1 . The licensee has computed that the random probability of failure of the SSF is
0.2712. Therefore, the resultant core damage frequency of this case is:
CDF2 = IEF x CCDP 2
= (2.0 x 10-4) x (7.4x 10-3 +0.27)
= 5.4 x 10-5 per year for each unit
The calculated decrease in core damage frequency is:
ACDF

= CDFI - CDF 2
= (2.0 x 104) - (5.4 x 10")
= 1.5 x 10*4 per year for each unit

This calculation shows that a significant decrease in risk can be achieved with the proposed
modification. The licensee believes that the IEF is somewhat lower than the value used in these
calculations. A lower IEF will lower the risk reduction proportionately. Regardless, Duke has
1

US NRC-RES/EPRI, "Fire PRA Methodology for Nuclear Power Facilities", NUREG/CR-6850,

Rev. 0, 11/2005, Table 11-3.
Duke Power Company, "IPEEE Submittal", December 21, 1995. The quantified unavailability is
due mostly to human error probabilities arising from several manual operator actions that need to be
completed in order for the SSF to be successful to Mode 3.
12
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not demonstrated that ONS has appropriate conservatism in its design and operation and an
adequate defense-in-depth approach to prevent accidents and mitigate their consequences.
In February 2009, the licensee developed and submitted a procedure 13 to address failure of
Jocassee Dam with consequential failure of the SSF. This procedure involves adapting an
existing B.5.b mitigating strategy to provide decay heat removal through steam generators and
spent fuel pool cooling during the period of inundation. It relies on many licensee operator
actions to accomplish this goal. From a PRA perspective, any reduction in core damage
frequency gained from this procedure is minimal. Therefore, credit for using this procedure was
not included in the above risk assessment.
CONCLUSION
As described above, Duke has not demonstrated that the ONS is adequately protected against
external floods from all sources including dam ruptures.

Duke Energy ONS "Evaluations by Station Management in the TSC - Beyond Design Basis
Mitigation Strategies for Jocassee Dam Failure," EM 5.3 Revision 0.
13
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See, Kenneth
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Joseph Sebrosky
Thursday, August 28, 2008 11:32 AM
Juan Peralta; Kerri Kavanagh; Milton Concepcion
Kenneth See; Christopher Cook
info: 50.54(f) letter for Oconee dam failure
ADAMS Docurent.ADC IIAttachment
is publicly available as
ML081640244.

Juan, Kerri, and Milton,
FYI - attached is a recently issued 50.54(f) letter for Oconee associated with a dam failure. Thought it might be
of general interest to you. Chris and Ken are already aware of the issue and Chris is also aware that NRR is
considering issuing an information notice associated with dam failures.
No action required on your part - NRR clearly has the lead on these issues.
Thanks,
Joe

1
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See, Kenneth
From;
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jon Thompson
Monday, October 06, 2008 1:48 PM
Jeff Circle; Melanie Wong; Mike Franovich; Leonard Olshan; Kamal Manoly; Raman
Pichumani; Goutam Bagchi; Kenneth See; Gary Demoss: Don Marksberry; James Vail
Oconee Flood Response Review punch list
RRT Punch List 10-6-8.doc

please see attached action list for the review team for discussion today

DPýo

RRT Punch List - 10/6/08
I lrg.nrr*t~ Int~r~etInn~ A Mz~n~in~manf Rricdinno £Drim~ru ~AC~ I
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Action
Telecon on 1-D vs 2-D flood analsysis

Due Date
10/8/8

Telcon w/ licensee on response review
Briefing of DHS
Briefing of Leeds on progress of review

-10114

Brief ET
Brief DEDR
Technical Review (Primary POC M. Franovich)
Action
Final Response Review Summary Due
Definition of final Response Review Deliverable
Definition of final 'punch list of technical issues
Answers to 3 Key Qs
Is IS study conservative? In what way?
Does licensee submittal provide enough info for a "JCO"
Does licensee submittal provide enough info for long-term A
Evaluation of position that Jocassee failure "not credible"
Summary of elements of Order proposed by staff
Preliminary "JCO"
Prep for LIC-504 meeting
Flood evaluation impacts from seismic contrib.
..........
Flood evaluation impacts from PMP
Impact of hydrostatic flood loadings on SSF
Write up on why 1-D not adequate (or Qs for licensee)
Evaluation of submittals on seismic capacity of Jocassee &
review of NRC previous reviews
Evaluation of IPEEE for insights into review
Impact on other 6 plants scoped out

Comments

10/21/8
10/23/8

POC
L.Olshan
K. See
J. Circle
L. Olshan,
M. Franovich
M. Franovich
M. Franovich

Due Date
10114/8
10/14/8
10/14/8

POC
J. Circle
?
J. Circle

Comments
Per mgmt
TER?, RAls?

-10/8/8?
10/16/8

Mtg w/ Chair set for 10/21

J. Circle, J. Vail'
TBD
10114/8
10/15/8

J. Circle
J. Circle

10/8/8

10/14/8

Management buy-in??

Qs @ directing licensee

K. See
K. See,
G. Bagchi

.1.

J. Vail
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jeff Circle
Sunday, October 12, 2008 11:06 PM
Mike Franovich; Leonard Olshan
Jon Thompson; Melanie Wong; Goutam Bagchi; James Vail; Kenneth See; Raman Pichumani
RE: Oconee 10CFR 50.54(f) Call &Meeting

Duke is fixated on our interpretation of seismic failure of the dam, just as they were during the ROP SDP white
finding. This is the same old chestnut we heard during the appeal process without complete success. It's an
almost pathological assuption that there's a PRA double standard in that any systems at Oconee can fail due
to random causes but, plausible events such as overtopping and piping/seepage cannot happen at Jocassee.
This means that they're on the ropes and are running out of excuses for not building up the flood protection.
The LIC-504 meeting is going to be very important for us to get our combined thoughts and agency direction
on paper.
From: Mike Franovich
Sent: Friday, October 10, 2008 10:15 AM
To: Leonard Olshan
Cc: Jon Thompson; Melanie Wong; Jeff Circle; Goutam Bagchl; James Vail; Kenneth See; Raman Pichumani
Subject: RE: Oconee 10CFR 50.54(0 Call & Meeting
Lenny,
Which previous letter is Graham referring to when he said the NRC said seismic was negligible and if true what
was the context (licensing basis or ROP)? The more I read Duke's 50.54(f) response, the closer I'm getting to
calling the 01 on these guys for attempting to mislead the NRC by distorting and mischaracterizing issues and
NRC statements. Duke's letter illustrates why the NRC needs to resolve this issue quickly before NRC staff
with the requisite knowledge of what has transpired either retire or move to other positions in the agency.
As for the 50.54(f) letter, there is nothing in that letter that says the issue is only random failures. In fact, the
NRC didn't ask any explicit questions about random failures, seismic, or PMP. That doesn't mean we are not
evaluating those areas. Furthermore, Duke themselves raised the issue of seismic and PMP. Duke's 50.54(f)
response makes several statements claiming that seismic is essentially a non-issue. Duke claimed indirectly
that NRC included seismic events in our frequency estimate. On page 5 Duke states "...the occurrence of a
dam failure due to earthquake in California does not predict the likelihood of an earthquake in western SC..."
Obviously and no experienced analyst would do this. Hence, the NRC didn't include seismic in the "random
break estimate."
On page 4, Duke states "when considering overall performance history of modern rock-filled dams, there is no
evidence to suggest that a Jocassee dam failure is credible." The implication is that it could never happen and
hence there is no risk over the remaining 30 years of the Oconee plant life/license expiration? A zero or trivial
risk argument which seems pretty ridiculous.
Duke also falsely claimed that NRC included earthen dam failures in its frequency estimate and then go on to
dismiss these failures to show that the random frequency should be below NRC's estimate. This is a
strawman argument since the NRC explicitly stated to Duke during the August 21, 2008 telecon that NRC only
used rockfilled dam failures in our estimate.
There is more, but I'll reserve it for some other time.
Mike

From: Leonard Olshan
Sent: Friday, October 10, 2008 8:50 AM
To: Jon Thompson; Melanie Wong; Mike Franovich; Jeff Circle; Goutam Bagchi
Subject: FW: Oconee 10CFR 50.54(f) Call & Meeting

From: Davenport, Berry G rmailto:badavenoortbduke-enerav.coml
Sent: Thursday, October 09, 2008 9:14 AM
To: Leonard Olshan
Cc: Brown, Timothy D
Subject: Oconee 10CFR 50.54(f) Call & Meeting
Lenny,
We still need to talk about setting up a meeting to discuss our letter and any questions NRC may have, and I know you
are out today. I will be out tomorrow (Friday). Based on talking with Rich yesterday, October 28 may be the best time to
have a technical face-to-face meeting - lets discuss early next week.
As for the call planned for October 15 ", our thought is that we should use that opportunity to plan for what we talk about
during our face-to-face meeting. Toward that end, I'm a little confused by some of the questions Steve Newman indicated
NRC was interested in:
1. Why did Duke choose a 1-D model rather than 2-D? The notion that the NRC wanted a 1-D model was not
necessarily true. Would like a more detailed explanation of the inputs used in this model.
2. Why did Duke stop at raising the SSF flood wall @ 2.5 ft.? Why not higher? How high can you reasonably go?
3. The Staff would like more information/details regarding liquefaction effects.
4. The Staff would like more information/details on seismic fragility effects.
Questions 1 & 2 make sense, but not 3 & 4. We thought seismic was NOT an issue since everything in the NRC 50.54(f
letter pointed to random failures, and in a previous NRC letter it was acknowledged that the seismic risk contribution was
negligible. Again, we can talk about the ground rules for this call early next week so take this note as a heads up. Thanks
and have a good weekend!
Graham
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Thompson
Wednesday, October 15, 2008 10:31 AM
Kenneth See
RE: LIC 504 Flood Analysis Slides

Ken,
Only a few items to consider (suggestions):
- it sounds like the need to do a 2-D model is a definite. This is slightly different from statements earlier that 1D models may work given appropriately conservative inputs. Is there a way, quantitatively or qualitatively, to
describe what conservatism would be appropriate when applying a 1-D model to the Oconee site or should the
use of a 1-D model be excluded completely?
- Is there a breach size that is more representative of what you would find when using a larger data base of
dam failures?
-

Can you comment (in rough quantitive terms) on the impact on flood heights of a shorter failure time (2 hours

vs 4 hours)?
Jon
From: Kenneth See
Sent: Wednesday, October 15, 2008 9:59 AM
To: Goutam Bagchi; Jeff Circle; James Vail; Jon Thompson; Mike Franovich; Raman Pichumani
Subject: LiC 504 Flood Analysis Slides
Please review and comment (quickly)
Ken see
From: Goutam Bagchi
Sent: Wednesday, October 15, 2008 7:48 AM
To: Kenneth See; Jeff Circle; James Vail; Jon Thompson; Mike Franovich; Raman Pichumani
Subject: Review of Seismic Slides: Revised
Please provide your comments. Thanks,
QouUttn••

See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Raman Pichumani
Thursday, October 16, 2008 4:11 PM
Melanie Galloway
Mike Franovich; Goutam Bagchi; Kenneth See; Kamal Manoly; Jeff Circle; James Vail
RE: Oconee: Upstream Dam Break

Melanie:
I regret I cannot attend the meeting in your office on Monday (10/20), as I will be out of town on 10/20 and
10/21.
Incidentally, I have provided copies of three SERs (prepared by former Geosciences Branch of NRR) on
Oconee plant and Jocassee Dam dated 1973 (Hydrology-PMF, etc.), 1977(Oconee/Jocassee dam seismicity),
and1980 (Report on the August 25, 1979 Earthquake and its effects on Jocassee structures) to Goutam, Ken,
and Jeff for their information. (Goutam wanted to know if DE/NRR has any old SERs related to this project see his email below).
Raman
From: Melanie Galloway
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2008 1:30 PM
To; Goutam Bagchi; Mike Franovich
Cc: Raman Pichumani; Kenneth See
Subject: RE: Oconee: Upstream Dam Break
Goutam,
I need to understand this better. Can we meet in my office at 9 am Monday? Thanks.
Mike, can you join us?
Raman, if you are available, please attend as well,
Melanie
From: Goutam Bagchl
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2008 1:15 PM
To: Mike Franovich
Cc: Melanie Galloway; Raman Pichumani; Kenneth See; Christopher Cook; Jeff Circle
Subject: RE: Oconee: Upstream Dam Break
No Mike, that was intentional. I still do not think that it is appropriate to go back and change the
licensing basis of the plant itself. The risk implications would be much broader than just the
inundation of the SSF. Our adequate protection analysis only covers the effects on SSF using risk
informed reasoning, whereas, upstream dam break is a deterministic assumption.
..oudam

From: Mike Franovich
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2008 12:29 PM
To: Goutam Bagchi

Cc: Melanie Galloway; Raman Pichumani; Kenneth See; Christopher Cook; Jeff Circle
Subject: RE: Oconee: Upstream Dam Break
Goutam,
May be I'm missing something here, but did you inadvertently include a "not" in your e-mail, See highlighted
section.
Mike
From: Goutam Bagchi
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2008 11:09 AM
To: Mike Franovich; Raman Pichumani; Kenneth See; Christopher Cook
Cc: Melanie Galloway
Subject: Oconee: Upstream Dam Break

Mike,
I looked at RG 1.70 Standard Format (old version) Section 2.4.4, and it says that seismically induced
dam failure should be considered. Rev 17 of Oconee UFSAR states the following in Section 2.4.4:
2.4.4 Potential Dam Failures, Seismically Induced
Duke has designed the Keowee Dam, Little River Dam, Jocassee Dam, Intake Canal Dike, and the Intake Canal
Submerged Weir based on sound Civil Engineering methods and criteria. These designs have been reviewed by a board of
consultants and reviewed and approved by the Federal Power Commission in accordance with the license issued by that
agency. The Keowee Dam, Little River Dam, Jocassee Dam, Intake Canal Dike, and the Intake Canal Submerged Weir
have also been designed to have an adequate factor of safety under the same conditions of seismic loading as used for
design of Oconee.The construction, maintenance, and inspection of the dams are consistent with their functions as major
hydro projects. The safety of such structures is the major objective of Duke's designers and builders, with or without the
presence of the nuclear station.
The last sentence implies that the safet.y of "such structures" trumps over radiological safety governed by the
NRC regulations because it was reviewed by a board of consultants!!!

I do not know the basis for the staff safety conclusion on the above section of the FSAR. It may be
worth a due diligence effort on the part of DE staff to dredge up the NUREG, but I am not holding out
much hope there. In my previous message this morning, I gave you as thorough an argument as I
could as to why the Jocassee Dam seismic capability cannot be considered equivalent. Having said

that, I would not go back and postulate a seismically induced dam break upstream of the plant to
estimate the flood elevation at the site of the NPPs. Thanks,

eoutwim
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See, Kenneth
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Melanie Galloway
Wednesday, October 22, 2008 4:36 PM Jack Grobe; Bruce Boger; Jim Wiggins; Eric Leeds; Victor McCree; Luis Reyes
Mark Cunningham; Patrick Hiland; David Skeen; Joseph Guitter; Sam Thomas; Tim McGinty;
Robert Nelson; Jon Thompson; Leonard Wert; Leonard Olshan; Goutam Bagchi-, Kenneth
See; Richard Raione; Mike Franovich; James Vail; Jeff Circle
Advance copy of the slides for the ET Oconee flooding presentation tomorrow at 9:30 am
Oconee Jocassee Flood - For 10-23-08 ET Rev 2.ppt
Slides are publicly available as
ML1 4058A030I

Please find the slides for tomorrow's briefing of the ET and Vic on the Oconee external flooding issue.

0/30

See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kenneth See
Tuesday, November 04, 2008 8:10 AM
Jeff Circle; Melanie Galloway
Goutam Bagchi; Robert Schaaf
RE: Some more thinking about Oconee

That's a good question for the licensee, who is the only entity capable of answering that question since they
have the model and not me.
Ken

From: Jeff Circle
Sent: Tuesday, November 04, 2008 8:07 AM
To: Kenneth See; Melanie Galloway
Cc: Goutam Bagchl; Robert Schaaf
Subject: RE: Some more thinking about Oconee
Ken,
My apologies yesterday for having to leave - I was already 1/2 hour beyond quitting time. In the licensee's
response assuming current lake levels, 4 hours time, and 575 ft breach width, the licensee calculated W02.7 ft
msl (6.7 feet above SSF grade). In your estimation, how much higher would that be if the breachwtth were
900 ft instead?
This is an important point when we decide on interim compensatory measures for them.
Jeff.
From: Kenneth See
Sent: Monday, November 03, 2008 6:45 PM
To: Melanie Galloway
Cc: Jeff Circle; Goutam Bagchi
Subject: RE: Some more thinking about Oconee
I'm sorry for the delayed response. I was in training all day today and will be again tommorrow and will not
have e-mail access. I' m not at the pdc.
The breach parameters for the 1992 study are as follows. Average breach width of 575 ft and a failure time
ranging from 4-8 hours. That is the only study on record with the NRC. Their 1983 study is not available, and
their response letter gave no breach size for that study. We should not accept the values given in their
response letter (attachment 3, page 4) without additional inforrtation on breach size and failure time.

From: Melanie Galloway
Sent: Monday, November 03, 2008 9:55 AM
To: Kenneth See

Cc: Jeff Circle; Goutam Bagchi
Subject: RE: Some more thinking about Oconee
Ken,

1a

Please let me know what you understand their current drought level assumptions to be for breach size and
time of failure. Did they use 575 ft and 4 hours? If not, what do you understand they used? If you could
respond by lunch, that would be most appreciated. Thanks.
Melanie
From: Kenneth See
Sent: Friday, October 31, 2008 11:42 AM
To: Melanie Galloway
Cc; Jeff Cirde; Goutam Bagchi
Subject. RE: Some more thinking about Oconee
I understand the briefing is being radically changed so I will not comment on the latest version in this e-mail,
though I did talk with Jeff about it.
I agree with Melanie that a prompt resolution is best. At this point, I favor communicating to the licensee that an
analytical approach has much uncertainty and therefore we will be forced to impose conservatism to
overwhelm that uncertainty. Regarding the breach parameters, I am not aware of any other values than those
given in the 1983 and 1992 report. I have calculated time of failure values from 2 to 6 hours and median
breach widths'of 900-1100 ft. Therefore I cannot conclude their values are conservative, but given the extreme
uncertainty in this type of analysis, no one, including me can say they are wrong. I also agree that a 9" margin
is NO margin in this situation. The short and simple answer is that no one knows the right answer.
If the licensee pursues the analytical approach and NRC management wants to avoid a conflict of opinions
with FERC, we should begin informal discussions with FERC in an effort to reach consensus. I realize that the
NRC (as an independent regulator) can go its own way and disagree with FERC, but I think we should get their
input in the PRA. seismic and hydrology areas regarding dam safety. One overriding question is at what risk
level do they consider an event "not credible". I want to know If FERC is more tolerant of risk than we are. I
realize that getting FERC involved may complicate things, which is another reason to take the engineered
approach, but if the licensee chooses this path, I think its best to discuss the issues with FERC.
Feel free to comment.
Ken

From: Melanie Galloway
Sent: Friday, October 31, 2008 7:26 AM
To: David Skeen; Jeff Circle; Kenneth See
Cc: Mark Cunningham; Robert Schaaf
Subject: Some more thinking about Oconee
I have been thinking about the near term situation a bit more.

In talking about the near term situation today, I think we need to note the following:
Per the licensee's "non-nuclear grade calculation" submitted in their response, at current drought levels, they
will get 6'9" at the SSF if the dam breaks. The completion of the higher walls to 7'6" will be complete in Feb.
2009. So for the next 4 months our basis for allowing continued operation is simply the unlikelihood that the
dam break will not occur in that time. Controlling the water level in this period is irrelevant because currently it
will flood the SSF.
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Once the 7'6" wall is complete, at the current drought levels and by controlling water level, there will be 9"
margin to flooding the SSF. This 9" is not a full-proof margin given (1) the high degree of uncertainty in such
calcs (large error bar), (2) the use of the potentially non-conservative 1-D model, (3) the nonconservative time
of failure (Ken, confirm that 4 hours or something greater than what we think is appropriate was used for their
current drought level calcs), and (4) the nonconservative breach size (Ken, confirm that 575' breach size was
used for current drought level calcs rather than the larger and what we feel is more supported 900'). These
last 2 items create a large degree of sensitivity in the flood height meaning that 9" even at the drought level
may not be sufficient. The last 3 items in this list are the same 3 upon which we are basing our conclusion that
their future plans are inadequate. Even if Ken indicates that for (3) and (4) that the licensee used more
appropriate values, items (1) and (2) alone bring question to whether a 9" margin is sufficient to ensure that the
SSF won't flood. Bottom line: giving them one year to give us a technically-defensible answer is appearing
generous. Any argument to allow a non-permanent resolution will by necessity have to be based on a
likelihood argument that the dam failure won't occur in the next 4 months, the next 1 year, the next 2 years or
the whatever period we end up in continuned interim operation because even with compensatory measures we
will not be able to say that equivalent adequate protection has been provided or that we have a high
confidence that if a flood occurred that the SSF would not be flooded.
Bottom bottom line: we need to push for prompt resolution,
I'd be interested in your thoughts.
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LICENSEE:

DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC (DUKE)

FACILITY:

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1, 2, AND 3 (OCONEE)

SUBJECT:

SUMMARY OF CLOSED NOVEMBER 5, 2008, MEETING WITH DUKE ON
EXTERNAL FLOODING ISSUES, INCLUDING FAILURE OF THE JOCASSEE
DAM, AT OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1, 2, AND 3 (TAC NOS.
MD8224, MD8225, AND MD8226)

On November 5, 2008, a closed meeting was held between the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) and representatives of Duke at NRC Headquarters, One White Flint North,
11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss external
flooding issues, including failure of the Jocassee Dam, at the Oconee Nuclear Station (Oconee).
The meeting was closed because the topic of discussion was security-related information. A list
of attendees is provided as Enclosure 1.
The NRC staff presented information (Agencywide Documents Access and Management
System Accession No. ML083390650) on external flooding issues at Oconee. The three
specific issues discussed at the meeting were concerns with the Safe Shutdown Facility (SSF)
licensing basis, short-term interim measures for Oconee operation, and a long-term solution to
the question of flood protection at Oconee. The meeting was opened by Mr. Grobe of the Office
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) who indicated that the NRC staff were concerned about
the adequacy of the licensing basis for Oconee with respect to flood protection.
The first topic of discussion was NRC staff concerns with the SSF Licensing Basis. The SSF
has protection against 5-ft or lower flood heights and the 1992 inundation study (the only one on
record) done in response to a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) request
indicates a flood height which is much higher. Duke has produced some new results in its letter
dated September 26, 2008, written in response to an NRC staff letter dated August 15, 20008.
The NRC staff, however, have a few issues with respect to Duke's response of September 26,
2008, including the values used for breach size and time to failure, as well as Duke's choice of a
one dimensional (1-D) versus a two-dimensional (2-D) model. Mr. Baxter of Duke indicated that
the 1-D model was used because Duke did not see a previous example where the NRC staff
had reviewed and approved a 2-D model. Mr. See of the NRC staff stated that the NRC did not
specify which model to use in such analyses. Mr. Baxter stated that before such technical
details are addressed he wanted Duke and the NRC staff to come to a common understanding
of the safety significance of flood protection issues at Oconee. Duke has hired outside
consultants to bring in specialized expertise to address these issues and urged that the experts
of the FERC also be consulted before significant effort is expended.
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Continuing the discussion of the SSF licensing basis, Mr. Grobe stated that the NRC staff
viewed the September 26, 2008, response as insufficient on several points including: Duke's
assertion that dam failures are not part of the licensing basis and Duke's dismissal of various
failure modes for the Jocassee Dam. An NRC staff concern is that random failure of the dam
should be considered. Certain modes of dam failure also should be addressed, such as
overtopping of the dam and seepage/foundation modes. The sparse data available on dam
failures means that reliability studies are not backed up with sufficient data and that parsing
such a limited data set in order to establish that the failure of Jocassee was not credible did not
appear feasible (the NRC staff guidance threshold for credible events is 10E-7).
The next topic of discussion was short-term measures for Oconee operation. From the NRC
staff's perspective, the basis for continued operation could rest two factors. First, it could rest
upon the low initiating event frequency associated with these events (approximately 10E-4), with
FERC-mandated and additional inspections providing additional assurance. Second, it could
rest on the accident sequence progression timeliness, as the time from flood to consequences
for both the Oconee containment and spent fuel pool would be on the order of a couple of days.
Additional information would be required to ensure that a short-term basis for continued
operation is in place. The NRC staff would need to understand Duke's plans for further
modeling (the study as currently constructed does not appear adequate). Duke stated that their
goal for the study described in their letter of September 26, 2008, is to compare the results
obtained from the DAMBRK code to those obtainable via the HEC-RAS code. Duke had 45
days to respond to the NRC staff letter of August 15, 2008, and they could not obtain results
from HEC-RAS in this timeframe and so they plan to do so now. Duke will be looking at the
same issues with a different tool. Mr. Freudenberger of Duke added that today was the first
time that he had heard that the values used for break size and time-to-failure for the dam study
were unacceptable. With respect to the proposed interim guidance to be developed by Duke, a
desire was expressed to better understand the value added. Duke staff indicated that these
guidelines would take advantage of work done in the "B5b' area. The bases for the proposed
February 2009 modifications were also discussed. Questions were raised concerning what 2.5
ft achieved in terms of enhanced safety. Mr. Baxter replied that the increase in wall height could
be questioned, but that it increased the margins of flood protection and appeared to be a
prudent action. Mr. Baxter also indicated that Duke had looked at an engineered solution. He
indicated that this could not be achieved in a short period of time. This would require the design
of modifications and the ordering of equipment, such as water-tight doors, and the design
specifications needed to be established. The project appears to be very expensive. Mr. Baxter
indicated that Duke thought it should hold off on commitments concerning water-tight doors, etc.
until the safety significance of the issue was clearly understood.
The final topic to be addressed was long-term operation. Mr. Grobe indicated that the technical
arguments made in the letter dated September 26, 2008, were insufficient as the argument
based on probabilities could not justify eliminating failure modes and that the use of this data to
construct fault trees was problematic. In addition, their proposed new inundation study was not
sufficient for establishing the licensing basis. Mr. Freudenberger of Duke replied that Jocassee
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existence of a separate spillway. Mr. Freudenberger was concerned that the NRC staffs
argument on probabilities, when used in other venues, could have a significant impact on plant
operations. Mr. Grobe replied that the impact on other plants could be substantially different
based on the specifics of that plant's site and reactors characteristics.
Mr. Grobe went on to state that the technical basis for flood protection at Oconee needs to be
reestablished. The NRC staff would like to see a submittal from Duke within one year. NRC
staff review would take another year. Ms. Galloway of the NRC staff indicated that the NRC
staff could accept some of the input from Duke in the form of partial submittals to facilitate
resolution of the issue. The analytical approach, if proposed, would need to follow NRC
guidance or have a clear basis for any deviation, and the scope must address both Probable
Maximum Precipitation and seismic issues. Mr. Baxter of Duke stated that he wanted a
conservative, but realistic, approach to this issue. Mr. Freudenberger of Duke added that the
NRC staff and Duke need to come to agreement on both the safety significance of this issue
and the approach to a path forward. Mr. Grobe stated that resources such as the NRC Office of
Research could be brought to bear on the issue, but that an analytical approach would not
support development of an adequate licensing basis within the next 1-2 years, but rather more
like 5 years.
An engineered approach, ifproposed, must have an adequate, conservative technical basis.
Ms. Galloway indicated that this approach may be more viable in taking this issue off the table in
the shorter term. Mr. Grobe indicated that Ms. Galloway and Mr. Freudenberger should discuss
setting up a technical meeting in the near future. This meeting will facilitate resolution of issues
surrounding the inundation study and would also address issues associated with the approach
to a probabilistic analysis.
Duke expressed concerns that the actions taken on this issue may represent a backfit. Mr.
Grobe stated that it was hard to see if this was a backfit because the licensing basis was vague.
Mr. Grobe also stated that he did not think it realistic to achieve a probability of below 10E-7 for
these events, which is what would be needed to establish such an event as not credible. Mr.
McGinty of the NRC indicated that the example of Tornado/High-Energy Line Break (HELB)
may represent a useful model to follow. Mr. Grobe also stated that the NRC staff would need to
document our process for its decision and that a short response evaluating the Duke letter of
September 26, 2008, would be forthcoming in the near future.
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Members of the public were not in attendance as security-related information was under
discussion.
Please direct any inquiries to me at 301-415-1345, orjohn.stang@nrc.gov.

John Stang, Senior Project Manager
Plant Licensing Branch I1-1
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Docket No(s). 50-269, 50-270, and 50-297
Enclosure:
1. List of Attendees
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MEETING ATTENDEES AT THE CLOSED NOVEMBER 5, 2008, MEETING WITH DUKE
ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC (DUKE) TO DISCUSS EXTERNAL FLOODING ISSUES AT THE
OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION

NRC
J. Grobe
T. McGinty
M. Galloway
D. Skeen
K. See
M. Wong
R. Schaaf
M. Franovich
G. Bagchi
L. Olshan
K. Manoly
R. Pichumani
J. Vail
R. Carroll*
B. Davis*
A. Hutto*
E. Riggs*

DUKE
D. Baxter
R. Freudenberger
L. Kanipe
T. Brown
G. Davenport
E. Luttrell
R. McCoy
S. Nader

*Participated by phone

ENCLOSURE

See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Melanie Galloway
Tuesday, November 04, 2008 2:29 PM
Jeff Circle; Robert Schaaf; Mike Franovich; Goutam Bagchi; Kenneth See; David Skeen;
Kamal Manoly; Tim McGinty; Melanie Wong; Leonard Olshan; Jon Thompson; James Vail;
Raman Pichumani
Mark Cunningham
FW: Oconee presentation tomorrow on external flooding

See my e-mail below and Jack's response. Background for when you get together today.
From: Jack Grobe
Sent: Tuesday, November 04, 2008 11:04 AM
To: Melanie Galloway
Cc: Mark Cunningham
Subject: Re: Oconee presentation tomorrow on external flooding
These are not the arguements for continued operation as I understood them from our meetings. I have asked Mark to get
folks together today and make sure that we have all our points of view clearly understood and appropriately considered in
our final position and slides. Mark, please make sure that we (you me and Melanie)meet first thing in the morning to go
over the basis for our decision and the slides. I will be available at 7:30. Thanks.
Jack Grobe, Associate Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

From: Melanie Galloway
To: Jack Grobe
Cc: Mark Cunningham
Sent: Tue Nov 04 07:28:08 2008
Subject: Oconee presentation tomorrow on external flooding
Jack,
I have attached the current presentation that was drafted based the meeting with you on Friday.
I have some concerns with slides 4 and 5 in that omission of key points may mislead the licensee.
On slide 4, the first point on basis for continued operation needs to include the point that we are including a low
likelihood of the flood occurring up to the point that a final resolution is established.
I need to make sure that the points supporting this statement are clearly communicated. They follow:
1. The licensee's calculated flood level in its response at drought levels is 6'9" at the SSF. Until Feb. 2009,
the protected flood height is 5'. Therefore, even at drought conditions, should the flood occur between now
and Feb., the SSF will flood so the argument for allowing continued operation is a probabilistic one regarding
the unlikelihood of the flood occurring between now and then.
2. After Feb. 2009, there will be a 9" margin established between the 6'9" flood height and the new higher wall
of 7'6". However, this "margin" is not assured given (a) their current "non-nuclear grade calculation" in their
response, (b) their non-conservative timeframe of 4-8 hours to time to failure-changes in this value are highly
sensitive to flood height and our expert suggests that 90 minutes is likely more appropriate, (c) their nonconservative breach size of.575 ft.-our expert suggests that 900 ft is more appropriate, and (d) their use of a
potentially non-conservative 1-D model. Our expert has concluded that in light of the above that we cannot
have confidence that any margin exists. Therefore, again, until we obtain final resolution, should the flood
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occur between Feb. 2010 and resolution, the argument for allowing continued operation is a probabilisitic one
regarding the unlikelihood of the flood occurring between now and then.
The above points are also relevant to my concerns with slide 5. Slide 5 only talks about the licensee's ongoing
analysis and seems to imply that that is our preferred option. We at least need to note that they should also be
considering an engineering option. My concern with seeming to lead them to a solely analytical solution as
resolution is based on the following:
1. Their plans for dam failure analysis at this point include the non-conservative breach size and time of failure
and 1-D model noted above. We need agreement on appropriate input parameters. before we would endorse
this continued analysis,
2. At full pond level, that is, an additional 25' of water behind the dam, when using the NRC-endorsed input
parameters, we are not convinced that there is a high chance of success in their demonstrating that the flood
heights at the SSF will be less than 7'6". This is because at drought conditions with non-conservative inputs,
they've only been able to demonstrate to date a 9" margin (which lacks our confidence due to the nonconservative inputs).
3. If they choose to analyze flood heights at drought conditions and commit to take plant actions above
drought levels, given the need to use more appropriate inputs, there is still a degree of uncertainty that they will
be able to establish sufficient margin at the 7'6" wall level given that they only have 9" in their calculations with
the non-conservative inputs.
We will have more light shed on the second and third points above when they submit their first additional
analysis in Dec. and it may be more positive than current indications but it must not include their proposed
probabilistic approach and must include agreed-upon input parameters.
In conclusion re: my comments on slide 5, given the high degree of uncertainty in the success of a solely
analytical approach (beyond the additional 2'6"wall), at this point, we would be clearer with the licensee to
mention the need for their continued evaluation of engineered approaches to final resolution--such approaches
appear to offer definitive resolution in an earlier timeframe and should not be off the table.
Melanie
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Purpose
e Discuss concerns with SSF licensing. basis
" Discuss short-term interim measures for ONS
operation
" Discuss a long-term solution to the question of
flood protection at the ONS site
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Concerns With SSF Licensing Basis
" SSF has protection against 5-ft or lower flood
heights
- The only inundation study on record had calculated
flood heights in excess of 5 feet

* NRC issued 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter
* Licensee response insufficient based on:
-

-

Assertion that dam failures are not part of licensing
basis
Duke's response in dismissing various credible failure
modes of Jocassee Dam
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Short-term Operation
* Basis for continued operation
- Low initiating event frequency
- Accident sequence progression timelines

• Additional information
- Plans for further modeling
- Interim guidance
- Bases for the proposed February 2009 modifications
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Long-term Operation
"

Technical arguments in 10 CFR 50.54(f) response are
insufficient
- Argument on probabilities of failure inadequate
- Inundation study not sufficient for licensing basis

" Technical basis needs to be re-established
- Submittal from Duke in 1 year
- NRC review in 1 year

" Analytical approach, if proposed, needs to follow current
NRC guidance or have a clear basis for any deviation
* Engineered approach, if proposed, must have an
adequate, conservative technical basis.
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See, Kenneth
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jeff Circle

Monday, November 10, 2008 10:39 AM
Goutam Bagchi
Melanie Galloway; Kenneth See; Robert Schaaf; Jon Ake
RE: Oconee Flood Issue Technical Staff

Goutam,
You hit the nail on the head. One of the topics we need to discuss on Wednesday is how we're going to
contact and work with the other agencies (e.g., DOI - Bureau of Reclamation, FERC, etc.). We are going to
outline questions we may have for FERC as well as Duke. I know that Raman was concerned over the basis
for our visit to the site since we normally don't inspect dams.
Jeff.
From: Goutam Bagchi
Sent: Monday, November 10, 2008 10:30 AM
To: Jeff Circle
Cc: Kenneth See; Melanie Galloway
Subject: RE: Oconee Flood Issue Technical Staff
Jeff,
Jon and Ken are trying to put together a task order for one of Jon's retired colleagues (world
renowned) for the upcoming meeting and review work. We may need to meet with FERC prior to our
meeting with Duke. This would ensure that the FERC folks understand our regulations as they apply
to upstream dams.
Duke's JCO relies heavily on inspection, specially the FERC inspection which is done every 5 years.
The latest one was done in 2004. The Part 12 regulation has a required assessment of seismicity.
The current report simply says that "This section of the STI (Supporting Technical Information) is
adequate," but the STI is not referenced. We know that there is seepage on right side of the
embankment, so one would need to investigate potential failure modes due to liquefaction
surrounding the area where there is seepage that increases with the increase of the reservoir height.
yf"I~uA VVU

gaumtm £R&azi

301-415-3305

From: Jeff Circle
Sent: Monday, November 10, 2008 10:03 AM
To: Goutam Bagchi
Subject: RE: Oconee Flood Issue Technical Staff
Goutam,
Outside of Jon Ake, is there anyone else you can recommend as an alternate?
Jeff.

D/3

-----Original Appointment ----From: Goutam Bagchl
Sent: Monday, November 10, 2008 9:36 AM
To: Jeff Circle
Subject: Declined: Oconee Flood Issue Technical Staff
When: Wednesday, November 12, 2008 9:00 AM-10:00 AM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: 0-1016

I will be away, out of town on the 12th. Thanks,
Goutam
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See, Kenneth
From:

Mike Franovich

Sent:

Monday, November 10, 2008 9:17 PM

To:

Jon Thompson; Jeff Circle; James Vail; Goutam Bagchi; Kenneth See; Leonard Olshan;

Subject:

RE: Oconee Flood Issue - Draft Agenda for 11-12-08 Meeting - CUC, EC.;RZTF'" [-:..*ATED,

Melanie Galloway; Melanie Wong; Raman Pichumani; Robert Schaaf

Dear OFI team,
Since a site visit is in store, you should consider the old question #4 on the draft 50.54 letter which Jack Grobe

deleted. It is focused on operational readiness (time available, operator training (and how often), V&V of dambreak procedures, etc...). Can this licensee really implement a 60+ page procedure in an hour or two?
Although the new flood analysis states that the 5 ft [7.5 ft wall next February] will it be good enough to protect
the SSF it may be irrelevant if the operators can not make the necessary plant-alignments in the required time,
Rich Freudenberger and Dave Baxter left the impression that Duke has really done nothing to implement
contingency plans and I certainly didn't get any positive sign that a review of their current dam procedure to
justify interim operation is going to be done. The licensee should have a corrective action right now to reexamine the plant dam-break procedure since Ken identified the that the assumed breach size and time to
failure are non-conservative. They may have an inadequate basis to continue plant operations when you exam
the plant procedures. If You discover that the Oconee dam-break orocedures are inadeouate, you should
inform Jack Grobe and advise him that a plant shutdown should occur.
I realize that the NRC presentation slides used in the Nov. 5 meeting stated that the basis for continued
Oconee operation is based on (1) low probability of the event and (2) accident sequence progression
timelines. This is contrary to the draft slides provided for comment, the 50.54 response from the licensee, the
NRC Communication Plan, and the numerous meetings with senior NRC management that the current drought
conditions reduce the likelihood of the event, but that this factor can not be quantified. The staff s justification
for continued plant operations as presented on November 5 is now a purely risk-based position and is simply
contrary to Commission Policy on the use of PRA in NRC regulatory/safety activities.
Mike
(x1067)
From: ]on Thompson

Sent: Monday, November 10, 2008 2:57 PM
To: Jeff Circle; James Vail; Goutam Bagchi; Kamal Manoly; Kenneth See; Leonard Olshan; Melanie Galloway; Melanie
Wong; Mike Franovich; Raman Pichumani; Robert Schaaf
Cc: Melanie Galloway
Subject: RE: Oconee Flood Issue - Draft Agenda for 11-12-08 Meeting
Jeff,
One thing that may be covered by one of the heading, but which might be worth pulling out as a distinct
agenda item is:
Documenting our finding.
I think to proceed with Duke on this issue without some documentation of the technical basis of our concerns is
problematic. Ifwe are going to do something, then we need something to reference and use that's
authoritative. I'm presuming most of this would come out of our pseudo-504 discussions.

Jon
From: Jeff Circle
Sent: Monday, November 10, 2008 2:25 PM
To: James Vail; Jon Thompson; Goutam Bagchi; Kamal Manoly; Kenneth See; Leonard Olshan; Melanie Galloway; Melanie
Wong; Mike Franovich; Raman Pichumani; Robert Schaaf
Cc: Melanie Galloway
Subject: Oconee Flood Issue - Draft Agenda for 11-12-08 Meeting
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Here is a draft agenda of major points for the upcoming meeting on Wednesday (11/12/08). i added a great
deal of material and realize that we might not be able to cover each area in the hour that we have. The main
goal is in putting together a framework of important points that we feel Duke needs to consider on proceeding
with an inundation study. As many of you have heard before with my rants, it's my feeling that the inundation
study should be used as a complementary support calculation for the hardware modification of installing
watertight doors to the SSF. However, we still have to consider the remote possibility that an inundation study
might be a complete solution to the problem. A secondary goal is for us to marshal expertise to support a site
visit to Jocassee Dam. We need to catalogue what we would like to see and with whom.
Given the amount of ground to cover, I'm sure that we will have to meet again shortly afterward to complete
more of the agenda. By that time, Melanie G will be back. Please let me know what you think and if you wish
to add anything.
Jeff.
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Agenda
Oconee Flood Issue
Technical Staff Meeting - 11112/08 (0900-1000)
Purpose
* Plan the upcoming technical meeting between NRC, Duke, and other stakeholders.
* Discuss parameters for licensee to consider for the upcoming technical meeting,
* Discuss areas to cover for a site visit.
Discussion Topics
1. Summary of NRC - Duke Management meeting of 11/5/08
a. Impressions
b. Path forward
2. Inundation study concerns
a. Breach size
b. Timing
c. Modeling technique (1-D vs. 2-D).
3. Seismic analysis concerns
a. Seismically-induced Soil liquefaction
b. FERC's 2004 PFMA Report findings
vertical settlement of the crest of the
c. Seismic Fragility Analysis (including
assumptions)

of embankment materials.
related to Embankment seepage and
embankment
seismic hazard and slope stability analysis

4. Weather
a, PMP
5. Dam failure frequency concerns
a, Fault tree modeling.
b, Spillway design
c. Inspections
6. Site visit
a. Walkdown of Jocassee Dam.
b. Review the purchasing spec. for the watertight doors?
c. Discuss the scope of the engineering support mods. for watertight doors for SSF.
7. Inter-agency and contractors
a. FERC involvement
b. Review from DOI - Bureau of Reclamation
c. Possible contractors to RES.
8. Preparation for technical meeting with Duke (Oconee and Duke Hydro) technical staff
9. Briefing NRC (NRR) management
a. Planned call between Duke and NRC management
10. Next Meeting

See, Kenneth
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Melanie Galloway
Tuesday, November 25, 2008 2:40 PM
Robert Schaaf, Jeff Circle; James Vail; David Skeen; Kenneth See; Goutam Bagchi; Raman
Pichumani; George Wilson; Mike Franovich; John Stang; Jon Thompson; Melanie Wong;
Leonard Wert; Kamal Manoly
RE: Proposed Agenda for Duke Technical Meeting Re: Oconee Flooding (cobe)
Oconee Agenda for Duke Technical Meeting TC.doc

All,
Attached please find the final agenda for the Dec. 4 technical meeting with Duke. Comments have been
received and incorporated, as appropriate. Dave Skeen and I have discussed and agreed on the attached.
John, could you please forward to Duke? Suggest 8:30 to 4 pm--Duke agreed with that timeframe.
Thanks much.
Melanie
From: Melanie Galloway
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2008 7:52 AM
To: Robert Schaaf; Jeff Circle; James Vail; David Skeen; Kenneth See; Goutam Bagchi; Raman Pichumani; George
Wilson; Mike Franovich; John Stang; Jon Thompson; Melanie Wong; Leonard Wert; Kamal Manoly
Subject: RE: Proposed Agenda for Duke Technical Meeting Re: Oconee Flooding (Ob*S
All,
When commenting, please respond to the changes I have proposed. I have changed the purposes of the
meeting to tie more directly to the Nov. 5 meeting and give a clearer picture of why we are having this meeting-as a technical offshoot of that meeting. I have also added in a few more bullets from Duke's proposed agenda
to be an inclusive as possible regarding their points. I have also added a section on procedures and a clearer
indication of the path forward--to demonstrate adequate protection and reconstitute the licensing basis
accordingly.
The bracketed names simply indicate the technical lead at our end--they will not be part of the agenda.
Melanie
From: Robert Schaaf
Sent: Monday, November 24, 2008 5:36 PM
To: Melanie Galloway; Jeff Circle; James Vail; David Skeen; Kenneth See; Goutam Bagchi; Raman Pichumani; George
Wilson; Mike Franovich; John Stang; Jon Thompson; Melanie Wong; Leonard Wert; Kamal Manoly
Subject: Proposed Agenda for Duke Technical Meeting Re: Oconee Flooding (OO)
Official Use O,,ly
All,
Please review draft agenda for December 4 meeting with Duke regarding Oconee flood issue and provide
feedback to Jeff Circle and me by no later than noon tomorrow (Tuesday). Apologies in advance for the short
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turnaround. Would especially appreciate everyone's thoughts on the breakout of the discussion on dam
seismic analysis.
Thanks,
Bob
Robert Schaaf
Acting Branch Chief
NRR/DRA/APOB
415-1185
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NRC/Duke Energy Technical Meeting on Oconee Site Inundation Analysis
December 4, 2008
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* To provide NRC an opportunity to expand on statements made at the Nov. 5. 2008,
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meeting regarding challenges to successful resolution of Duke's current analytical
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approach
e To provide Duke an opportunity to substantiate its analytical approach described in its
September 29, 2008. 50.54(f) letter response
- To establish a oath forward for demonstration of adequate protection and
reconstitution of the licensing basis within the timeframes outlined by NRC in the Nov. 5.
meeting
Introduction and Opening Remarks

Status of Enninoroed- Solution Aniiiiaysc
Technical Breakout Discussion - Dam Failure Modes and Inundation Analyses
Inundation
*
*
*
•

Analyses [Keni
Status of HEC-RAS Confirmatory Analysis
Use of 1-D and/or 2-D Modeling Approaches
Assessment of Bounding Analyses (e.%,.overtopping, seismic, cascadinq dams,
random)
Appropriate Breach Parameter Values and Sensitivity Calculations
o Breach Size
o Time to Failure
o Probable Maximum Precipitation (including cascading dam failures)

Failure Modes and Analyses [Jiml
" Evaluation of Industry Experience
* Generic Dam Failure Rate
* Treatment of Different Failure Modes
o Spillway Capacity/PMF Analysis Margin
o Spillway Gate Reliability
* Experience From Other Dam Studies
, Consideration of Security Vulnerabilities and Protective Measures
Status and Content of Procedures in Resoonse to External Floodina

rJimi

Technical Breakout Discussion - Seismic and Civil/Structural Analyses
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Draft Agenda
NRC/Duke Energy Technical Meeting on Oconee Site Inundation Analysis
December 4, 2008
Purposes
0
*
0

To provide NRC an opportunity to expand on statements made at the Nov. 5, 2008, meeting
regarding challenges to successful resolution of Duke's current analytical approach
To provide Duke an opportunity to substantiate its analytical approach described in its
September 29, 2008, 50.54(f) letter response
To establish a path forward for demonstration of adequate protection and reconstitution of
the licensing basis within the timeframes outlined by NRC in the Nov. 5, meeting

Introduction and Opening Remarks
Inundation Analyses
• Status of HEC-RAS Confirmatory Analysis
" Use of 1-D and/or 2-D Modeling Approaches
* Assessment of Bounding Analyses (e.g., overtopping, seismic, cascading dams,
random)
• Appropriate Breach Parameter Values and Sensitivity Calculations
o Breach Size
o Time to Failure
o Probable Maximum Precipitation (including cascading dam failures)
Failure Modes and Analyses
• Evaluation of Industry Experience
* Generic Dam Failure Rate
* Treatment of Different Failure Modes
o Spillway Capacity/PMF Analysis Margin
o Spillway Gate Reliability
* Experience From Other Dam Studies
* Consideration of Security Vulnerabilities and Protective Measures

Seismic and Civil/Structural Analyses
• Seismic Capacity
• Discussion of Seepage from 2004 to Present
* Settlement of Dam Foundation
* Condition of Embankment Shells and Potential Soil Liquefaction
* Discussion of Dam Construction and Soil Compaction
Status and Content of Procedures in Response to External Flooding
Status of Engineered Solution Analyses
Path Forward Regarding Demonstration of Adequate Protection and Reconstitution of
Licensing Basis
Conclusion
Seeuffty-Refated;nform,"atkon---

See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Raman Pichumani
Tuesday, December 02, 2008 11:55 AM
Melanie Galloway; George Wilson; Goutam Bagchi; Kenneth See; Robert Schaaf; David
Skeen; John Stang; Leonard Olshan; James Vail; Robert Carroll
Jeff Circle; Kamal Manoly
RE: Additional Preparations for Today's Prep Meeting for the Duke Meeting

I {Raman Pichumani) discussed the common areas that are assigned to me and Goutam before he prepared
his comments embedded in his email below. I like to add the following questions related to the seismicallyinduced liquefaction of Jocassee dam as well as the seepage and settlement issues:
1. It was learned at the meeting wirh FERC on 12/01/08 that Duke has some data related to the compaction of
the embankment materials, which they are collecting now, even though Duke's geotechnical consultant had
said (in its January 2007 fragility analysis of Jocassee dam) that compaction data were not available. Duke
should provide these compaction and density data, and also justify, with supporting information, their
contention that the nature of the embankment materials is such that they will not liquefy.
2. Itwas learned at the FERC meeting on 12/01/08 that there are no piezometers, but only observation wells,
at the Jocassee dam. Duke should explain not having the piezometers to monitor the porewater pressures that
would be useful to evauate the strength characteristics of the embankment materials.
3. Even though the seepage data (up to December 2007) obtained from FERC on 12/01/08 indicate that the
amount of seepage varies according to the reservoir level, the settlement data show a continuously increasing
trend. Duke may explain the possible reasons for this trend and also report if any longitudinal and / or
transverse cracks were observed at any location of the dam.
Raman Pichumani
From: Goutam Bagchl
Sent: Tuesday, December 02, 2008 10:45 AM
To: Melanie Galloway; George Wilson; Raman Pichumani; Kenneth See; Robert Schaaf; David Skeen; John Stang;
Leonard Olshan; James Vail; Robert Carroll
Subject: RE: Additional Preparations for Today's Prep Meeting for the Duke Meeting

Please look at the responses embedded in the incoming message. Please note yesterdays
discussion of an inter-agency group - it is not the ICODS that I was talking about. There is a
subcommittee on hydrology and it includes NRC, USGS, Bu Rec, the Corps, NMS, NOAA, FERC,
FEMA.
With respect to the frequency of PMF, back in 1985 a presentation was made by the NRC hydrology
staff (see attached file) and it was estimated to be about 1 E-5 annually.

if#anh Vtou,

From: Melanie Galloway
Sent: Tuesday, December 02, 2008 7:48 AM
To: George Wilson; Raman Pichumani; Goutam Bagchi; Kenneth See; Robert Schaaf; David Skeen; John Stang; Leonard
Olshan; James Vail; Robert Carroll
Subject: Additional Preparations for Today's Prep Meeting for the Duke Meeting
I

As a result of yesterday's meeting with FERC, there are some specific additional preparations which need to
occur for today's discussion at 2:30 to prepare us for the 12/4 meeting with Duke. Some of these were
discussed on the return to White Flint last evening and some are new. For those applicable to you, please
come prepared to address at today's meeting.
1. Goutam, Raman, Ken, and Jim:
We should clearly understand what regulatory positions we rely on to define what needs to be considered for
external flooding. What SRP sections and RGs apply? The italicized sections below are a start in this regard.
Some related specific questions include: (a) is overtopping separate from the PMF or if the PMF is less than
overtopping, is this all they would need to consider? (b) what do they need to consider in determining seismic
failure? (c) what is the impact of the PMF being a 3-day event?[Goutam Bagchi] Since it is a three day
event, the implication from the FERC stand point is that there is time to prepare for emergency action. The
licensee would have to make a commitment based on certain observed conditions. This is not unlike
conditions for an approaching hurricane at Turkey Point or St Lucie plants.
Regulatory positions stated in R. G. 1.59 specify that: [Goutam Bagchi] RG 1.59 follows along with the
SRP Section 2.4 which has 14 subsections. 1.59 has overall provision and 1.102 addresses subsection 2.4.10
on flood protection. Upstream dam failure is addressedin SRP section 2.4.4
* For sites on a lakeshore, flood conditions caused by dam failure from earthquakes and probable
maximum floods (PMF)due to hydrometerologicalconditions should also be considered in
establishingthe design basis flood.
• Reasonable combinations of less severe flood conditions and seismic events should be
considered to the extent needed for a consistent level of conservatism.
* With some flood timing exceptions, hardenedprotection againstflood be provided for Systems,
Structures, Components (SSCs) which are used to maintain the plant in a hot shutdown
condition.
Furtherexamples of hardenedprotection are contained in R.G. 1.102.
Regulatory position stated in SRP 2.4.4, "PotentialDam Failures," include:
•
Failure of a single upstream dam that has the most severe impact on the site should be
evaluated using a conservative mode of dam failure, considerationof reservoirlevel at full pool and appropriate
antecedent flows. [Goutam Bagchi7 Since we have establishedthe ground for a back fit for flood design basis,
we pould examine the effect of seismically induced upstream dam failure. The licensee would have to
demonstrate that the Jocassee dam could not fail from initiatingseismic events comparable to those for which
the nuclearplant is designed.
2. Jim (and George):[GoutamBagchi) PFMA process is somewhat subjective. For example, one could look
at the large volume of random fill on the downstream side and say that a combination of liquefaction in the
random fill at lower base of the down stream slope and slope instability starting at the crest of the dam could
lead to a collapse of the dam due to hydrostatic pressure upstream. However, identifying total failure states
associated with low frequency of occurrence is not their objective. FERC PFMA process is driven by an
expected outcome of identifying improvement measures, not by an examination of catastrophic failure modes.
Although observed imminent failure indicators (severe piping, slope erosion and cracking etc.) would show up
in the FERC process.
Review Chapter 14 of the FERC guidance which discusses the PFMA process. George may be able to assist
in accessing this document.
3. Ken: [Goutam BagchiJ In the breach modeling assumption, failure progression can consider rapid erosion
of the random fill.
Identify the breach size sensitivity range.
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4. Jim: [Goutam BagchiJ The impact of failure of spillway gates will be overtopping and catastrophic dam
failure. I believe that the failure of the intake tunnels of the water turbines will be down stream flooding similar
to the dam failure. One could estimate the frequency of failures of the spillway gate (active failure, higher
frequency) and the intake tunnel (passive failure of low frequency)
Can you calculate or estimate the impact of the failure of the spillway gates and turbines?
Prepare any slides and talking points you would use to illustrate our concerns with their probabilistic
approaches. This is the one area at least of our discussion where slides will be used.
5. Raman and Goutam:[Goutam Bagchi] For older plants like the Oconee, the median annual frequency of
SSE frequency is about 1E-5 (RG 1.165). For new plants, the performance-based SSE spectrum has a mean
annual frequency of 1E-4 and some conservative design factors based on the ratio of mean annual 1E-5 and
1E-4 hazard curves (RG 1.208)
Is there an assumed occurrence rate of the design basis earthquake? What is it-10E.4, 10E-5, other? If we
conclude that the dam will withstand a design basis earthquake (liquefaction will not occur, etc.), do they need
to evaluate the flood height for seismic events?[Goutam Bagchi) I inquired about seismically induced
seiche. Ken calculated the reservoir resonant frequency in the order of tens of minutes, the earthquake will be
over by then. My conclusion is that seismically induced seiche is not a serious concern. Although the
reservoir water oscillation could be in the same order as the wind driven wave run up.
Could they demonstrate that the flood effects from a seismic event are bounded by another flood
scenano?[Goutam Bagchi] Yes, the objective of RG 1.59 and SRP 2.4 is to consider all the flooding initiators
and develop a bounding flood elevation.
6. All: Identify any follow up questions for FERC. [Goutam Bagchi]Wayne King sent us the drawings. We
also need the Duke consultant report they spoke about. I already replied to Wayne. We need to get an FERC
conceptual phreatic surface on the downstream slope of the dam. We need this to determine the slope failure
surface in combination with elevation of soil liquefaction in the random fill area of the down stream slope.
7. Goutam, Raman, Ken, Jim:[Goutam Bagchi) After our meeting this afternoon we should be able to reach
a consensus on what questions we need to raise with Duke. My area of interest is seismically induced dam
failure as a result of slope failure in combination with soil liquefaction in the random fill volume of the down
stream slope.
Please prepare your questions for Duke, your requests of Duke, and your key messages to Duke. These will
be key discussion areas for our prep meeting today. Organizing your thoughts by typing them for internal
consumption in today's meeting will likely greatly facilitate the discussion.
8. John: please arrange a bridge line for Bob Carroll in Region II for today's prep meeting from 2:30 -4:30.
Thanks. Please let me know if I have forgotten anything and if anyone has additional comments.
All of your support is greatly appreciated. Remember--this is an important issue in terms of our regulatory
requirements, safety significance, and ultimate protection of public health and safety. This type of issue is why
we come to work every day--thanks for what you do. I look forward to a good discussion at today's prep
meeting.
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-See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Melanie Galloway
Wednesday, February 04, 2009 2:34 PM
David Skeen; Allen Howe; Joseph Glitter; Mark Cunningham; Patrick Hiland; Leonard Wert
Jeffrey Mitman; Jeff Circle; Fernando J Ferrante; Antonios Zoulis; James Vail; Eric Riggs;
Robert Carroll; Andy Hutto; Melanie Wong; Kenneth See; John Stang; Kamal Manoly; Raman
Pichumani; Richard Raione; Jonathan Bartley
Information related to Commisison Lyons' visit to Oconee

All,
In preparation for a regular status call with Duke (Rich Freudenberger, et al) today at 9 am, I requested that Jonathan
Bartley (RII Branch Chief who accompanied Commissioner Lyons) and Eric Riggs (Oconee Resident Inspector who also
participated) provide me any of their insights from the visitl. I spoke with Jonathan first thing this morning, and he
indicated that Dukedescribed their approach to the flooding issue and voiced frustration that NRC had taken a 50.54(f)
letter approach rather than relying on a series of meetings. Jonathon also noted that Commissioner Lyons indicated,
when asked by Duke, that after visiting and discussing with Duke, that he "was not as concerned as he was."
Eric has summarized his observations in an e-mail below. Note that Tim Brown of Duke stated that NRC acknowledged
that the failure frequency for this dam should be in the E-5 range. Our view is that this is a misunderstanding or
mischaracterization of statements during the call. I attempted to clarify this during that status call with Duke this morning
but likely did not do the subject justice; we will seek other means to ensure that communication on this issue between us
and Duke is clear.
On this morning's call regarding Commissioner Lyons' visit, Rich noted that in looking at the topographical maps at the
visitor's center that Commissioner Lyons stated that itdoesn't make sense to him as to how to get to that high of an
elevation at the site and that itis up to the licensee to come up with the calculations to prove it. Rich also indicated that
the Commissioner also clearly stated that Duke needs to work with the staff on this issue (as they are the experts
performing the actual reviews).

Melanie,
As requested, here are the major Jocasee related items discussed during the Comm. Lyons tour.
Rich mentioned numerous times to Lyons:
- that the Dam was licensed to the same seismic level as the plant,
-that a random failure of Jocassee is not in their licensing basis,
- that the agency is unwilling to use Utah State type risk arguments with this issue.
Prior to going to Jocassee, Lyons mentioned a couple of times that he doesn't think that the a failure of a dam located 15
miles away would flood the site to 12 or 14 feet. (Actually the dam is 11.25 miles away). He seemed to base this on a
"gut feeling."
After visiting the dam and driving back, Lyons mentioned that he didn't think that a failure would flood the site beyond the
height of the modified flood walls, but that the HEC RAS studies should be completed. Rich relayed this to Dave Baxter
after Lyons left for the airport, at which point, Tim Brown asked ifhe could give his latest HEC RAS model to the agency.
Rich told him no, the current model needed to be validated. The licensee views this as a major victory and is emboldened
at this point (as they pretty much declared victory after Lyons departed).
Lyons mentioned on several occasions that keeping the SSF dry was all that is needed. So ifthe licensee can manage to
do that for several hours as the wave passes, the licensee should be successful in mitigating this event. At no time, were
the limitations of the SSF mentioned (72 hour mission time, non-seismic sump pumps with insufficient head development,
excessive non-conservative tech spec, not single failure proof, reliability, etc.). At no time was the possible devastation to
the area and its impact on emergency response discussed.

Rich mentioned all of the "good will" and cooperation that had been established during tornado/HELB, but a different path
was chosen for this issue. Lyons acknowledged the comment but was silent.
Additionally, during the tour of the dam, the licensee mentioned (among themselves) Taum Sauk and its failure. The
licensee continued by discussing Jocassee's robust design and construction, at which point, Tim Brown mentioned that
the agency even recognized and acknowledged that fact on the failure modes telecon a week or so ago. Tim went even
further by mentioning that Jeff Mittman even agreed that the failure frequency should be E-5 range. So clearly, there is a
disconnect here.
Please give me a call here at the site (864-882-6927) if you would like to discuss this.
Attached is the only Jocassee presentation given to Lyons. I think that it is the same one provided to Luis, yourself,
Skeen,
V/R,
Eric

Eric T. Riggs
Resident Inspector, Oconee Nuclear Station
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
7812B Rochester Highway
Seneca, SC 29672
(864) 882-6927 (Desk)
(864) 882-0189 (Fax)
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Circle, Jeff
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jeffrey Mitman
Monday, February 09, 2009 9:54 AM
Melanie Galloway; Allen Howe; Antonios Zoulis; Bradley Davis; David Skeen; Eric Riggs;
Fernando J Ferrante; Goutam Bagchi; James Vail; Jeff Circle; John Stang; Kamal Manoly;
Kenneth See; Melanie Wong; Raman Pichumani; Robert Carroll; Juan Uribe; Walt Rogers
RE: Oconee Working Group Meeting

Attached is the agenda for the 10:00 team meeting on Oconee Flooding Issue. Also enclosed is a pro/con
discussion for how to structure the next letter to Duke.
----Original Appointment ----From: Melanie Galloway
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2009 9:05 AM
To: Melanie Galloway; Allen Howe; Antonios Zoulis; Bradley Davis; David Skeen; Eric Riggs; Fernando I Ferrante; Goutam
Bagchi; James Vail; Jeff Circle; Jeffrey Mitman; John Stang; Kamal Manoly; Kenneth See; Melanie Wong; Raman
Pichumani; Robert Carroll; Juan Uribe
Subject: Oconee Working Group Meeting
When: Monday, February 09, 2009 10:00 AM-11:00 AM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: O-10B06

When: Monday, February 09, 2009 10:00 AM-11:00 AM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: 0-10B06
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Agenda for Oconee External Flooding Team Meeting
February 9, 2009
1. Status of the letter to Duke

2. Exploring establishment of a SharePoint site as a clearing house and
repository of documentation.
3. Actions

Item Old Actions
No.
01

Complete basis for continued operation:

Due
date

Responsibility

1/30/09

Antonios

Need to determine appropriate means to

Status
First draft

completed

1 document

02

Obtain consensus understanding of
NRC view of breach size-inadequacy
of 575' and assessed adequacy of 900-

02a

Write paragraph describing NRC
independent review of breach size
Assess and document evaluation
associated with overtopping and
remaining questions of Duke

14-3/09
1/30/09

Ken, Kamal,
Raman, Bradley,
others?

1100'

03

1/13/09

Ken

Drafted

Ken, Jim, Jeff C.,
others?

Review
curve
number
calc from
FERC -

overtopping
not ruled
out

04
05

Summarize key statements from

V13/09

Raman, others?

applicable guidance

1/28/09

Assess applicable guidance from

1/13/09

Fernando

Complete

1128/09
1/12/09

Raman, Goutam
Melanie G., Dave

Complete
Complete

1/27/09

Ken

1/30/09

Ken

referenced ANSI standards

06
07

Finalize questions in seismic area
Engage FERC on breach size
information to further understand their
process and needs and why our needs
while different do not conflict with
theirs

07a
07b

Ken to follow-up at staff level with Ken
Fearon of FERC and schedule staff.
level telecon
call with Duke to follow-up on curve
number

Oconee Agenda for Team Meeting 02-09-209.doc

Y23109
??

Jeff M.

Second
draft in
preparation

08

Finalize document to Duke, coordinate
with team and OE, OGC

09

Provide list of Oconee's B.5.b actions

10

Define relative risk reduction of various
mods compared to addressing external
flooding
Understand information in ANS/ANSI
2.8

1/30/09

Rogers

Over due

1/30/09

Complete

Reengage DPR to draft adequate
protection backfit write-up
Complete list of remaining questions
which need to be answered by Duke
(see item 06)
Schedule failure modes call with
licensee
Initiate contractor relationship and
assign lead staffer to finalize
Complete Dec. 4 meeting summary

1/26/09

Fernando,
Bradley, Raman,
Ken
Melanie G.

1/30/09

Ken, Raman,
Goutam

1/28/09

1/30/09

John, Jim Vail

Complete

11

12
13

14
15
16

Completed Actions
17
18
19

Complete Q&A
Complete PRA discussion
Determine if second letter or DFI is
correct next approach

Other Items

/23/09

99

John ?, Jeff C.?

Complete

2/2/09
John

Due

date
2/9/2009
2/9/2009

Owner

Status

Jeff C.
Jeff M.

Started
Started

See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jeffrey Mitman
Monday, February 09, 2009 9:59 AM
Jeffrey Mitman; Melanie Galloway; Allen Howe; Antonlos Zoulis; Bradley Davis; David Skeen;
Eric Riggs; Fernando J Ferrante; Goutam Bagchi; James Vail; Jeff Circle; John Stang; Kamal
Manoly; Kenneth See; Melanie Wong; Raman Pichumani; Robert Carroll; Juan Uribe; Walt
Rogers
RE: Oconee Working Group Meeting

For comment

Oconee Pros and

Cons Summary 0...

From: Jeffrey Mitman
Sent: Monday, February 09, 2009 9:54 AM
To: Melanie Galloway; Allen Howe; Antonlos Zoulis; Bradley Davis; David Skeen; Eric Riggs; Fernando J Ferrante; Goutamn
Bagchi; James Vail; Jeff Circle; John Stang; Kamal Manoly; Kenneth See; Melanie Wong; Raman Pichumani; Robert
Carroll; Juan Uribe; Walt Rogers
Subject: RE: Oconee Working Group Meeting

Attached is the agenda for the 10:00 team meeting on Oconee Flooding Issue. Also enclosed is a pro/con
discussion for how to structure the next letter to Duke.
---- Original Appointment ----From: Melanie Galloway
Sent; Friday, January 30, 2009 9:05 AM
To: Melanie Galloway; Allen Howe; Antonios Zoulis; Bradley Davis; David Skeen; Eric Riggs; Femandd J Ferrante; Goutam
Bagchl; James Vail; Jeff Circle; Jeffrey Mitman; John Stang; Kamal Manoly; Kenneth See; Melanie Wong; Raman
Pichumani; Robert Carroll; Juan Uribe
Subject; Oconee Working Group Meeting
When: Monday, February 09, 2009 10:00 AM-11:00 AM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US &Canada).
Where: 0-10B06
When: Monday, February 09, 2009 10:00 AM-11:00 AM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: 0-10B06

<< File: Oconee Agenda for Team Meeting 02-09-209.doc >>

o/t

Summary of Pros and Cons of Two Versions of Response Letter to
Duke on External Flooding of Oconee Site
As a result of comments received on the first version of the letter, two differing views
have arisen regarding what level of detail to include in the letter to the licensee on the
results of NRC's evaluation of the breach assessment of Jocassee Dam. Therefore, two
versions of the letter have been drafted to reflect both views.
It is possible that the worst inundation at Oconee does not correspond to the worst case
breach of Jocassee. In either version of the letter, the goal would be for the licensee to
determine the breach parameters that lead to the worst case inundation at the SSF. In
both versions of the letter, the wording would need to be clear that this is the goal,
whether or not the bounding input parameters determined by the staff's review are
included.
The less detailed version of the letter does not include the results of NRC's breach
evaluation and therefore does not provide explicit information to the licensee for its use
in conducting inundation studies.
The more detailed version of the letter does include the results of NRC's breach
evaluation and therefore does provide explicit information to the licensee for its use in
conducting inundation studies.
Pros

Less Detailed Version

More Detailed Version

I. Puts the impetus on the licensee
to perform an inundation study and
.justify the parameters used
2. . Avoids NRC defending its
evaluation results by setting a
precedent for how inundation studies
should be performed, in the absence
of industry standards describing how
to perform breach and inundation

1. Communicates clearly to licensee NRC
conclusions from its review of the Duke
response

2. Allows licensee to more readily know
its analysis will be found acceptable by
NRC

studies

3. Allows more expedient resolution of
issue because improves likelihood that
licensee results will be acceptable to
NRC

4. Provides a more authoritative
expectation, consistent with the first
-50.54(D letter
5. Easier transition to Order, if needed

Cons

1. May take more time to resolve
issue if the licensee analysis and

1. Licensee is less likely to "own" the
issue because they don't agree with

justification are not found acceptable

NRC's bounding conditions

by the staff
2. Does not differentiate from a
routine RAI-type process of a
normal licensing action
3. Not reflective of a strong
regulatory response following
unsuccessful resolution of the
50.54(f) letter
4. Puts burden on staff to explain
the licensee evaluation is not
adequate, even if the licensee has
not evaluated the dam failure within
the full range of the staff's
evaluation completed at time of
letter

2. NRC is forced to defend its
conclusions and positions if licensee
challenges, including through legal
channels
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Juan Uribe
Wednesday, February 11, 2009 10:45 AM
Jeffrey Mitman; Melanie Galloway; Allen Howe; Antonlos Zoulis; Bradley Davis; David Skeen;
Eric Riggs; Fernando J Ferrante; Goutam Bagchi; James Vail; Jeff Circle; John Stang; Kamal
Manoly; Kenneth See; Melanie Wong; Raman Pichumani; Robert Carroll; Walt Rogers
Oconee Working Group Summary of Meeting-02/02/2009

All
Attached you will find a brief summary of monday's meeting just FYI.
Items in red refer to meeting updates and conclusions.
Have a nice day.
JUAN F. URIBE CIVIL ENGINEER (EIT), NSPDP
NRR/I) F/E MC HI 301-415-3809 I 09F10 I Juan.Uribelnrcgovyv
U.S. Nucleor Regulotory Commission

-- Please consider the environment before printing this e-mall

Oconee Summary
for Team MeeUn...
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Summary for Oconee External Flooding Team Meeting
February 9, 2009
Red items refer to meeting updates and conclusions.
1. Status of the letter to Duke

2. Exploring establishment of a SharePoint site as a clearing house and
repository of documentation.
Concerns about FOIA and ADAMS. More info willbe provided as program
develops.
3. Actions

Item
No.
01

02

Old Actions
Complete basis for continued
operation: Need to determine
appropriate means to document. No
unit shutdowns required.
Obtain consensus understanding of
NRC view of breach size-inadequacy
of 575' and assessed adequacy of 9001100'. Differing cases will be
presented to Jack Grobe and upper

Responsibility

Status

Antonios

First draft
completed

14X-309
1/30/09

Ken, Kamal,
Raman, Bradley,
others?

Pending
discussion
with Grobe
and upper
management

Ken

Drafted

Ken, Jim, Jeff C.,
Raman

Review
curve
number calc
from FERC

Due
date
1/30/09

management for final decision.

02a
03

___attend.

04

05
06
____seismic

Write paragraph describing NRC

Set for

independent review of breach size

02/17/09

Assess and document evaluation
associated with overtopping and
remaining questions of Duke. Ken
cannot conclude overtopping cannot
occur based on info provided by FERC
and DUKE. Ken will follow up with
DUKE to resolve issue. Ken did not

1/13/09

overtopping
not ruled

out

Away on travel.

Summarize key statements from
applicable guidance. Kamal and
Goutam to discuss reference to SRP in
regulations.
Assess applicable guidance from
referenced ANSI standards. Raman and
Fernando developed summary.
Finalize questions in seismic area.
Need to determine best way to transmit
questions.

143109
1/28/09
2/17/09

Goutam, Kamal,
Raman

Pending

1/13/09

Fernando

Complete

1/28/09

Raman, Goutamn

Complete
Pending
.inclusion

Oconee Summary for Team Meeting 02-09-209.doc
Engage FERC on breach size
information to further understand their
process and needs and why our needs
while different do not conflict with
theirs
Ken to follow-up at staff level with
Ken Fearon of FERC and schedule
staff level telecom. Karnal and Raman
to assist Ken in discussions
Call with Duke to follow-up on curve
number.
Finalize document to Duke, coordinate
with team and OE, OGC.
New due date.
Provide list of Oconee's B.5.b actions.
Stang transferred list to Circle. Circle
will submit by COB
Define relative risk reduction of
various mods compared to addressing
external flooding. Walt has provided
first draft to Jeff.
Understand information in ANS/ANSI
2.8. This is same as item 5. Can be
deleted.
Reengage DPR to draft adequate
protection backfit write-up. Brian to
submit draft this week.

07

07a

07b
08
09

10

11
12

14
15
16

Melanie G., Dave

1/27/09
2/17/09

Ken, Raman..
Kamal

1/30/09
2/17/09
V23109
2/20/09

Ken, Raman

Complete

Connected
to item 3
Second draft
in
preparation
Awaiting
submittal

Jeff M.

_

!42,/09
02/09/09

John ?, Jeff C. ?

1/30/09

Rogers

Over due

1/30/09

Fernando,
Bradley, Raman,
Ken
Melanie G.

Complete

1/30/09

Ken, Raman,
Goutam

Complete
Pending
date for
draft
submittal.
1/28/09
Complete

1/30/09

John, Jim Vail

Complete

1/26/09

Complete list of remaining questions
which need to be answered by Duke
(see item 06). Seismic part is complete.
Ken also incorporated overtopping
part.
Schedule failure modes call with
licensee
Initiate contractor relationship and
assign lead staffer to finalize. DE will
take lead.
Complete Dec. 4 meeting summary.
Assumed done. Wong to verify John
finished item.

13

1/12/09

Search in
progress

2/20/09
John
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New Actions

Due

Owner

Status

17

Complete Q&A. Update talking points

2/9/2009

Jeff C.

Started

18

Complete PRA discussion. First draft

2/9/2009

Jeff M.

Started

John

Melanie will
provide due

date

for Eric Leeds.
to be distributed by COB by Jeff

19

Determine if second letter or DFI is
correct next approach. Will be
introduced & discussed in meeting w/
Grobe and further meetings.

20

Update Oconee Communication Plan

date.

Other Items
U
U
U

Next meeting in two weeks. Same place, same time.
Possible audit to site. Pending discussion.
Summary of Pro's

Summary of Pros and Cons of Two Versions of Response Letter to
Duke on External Flooding of Oconee Site
As a result of comments received on the first version of the letter, two differing views
have arisen regarding what level of detail to include in the letter to the licensee on the
results of NRC's evaluation of the breach assessment of Jocassee Dam. Therefore, two
versions of the letter have been drafted to reflect both views.
It is possible that the worst inundation at Oconee does not correspond to the worst case
breach of Jocassee. In either version of the letter, the goal would be for the licensee to
determine the breach parameters that lead to the worst case inundation at the SSF. In
both versions of the letter, the wording would need to be clear that this is the goal,
whether or not the bounding input parameters determined by the staff's review are
included.
The less detailed version of the letter does not include the results of NRC's breach
evaluation and therefore does not provide explicit information to the licensee for its use
in conducting inundation studies.
The more detailed version of the letter does include the results of NRC's breach
evaluation and therefore does provide explicit information to the licensee for its use in
conducting inundation studies.

mn
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Pros

Cons

Less Detailed Version
1. Puts the impetus on the licensee
to perform an inundation study and
justify the parameters used
2. . Avoids NRC defending its
evaluation results by setting a
precedent for how inundation studies
should be performed, in the absence
of industry standards describing how
to perform breach and inundation
studies

1. May take more time to resolve
issue if the licensee analysis and
justification are not found acceptable
by the staff
2. Does not differentiate from a
routine RAI-type process of a
normal licensing action
3. Not reflective of a strong
regulatory response following
unsuccessful resolution of the
50.54(f) letter
4. Puts burden on staff to explain
the licensee evaluation is not
adequate, even if the licensee has
not evaluated the dam failure within
the full range of the staff's
evaluation completed at time of
letter

More Detailed Version
1. Communicates clearly to licensee NRC
conclusions from its review of the Duke
response
2. Allows licensee to more readily know
its analysis will be found acceptable by
NRC

3. Allows more expedient resolution of
issue because improves likelihood that
licensee results will be acceptable to
NRC
4. Provides a more authoritative
expectation, consistent with the first
50.54(f) letter
5. Easier transition to Order, if needed
1. Licensee is less likely to "own" the
issue because they don't agree with
NRC's bounding conditions
2. NRC is forced to defend its
conclusions and positions if licensee
challenges, including through legal
channels

IBEST COPY AVAILABLE
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Melanie Galloway
Monday, February 23, 2009 8:06 AM
Kenneth See; Jeffrey Mitman; Jeff Circle
FW: Summary: Oconee flooding conference call

FYI
From: David Skeen
Sent: Wednesday, February 18, 2009 10:55 AM
To: Melanie Galloway; Allen Howe; Mark Cunningham; Joseph Giitter; Patrick Hiland
Cc: Melanie Wong; John Stang; Andy Hutto; Bradley Davis
Subject: Summary: Oconee flooding conference call
All,
notes from today's call with Oconee Oconee: Rich Freudenburger, Tim Brown, Graham Davenport
NRC: Dave Skeen, Bob Wood, Bradley Davis, Andy Hutto
1. Duke expects the contractor to provide the bench-marked HEC-RAS model by the end of next week. Duke
noted they are using the "unsteady flow" version of HEC-RAS (they weren't sure if NRC had used this version
or the "steady flow" version in NRC's calculations). Dave asked about the sensitivity studies Duke alluded to in
the response to the 50.54f letter (page 12 of Attachment 2). Rich said he would have to go back and look at
the text to be sure, but he thought the intent was to run the HEC-RAS model at the current (lower than normal)
pond levels for Jocassee, Keowee, and Hartwell, to provide reasonable assurance that taking the action to
raise the SSF wall height 2.5 ft would provide protection from external flooding for the short term. Rich will
provide an update on the next conference call. He also will take an action to set up a meeting in March to sit
down with the staff and go over the analysis and the model to explain how Duke did the analysis.
2. SSF wall extension: North wall complete, South wall (with equipment gate) is almost done, except for
grouting around the gate. Should be done by next week.
3. Interim guidance - the TSC guidance (Rich also called them APs) should be issued by the end of February.
This guidance initially was used to address loss of heat sink, if Keowee and Jocassee dams failed. It is now
being modified to address external flooding, if Jocassee dam failure overtops Keowee.
4. Rich asked when the NRC response to Duke would be issued. Dave noted that we are not sure of the
timing of a response, especially since Duke has several efforts in the works that will be completed in the next
couple of weeks. It may be better to review the results before responding at this point. Dave took the action to
get back to Duke on the next call about the timing of NRC's response.
5. Rich noted that we need to discuss the "regulatory framework" we are working to on the flooding issue in
the very near future. He noted that the tornado/HELB issue would be a good model to follow. Dave told him
we would take iffor action at the next call.
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Agenda for Oconee External Flooding Team Meeting
February 23, 2009
1. Status of the letter to Duke
2. Ensure that John Stang (Oconee PM) coordinates of staff all contact with Duke
3. Actions
Item

Old Actions

No.
01

Complete basis for continued operation:
Need to determine appropriate means to
document

Due
date
4/30/09
2123/09

Responsibility
Antonios

Status

Comments

First draft
completed
Second draft
complete

02

Obtain consensus understanding of
NRC view of breach size-inadequacy
of 575' and assessed adequacy of 900-

44309

Working

2/20/09

Ken, Kamal,
Raman, Bradley,
others?

2/17/09

Ken

Drafted

Assess and document evaluation
associated with overtopping and
remaining questions of Duke

1/13/09

Ken, Jim, Jeff C.,
others?

Completed;
documentation
combined with

Duke did not use Weather Service
precipitation; did not account for saturated
soil; and appeared not to use sufficient curve

02a

depicting runoff

Sununarize key statements from

44-3/09

Raman, others?

Drafted

applicable

1/28/09

??

Raman, Goutam

Complete

1447/09
2/20/09

Ken

Ken S. talked to Ken F of FERC; staff
telecon may no longer be necessary

!/-30/9

Ken

Concerns incorporated into letter

4/30/M9

Consensus not yet obtained

1100'

02a

Write paragraph describing NRC
independent review of breach size

03

I

04
06a

guidance

How to incorporate seismic concerns

Questions added as appendix to letter

into next Duke written communication

07a

Ken to follow-up at staff level with Ken
Fearon of FERC and schedule staff
level telecon

07b
__number

call with Duke to follow-up on curve

2/20/09

Page 1 of 3
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08
10

13

15
16
17
18
19
20

21

Finalize document to Duke, coordinate
with team and OE, OGC
Define relative risk reduction of various
mods compared to addressing external
flooding
Complete list of remaining questions
which need to be answered by Duke
(see item 06)
Initiate contractor relationship and
assign lead staffer to finalize
Complete Dec. 4 meeting summary
Complete Q&A
Complete PRA discussion
Determine if second letter or DFI is
correct next approach
Update communication plan

!Q3109
??
1/30/09

Jeff M.

1/30/09

Ken, Raman,
Goutam

2/2/09

Kamal, Raman

2/9/2009
2/9/2009

John
Jeff C.
Jeff M.

?9

John, Melanie W.

New Actions

Due

Rogers

Latest draft
being finalized
Drafted

1/28/09

APP and SOW under development with
Bureau of Reclamation
Drafted
Started
Started

Owner

Status

Backfit Analysis

date
2/23/09

Jeff C.

drafted

Parking Lot Actions

Due

Owner

Status

Due

Owner

Status

Fernando

Complete

date

Site visit and audit to inspect dam and
its documentation on relevant technical
issues

Previously Completed
Actions
05

Assess applicable guidance from
referenced ANSI standards

date
1/13/09
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06
07

09

Finalize questions in seismic area
Engage FERC on breach size
information to further understand their
process and needs and why our needs
while different do not conflict with
theirs
Provide list of Oconee's B.5.b actions

II

Understand information in ANS/ANSI
2.8

12

Reengage DPR to draft adequate
protection backfit write-up
Schedule failure modes call with
licensee

14

1/28/09
1/12/09

Raman, Goutam
Melanie G., Dave

Complete
Complete

44
!2

Jeff C.

Complete
Complete

1/26/09

Fernando,
Bradley, Raman,
Ken
Melanie G.

1/30/09

John, Jim Vail

Complete

3/09
2/9/09
1/30/09

Complete

Other Items
* RES is working with NRO and NRR to revise RG 1.59. They plan to have a working draft by the end of March. This has no affect on the OFI.
* Duke plans to finish benchmarking of their HES-RAC model by the end of February. They are interested in sharing results with NRC in some
manner
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Raman Pichumani
Wednesday, February 25, 2009 5:02 PM
Jeff Circle; James Vail; Fernando J Ferrante; Kenneth See; Goutam Bagchi
Meena Khanna; Kamal Manoly; John Stang
Oconee Flooding issue

As you may know, DE/EMCB is preparing a Statement of Work for the Bureau of Reclamation (BUREC) to
review the Jocassee dam's seismic stability analysis (including potential liquefaction evaluation), and the new
flood inundation study being performed by Duke.
In this connection, DE/EMCB is collecting the relevant documents pertaining to the Oconee site flooding issue,
so that we can send them to BUREC along with the construction data and the inundation analysis data, which
may be provided by Duke.
I will appreciate very much if you provide me a list of the pertinent documents and also tell me how I can get
copies of these documents (either electronically or as hard copies) by cob March 3.
Thank you for your kind cooperation.
Raman
Dr. Raman Pichumani, Ph.D., P.E.
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Division of Engineering
Mechanical and Civil Engineering Branch
Phone: 301-415-3621
Fax: 301-415 2444
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See, Kenneth
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jon Thompson
Friday, February 27, 2009 2:18 PM
Melanie Wong; John Stang
'Leonard Olshan'; Jeff Circle; James Vail; Kenneth See; Goutam Bagchi; Melanie Galloway
ATTN - This message contains Security-Related Information -Meeting Summary for 11/5/08
mtg w/ Duke on Oconee Flood
Mtg Summ 11-5-08 rev b.doc
Final version of a corrected meeting summary is publicly
available as ML091420319.

MW and JS,

I

Attached please find a meeting summary for the subject 11/5/08 meeting. The meeting has a bit more "blow
by blow" than I am used to including, but my understanding is that was what you were interested in.
Please remember to handle the info a OUO - Security-Related, unless you have received guidance indicating
otherwise.
Mr. Grobe had a prominent role in the discussions, so he may want to review the minutes to see ifthey
accurately/adequately captured what he was saying. - Please advise.
I've cc'd most of the primary participants and attendees. Do you want me to circulate for comment? -- Please
advise.
Jon

I
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LICENSEE:

DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC (DUKE)

FACILITY:

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1, 2, AND 3 (OCONEE)

SUBJECT:

SUMMARY OF CLOSED DECEMBER 4, 2008, MEETING TO DISCUSS
THE DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC's, SEPTEMBER 26, 2008,
RESPONSE TO THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION'S,
AUGUST 15, 2008, 50.54(f) LETTER ON EXTERNAL FLOODING AT THE
OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION (TAC NOS. MD8224, MD8225, AND
MD8226)

On December 4, 2008, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) had a closed
meeting with Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC (Duke, the licensee) to allow a technical
exchange between the NRC staff and the licensee's staff to discuss the licensee's
September 26, 2008, (Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS)
Accession No. ML082750106), response to the NRC's August 15, 2008, 50.54(f) letter
(ADAMS Accession No.ML081640244) on external flooding at Oconee Nuclear Station. A
copy of the slides presented by the NRC staff is available under ADAMS accession number
ML090480058. A copy of the slides presented by Duke is available under ADAMS
accession number ML090480044. Enclosed is a list of the meeting attendees.
[My opening remarks need to be included in the meeting summary. They set the stage for
the entire meeting and provided context for our discussions.]
The following 5 [how do you get 5?] topics were discussed between the NRC staff and the
licensee during the meeting:
1. Failure Modes and Analyses [why is this labeled 1. and the others bulleted?]
*
Evaluation of Industry Experience
*
Generic Dam Failure Rate
*
Treatment of Different Failure Modes
*
Spillway Capacity/ Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) Analysis Margin
•
Spillway Gate Reliability
•
Experience from Other Dam Studies
*
Consideration of Security Vulnerabilities and Protective Measures[we really didn't
have time to discuss this so this came off the agenda]
The licensee presented information related to all types and sizes of dams. The overall rate
of failure is -1 E-04 /yr [this sentence though is reflective of the staff view, not the licensee's.
As written, it looks like the licensee stated it]. Industry failure probability estimates vary
greatly because of the great variation in the design, construction, and operation across the

-2industry. [did the licensee state this? I think we would take issue with this-all estimates we
looked at were 1E-4 with next to no variation.]
The licensee stated that since the Jocassee dam was seismically designed and was
constructed to high standards; upstream dam failures were not considered in determining
external flood threats to the Oconee site coupled with the fact that the potential random
failure was less than IE-5.[I don't understand this sentence-the phrase starting "coupled..
"doesn't seem to fit]
The NRC staff presented preliminary results of its independent evaluation showing that the
random failure of rockfill dams including Jocassee dam was in the range of 1E-4. The NRC
staff and the licensee discussed the evaluation and talked specifically about the population
of dam failures that were included in the NRC staff evaluation. Raised concerns with the
licensee use probability in trying to eliminate a random failure of the Jocassee dam [this is
not a complete sentence and I didn't want to attempt to make it one.]
The NRC staff indicated that if the probability of a random failure of the Jocassee dam was
1E-7 or less the failure would not have to be considered as part of the Oconee licensing
basis.
The licensee presented information concerning the CDF estimate performed by the NRC
staff. The licensee stated that the estimate does not evaluate individual initiating events and
defense-in-depth measures that apply to each dam. The licensee further stated that the
evaluation does not reflect current design conditions nor maintenance and operational
practices that is, the conditions (positive or negative) that exist at any specific site that would
decrease or increase risk exposure. In the licensee's view, the evaluation provides no risk
insights.
The licensee stated it has commissioned a risk study with Utah State University to determine
appropriote dam failure probabilities and resulting inundation levels. The licensee stated
that it will evaluate engineered solutions as appropriate once it believes that realistic and
reasonable design inputs are determined.
The licensee presented information that unsafe dams are those in poor material condition or
with deficiencies in design or construction that leave them susceptible to failure, The
licensee stated that the common reasons for unsafe dams include:
Inadequate Spillway Capacity / Poor Gate Reliability
Excessive Seepage / Piping
Inadequate seismic capacity
The licensee presented information on the design and operation of the Jocassee spillways
and spillway gates. The licensee stated that the Jocassee dam spillway gates are designed
similarly to most industry radial gates; they are not unique. The Keowee dam's 4 spillway
gates are identical to Jocassee dam spillway gates and have been used to pass several
flood events. The licensee described the maintenance and testing of the spillway gate as
well as other components of the dam as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC).

-3The licensee indicated that risk assessment tools should be used by the dam safety
community to consider both the potential failure modes and the relative quality of the design,
maintenance, and operation of a dam in quantifying its failure probability.
Security issues were not discussed during the meeting.
During this portion of the licensee's presentation, the NRC raised concerns with the
licensee's probable maximum flood (PMF) calculation used for its current licensing basis
and requested additional information for clarification. This is documented later in the
meeting summary.
2. Inundation Analyses for the Oconee Site
*
Status of Hydrologic Engineering Centers/River Analysis System (HEC-RAS)
Confirmatory Analysis
*
Use of 1-Dimensional and/or 2- Dimensional Modeling Approaches
*
Assessment of Bounding Analyses (e.g., overtopping, seismic, cascading dams,
random)
*
Appropriate Breach Parameter Values and Sensitivity Calculations
*
Breach Size
•
Time to Failure
*
Probable Maximum Precipitation (including cascading dam failures)
During the meeting, the licensee presented the following information concerning the new
inundation study it will be performing for a random failure of the Jocassee dam.
The HEC-RAS model will be used instead of the 1992 Dam Break (DAMBRK)
Inundation model that the licensee ran for FERC.
The new model will be from Jocassee Dam to Lake Hartwell sufficiently below the
Keowee Dam to where the sensitivity on the Keowee Tailrace is insignificant.
Preliminary runs will be assessed for reasonableness and accuracy.
The HEC-RAS model will have more cross sections between Jocassee and Keowee
Dams than the original model, giving more definition to the topography.
The HEC-RAS model will have more cross sections between the Keowee Dam and
the Control Point than the original model, giving more downstream topographic
detail.
Large tributaries along Keowee and the Little River arm of Lake Keowee will be
modeled as storage areas.
The model will have the same breach sizes as the 1992 study for both Jocassee and
Keowee Dams.
The HEC-RAS model will assume Keowee Dam fails due to overtopping.

-4The HEC-RAS model will be a random sunny day break of Jocassee Dam only so as
to compare the model sensitivity conversion.
During the presentation, the NRC staff raised a number of concerns with assumptions used
by the licensee and as a result requested additional information as documented later in the
meeting summary. The following were the major concerns raised by the NRC staff:
Breach Size
Time to Failure
Not considering if the Keowee dam does not fail
Sensitivity Analysis
[we need to include the discussion of what our concerns were. The licensee's concerns are
clearly detailed and ours need to be as well. We certainly discussed them in detail.]
3. Seismic and Civil/Structural Analyses for the Jocassee Dam
*
Seismic Capacity
*
Discussion of Seepage from 2004 to Present
•
Settlement of Dam Foundation
*
Condition of Embankment Shells and Potential Soil Liquefaction
*
Discussion of Dam Construction and Soil Compaction
During the meeting, the licensee provided the following information concerning the Jocassee
dam design basis and structural and seismic capabilities:
Full pond elevation of the Jocassee reservoir is 1110 Feet (ft) mean sea level (msl)
Maximum licensed drawdown elevation 1080 ft.msl
Main Dam design: Earthen core contained by rockfill shells, crest elevation 1125 ft.
msl, height-385 feet.
Minimum intake elevation 1043 ft msl
Spillway independent of main dam, constructed in a bedrock excavation. Spillway
contains two flood gates. The elevation of the top of the flood gates is 1110 ft.msl.
The licensee submitted the revised Jocassee seismic fragility evaluation, and the
results indicated a negligible risk contribution from seismic events.
The Jocassee main dam is designed to a 12 g horizontal ground acceleration.
The dam is monitored for seepage and settlement, and the results evaluated by
FERC.

-5During the meeting, the NRC staff raised the following concerns associated with the seismic
and structural capabilities of the Jocassee dam, and, as a result, requested additional
information from the licensee as documented later in this meeting summary:
Dam foundation and construction
Seismic Hazards curves used by the licensee
Potential for liquefaction under the dam
Seepage and settlement of the dam
4. Status and Content of Procedures in Response to External Flooding at the Oconee Site
During the meeting, the licensee discussed creating interim guidance to address mitigation
of postulated flood events that could render the standby shutdown facility (SSF) inoperable.
5. Status of Engineered Solution Analyses for the Resolution of the Flooding Issues at the
Oconee Site
[I deleted this segment because it was simply repetition of what was in their letter rather
than new commitments which was the way it was presented.]
Based on concerns raised by the NRC staff during the meeting, the NRC staff made the
following requests for information from the licensee.
1.

What is the actual height of the Jocassee dam from the foundation, given that
approximately a 100 foot depth of sapprolite was excavated from the foundation?

2,

What percentage of the length of the Jocassee dam is not located on sound rock,
and where is this area located?

3.

What is the basis for the PMF inflow hydrograph? Does the selection of the
hydrograph consider antecedent rainfall and the soil saturation that could occur
during that rainfall? The infiltration rate assumed appears to be high (i.e. the runoff
rate is too low).

4.

Duke should reconsider the assumption that Keowee dam fails due to overtopping
following the failure of Jocassee dam. Duke should determine the worst case
flooding of the Oconee yard, considering that Keowee dam fails, and considering that
Keowee dam doesn't fail.

5.

Duke should consider Jocassee dam failure
width of 1100 feet, if seismic failures are not
considered in the 1983 and 1992 inundation
conservative. Provide a sensitivity study on
levels.

6.

The seismic hazard curve assumed (author needs to fix grammar) in the Applied
Research and Engineering Sciences (ARES) Corporation fragility report appears to
be un-conservative and not up to date with recent United States Geological Survey
curves

breach sizes up to an average breach
discounted. The breach sizes
studies respectively appear to be unbreach sizes and resulting inundation

-67.

What is the composition of the random rock fill that comprises a large portion of the
shell? What is the density of this fill? How was this fill compacted? Do we have
records on the density tests that were completed?

8.

Describe in more detail the construction and preparation of the foundation of the
main Jocassee dam.

9.

What are the thresholds of seepage at the Jocassee dam that would cause
additional review and analysis?

10.

What were the magnitudes of the settlement prior to the 1992 baseline at the
Jocassee dam?

11.

Why is the horizontal displacement greater for the monuments located on the crest,
than at the (check with author) monument located at lower elevations of the
Jocassee dam?

12.

Describe why a failure of the saddle dikes would not cause flooding in the Oconee
yard.

13.

Describe the degree of saturation of the core and its potential affect on liquefaction,
in light of the un-conservative seismic hazard curve, noted in item 6 (above).

14.

Provide, if available, an inflow flood frequency analysis for the Jocassee reservoir.

15.

Provide storage curves for the Jocassee reservoir.

16.

Determine the amount of sediment accumulated in the Keowee reservoir and its
potential to affect HEC-RAS calculated inundation levels.

17.

The outflow volume provided in the 1992 inundation study appears to be too low.
Provide a justification for this magnitude of outflow.

18.

Provide a copy of a cross section of the Bad Creek dam.

The licensee requested the NRC provide the following information.
Provide the licensee a listing of the 34 dam failures used in the NRC PRA analysis.

-7At the conclusion of the meeting, the NRC staff and the licensee agreed to hold biweekly
phone conversations on the status of the completion of the requested above information.
Sincerely,

John Stang, Project Manager
Plant Licensing Branch I1-1
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287
Enclosure:
Meeting Attendees

-3At the conclusion of the meeting, the NRC staff and the licensee agreed to hold biweekly phone
conversations on the status of the completion of the requested above information.
Sincerely,

John Stang, Project Manager
Plant Licensing Branch I1-1
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287
Enclosure:
Meeting Attendees
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Melanie Galloway
Monday, March 02, 2009 3:35 PM
John Stang; Melanie Wong; David Skeen
Allen Howe; Kenneth See; Jeff Circle; Jeffrey Mitman
RE: Oconee Dam Meetingsummary120508.doc
Oconee Meetingsummaryl120508 MAG.doc

John and Melanie,
I have provided comments. Several are significant plus I have corretted typos.
The significant ones are that (1) my opening remarks need to be included in the summary and (2) we spent a
good bit of time discussing the concerns the staff had with the breach parameters. While the licensee
concerns are provided thoroughly for some reason a summary of our concerns in this area is not included and
r
it needs to be.
Once these issues and the comments in track changes in the attached are addressed, the meeting summary
will be ready to be issued.
Melanie
From: John Stang
Sent: Friday, February 27, 2009 11:39 AM
To: Melanie Wong; Melanie Galloway; David Skeen
Cc: Allen Howe
Subject: Oconee Dam Meetingsummary120508.doc
Attached is the draft revision 1 of the 12/05/08 meeting summary. Please provide comments by noon
Monday. We would like to issue the meeting summary by COB Monday. I have incorporated all DE comments
and I have reviewed Melanie Galloway's notes and I think I have captured all the necessary details. Thanks
for your support.
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LICENSEE:

DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC (DUKE)

FACILITY:

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1, 2, AND 3 (OCONEE)

SUBJECT:

SUMMARY OF CLOSED DECEMBER 4, 2008, MEETING TO DISCUSS
THE DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC's, SEPTEMBER 26, 2008,
RESPONSE TO THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION'S,
AUGUST 15, 2008, 50.54(f) LETTER ON EXTERNAL FLOODING AT THE
OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION (TAC NOS. MD8224, MD8225, AND
MD8226)

On December 4, 2008, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) had a closed
meeting with Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC (Duke, the licensee) to allow a technical
exchange between the NRC staff and the licensee's staff to discuss the licensee's
September 26, 2008, (Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS)
Accession No. ML0827501 06), response to the NRC's August 15, 2008, 50.54(f) letter
(ADAMS Accession No.ML081640244) on external flooding at Oconee Nuclear Station. A
copy of the slides presented by the NRC staff is available under ADAMS accession number
ML090480058. A copy of the slides presented by Duke is available under ADAMS
accession number ML090480044. Enclosed is a list of the meeting attendees.
[Mypening•remarks need to be included in the met~n.sumrn
the entire meet qn.adprovided.con.ext for our drscussiornsj

_..y.[ey set the staq.for

The following 5 fLiw dquq et -,?topicswere discussed between the NRC staff and the
licensee during the meeting:

I 1. Failure Modes and Analyses j.y!y
*
*
*
•
*
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Evaluation of Industry Experience
Generic Dam Failure Rate
Treatment of Different Failure Modes
Spillway Capacity/ Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) Analysis Margin
Spillway Gate Reliability
Experience from Other Dam Studies
Consideration of Security Vulnerabilities and Protective MeasuresLw. .ealty.-didn't
the agendai
have time to discuss this so this came iQf

The licensee presented information related to all types and sizes of damsThe overall rate
of failure is -1E-04 /yr Phis sentence though is reflective ot the staff view, not the licensee'
As written, itlooks like the lic•e.nsee statedjt. Industry failure probability estimates vary
greatly because of the great variation in the design, construction, and operation across the
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i ndustry,

[did the licensee state this? I think we would take issue with this-all estimates we
looked at were 1E-4 with next to no variationj
The licensee stated that since the Jocassee dam was seismically designed and was
constructed to high standards,; upstream dam failures were not considered in determining
external flood threats to the Oconee site coupled with the fact that the potential random
failure was less than 1,E-5.I dont understand this sentence the phrase startin cupled
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"dosQn't sqeem to fit]
The NRC staff presented preliminary results of jLs independent evaluatiorijhowinq that the
random failure of rocktill darns includingrqqcassee dam wasjn the range of 1,E-4, The NRC
staff and the licensee discussed the evaluation and talked, specifically about the population
of dam failures that were included in the NRC staff evaluation. Raised concerns with the
licensee use probability in trying to eliminate a random failure of the Jocassee danrtht j s
not a qomglete sentence and I didn't want to attemt to rrake it one
The NRC staff indicated that if the probability of a random failure of the JQcassee dam was
11E-7 or less the failure would not have to be considered as part of the Oconee licensing
ba s is .

I The licensee presented information concerning the CDF estimate performed by the NRC
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staff. The licensee stated that the estimate does not evaluate individual initiating events and
defense-in-depth
_easures that apply to each dam. The licensee further stated that the
evaluation does not reflect current design conditions nor maintenance and operational
practices tha4tj•he conditions (positive or negative) that exist at any specific site that would
decrease or Increase risk exposure. In the licensee's view 12he evaluation provides no risk
insights

{

The licensee stated it has commissionedayisk study with Utah State University to determine
appropriate dam failure probabilities and resulting inundation levels. The licensee stated
that it will evaluate engineered solutions as appropriate once it be.lieves ...at realistic and
reasonable design inputs are determined.
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The licensee presented information that unsafe dams are those in poor material condition or
with deficiencies in design or construction that leave them susceptible to failure. The
licensee stated that the common reasons for unsafe dams include:
Inadequate Spillway Capacity / Poor Gate Reliability
Excessive Seepage / Piping
Inadequate seismic capacity
The licensee presented information on the design and operation oi the Jocassee spillways
and spillway gates. T n• t,¢ernsoe st' t ed•tj
Uhe Jocassee dam spillway gates are designed
similarly to most industry radial gates; they are not unique. The Keowee dam's 4 spillway
gates are identical to Jocassee dam spillway gates and have been used to pass several
flood events. The licensee described the maintenance and testing of the spillway gate as
well as other components of the dam as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC).
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-3The licensee indicated that risk assessment tools should be used by the dam safety
community to consider both the potential failure modes and the relative quality of the design,
maintenance, and operation of a dam in quantifying its failure probability.

I Security issues were not discussed during the meeting,
with the
During this portion of the licensee's presentation, the NRC raised concernslicensing
basis
sed for its current
licensee's I- , t.ra-ie, rn ximrn•r •tood.(PMF)Jýl c t,
the
later
in
This
is
documented
for
clarification.
information
additional
requested
and
meeting summary.
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2, Inundation Analyses for the Oconee Site
"
Status of Hydrologic Engineering Centers/River Analysis System (HEC-RAS)
Confirmatory Analysis
Use of 1-Dimensional and/or 2- Dimensional Modeling Approaches
*
"
Assessment of Bounding Analyses (e.g., overtopping, seismic, cascading dams,
random)
Appropriate Breach Parameter Values and Sensitivity Calculations
*
*
Breach Size
Time to Failure
*
Probable Maximum Precipitation (including cascading dam failures)
*
During the min the licensee presented the following information concerning the new
inundation studytLwill be performing for a random failure of the Jocassee doam.
The HEC-RAS model will be used instead of the 1992 Dam Break (DAMBRK)
Inundation model that the licensee ran for FERC.
The new model will be from Jocassee Dam to,Lake Hartwell sufficiently below the
Keowee Dam to where the sensitivity on the Keowee Tailrace is insignificant.
Preliminary runs will be assessed for reasonableness and accuracy.
The HEC-RAS model will have more cross sections between Jocassee and Keowee
Dams than the original model, giving more definition tW W,_
The HEC-RAS model will have more cross sections between the Keowee Dam and
the Control Point than the original model, giving more downstream lopoar20prc
detail.
Large tributaries along Keowee and the Little River arm of Lake Keowee will be
modeled as storage areas.
The model will have the same breach sizes as the 1992 study for both Jocassee and
Keowee Dams.
The HEC-RAS model will assume Keowee Dam fails due to overtopping.

......
._._

_
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The HEC-RAS model will be a random sunny day break of Jocassee Dam only so as
to compare the model sensitivity conversion.
During the presentation, the NRC staff raised a number of concerns with assumptions used
by the licensee and as a result requested additional information as documented later in the
meeting summary. The following were the major concerns raised by the NRC staff:
Breach Size
Time to Failure
Not considering if the Keowee dam does not fail
Sensitivity Analysis
[we need to include the discussion of what our concerns were. The licensee's concerns are

clearly-detailed and ours nee.d to .be as well, We ce,1y discussed them in detail
3. Seismic and Civil/Structural Analyses for the Jocassee Dam
*
Seismic Capacity
"
Discussion of Seepage from 2004 to Present
Settlement of Dam Foundation
"
Condition of Embankment Shells and Potential Soil Liquefaction
•
Discussion of Dam Construction and Soil Compaction
*

I During the meetingjhe licensee provided the following information concerning the Jocassee
dam design basis and structural and seismic capabilities:
Full pond elevation of the Jocassee reservoir is 1110 Feet (It) mean sea level (msl)
Maximum licensed drawdown elevation 1080 ft.msl
Main Dam design: Earthen core contained by rockfill shells, crest elevation 1125 ft.
msl, height-385 feet.
Minimum intake elevation 1043 ft.msl
Spillway independent of main dam, constructed in a bedrock excavation. Spillway
contains two flood gates. The elevation of the top of the flood gates is 1110 ft.msl.
The licenseesubmitted the revised Jocassee seismic fragility evaluationr and the
results indicated a negligible risk contribution from seismic events.
The Jocassee main dam is designed to a,12 g horizontal ground acceleration.
The dam is monitored for seepage and settlement,,and the results evaluated by
FERC

9

-5During the meeting, the NRC staff raised the following concerns associated with the seismic
and structural capabilities of the Jocassee dam, and, as a result, requested additional
information from the licensee as documented later in this meeting summary:
Dam foundation and constrftion
Seismic Hazards curve% used by the licensee
Potential for liqufaction under the dam
Seepage and settlement of the dam

:i .
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4. Status and Content of Procedures in Response to External Flooding at the Oconee Site
During the meeting the licensee discussed creating interim guidance to address mitigation
of postulated flood events that could render the ,ItLA~qoy shutdown facility (SSF) inoperable.

..
jo.ted: safe

5. Status of Engineered Solution Analyses for the Resolution of the Flooding Issues at the
Oconee Site
I1 deleted is seament because it was simply repetition of what was in their letter rather
than new _commitmenls which was the way itwas presented]

IBased on concerns

raised by the NRC staff during the meeting, the NRC staff made the
following requests for information from the licensee.
1.

What is the actual height of the Jocassee dam from the foundation, given that
approximately a 100 foot depth of sapprolite was excavated from the foundation?

2.

What percentage of the length of the Jocassee dam is not located on sound rock,
and where is this area located?

3.

What is the basis for the PMF inflow hydrograph? Does the selection of the
hydrograph consider antecedent rainfall and the soil saturation that could occur
during that rainfall? The infiltration rate assumed appears to be high (i.e. the runoff
rate is too low).

4.

Duke should reconsider the assumption that Keowee dam fails due to overtopping
following the failure of Jocassee dam. Duke should determine the worst case
flooding of the Oconee yard, considering that Keowee dam fails, and considering that
Keowee dam doesn't fail.

5.

Duke should consider Jocassee dam failure
width of 1100 feet, if seismic failures are not
considered in the 1983 and 1992 inundation
conservative. Provide a sensitivity study on
levels.

6.

The seismic hazard curve assumed (author needs to fix grammar) in the Applied
Research and Engineering Sciences (ARES) Corporation fragility report appears to
be un-conservative and not up to date with recent United States Geological Survey
curves

breach sizes up to an average breach
discounted. The breach sizes
studies respectively appear to be unbreach sizes and resulting inundation
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What is the composition of the random rock fill that comprises a large portion of the
shell? What is the density of this fill? How was this fill compacted? Do we have
records on the density tests that were completed?

8.

Describe in more detail the construction and preparation of the foundation of the
main Jocassee dam.

9.

What are the thresholds of seepage at the Jocassee dam that would cause
additional review and analysis?

10.

What were the magnitudes of the settlement prior to the 1992 baseline at the
Jocassee dam?

11.

Why is the horizontal displacement greater for the monuments located on the crest,
than at the (check with author) monument located at lower elevations of the
Jocassee dam?

12.

Describe why a failure of the saddle dikes would not cause flooding in the Oconee
yard.

13.

Describe the degree of saturation of the core and its potential affect on liquefaction,
in light of the un-conservative seismic hazard curve, noted In item 6 (above).

14.

Provide, if available, an inflow flood frequency analysis for the Jocassee reservoir.

15.

Provide storage curves for the Jocassee reservoir.

16.

Determine the amount of sediment accumulated In the Keowee reservoir and its
potential to affect HEC-RAS calculated inundation levels.

17.

The outflow volume provided in the 1992 inundation study appears to be too low.
Provide a justification for this magnitude of outflow.

18.

Provide a copy of a cross section of the Bad Creek dam.

The licensee requested the NRC provide the following information.
Provide the licensee ajisting of the 34 dam failures used in the NRC PRA analysis.

D.I~dcomplete

-7At the conclusion of the meeting, the NRC staff and the licensee agreed to hold biweekly
phone conversations on the status of the completion of the requested above information.
Sincerely,

John Stang, Project Manager
Plant Licensing Branch I1-1
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287
Enclosure:
Meeting Attendees

-3At the conclusion of the meeting, the NRC staff and the licensee agreed to hold biweekly phone
conversations on the status of the completion of the requested above information.
Sincerely,

John Stang, Project Manager
Plant Licensing Branch I1-1
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287
Enclosure:
Meeting Attendees
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MEETING ATTENDEES AT THE CLOSED DECEMBER 4, 2008, MEETING WITH DUKE
ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC (DUKE) TO DISCUSS THE LICENSEE'S SEPTEMBER 26, 2008,
RESPONSE TO THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION"S, AUGUST 15, 2008, 50.54(f)
LETTER ON EXTERNAL FLOODING AT THE OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION

NRIC
K.See
J. Stang
D. Skeen
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A. Hutto°
E. Riggs*
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T. Brown
E. Luttrell
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During the meeting the licensee made the following regulatory commitments;

Regulatory Commitments
Perform flooding studies using HEC-RAS for comparison
with previous DAMBRK models.
Create interim guidance to address mitigation of
postulated flood events that could render the SSF
inoperable.
Implement short term modifications to extend the height
of the existing SSF flood walls to 803 ft msl.
Complete Risk Assessment Study and New Flood Study
using HEC-RAS.

Completion Date
12/2008
2/2009
2/2009
2/2010

See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:

Jeff Circle
Wednesday, March 04, 2009 2:49 PM

To:
Subject:

Kenneth See; Melanie Galloway
RE: Oconee Flood Issue

Ken,
I got back from my visit to Oconee (and Jocassee) last week. Would having a heavy clay soil impact the
ARC? I can also tell you that most of the land around the dam is simply wooded on high rocky bluffs- have you
ever seen the movie, Deliverance? It was filmed there.
Jeff.
From: Kenneth See
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2009 1:28 PM
To: Melanie Galloway

Subject: RE: Oconee Flood Issue
Mellanie,
Some technical info ..... curve number are used to quantify the amount of storm runoff. These curve numbers
are estimated based on soil type (HSG - Hydrologic Soil Group), landuse (wooded, residential, agricultural,
etc.) and moisture conditions (ARC - Antecedent Runoff Condition). The curve number is usually determined
using the soil type (which determines the HSG) and landuse assuming average soil moisture conditions. the
curve number is then adjusted to fit the appropriate design conditions. For Jocassee, the area upstream is
wooded, so a curve number of 55 is OK with me under average moisture conditions, but NOT OK under
PMP/PMF conditions. Under near saturated conditions, a curve number of 74 is much more appropriate.
Here is my suggested rewording.
While the NRC staff agree that a curve number of 55 is representative of the area above Jocassee dam under
average runoff conditions, there are two aspects of the analysis that would underestimate the amount of storm
runoff and the potential for overtopping the dam.
1. Justify why you did not include any antecedent precipitation in your model.
2. Provide a reevaluation of the impacts of a PMP on Jocassee reservoir and dam by adjusting the curve
number to reflect the saturated soil conditions during the PMP/PMF event.
From: Melanie Galloway
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2009 12:36 PM
To: Kenneth See
Subject: RE: Oconee Flood Issue
thanks much, Ken. I will read it and get back to you.
In addition to the table, I want to include your more specific overtopping concerns in the letter and specific
questions in the attachment. Please let me know how you would improve these first attempts below. Thanks.

0/49

Something like, "You will note that the senstivity analysis requested includes an assessment across possible
NRCS curve numbers. Because your chosen curve number does not appear reflective of the precipitation and
runoff expected during a probable maximum precipitation (PMP) event, we need a better understanding of the
sensitivity of this value, along with other related information regarding the PMP event as noted in Attachment 1,
to draw a conclusion as to whether overtopping of the dam is possible."
Attachment 1 (following the table)
In addition to the apparent low curve number used in your PMP/PMF analysis, there are two other aspects of
the analysis that would underestimate the amount of storm runoff and the potential for overtopping the dam.
1. Justify why you did not include any antecedent precipitation in your model.
2. Provide a reevaluation of the impacts of a PMP on Jocassee reservoir and dam by accounting for saturated
soil conditions during the PMP/PMF event.
From: Kenneth See

The

K

attachment referenced in this email is
pub licly available as ML13063A498.

Sent: Monday, February 23, 2009 11:17 AM
To: Melanie Galloway
Cc: Scott Flanders; Nilesh Chokshi; Andy Campbell
Subject: Oconee Flood Issue

Melanie,
I have attached the word file with my writeup on the Oconee flood issue. This paper discusses all of my
technical concerns, not just the breach issue.
Ken

2

See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Robert Carroll
Tuesday, March 10, 2009 3:24 PM
Antonios Zoulis; David Skeen; Allen Howe; John Stang; Melanie Wong; Jeff Circle; James
Vail; Femando J Ferrante; Juan Uribe; Kamal Manoly; Raman Pichumani; Kenneth See;
Bradley Davis; Andy Hutto; Eric Riggs; Leonard Wert; Jeffrey Mitman
Melanie Galloway
RE: NRC Justification for Allowing Continued Operation -GFFIC;AL U:UE vN,,- CECUrT',,"
RELATE,
.tiNF,)RMATIOU
image001 .jpg

Unit shutdown from the SSF is not possible... suggest you reword 2nd paragraph under "Background" and first
paragraph under "Deterministic Assessment" to reflect the the SSF can maintain the shutdown units in Mode 3
(Hot Shutdown) for 72 hours. The SRI will confirm the current Jocasse lake level tomorrow.
From: Antonios Zoulis
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2009 1:30 PM
To: David Skeen; Allen Howe; John Stang; Melanie Wong; Jeff Circle; James Vail; Femando J Ferrante; Juan Uribe;
Kamal Manoly; Raman Pichumani; Kenneth See; Bradley Davis; Robert Carroll; Andy Hutto; Eric Riggs; Leonard Wert;
Jeffrey Mitman
Cc: Melanie Galloway
Subject: NRC Justification for Allowing Continued Operation -OFFi,.AL USE ..... ' GECUf','Y RELATED
,_ F,-,N4^-.,v,,,
Team,
Attached is the NRC Justification for Allowing Continued Operation of the Oconee Nuclear Station.
The memorandum is currently in concurrence with DORL and DE. Please review and provide any
comments by Friday, March 13, 2009.
Regards,
Antonios Zoulis
Acting Branch Chief
PRA Operational Support & Maintenance Branch
Division of Risk Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
301-415-1209
Antonios.Zouliscnrc.gov
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MEMORANDUM TO:

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM:

Mark A. Cunningham, Director
Division of Risk Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

INFORMATIOiN

Patrick L. Hiland, Director
Division of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Joseph G. Giitter, Director
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
SUBJECT:

OCONEE FLOOD PROTECTION AND THE JOCASSEE DAM
HAZARD BASIS FOR NRC ALLOWING CONTINUED OPERATION

The purpose of this memorandum is to document the basis for NRC allowing continued
operation of the Oconee Nuclear Station through November 2010 (as conveyed to Duke in a
management meeting on November 5, 2008) to resolve issues related to their Standby
Shutdown Facility (SSF) and potential vulnerabilities due to external floods. The basis was
formed on current dam conditions and the risk associated with operating the site for 2 years
from the November meeting date.
Continued operation during this time period is not inimical to the public health and safety;
therefore, we recommend that you approve and concur on this basis for NRC allowing
continued operation.
Please sign below to indicate your approval. If you have any questions, please contact one of
us.

Approved:

Date:
Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of the Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
1. Oconee Flood Protection and the Jocassee Dam Hazard Basis for NRC Allowing Continued
Operation Through November 2010.
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Oconee Flood Protection and the Jocassee Dam Hazard
Basis for NRC Allowing Continued Operation Through November 2010
1. PURPOSE
The purpose of this assessment is to document the basis for NRC allowing continued operation
of the Oconee Nuclear Station (ONS) through November 2010 to allow issues related'to
external flooding of the Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) to be adequately addressed.
2. BACKGROUND
On August 15, 2008, the NRC issued a request pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f) for information
regarding the external flooding vulnerability at ONS, including failure of the Jocassee Dam. The
issue revolves around the adequacy of the SSF to mitigate an external flood given that the
current assessment of the flood height exceeds the existing flood protection found around the
SSF. The "Jocassee Hydro Project, Dam Failure Inundation Study1 ," postulated flood levels of
the Oconee site which would render the SSF inoperable and would compromise the capability of
the station to maintain needed residual heat removal and spent fuel pool cooling functions. In
addition, a calculational error discovered by the staff resulted in an order of magnitude increase
in dam failure frequency.
The SSF provides capability to shutdown the Oconee units from outside the control room in the
event of a fire, flood, or sabotage-related emergency. Under loss of offsite power conditions, the
Keowee Dam provides backup AC power. The SSF is credited as the alternate AC (AAC)
power source and the source of decay heat removal required to demonstrate safe shutdown
during the required station blackout coping duration. It provides additional "defense-in-depth"
by serving as a backup to safety-related systems. The SSF has the capability of maintaining
Mode 3 in all three units for approximately three days following a loss of normal AC power. It is
designed to maintain reactor coolant system (RCS) inventory, maintain RCS pressure, remove
decay heat, and maintain shutdown margin. The SSF requires manual activation and would be
activated under adverse
fire, flooding or sabotage conditions when existing redundant emergency systems
2
are not available.

In April 2006 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) concluded that the licensee failed to
effectively control maintenance activities associated with removing a fire suppression refill
access cover (a passive NRC-committed flood protection barrier) in the SSF south wall to
facilitate installation of temporary electrical power cables. The staff identified the issue during a
periodic risk-informed flood inspection under the NRC's Reactor Oversight Process (ROP).
Using the ROP Significance Determination Process, the staff discovered that the licensee did
not adequately address the potential consequences of flood heights predicted at the Oconee
site based on the 1992 Duke Hydro/FERC Inundation Study.
The inundation study analyzed two dam failure scenarios:

I Jocassee Hydro Project, Dam Failure Inundation Study," Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Projects
No. 2503, December 1992.
2 UFSAR Revision 15, Oconee Nuclear Station, December 2005, Chapter 9 Section 9.6.1.
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sunny day dam failure - assumes that the reservoir is at normal operating levels
(determined by reviewing historical reservoir levels approximately 17 feet below the top level
of the dam) and a catastrophic failure of the dam occurs
probable maximum flood (PMF) dam failure - assumes that the reservoir is at 3 feet below
the top level of the dam and a catastrophic failure of the dam occurs (piping breach).

The dam failures under these scenarios assumed that the flood waters would also fail the
Keowee Dam. The Keowee Dam is assumed to fail as the direct result of the water forces
cutting a breach in the homogeneous earth fill. Given the postulated break size and the
subsequent failure of the Keowee Dam, the flood levels at ONS were calculated to be 12.5 feet
and 16.8 feet for the sunny day and PMF dam failures, respectively. Flood heights of this
magnitude would submerge the SSF and render it inoperable and unavailable to perform its
mitigating functions. Without mitigating actions, core damage would occur in approximately 8 to
9 hours following the dam break, and containment failure would occur in about 59 to 68 hours.
In 2007, the staff conducted an independent review of the Jocassee Dam failure frequency that
Duke had used in the Oconee Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA). From that review, the staff
concluded that a higher frequency estimate of Jocassee Dam failure was more accurate and
that the licensee's estimate was not adequately supported by operating experience and actual
performance data of similar rock-filled dam structures. The licensee excluded failure data
related to earthen dams while including the dam years related to those dams thus reducing the
failure probability by an order of magnitude inappropriately.
3. EVALUATION
Deterministic Assessment
The SSF provides capability to shut down the nuclear reactors from outside the control room in
the event of a fire, flood, or sabotage-related emergency. The SSF is also credited as the
alternate AC (AAC) power source and the source of decay heat removal required to
demonstrate safe shutdown during the required station blackout coping duration. It provides
additional "defense-in-depth" by serving as a backup to safety-related systems. The SSF has
the capability of maintaining Mode 3 in all three units for approximately three days following a
loss of normal AC power. It is designed to maintain reactor coolant system (RCS) inventory,
maintain RCS pressure, remove decay heat, and maintain shutdown margin. The SSF requires
manual activation and would be activated under adverse fire, flooding or sabotage conditions when
existing redundant emergency systems are not available.

If the postulated flood renders the SSF inoperable, the site loses its last line of defense to
mitigate the flood and to prevent both core damage and containment failure. The flood leads to
an increased vulnerability to failure of multiple components. The site does not have the ability to
provide emergency power to Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS), thus rendering the site
without core cooling. Without core cooling, there is no method to remove decay heat and
prevent core damage. Without mitigating actions, core damage would occur in approximately 8
to 9 hours following the dam break and containment failure would occur in about 59 to 68 hours.
Risk Assessment
The staff used the National Performance of Dams Program Database developed and
maintained by Stanford University in conjunction with the Army Corps of Engineers Dam
-2-
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Database to calculate the probability of rockfill dam failures. The calculation consisted of
reviewing historical failure data and past operating history of rockfill dams to develop an
updated failure probability. The failure probability reflects the current population of similar dams
to the Jocassee dam. The mean dam failure frequency is on the order of 1E-04 per year. As
we stated in the deterministic assessment, a flood exceeding the height of the SSF flood
protection would render the SSF inoperable. In this case, the conditional probability of failure of
the SSF is 1.0. Given the frequency of the dam failure, this results in a core damage frequency
of 1 E-04 per year.
The ability of the NRC to accept a low likelihood of dam failure through November 2010 is
supported by the current apparent health of the dam and the regular monitoring of its condition:
*

Duke has a diverse program of constant surveillance of the performance of the dam by
means of on-site cameras and also offsite monitoring of the observed data from its
headquarters office.
* Duke is performing biweekly inspection and monitoring of the condition of the dam, as
required by FERC.
" FERC personnel inspect the dam annually, and the 2007 inspection did not identify any
adverse trends in the condition of the dam.
In addition, the level of the dam is continuously monitored and is currently approximately 23 feet
below the lake's full pond level due to drought conditions. Under current drought conditions, the
loading that is imposed on the dam is reduced.
The continuing monitoring of the dams provides the licensee the ability to determine dam health.
Given this level of reliability, the conditional core damage probability is low in the 2-year period.
Accident Seauence Progression
Accident sequence progression timelines for the subsequent containment failure and spent fuel
pool damage would be on the order of days. Without mitigating actions, core damage would
occur in approximately 8 to 9 hours following the dam break and containment failure would
occur in about 59 to 68 hours. The spent fuel pools at Oconee are configured to maintain a
minimum of 1 foot of water above the fuel given a loss of all spend fuel pool cooling for a period
of 72 hours. Additional strategies under consideration by the licensee include use of fire trucks
to maintain Spent Fuel Pool levels, controlled venting of the reactor buildings to maintain
integrity, stationing and use of portable pumping equipment to spray the containment structures,
and securing additional equipment for mitigation as directed by the Emergency Response
Organization (ERO). This would give ONS time to implement the site Emergency Action Plan
and evacuate the people in the surrounding vicinity. Furthermore, it is assumed, this additional
time could allow recovery of flooded roadways after flood recession and the potential for
alternate water sources or equipment to mitigate the accident. Duke has committed to augment
its Severe Accident Management Guidelines (SAMGs) by February 2009 to include potential
loss of the SSF due to external floods.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The NRC staff believes that the Jocassee Dam is unlikely to suffer a catastrophic failure through
November 2010 for the following reasons:
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" The initiating event frequency, supported by ongoing FERC and Duke monitoring and
inspection of the dam, is relatively low.
" The initiating event frequency for a random failure is on the order of 1E-4 per year.
" The present level of the Jocassee Lake is about 23 feet below the lake's full pond
level due to the drought conditions. This reduces the loading that is imposed on the
dam.
" Duke has a diverse program of constant surveillance of the performance of the dam
by means of on-site cameras and also offsite monitoring of the observed data from
its headquarters office.
" Duke is performing biweekly inspection and monitoring of the condition of the dam,
as required by FERC.
" FERC personnel inspect the dam annually, and the 2007 inspection did not identify
any adverse trends in the condition of the dam.
" Accident sequence progression timelines to containment breach and/or fuel pool boil off at
Oconee are on the order of days, allowing time to implement onsite mitigating actions and
offsite emergency response actions.
" The staff assumes that recovery of flooded roadways after floodwater recession will
allow for providing an alternate source of water for containment and spent fuel pool
cooling.
" Duke has committed to augmenting its Severe Accident Management Guidelines
(SAMGs) in February 2009 to include potential loss of the SSF due to external flood.
The NRC has concluded that an immediate shutdown of the Oconee units is not warranted
because the Jocassee Dam is not likely to suffer a catastrophic failure through November 2010,
and accident sequence progression timelines are on the order of days. Continued operation
during this time period is not inimical to the public health and safety.
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nilesh Chokshi
Tuesday, March 10, 2009 7:39 PM
Kenneth See
RE: Oconee response to 50.54(f)

Can you forward what you have done so far to Richard and me?
Thanks,
Nilesh

From: Kenneth See
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2009 6:12 PM
To: Nilesh Chokshi; Scott Flanders; Richard Raione
Subject: RE: Oconee response to 50.54(f)
My understanding from our meeting with Scott was to stop work on this issue until NRR decided how they want to
proceed. I am currently on travel. Returning next week.
Ken

From: Nilesh Chokshi
Sent: Monday, March 09, 2009 7:51 PM
To: Scott Flanders; Kenneth See; Richard Raione
Subject: FW: Oconee response to 50.54(f)
I did talk to Melainie this afternoon and indicated that our evaluations would not provide for basis gor plus-minus 50%
range included as an example of parametric variation. Scott - I will call you to discuss some other things we discuss. i
declined to participate in tomorrow's meeting. Melainle wants to have our evaluation transmitted. And, DE/NRR,
although they agree with Jack's version, wants our evaluation also. Ken - what is the status of our write-up?
Nilesh
From: Melanie Galloway
Sent: Monday, March 09, 2009 12:47 PM
To: Nilesh Chokshi; Scott Flanders; Kenneth See; Richard Raione
Subject: FW: Oconee response to 50.54(f)
I just opened the attached. This is the letter that Jack has reworked-it is the first time I have seen the letter in
about 2 weeks. I am not finished reading it yet but have identified at least 2 statements which concern me.
There is a meeting tomorrow with Jack at 7:30 am to discuss the letter.
I would be interested to know your thoughts on the letter before then.
Thanks.
From: Jack Grobe
Sent: Monday, March 09, 2009 11:49 AM
To: Joseph Glitter; Mark Cunningham; Patrick Hiland
Cc: David Skeen; Melanie Galloway; Allen Howe
Subject: Oconee response to 50.54(0

Ifs

Enclosed is is a redraft of the Oconee letter that is closer to what I was thinking. I am not "married" to anything
here, but we need to get to closure. We are scheduled to meet tomorrow at 7:30 to review and finalize this
letter. If you think something today would be helpful, please schedule.it.
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On August 15, 2008, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued a request
pursuant to 10 CFR50.54(f) for information regarding the protection against external
flooding at the Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3 (Oconee) including a
postulated failure of the Jocassee Dam. There were several issues that generated the
staff concern regarding external flooding protection at Oconee:
*

The Safe Shutdown Facility (SSF) contains the only equipment designed to be
available to cool the core, containment and spent fuel pool in the event of a
significant external flood.
" The SSF is protected against external flooding to a height of approximately five
feet. Duke lost the calculations performed in the early 1980s supporting the
adequacy of that flood height protection.
" In 1992, Duke conducted a flood inundation study using a one dimensional code
that may have included conservative assumptions. That study predicted onsite
flood heights ranging from approximately 12 to 16 feet. Duke did not perform
further studies to rectify the disparity between the two inundation studies.
* The Duke IPEEE for the Oconee facility performed in the mid-1 990s indicated
that external flooding was not a significant contributor to core damage at the
facility.
" In late 2007, the NRC staff identified that the dam failure frequency utilized by
Duke in the IPEEE was approximately an order of magnitude non-conservative.
Duke was made aware of this error in their past analyses.
Recognizing the potential significance of this issue and the failure of the licensee to
timely resolve these matters, the staff initiated a backfit analysis and issued the request
for information to formally resolve this issue and reestablish a licensing basis with sound
technical foundation.
NRC and Duke met on August 28, 2008, to discuss the basis for the letter and scope of
the requested information. Duke responded to the request on September 26, 2008.
NRC and Duke met on November 5, 2008, to discuss the response. Further technical
interactions were conducted over the next several months, including teleconferences
and a meeting on December 4, 2008, to understand the details of the response.
Based on your response and these interactions, the NRC remains concerned that Duke
does not have a technically defensible inundation study supporting the protection of
Oconee from offsite flooding. If properly performed, the Duke plans to perform an
inundation study with appropriate sensitivity analyses should result in the necessary
technical basis to support any actions necessary to assure continued safe operation of
Oconee.
The NRC has concluded that there is not an immediate safety concern necessitating
modification, suspension or revocation of the Oconee licenses at this time based on the
following considerations:
*

The estimated frequency of random failure of the Jocassee dam is approximately
1E-4 per dam year.
-
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" The present level of the Jocassee Lake is more than 20 feet below full pond level
reducing the hydrostatic load on the dam and reducing the likelihood of dam
overtopping.
• The results of recent inspections of the Jocassee dam by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission indicate no adverse trends in the condition of the dam.
" Duke performs regular inspection and monitoring of the condition and operation
of the Jocassee Dam.
" The timelines associated with potential core damage, containment breach and/or
fuel damage in the spent fuel pool due to a catastrophic flood onsite allow time to
take mitigating actions.
" The short term actions Duke committed in its letter to improve plant procedures
and increase the flood protection of the SSF.
The September 26, 2008, response indicates that Duke considers a random failure of
the Jocassee dam not credible because of the design, construction and inspection of the
dam. While the NRC staff agrees the likelihood of a random failure may be low, Duke
did not provided an adequate technical basis to exclude it from consideration in the
external flooding analysis. The response further indicates that the 1992 inundation study
predicts a bounding flood height due to a catastrophic failure of the Jocassee dam, but
the study results are not applicable to Oconee since the purpose of the study was to
determine the scope of evacuation plans and not for determining credible flood heights
at Oconee. The 1992 study is the only external flooding analysis of record for the
Oconee site and your response did not include further analyses predicting flood heights
at the Oconee site. Also, the response proposes to perform a risk study of the Jocassee
dam. While a risk study could be of value in focusing and prioritizing modifications,
testing and maintenance activities regarding the dam, a risk study would be of limited
value in establishing a technically sound licensing basis and determining compliance
with your license requirements to protect the facility from external flood hazards.
In your response to the 50.54(f) letter, you committed to perform innundation studies
using the more advanced HEC-RAS model. You also indicate that you would perform
sensitivity studies to further understand the strengths of the new inundation analysis.
The NRC agrees that a study with the more advanced model and a sensitivity analysis
would be beneficial because of the uncertainty involved in predicting dam failure and
resultant flood levels at the Oconee site. Key parameters (breach size, pool level, time
to failure, etc.) should be varied over a sufficient range to provide an understanding of
how changes to those parameters impact the flood height estimates. The parameters
selected and the ranges of those parameters should be justified and should represent a
conservative range of hypothetical conditions. A range of plus or minus 50 percent, for
example, could be considered appropriate, or another range of values could be
considered, if justified.
NRC and Duke management and staff should meet to discuss the results of the studies
and sensitivity analyses, including the basis for the parameters and ranges chosen, at
the earliest opportunity within 60 days of the date of this letter. Should the results of the
HEC-RAS flooding studies indicate that the flood height is greater than current flood
protection levels provided at the site, we request that you also indicate your proposed
plans to protect the site, and the timeframe for completing any corrective actions. If
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physical modifications are necessary to protect the site, the NRC requests that you
provide the plans for these modifications
As noted in the NRC's August 15, 2008, letter, the NRC staff reviewed your UFSAR and
found that it does not include the effects of a Jocassee Dam failure, nor does it include
the flood protection features to mitigate the consequences of such an event. Your
submittal dated September 29, 2008, did not provide additional information on how the
Oconee site is protected from potential natural and random failures of Jocassee Dam. In
accordance with 10 CFR 50.71 (e), your Updated Final Safety Analysis Report is
required to be updated reflecting the information you provide in response to this NRC
request for information.
In order to ensure that we are on a path converging to resolution, we request within 30
days of the date of this letter that you confirm your intent to carry out the requests made
in this letter.
Duke has informed NRC that it has completed the short term actions to create interim
guidance to address mitigation of postulated flood events that render the SSF inoperable
and extend the height of the existing SSF flood walls by 2.5 feet to enhance flood
protection at the SSF. We will evaluate these actions in future inspections and reviews.
If you have any questions on this matter, please contact Senior Project Manager, John
F. Stang, of my staff at 301-415-1345.
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Melanie Galloway
Wednesday, March 11, 2009 8:33 AM
Kenneth See
Nilesh Chokshi; Scott Flanders; Richard Raione
RE: Oconee response to 50.54(f)

Yes, it's still in there and in fact, it has been picked up in the letter as you see. My sense is that it will be very
difficult to convince others that this should be removed.
From: Kenneth See
Sent: Monday, March 09, 2009 7:21 PM
To: Melanie Galloway
Subject: RE: Oconee response to 50.54(f)

The following statement is still used as part of the JCO- "The present level of the Jocassee Lake is
more than 20 feet below full pond level reducing the hydrostatic load on the dam and reducing the
likelihood of dam overtopping."
So we are still counting on mother nature to protect the plant? I would remove this statement.
Ken

From: Melanie Galloway
Sent: Monday, March 09, 2009 12:47 PM
To: Nilesh Chokshi; Scott Flanders; Kenneth See; Richard Raione
Subject: FW: Oconee response to 50.54(f)
I just opened the attached. This is the letter that Jack has reworked--it is the first time I have seen the letter in
about 2 weeks. I am not finished reading it yet but have identified at least 2 statements which concern me.
There is a meeting tomorrow with Jack at 7:30 am to discuss the letter.
I would be interested to know your thoughts on the letter before then.
Thanks.
From: Jack Grobe
Sent: Monday, March 09, 2009 11;49 AM
To: Joseph Glitter; Mark Cunningham; Patrick Hiland

The referenced attachment is located as part
of document 0/51 of this package.

Cc: David Skeen; Melanie Galloway; Allen Howe
Subject: Oconee response to 50.54(f)

Enclosed is is a redraft of the Oconee letter that is closer to what I was thinking. I am not "married" to anything
here, but we need to get to closure. We are scheduled to meet tomorrow at 7:30 to review and finalize this
letter. If you think something today would be helpful, please schedule.it.

I

See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Scott Flanders
Wednesday, April 29, 2009 12:51 PM
Kenneth See; Richard Raione
Nilesh Chokshi
FW: As we move forward on the Oconee flood issue.doc
As we move forward on the Oconee flood issue.doc

See attached, lets discuss next week.
Scott
From: Anne Boland
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2009 10:33 AM
To: Scott Flanders
Cc: Jack Grobe; David Skeen; Gary Holahan
Subject: FW: As we move forward on the Oconee flood issue.doc
Scott - The attached is a revision to what I sent you last Friday. It incorporates additional thoughts on the
interface between NRR and NRO as we move forward on the Oconee issue. As indicated, we are trying to
obtain addition expertise to assist with our review of the Oconee inundation study, which should reduce the
need for NRO support. However, as we move through our decision making, all the inputs that have been
developed to date will be considered. We are in the process of determining our approach to the May 11th
meeting with Duke.
Again, thanks for the discussion last Friday. If you have any additional thoughts, please give me a call and we
can discuss.
Anne T. Boland
Acting Director, Division of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Phone: 301-415-3225
From: Jack Grobe
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2009 4:32 PM
To: Anne Boland
Subject: As we move forward on the Oconee flood issue.doc

oJ5,3

As we move forward on the Oconee onsite flood protection issue, the staff's objective is to
ensure critical plant safety equipment is adequately protected from flood waters associated with
the potential failure of the Jocassee dam. To this end, the staff must assess whether adequate
protection is provided based on the postulated flood height at critical equipment, regardless of
the dam failure mechanism.
The only inundation analysis currently available from the licensee is the early 1990s study
prepared for emergency planning purposes for FERC. This study does not provide sufficient
granularity in onsite flood levels for evaluating building flood resistance for the purposes of
nuclear safety. Therefore, the staff has requested Oconee to conduct an onsite inundation
study, with appropriate sensitivity analyses for critical parameters, specifically intended to
determine potential onsite flood levels. The staff does not intend on using the 1992 inundation
study as the basis for its regulatory decision.
NRR is seeking information from NRO which provides insights into the parameters which should
be considered in a sensitivity analysis for an onsite inundation study following Jocassee Dam
failure and the basis for variability limits for those parameters. Insights gained from reviewing
the early 1990s inundation study could be used to inform the response to NRR's request;
however, NRR is not requesting a review and evaluation of the early 1990s study.
NRR is seeking additional technical support to diminish future impact on NRO staff; however,
NRR may need additional support from NRO staff for the Oconee review. Depending on the
outcome of the inundation study, NRR may also need to evaluate the viability of various dam
failure modes, Should that become necessary, NRR will discuss with NRO management the
availability for additional focused support.
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Consolidated duestions on Dike's Jocassee Dam Breach Report
1. In the last paragraph on page 65 of Section 6, the report states: "Breach times and water
surface elevations are approximations limited by the uncertainties associated with dam
failure flood routing (and) should not be considered absolute numbers due to the variety of
unknowns.' Taking these caveats into consideration, what is the uncertainty associated with
the worst case estimated maximum flood elevations at the ONS yard.
2. Describe the significant differences between your 1992 inundation analysis and the current
2009 analysis that caused the change in the flood elevation at the site.
Jocassee-Questions
3. Describe your basis for selecting the breach parameters (width and time-to-failure). What is
your technical basis for assuming an average of 575 ft. for the dam breach width? Why
didn't you consider a lanqer breach size?
4. Section 3 Table 3, Section 4 Table 8, and the text elsewhere in your report indicates that the
maximum initial Jocassee Reservoir elevation considered was 1108 ft. (MSL), full pond
elevation is 1110 ft. and the crest of the Jocassee Dam is at an elevation of 1125 ft. Why
didn't you consider higher pond levels as part of your study?
5. Section 4, Table 8 shows that, with the exception of Sensitivity Cases 3 and 4, all Breach
Formation Times are 4 hours. Why were shorter breach formation times not considered in
your sensitivity study?
6. Section 3, Table 3 presents two different breaches labeled 1 & 2 for the Jocassee Dam.
Breach 1 shows the bottom breach elevation of 800 feet and a breach time of 4 hours while
breach 2 shows the bottom breach elevation of 919 feet and a breach time of 2 hours. Was
breach 1 used exclusively with the "1992" results and breach 2 with the "1983" results
throughout the study?
7. On pages 87 and 88 of Appendix C, the report indicates that the Jocassee Dam has a crest
length of 1825 feet. The figures on these pages represent breach scenarios for the
Jocassee Dam. These figures appear to show the Jocassee Dam as approximately 5000
foot long instead of the actual length of 1825 foot. How will this affect the results?
Keowee Questions
8. Section 2.1 characterizes the Keowee Dam as having a crest length of 3500 feet. Appendix
B (page 10 of 43) shows the crest length of approximately 1400 feet. This question
assumes that the breach described in Appendix B is centered over the east side of the dam
near the Keowee Powerhouse and the Keowee River tailrace. The entire Keowee Dam has
a crest elevation of 815 feet, including the portion to the extreme west near the circulating
water discharge. This analysis predicts the Keowee Reservoir headwaters crests at
approximately 830 feet (see for example Table 12) and the entire 3500 foot length of the
dam will overtop, not just the portion shown in the figure on page 10 of 43 in Appendix B.
As the west end of the dam overtops, will the flow into the switchyards carry over to the west
side of the turbine and reactors buildings?
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9. On page 12 of Appendix B, it is recommended, "Particular emphasis should be on adding
more definition to the connecting channel (between the Little River and the Keowee arms of
the Keowee Reservoir) including review of constrictions provided by the highway bridge."
Was this recommendation implemented into the final results and if not are there plans to add
more definitions?
10. Figure B-12 from Oconee ISFSI Safety Analysis Report shows a low level area (valley)
between the World of Energy Center and Highway 183. This valley appears to have an
elevation of 820 feet and appears to continue down to the ONS West Yard which has a level
of 796. The HEC-RAS model predicts a Keowee Reservoir elevation of 830 feet on this
portion of the Keowee Reservoir. Will this valley allow flood waters to flow from the Keowee
Reservoir onto the ONS West Yard and inundate the SSF?
ONS Intake Canal Dike Questions
11. In Section 3, table 3, you show the crest elevation of the ONS intake canal dike as 815 ft.
ONS problem identifier PIP 0-96-00298 dated 2/13/1996 Identifies that during a survey the
"Top of Intake Dike was found to be at Elevation 814 near Unit I End of Intake Structure
instead of Elevation 815." ONS maximum yard elevations, timing and breach flows are
based on a dike height of 815. What effect does the one foot difference in dike height have
on the flood height at the SSF?
12. On page 13 of Appendix B, the report recommends: "Additional sensitivity studies should be
performed regarding the sensitivity of HEC-RAS breach discharge (peak flow out of
Jocassee Dam) to the storage curve and piping breach non-linear formation." Was this
recommendation implemented into the final results and if not, are there plans to do
additional studies?
EM 5.3 Questions
13. In Section 5, table 12 shows the time of peak elevation on the headwaters of the Keowee
Dam. In these scenarios the shortest time for peak elevation is 3:40 hours. In all scenarios,
the peak elevation is less than or equal to 4:40 hours. Why does EM 5.3, "Evaluations by
Station Management in the TSC - Beyond Design Basis Mitigation Strategies for Jocassee
Dam Failure" stipulate that site personnel have 5 hours to prepare for these floods?
14. In Section 5, table 13 indicates peak discharge from the ONS intake canal to the Keowee
River of approximately 0.5 million cubic feet per second (mcfs). EM 5.3 requires staging
equipment (e.g. fire hose) in this area before the floodwater arrives onsite, and then using
this equipment after the floodwaters have receded. What will be the impact of a maximum
0.5 mcfs flow on this area and the temporary equipment placed here?
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Mitman
Wednesday, May 20, 2009 11:42 AM
Jeff Circle; Mike Franovich; James Vail; Kenneth See; Goutam Bagchi
FW: FYI - Summary of Commission TA Walkaround - Oconee Flooding Issue

fyi
From: David Skeen
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2009 8:46 AM
To: Eric Leeds; Jim Wiggins; Jack Grobe; Bruce Boger; Victor McCree
Cc: Anne Boland; Patrick Hiland; Melanie Galloway; Mark Cunningham; Joseph Glitter; Allen Howe; Catherine Marco;
Leonard Wert; Leigh Trocine; George Wilson; Meena Khanna
Subject: FYI - Summary of Commission TA Walkaround - Oconee Flooding Issue
All,
Yesterday afternoon, Melanie Galloway and I walked around the 17th &18th floor to give the Commissioner
TAs an update on the Oconee flooding issue, after the staff s meeting with Duke last week. We briefed Tom
Hipschman, Jim Beall, Rick Rasmussen, Bill Orders, and Sam Lee.
We used a topograghical map of the Oconee site to talk them through the recently completed 2009 analysis
that Duke's contractor performed and how it differed from the 1992 study, and explained some of the questions
.the staff asked about the 2009 study during last week's meeting. We also noted that the staff would be
meeting with Duke again in June to discuss Duke's answers to the staffs questions, and the licensee will also
explain its plan and schedule for performing further sensitivity studies on the Jocassee dam at that time. We
explained that representatives from FERC headquarters and its regional office also participated in the meeting
last week. We told them that we had signed an interagency agreement with the Bureau of Reclamation to
provide some external technical support on the flooding issue.
The only pushback came from Jim Beall, who thought that implementation of a new licensing requirement
(inclusion of a random dam failure) should have been a policy issue brought to the Commission before the staff
issued a 50.54(f) letter. He wondered why this wasn't treated as a generic issue, rather than a plant-specific
issue. We explained that the only analysis Duke had for Oconee was the 1992 study that showed a flood
height well above the SSF wall, so we needed to address the question of adequate protection from external
flooding at Oconee. He also thought the NRC should rely on the federal agency responsible for dam safety (in
this case, FERC) to determine the safety of the Jocassee dam, and if FERC determines the dam is safe, that
should be good enough for the NRC.
Melanie or I would be glad to discuss with you further, if you have any questions.
Dave
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Khanna, Meena
Wednesday, October 07, 2009 8:33 PM
Wilson, George; Wescott, Rex; Coleman, Neil; Pichumani, Raman; Urbe, Juan; Orenak,
Michael; Mitman, Jeffrey; James, Lois; Bartley, Jonathan; Raione, Richard; See, Kenneth
Skeen, David; Herbert, Tiana
RE: Upcoming Meetings on Oconee External Flooding Issues

Hi, I received a call from Duke, where they have indicated that they would like to push the technical conference
call to the week of October 12th, so that they can provide us with preliminary results of the 2D analysis.
Therefore, we are cancelling Thursday's (October 8) technical conference call... I'll let you know the new date we are looking at Oct 20 or 21 for the technical conf call with Duke and hoping to get a document from Duke
with their preliminary results sometime next week.
From: Khanna, Meena
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 8:01 PM
To: Wilson, George; Wescott, Rex; Coleman, Neil; Pichumani, Raman; Uribe, Juan; Orenak, Michael; Mitman, Jeffrey;
James, Lois; Bartey, Jonathan; Ralone, Richard; See, Kenneth
Cc: Skeen, David; Herbert, Tiana
Subject: Upcoming Meetings on Oconee External Flooding Issues
Hi, I just wanted to provide you all with an updated status of meetings that we will be conducting in support of
the Oconee External Flooding issue. We will follow-up with meeting schedulers, as soon as we confirm the
dates/times... PIs. note that we have cancelled this week's Safety Review Group and Oversight Group
meetings and will hold them next week, as originally scheduled.
1. Thursday, October 8, 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm (confirmed), location: O-07B4: Conference Call with Duke Technical Discussion on 2D Analysis Parameters (breach sizes and results)
2. Tuesday, October 13, 11:00 am - 11:30 am (confirmed), location: O-12H1: Safety Review Group Meeting
3. Wednesday, October 14, 10:00 am - 10:45 am (tentative), location: O-09E4: Management Call with Duke
4. Thursday, October 15: 9:00 am - 10:00 am (confirmed), location: O-06B6: Oversight Group Meeting
5. October 16 or October 19 (tentative): time and location TBD: Conference Call with Duke - Followup to
technical discussion, as needed, on 2D analysis parameters, etc.
6. Wednesday, October 28, 1:00 pm - 4:00 pm (tentative), location: TBD: Closed meeting with Duke to
discuss results of 2D analysis
PIs note that some of these meetings/calls are tentative and we will finalize and send out schedulers later this
week.
Thanks,
Meena Khanna, Branch Chief
Mechanical and Civil Engineering Branch
Division of Engineering

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(301)415-2150
meena. khanna@nrc.cgov
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MEMORANDUM TO:

-.

John A. Grobe, Deputy Director
for Engineering and Corporate Support
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Bruce A. Boger, Deputy Director
for Reactor Safety Programs
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Victor M. McCree, Deputy Regional Administrator
of Operations
Region II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM:

David Skeen, Acting Director
Division of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Mark A. Cunningham, Director
Division of Risk Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Joseph G. Giutter, Director
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT:

SUPPLEMENT TO TECHNICAL BASIS FOR ALLOWING OCONEE
NUCLEAR STATION TO REMAIN IN OPERATION THROUGH
NOVEMBER 2010

By memorandum dated August 12, 2009 (as provided in the enclosure), the NRC documented a
basis for allowing continued operation of the Oconee Nuclear Station (ONS), which was
discussed with Duke Power in a management meeting on November 5, 2008. As stated at that
meeting, the basis for allowing continued operation of the station through November 2010 was
based on the low level of risk associated with operating the site for 2 years, as supported by
deterministic information regarding current dam conditions and monitoring, and the time
available to perform mitigating actions against containment failure in the event of an external
flooding event.
The staff recently conducted a review of its original decision and has determined that its original
decision is still valid. In addition, based on the new information received from the licensee,
specifically with regards to the projected schedules for the interim compensatory measures
CONTACTS: Antonios Zoulis, NRRIDRA George Wilson, NRR/DE
(301)415-1209
(301)415-1711
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(ICMs) and the flooding inundation Information, the staff is more confident that continued
operation during this time period is not inimical to the public health and safety. It should be
noted, however, that given the circumstances with respect to the consequences of the dam
failure, the staff is pursuing an adequate protection backfit to address the concerns and the
licensee's need to implement a permanent repair at the ONS site.
Provided below is a supplement to the original management decision process, based on the
new information received from the licensee.
As noted in the November 5, 2008 meeting, one of the NRC's bases for allowing continued
operation of the Oconee units was the timelines until containment failure. Subsequent to the
November 5 meeting, the licensee developed Technical Support Center (TSC) guideline,
Engineering Manual E.M. 5.3, "Beyond Design Basis Mitigation Strategies," to utilize a B.5.btype pump and other equipment to take mitigating actions to provide core cooling and spent fuel
pool cooling in the event of a loss of the SSF due to external flooding. The guidelines provide
additional information and strategies on what measures the site may take to address such a
scenario. NRC staff intends to ensure that the licensee's monitoring and surveillance processes
are vigorous and contain reasonable acceptance criteria, by including examination of these
processes in its ICM review, which is currently scheduled for May 2010.
Additional factors, in support of allowing operation until Duke's implementation schedule for a
final repair is in place, are the current apparent health of the dam and the regular monitoring of
its condition, etc., as discussed below:
*

Duke constantly surveils the performance of the dam by means of on-site cameras and
performs offsite monitoring of the observed data from its headquarters office. The Jocassee
Hydroelectric Project is staffed 24 hours per day; and Is monitored by the Hydro Central
operating center in Charlotte, NC, which is also staffed 24 hours per day. Cameras are
used to monitor continuously the staff gauge, which is located on one of the intake
structures in reservoir to indicate reservoir level.

*

Duke performs monthly inspection and monitoring of the condition of the dam, as required
by FERC.

*

FERC personnel inspect the dam annually; the 2007 and the 2008 inspections did not
identify any adverse trends in the condition of the dam. Further, the NRC regularly interacts
with FERC and receives inspection information regarding the Jocassee Dam. The 2009
inspections also showed no adverse trend; health of dam is still good.

" Duke committed to increase the monitoring of the dam, monitoring capability of the dam and
reliability/availability of equipment associated with the dam. The monitoring program
includes inspection and data collection for observation wells, seepage collection weirs,
Parschall Flume, discharge pipes, and vertical/horizontal displacement monument points. In
addition, seismic events are recorded by two strong-motion seismographs that are located
.-.- OFGIAL-ESE-ONLY - SECUI•TTY -RfLATEDGFRMATlN
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around the reservoir. Following a felt seismic event, inspections are performed on all
observation wells and seepage collection points. The combination of inspections,
monitoring, direct and video surveillance, and seismic monitoring provides a means to
provide early detection of possible problems at the site.
*

Duke committed to increase the mitigation capability of the plant by improving dam
operating procedures, by training personnel in emergency exercises associated with a
Jocassee dam failure scenario, by acquiring additional mitigation equipment, and
reevaluating the mitigation guidance with insights from 2D and HEC-RAS analysis.

" Duke committed to obtain and stage a second set of equipment (including a B.5.B - type
pump) for implementation of the external flood mitigation guidance by November 2010.
" Duke indicated that all of the ICMs/interim commitments will remain in place during the
corrective action period or longer, but may be revised, as appropriate, as final corrective
actions are implemented.
*

While the current health of the dam combined with ongoing condition monitoring is sufficient
to support the staff's assessment to allow a slight increased risk until Duke's implementation
schedule is in place, the overall defense-in-depth and adequate safety margins for
protecting ONS are deterministic, pending completion of ongoing flood analysis work.

Given the staffs understanding of the health of the dam; the licensee, FERC, and independent
consultant inspection regimes; ongoing condition monitoring activities; and the conservative risk
assessment approach, the staff remains confident that the estimated conditional core damage
frequency (CDF) is no greater than low 104/yr for the interim period until Duke's implementation
schedule is in place.
In conclusion, the staff has determined that continued operation of the Oconee units, until
Duke's implementation schedule is in place, is acceptable because the Jocassee Dam is not
likely to suffer a catastrophic failure, and even if such an event occurred, the accident sequence
progression timelines to containment failure are on the order of days (60 hours). Given the short
duration to resolve this issue (when Duke's implementation schedule for a final repair is in
place), the staff has concluded, as noted at the November 5 meeting with the licensee, that the
risk of Oconee continued operations is sufficiently low for this time period, as supported by the
deterministic factors of continued condition monitoring and current health of the Jocassee Dam
and timelines until containment failure. In addition, Duke has proposed ICMs until a final repair
is implemented, to mitigate against an external flooding event. The Region 2 staff intends to
ensure that the licensee's monitoring and surveillance processes are vigorous and contain
reasonable acceptance criteria, by including examination of these processes in its ICM review,
which is currently scheduled for May 2010.
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Further, the staffs conclusion, as documented in the August 12, 2009 memo, that short-term
operation of the Oconee units is acceptable, which was based principally on risk consideration,
is still valid. Specifically, the conditional CDF and conditional LERF for the external flooding of
the Oconee units are substantially below the conditional CDF and conditional LERF guidelines
of 10"3/yr and 10"4/year, respectively that are noted in LIC-504.
In evaluating the applicable LIC-504 criteria, the increased risk over the short term when
balanced against the defense in depth and safety margin criteria of LIC-504 over the same
period was deemed acceptable. Therefore, the staff continues to believe that operation during
this time period is not inimical to the public health and safety.
Enclosures:
Memo to B. Boger, V. McCree, and M. Evans, regarding Technical Basis for Allowing
Oconee Nuclear Station to Remain in Operation Through November 2010, dated August 12,
2009 and associated enclosure.
Technical Basis for Allowing Oconee Nuclear Station to Remain in Operation Through
November 2010
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Further, the staff's conclusion, as documented in the August 12, 2009 memo, that short-term
operation of the Oconee units is acceptable, which was based principally on risk consideration,
is still valid. Specifically, the conditional CDF and conditional LERF for the external flooding of
the Oconee units are substantially below the conditional CDF and conditional LERF guidelines
of 103/yr and 104/year, respectively that are noted in LIC-504.
In evaluating the applicable LIC-504 criteria, the increased risk over the short term when
balanced against the defense in depth and safety margin criteria of LIC-504 over the same
period was deemed acceptable. Therefore, the staff continues to believe that operation during
this time period is not inimical to the public health and safety.
Enclosures:
Memo to B. Boger, V. McCree, and M. Evans, regarding Technical Basis for Allowing
Oconee Nuclear Station to Remain in Operation Through November 2010, dated August 12,
2009 and associated enclosure.
Technical Basis for Allowing Oconee Nuclear Station to Remain in Operation Through
November 2010
ADAMS ACCESSION NO.:
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NRR/DRA
MCunningham
3/ /2010
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3/16/2010
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Mitman, Jeffrey
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mitman, Jeffrey
Monday, December 20 2010 2:24 PM
Ferrante, Fernando
FW: Topo map of yard area and surroundings
ONS 3-5-2010 RAIRespAtt-2 site plan. pdf

fyi
From: Khanna, Meena
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2010 12:25 PM
To: Mitman, Jeffrey
Subject: Fw: Topo map of yard area and surroundings

From: Coleman, Neil
To: Wescott, Rex
Cc: Khanna, Meena
Sent: Mon Dec 20 12:18:26 2010
Subject: Topo map of yard area and surroundings
All the best,
Neil
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Khanna, Meena
Tuesday, May 03, 2011 12:31 AM
Stang, John
Wilson, George; Farzam, Farhad; See, Kenneth; Manoly, Kamal; Li, Yong
OUC15R*- Questions Identified Regarding Duke Energy' Letter Dated April 29, 2011

Pis use this version instead.. thanks!

From: Khanna, Meena
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 12:11 AM
To: Stang, John
Cc: Wilson, George; Farzam, Farhad; See, Kenneth; Manoly, Kamal; Li, Yong
Subject:
4
- Questions Identified Regarding Duke Energy' Letter Dated April 29, 2011

John, as requested, here are some preliminary questions that Farhad and Ken have identified, thus far,
regarding Duke's letter, entitled, "Oconee Response to Confirmatory Action Letter 2-10-003," dated April 29,
2011.
George, Kamal,..and Yong, if you identify any other questions, pis send them to John Stang with a cc to myself
and George Wilson..thanks!

1. According to the figure you provided,no wall will be constructed on the North side of the plant.
There appears to be some existing barrierprotectingthe North side of the plant. Are these
Metalith flood barriers?These are for temporary use only (not permanent).Has Duke addressed
these barrierswith NRR?
2. On page 4 of Attachment 2 to this letter, the licensee states that the power block flood wall will be
classified as Class 3 and will only be designed for wind and hydrodynamic loading conditions.
According to the Oconee UFSAR,
"Class 3 structures are those whose failure could inconvenience operation, but which are not essential
to power generation, orderly shutdown or maintenance of the reactor in a safe condition. They include
all structures not included in Classes I and 2."
In addition, Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) is classified as a Class I, seismic category I structure
(UFSAR 3.2.1.1.1 and 9.6.3.1).
a. If the purpose of the new flood wall is to protect the site and/orthe SSF which is a Class I
structure, Class 3 designationof the new flood wall is questionableand not consistent with
the classificationof SSCs being protected. The staff requests that the licensee provide its
justification of its reasoningas to why the new flood wall will be designatedas Class 3.
NOTE: Even if a structure is designated a Class 3, it is required to be designed for appropriate
earthquake loading per the local building code. Therefore, licensee's general criteria that the new flood
wall will only be designed for wind and hydrodynamic loading is deficient regardless of classification.

On a related subject, the licensee also assumes the following:
*

The Jocassee dam failure does not occur concurrent with design basis accidents, design events, or
transient.
" The Jocassee dam failure does not occur concurrent with an earthquake.
These assumptionsshould be compared with the (on-going or completed) evaluationof Oconee
external flood concerns to ensure consistency.
*

SSCs to mitigate a Jocassee dam failure are not required to be QA-1.

b. Similar to inconsistency in classificationof the new flood wall, not applying QA
requirements to the procurement of the material,design, construction of the new flood wall
is also questionable. The staff requests that the licensee provide its justification of its
reasoningas to why it does not plan to apply QA requirements to the procurementof the
material,design, and construction of the new flood wall.
3. Request that the licensee provide details of design criteria for the flood walls.
4. PIs. get the other branches Involved, as necessary (plant systems, etc.)
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Bensi, Michelle
From:
Sent:

Ferrante, Fernando
Thursday, June 23, 2011 2:50 PM

To:

Bensi, Michelle

Subject:

FW: ML 111460063 Duke letter to NRC regarding modifications to site in response to CAL

Shelby,
Per our discussion, FYI only.
Thanks,
Fernando
--- Original Message-From: Mitman, Jeffrey
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 2:05 PM
To: Ferrante, Fernando; Circle, Jeff
Cc: Riggs, Eric
Subject: ML 111460063 Duke letter to NRC regarding modifications to site in response to CAL
Below link is to ADAMS document. It looks like Duke is finally taking flooding seriously as it appears they are
building walls around the north, east and south sides of the power block among other changes.

Jeff
https:lladamsxt.nrc.qov/WorkplaceXT/IBMqetContentVMain* .Library/Power*
Region* .ll/Operatincq* .Reactors/Oconee* .* m50269* q* .270* a* .287* n/Duke* Enerqy*
* .Oconee* q* .Ltr*

11
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.Reactor*

.Correspondence/

.to* .McCree*
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Correia, Richard
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Coe, Doug
Thursday, July 07, 2011 9:34 AM
Correia, Richard; Croteau, Rick
Kauffman, John; Bensi, Michelle
RE: advanced notice: proposed new generic issue

Rick/Rich,
I just word-searched the draft report and the term 'vulnerability' is not used with respect to staff assessment of flooding
issues at Oconee.
However, the draft report references a currently non-public NRC letter to Duke that is noted to express staff "concerns
that Duke has not demonstrated that the Oconee Nuclear Station units will be adequately protected [from a Jocassee
Dam failure]."
Doug
From: Correia, Richard
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 8:26 AM
To: Croteau, Rick
Cc: Kauffman, John; Coe, Doug; Bensi, Michelle
Subject: Re: advanced notice: proposed new generic issue
Rick. We know there are a few referenced reports/documents in the draft report that are OUO/non public and we made
NRR aware that they could be FOlAed once the report is issued. There was a report/letter from 2006(?) that contained
information on Oconee issues that is in ADAMS and publicly available. Let me get more details Rick on the draft report
and look for any language on Oconee. Thx.
Richard Correia, Director
Division of Risk Analysis
RES
Sent from a Blackberry

From: Croteau, Rick
To; Correia, Richard
Sent: Thu Jul 07 07:36:03 2011
Subject: RE: advanced notice: proposed new generic issue
Rich,
I have not seen the documents, but one of my folks indicated it specifically calls out "vulnerabilities" at
Oconee. We would have some heart burn with such wording here in Region II and would suggest something
along the lines of "Oconee is taking action to improve the capability to withstand flooding."
Rick
From: Correia, Richard
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 7:30 AM
To: Roberts, Darrell; McGinty, Tim; Glitter, Joseph; Hiland, Patrick; Ordaz, Vonna; Kinneman, John; Ader, Charles;
Bergman, Thomas; Cheok, Michael; Pruett, Troy; McDermott, Brian; Lorson, Raymond; Miller, Chris; Croteau, Rick;
Munday, Joel; Gody, Tony; Boland, Anne; Reynolds, Steven; West, Steven; Caniano, Roy; Vegel, Anton; Kennedy, Kriss;
Brenner, Eliot; Schmidt, Rebecca; Bailey, Marissa
Cc: Wilson, George; Ruland, William; Coe, Doug; Kauffman, John; Bensi, Michelle; Beasley, Benjamin; Clifford, James;

1/G

Uhle, Jennifer
Subject: RE: advanced notice: proposed new generic Issue
Darrell et al.,
What time frame for completion are you projecting for the "expedited" processing of this GI? Our goal is to
have the RES OD approve the GI by July 12. Is the comm. plan you're referring to specifically tied to the
Oapproval of the recommendation of this TI" projected for 7/12, or the completion of the processing of the GI?
Or are the two terms the same? In this case, approval of the GI completes the process I am referring to (I.e..
they are the same). Once approved we will begin the multi stage activities for the GI including issuing the
comm. plan.
How (if at all) is this being tied to the Task Force Report (also on July 12)? We understand that there will be
action(s ) recommended in the task force report related to NPP flooding. Our goal is to have this particular GI
approved on or about the July 12 Task Force report issue date. We anticipate there will questions asked by
our external stakeholders on what actions have we planned regarding flooding. We want to be able to state we
have in place a GI on NPP flooding.
Just trying to get a feel for when to expect what? Understand and very much appreciate your questions. Our
goal here is to make everyone aware of the proposed GI on NPP flooding since you (all) will likely be getting
calls from stakeholders.

Richard Correia, PE
Director, Division of Risk Analysis
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
US NRC
richard.correia anrc.gov
From: Roberts, Darrell
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 9:57 AM
To: Correia, Richard; McGinty, Tim; Glitter, Joseph; Hiland, Patrick; Ordaz, Vonna; Kinneman, John; Ader, Charles;
Bergman, Thomas; Cheok, Michael; Pruett, Troy; McDermott, Brian; Lorson, Raymond; Miller, Chris; Croteau, Rick;
Munday, Joel; Gody, Tony; Boland, Anne; Reynolds, Steven; West, Steven; Canlano, Roy; Vegel, Anton; Kennedy, Krlss;
Brenner, Eliot; Schmidt, Rebecca; Bailey, Marissa
Cc: Wilson, George; Ruland, William; Coe, Doug; Kauffman, John; Bensi, Michelle; Beasley, Benjamin; Clifford, James
Subject: RE: advanced notice: proposed new generic issue
Rich,
What time frame for completion are you projecting for the "expedited" processing of this GI? Is the comm. plan
you're referring to specifically tied to the "approval of the recommendation of this TI" projected for 7/12, or the
completion of the processing of the GI? Or are the two terms the same?
How (if at all) is this being tied to the Task Force Report (also on July 12)?
Just trying to get a feel for when to expect what?
Thx,
DJR
From: Correia, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 6:59 AM
To: McGinty, Tim; Glitter, Joseph; Hiland, Patrick; Ordaz, Vonna; Kinneman, John; Ader, Charles; Bergman, Thomas;
2

Cheok, Michael; Pruett, Troy; McDermott, Brian; Lorson, Raymond; Miller, Chris; Roberts, Darrell; Croteau, Rick; Munday,
Joel; Gody, Tony; Boland, Anne; Reynolds, Steven; West, Steven; Canlano, Roy; Vegel, Anton; Kennedy, Krlss; Brenner,
Eliot; Schmidt, Rebecca; Bailey, Marissa
Cc: Wilson, George; Ruland, William; Coe, Doug; Kauffman, John; Bensi, Michelle; Beasley, Benjamin
Subject: advanced notice: proposed new generic issue
All,
RES and the other program offices are processing a proposed generic issue (GI) pertaining to the flooding of nuclear
power plant sites following upstream dam failure. We are expediting the processing of the proposed GI largely due to, 1.
the recent events in Japan at the Fukushima Daiichi plant, 2., certain plants in the US that have experienced flooding, 3.
the planned issuance on or about July 12 of the Task Force report (the Task Force chartered to review NRC processes
and regulations following events in Japan). NMSS will monitor activities related to this GI but currently does not plan to
include fuel cycle facilities and ISFSIs as part of the GI. We anticipate the approval of the recommendation for this GI tc
be completed by July 12.
Part of the processing for this GI would be to develop a communication plan that would be used by the program offices,
the regions as well as OPA, OCA and other offices as necessary. Normally RES would send the communication plan to
these offices/regions for review and comment over a 2 week period. However, given the expedited processing of this
particular GI, we plan to forward to your office/region for use and information, the communication plan once the GI is
approved. Should there be comments or changes needed to the communication plan once your office/region has had an
opportunity to review it, RES will make changes and reissue.
Please share this information with other Divisions/organizations within your office/region.
Thanks for your support regarding this issue.
Rich

Richard Correia, PE
Director, Division of Risk Analysis
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
US NRC
richard.correia@nrc.Rov
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Beasley, Benjamin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Beasley, Benjamin
Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:21 PM
Gilles, Nanette
RE: Oconee Dam

Oconee and Keowee dam are at the same site. Oconee does not have emergency diesel generators but uses
the hydroelectric power from Keowee in case of a LOOP., That is part of the problem; ifJocassee (eleven
miles upstream) fails, it will take out Keowee (the backup power supply) and also take out the switchyard and
the SSF.
If we go to Oconee, we will probably also see Keowee. But the dam failure of concern is the failure of
Jocassee. I think it is worth the trip upstream to see Jocassee. I believe that it is a rock filled earthen dam of
substantial size.
Ben
From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 3:10 PM
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Subject: Oconee Dam
Ben - I've been doing some research on the Oconee dam issue and found this article.
http://www.Qreenvilleonline.com/article/2011071 7/NEWS/3071 70015/Documents-reveal-new-focus-nuclearplant-dams
It mentions two different dams, the Jocassee and Keowee dams. Do you know which of these is the dam of
interest that we would want to see?
Nan
Nanette V.Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gillesDnrc.gov
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Gilles, Nanette

10:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sanfilippo, Nathan
Wednesday, January 11, 2012 10:58 AM
Marshall, Michael; Orders, William; Castleman, Patrick; Franovich, Mike; Gilles, Nane-.te
Bowman, Gregory
FYI: Draft IN on Dam Failure
ML1014001090.docx

Provided per discussion at yesterday's TA brief.
Thanks,
Nathan
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS
OFFICE OF FEDERAL AND STATE MATERIALS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
OFFICE OF NEW REACTORS
WASHINGTON, DC 20555-0001

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 2012-XX:

POTENTIALLY NONCONSERVATIVE
SCREENING VALUE FOR DAM FAILURE
FREQUENCY IN PROBABILISTIC RISK
ASSESSMENTS

ADDRESSEES
All holders of an operating license or construction permit for a nuclear power reactor under
Title 10 of the Code of FederalRegulations (10 CFR) Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of
Production and Utilization Facilities."
All holders of or applicants for an early site permit, standard design certification, standard
design approval, manufacturing license, or combined license under 10 CFR Part 52, "Licenses,
Certifications, and Approvals for Nuclear Power Plants."
All holders of and applicants for a fuel cycle facility license under 10 CFR Part 70, "Domestic
Licensing of Special Nuclear Material."
All holders of and applicants for an independent spent fuel storage installation license under
10 CFR Part 72, "Licensing Requirements for the Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel,
High-Level Radioactive Waste, and Reactor-Related Greater Than Class C Waste."
All Agreement State Radiation Control Program Directors and State Liaison Officers.
PURPOSE
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this information notice (IN) to alert
addressees of a potentially nonconservative screening value for dam failure frequency that
originated in 1980's reference documents which may have been referenced by licensees in their
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for external events. Using a nonconservative screening
value for dam failure frequency to evaluate the need for an additional detailed analysis may
result in underestimating the risks to the plant associated with external flooding or loss of heat
sink from the failure of upstream and downstream dams or levees. The NRC expects that
recipients will review the information for applicability to their facilities and consider actions, as
appropriate, to avoid similar problems. Suggestions contained in this IN are not NRC
requirements; therefore, no specific action or written response is required.
ML090510269

IN 2012-XX
Page 2 of 6
BACKGROUND
The NRC staff has identified a potentially nonconservative screening value for dam failure
frequency contained in Nuclear Safety Analysis Center (NSAC) report NSAC-60, "A Probabilistic
Risk Assessment of Oconee Unit 3," issued June 1984. NSAC-60 calculated a value for the
dam failure frequency of the Jocassee Dam, a value referenced by other licensees in their
flooding analyses. The NSAC-60 PRA study determined the failure frequency for the Jocassee
Dam by compiling data for dams with similar attributes. NSAC-60 then performed a Bayesian
analysis using historical dam failures to estimate the annual failure frequency at the time the
analysis was performed (1981) and an associated uncertainty range for dams built within
different time periods: 1900-1981, 1940-1981, and 1960-1981. For these time periods, the
NSAC-60 PRA analysis determined that the median annual failure frequencies for the Jocassee
Dam based on each of these data ranges were 2.3xl0 5 /year, 1.6xlO 5 /year, and 1.4x10 5/year,
respectively, from causes other than earthquakes and overtopping (which NSAC-60 treated
separately).
The NSAC-60 approach estimated the failure frequency for the Jocassee Dam by screening the
available historical data for United States (U.S.) dams at the time of the analysis (1981) and
using only the data deemed applicable to the Jocassee Dam, based on characteristics such as
(1) dam composition, (2) construction completion date, and (3) failure modes. NSAC-60
acknowledged the challenge in collecting sufficient historical information based on the scarcity
of the data applicable to the specific dam characteristics considered, as well as the complexity
of the actual phenomena controlling dam failures and their potential impacts on a nuclear power
plant site.
The NRC subsequently included the NSAC-60 dam failure frequency results in
NUREG/CR-5042, "Evaluation of External Hazards to Nuclear Power Plants in the United
States," which was initially published in 1987. NUREG/CR-5042 reported bounding calculations
with results of "10-8/year or even smaller" for modem well-engineered dams and a range of
values between "104/year and 10-5/year," referring to NSAC-60 in both cases
(NUREG/CR-5042, page 5-8, Agencywide Documents Access and Management System
(ADAMS) Accession No. ML1 11950285). Some licensees referred directly to NSAC-60 as part
of their Individual Plant Examination of External Events submittal in response to Supplement 4
to Generic Letter 88-20, "Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities,"
dated November 23, 1988. In other cases, licensees may have indirectly used NSAC-60 via
references such as NUREG/CR-5042.
Bounding values for dam failure frequency, such as those mentioned in NUREG/CR-5042 were
not the result of a dam-specific analysis but instead utilized a generic dam failure database to
determine a bounding generic estimate of dam failure frequency. The information used to
determine the generic estimate can be a starting point to estimate bounding values of dam
failure frequency for another dam by adjusting for dam-specific differences involving design,
operation, and potential failure mechanisms. For example, including historical dam failure
events that failed in a manner that could not occur at the dam being analyzed would increase
the estimated dam failure frequency. Also, consideration of site-specific characteristics such as
meteorology and hydrology may either increase or decrease the likelihood of a dam failure with
respect to a generic estimate.
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DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUMSTANCES
After reviewing the dam failure frequency estimates in NSAC-60, the NRC staff noted that many
assumptions in the dam failure rate estimation approach used in NSAC-60 are strongly
dependent on the completeness and accuracy of the dam data used and on the criteria for
including or excluding certain failure events and operational years deemed to be applicable to
characteristics specific to the dam considered in NSAC-60 (i.e., type, height, construction year,
and years of operation). The NRC staff also noted that NSAC-60 did not consider hazards in an
integrated manner and instead considered several hazard categories separately, leading to
certain hazard categories being completely excluded from the calculation of dam failure
frequency. In particular, the dam failure frequency derived in NSAC-60 was representative of
failure modes resulting from causes other than hydrologic (e.g., severe precipitation) and
seismic events, which NSAC-60 considered in separate analyses. The NSAC-60 method
considered severe precipitation events to be negligible contributors to downstream impacts and
screened them out from further consideration, although these types of events are responsible
for the majority of the dam failures recorded in historical data. Additionally, failure modes
associated with nonhydrologic, nonseismic phenomena (e.g., internal erosion/degradation) were
screened out because they were deemed not applicable based on site-specific design
considerations made in NSAC-60. Based on the NRC staffs assessment, screening failure
modes from the historical data and special treatment of failure modes may require additional
detailed analyses beyond the consideration of the specific dam design features in order to
establish sufficient technical bases. Additionally, the NRC staff believes that excluding credible
hazard categories such as hydrologic events without an integrated assessment could lead to an
underestimation of the true dam failure frequency.
To assess the impact of the NSAC-60 screening assumptions, the NRC staff reviewed currently
available databases for U.S. dams. In order to determine generic dam failure frequencies, the
NRC staff used the databases to find (1) the number of historical failures of dams of a particular
characteristic, such as dam type, and (2) the total number of years of operation for dams of the
same characteristic. The NRC staff reviewed databases of historical dam failure events,
primarily the National Performance of Dams Program by Stanford University,
http:Hlnpdp.stanford.edu, and a database of the existing U.S. dam population, the National
Inventory of Dams maintained by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE),
http://nid.usace.army.mil 1 . While these databases contain valuable information and are more
complete and accurate than information available when NSAC-60 was prepared, the NRC staff
still found challenges in using the databases to justify with sufficient technical basis a very low
value of dam failure frequency using only historical data. The databases were not created for
the specific purpose of performing dam failure frequency calculations and were not designed to
be fully consistent with each other. Notwithstanding, these databases are still the primary
source of information on existing dams and events. The discussion contained in this IN does
not intend to express judgment on the quality of the efforts to develop these databases; instead,
it highlights the challenges in the input and categorization of data for such a wide population that
potential users also need to take into account when deriving estimates for low-probability

)

Although the USACE Web site states, "Non-government users are no longer able to directly download
any data from this site," nongovernment users can request access to the data by contacting the USACE
staff member specified on this Web site.
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events. For example, the NRC staff found that, for historical dam failure events, there is, as
indicated by NSAC-60, an inherent challenge in the completeness of failure event accounts
(e.g., construction year of failed dam and failure mode) and the consistency of definitions used
on both failed and operating dams (e.g., dam types). In particular, eliminating selected failure
modes from consideration without sufficient technical basis while retaining the population
contribution for total number of years can produce an artificially low dam failure frequency.
To understand the impact of these data challenges, the NRC staff analyzed the ranges of
generic dam failure frequency estimates that can be derived from these databases. The NRC
staff also reviewed (1) the literature on previously published dam failure rates based on
historical evidence for the U.S. and the international population of dams, and (2) available
information on the latest dam risk assessment methodologies, including the following
publications, which can be obtained from the U.S. Department of the Interior's Bureau of
Reclamation (USBR) (http://www.usbr.qov): "Comparison of Failure Modes from Risk
Assessment and Historical Data from Bureau of Reclamation Dams," revised in 1998; and "Dam
Safety Risk Analysis Best Practices Training Manual," Version 2.1, issued in 2010.
Although historical dam failure information can provide useful qualitative insights on the general
performance and failure modes for certain dam types, its applicability to site-specific dams has
to be assessed to establish sufficient technical bases. This is due to the variability in sitespecific characteristics (i.e., hydrologic, geologic, and operational) and the potential
contributions of site-specific failure modes not covered by databases. The range of estimates
presented in NSAC-60 (i.e., between 2.3x10-5 /year and 1.4x10 4 /year) is below the range of
estimates found in the available literature for generic dam failure rate estimates. Additionally,
frequency extrapolations of severe weather phenomena with insufficient basis may not be fully
justified depending on the quality and quantity of the supporting information beyond certain
values (e.g., see DSO-04-08, "Hydrologic Hazard Curve Estimating Procedures," issued
June 2004 by USBR).
DISCUSSION
Both NSAC-60 and NUREG/CR-5042 reference dam failure rate estimates in the context of
external flooding analyses incorporating a dam failure. However, recent NRC reviews
determined that the generic failure frequency estimate used in NSAC-60 combined generic
information with site-specific screening criteria that produced median values lower than those
available in published literature on latest dam risk assessment methodologies and NRC staffs
assessments. Consideration of data sources currently available also indicates that (1) such
significantly lower values may not be justified by historical data alone, and (2) applying the
NSAC-60 estimate to other dams with different characteristics may be inappropriate. Reasons
for this include the fact that generic failure frequency values may not account for site-specific
features and can be highly dependent on the completeness and applicability of available
information to site-specific dams, which may counteract conservative assumptions in the use of
data. Hence, both NSAC-60 and NUREG/CR-5042 provide an insufficient basis for estimating
site-specific dam failure frequency. NRC staff intends to evaluate the need to modify
NUREG/CR-5042 based on the items discussed in this generic communication.

)
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These considerations indicate that data available in these databases are useful in identifying
failure mechanisms and performance insights as well as approximate generic dam failure rate
estimates, but may not provide sufficient basis for site-specific estimates or to screen out the
contribution of external flooding sources or loss of ultimate heat sink to the overall plant risk.
Generic failure rate estimates encompass all documented dam failures, irrespective of their
potential impacts on a downstream site. By including a large population of dams with a wide
variety of features, the resulting failure frequency may or may not be appropriate for any one
specific dam or nuclear power plant site. Although there is no specific regulatory requirement to
do so, addressees may evaluate their current or planned site-specific estimate of dam failure
frequency in light of the information contained in the IN and address any resulting implications
on their external event PRA. Based on the information discussed above, NRC staff has initiated
an internal review under the Generic Issues Program, managed by the NRC Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research, to consider this issue in a generic sense (ADAMS Accession No.
ML102210339).
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CONTACT
This IN requires no specific action or written response. Please direct any questions about this
matter to the technical contacts listed below.

Douglas W. Weaver, Acting Director
Division of Spent Fuel Storage
and Transportation
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards

Timothy J. McGinty, Director
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Laura A. Dudes, Director
Division of Construction Inspection
and Operational Programs
Office of New Reactors

John D. Kinneman, Director
Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards

Larry W. Camper, Director
Division of Waste Management
Office of Federal and State Materials
and Environmental Management Programs
Technical Contacts:

Fernando Ferrante, NRR/DRA
301-415-8385
E-mail: Fernando.Ferrante•.nrc.aov

Jeffrey Mitman, NRR(DRA
301-415-2843
E-mail: Jeffrey.Mitman(&nrc..ov

Note: NRC generic communications may be found on the NRC public Web site,
http://www.nrc.gov, under NRC Library.
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Beasley, Benjamin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wilson, George
Wednesday,. February 22, 2012 3:15 PM
Stang, John; Salgado, Nancy; Beasley, Benjamin
RE:

I will need to set up a call with DUKE. We were wanting comments on the portions that were sensitive not
suggested rewrites or clarifications several of the recommended words stating clarifying or inaccurate were not
accepted meet the intent of the staff and this was not the intent for Duke's review.
Comment 1 not accepted; 2 not accepted; 3 getting back with DHS; 4 not accepted; 5 not accepted, 6 not
accepted; 7 accepted; 8 accepted; 9 not accepted lAW style guide: 10 not accepted lAW style guide; 11
accepted; 12 not accepted; 13 not accepted; 14 accepted; 15 accepted; 16 not accepted but info will be
redacted due to source; 17 getting back with DHS; 18 unaccepted;. 19 unaccepted; 20 unaccepted; 21 no!
accepted lAW style guide: 22 not accepted; 23 part accepted part not accepted JAW style guide; 24 pal
accepted part back with DHS; 25 accepted; 26 unaccepted but took away Jocassee Dam: 27 una',ccepteC

From: Stang, John
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2012 2:17 PM
To: Wilson, George
Cc: Salgado, Nancy
Subject:
George could you please give so feedback on your meeting with Research concenring GI-204. Do you need
me to do anything? Please let me know.
John Stang
301-415-1345

OI)o

See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thompson, Jenise
Tuesday, June 26, 2012 3:08 PM
Cook, Christopher; Miller, Ed; See, Kenneth
Caverly, Jill
RE: CALs for WBN, SQN, and Oconee

I do not have these CALs but will post them to Sharepoint whenever I do get a copy.
Jenise
From: Cook, Christopher
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 12:50 PM
To: Miller, Ed; See, Kenneth; Thompson, Jenise
Cc: Caverly, Jill
Subject: CALs for WBN, SQN, and Oconee
At today's SC meeting, Eric Leads mentioned 3 CALs pertaining to flooding. All 3 CALs request the liceisee to
update their CLB, if necessary. Do you have copies of these 3 CALs that you can send around for awareness?
Thanks,

Chris
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See, Kenneth
From:

Mitman, Jeffrey

Sent:

Wednesday, June 27. 2012 12:34 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pohida, Marie: See, Kenneth
Bensi, Michelle; Mrowca, Lynn; Ferrante, Fernando; Weerakkody, Sunil
RE: Hazard Follow-up for Dams and Tanks.pptx

Ken, I strongly agree with Marie's conclusion. I have two points of clarification.
First, NRR's own data analysis indicates strong agreement with USBR's numerical analysis. We have
published those results at PSAM this year and PSA last year.
Second, because the dam failure rate from generic data analysis does not support screening, I believe that a
licensee could perform dam specific analysis and if that dam specific analysis indicated a sufficiently low value
the licensee could screen on using dam specific analysis. However, I believe that any analysis indicatiig a
failure rate of 1E-6 or lower is highly suspect. To illustrate my point: Would the NRC license a new reactor 5
miles down stream of the very well built Hoover Dam? I think not. The Hoover is much better built than the
dams "upstream" of Oconee, Ft. Calhoun of STP.
So I am in full agreement with Marie's conclusion through a slightly different path. A plant should eithe- be
high enough to remain dry given a dam failure or should be designed to deal with the water on the site if the
dam fails.
In conclusion, I believe the regulations allow for screening, but that a licensee will have a tough and probably
impossible task of obtaining a defendable dam failure rate low enough to meet those screening requirements
Jeff Mitman
From: Pohida, Marie
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 10:58 AM
To: See, Kenneth
Cc: Bensi, Michelle; Mitman, Jeffrey; Mrowca, Lynn

Subject: RE: Hazard Followup for Dams and Tanks.pptx
Good Morning Ken,
I understand that external events can be screened if their frequency is less than 1E-7 per calendar year.
However, based the attached slide from the USBR, dam failures cannot be excluded since their failure
frequency is too high to be screened. I presented the attached slide to the ACRS during the STP COLA
reviews on Chapter 19 pertaining to breach of the MCR. STP came up with a low dam failure frequency (1E6) that was technically un-justifiable for many reasons. These reasons were presented to the ACRS. As a
result, STP's "risk assessment" of MCR breach was removed from the DCD and all flood doors must be
closed.
Jeff Mitman and I strongly agree that failure frequency cannot be used to screen dam failures.
Thank you.
Marie
From: See, Kenneth
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 10:44 AM
To: Pohida, Marie
Subject: RE: Hazard Followup for Dams and Tanks.pptx
2

Marie,
Management believes that our current regs allow for a probability based argument that would exclude dam
failure.
Shelby has told me that some of the PRA staff have concerns about using PRA ( similar to those used by the
USBR) to exclude dam failure. Is this true?
Ken
From: Pohida, Marie
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 9:09 AM
To: See, Kenneth
Subject: RE: Hazard Followup for Dams and Tanks.pptx
Good Morning Ken,
I regret missing the meeting yesterday; I was out of the office. I reviewed your slides. Is there still staff
consensus that dam failures cannot be excluded from analysis? Did I miss anything important?
Thank you
Marie
From: See, Kenneth
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2012 5:34 PM
To: NTTF Rec 2.1 Flooding
Subject: Hazard Followup for Dams and Tanks.pptx
Ed,
Made a last minute change to two of the slides. Use these slides, not the previous ones.
Sorry for the confusion.
Ken
Kenneth R.See, P.E.
Senior Hydrologist
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Division of Site and Environmental Analysis.
Hydrology and Meterology Branch
(301)415-1508
kenneth.see @nrc.gov
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

Chokshi, Nilesh
Tuesday, July 03, 2012 7:46 AM
Cook, Christopher; Caverly, Jill; See, Kenneth
Flanders, Scott
FW: Oconee flood analysis and the Fukushima 50.54(f) letter
2012-06-14 Duke response to flooding RAIs 9Y1 ML12167A372.pdf
IThis attachment is publicly available as ML12167A372.

High

Let's discuss our views before the meeting.
From: Boska, John
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2012 5:29 PM
To: Chokshi, Nilesh
Cc: Hiland, Patrick; Salgado, Nancy; Murphy, Martin
Subject: Oconee flood analysis and the Fukushima 50.54(f) letter
Nilesh, I have been working with Pat Hiland and Marty Murphy to determine a path forward on the Oconee
flood protection. Attached is a letter we received from the licensee on 6/14112, in response to an RAI letter we
sent them. In this letter they answer the RAIs and pose two questions to the NRC, related to how the
confirmatory action letter will be treated now that there is a Fukushima 50.54(f) letter on flooding. In a meeting
today with Pat, Marty, and others, the NRR staff proposed to tell the licensee that they should reference the
NRC safety evaluation (ML110280153) on their inundation study, and describe any "gaps" due to the
evaluation techniques proposed in the 50.54(f) letter. Then they could tell us if the gaps were significant
enough to warrant a new inundation study, or if the existing study was acceptable.
NRR has proposed a meeting with NRO on 7/9/12 at 1ppm to further discuss this. You and Chris Cook were
sent Outlook schedulers. Pat Hiland has requested, that if feasible, please discuss at the meeting what you
think could be "gaps" from the Oconee inundation study and the NRC SE, compared to what the Fukushima
50.54(f) letter requests from the licensees. Thanks.
John Boska
Oconee Project Manager, NRR/DORL
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-2901
email: iohn.boskanrc..iov

I

See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Miller, Ed
Tuesday, July 10, 2012 7:58 AM
Chokshi, Nilesh; Cook, Christopher; Flanders, Scott; See, Kenneth
RE: Talking points on Oconee 50.54(f) questions

Thanks. I'll get these cleaned up and over to Boska this morning.
From: Chokshi, Nilesh
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 7:48 AM
To: Cook, Christopher; Miller, Ed; Flanders, Scott; See, Kenneth
Subject: RE: Talking points on Oconee 50.54(f) questions
Following changes:
Under Q2
Remove 4t' bullet. A licensee can use planned measures in its integrated assessment. I would delete the third
bullet also, this will create unnecessary uncertainty.
Nilesh
From: Cook, Christopher
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 6:43 PM
To: Miller, Ed; Chokshi, Nilesh; Flanders, Scott; See, Kenneth
Subject: RE: Talking points on Oconee 50.54(f) questions
Ed,
Thanks for pulling these together. The red text is fine. My suggested changes are highlighted. I propose
removing the sub-bullets under Q1, and just adding a reference to the R2.1 Appendix that describes each
mechanism. If DORL would like a gap analysis, we can print out copies of that appendix for them.
Chris
From: Miller, Ed
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 3:20 PM
To: Chokshi, Nilesh; Flanders, Scott; Cook, Christopher; See, Kenneth
Subject: Talking points on Oconee 50.54(r) questions
Here are the talking points for Oconee's questions on the 50.54(f) letter. I'd call special attention to the last two
in red as I think that's what I heard from the discussion, but am not as sure.
QI:

Will the January 28, 2011, Safety Evaluation satisfy the requirements of the 10 CFR 50.54(f),
"Recommendation 2.1: Flooding," as the Hazard Reevaluation Report for the site with no further
flooding evaluations required?

Talking points:
* Point of clarification: It's likely the licensee meant the evaluation approved by the NRC SE, not the SE
itself
* The analysis requested by the 50.54(f) letter was broader than upstream dam failure, so just
resubmitting this analysis would not satisfy the scope eetieN.-of the letter. See the section titled "F ood
Causing Mechanisms" in Attachment 1 to Recommendation 2.1 of the 50.54(f) letter for a list of all
hazard mechanisms to consider.

* The licensee can certainly discuss, as appropriate, the upstream dam failure utilize-the analysis
have-ene as part of the response to the 50.54(f) letter. In fact, Attachment 1 to Recommendation 2.1
states under "3. Dam Breaches and Failures. that."Recent analyses completed by State and Federal
agencies with, appropriate jurisdiction for dams within the watershed may be used."
eif this darn failura does envolopo all other floods, the liconopo WOUld need to justify this

e
Q2:

Lirosoose would alco need to evaluate oncite maiu

prcpitation

Ifthe January 28, 2011, Safety Evaluation does not satisfy [the 50.54(f) letter] as the Hazard
Reevaluation Report for the site, will the June 22, 2010 Confirmatory Action Letter be closed by the
NRC to the [50.54(f) letter].

Talking points:
" The CAL is not affected by the issuance of the 50.54(f) letter
" Duke should continue to implement the CAL
" If another flood mechanism is shown to produce a more severe flood prior to completion of the CAL,
Duke should engage with the NRC to determine the appropriate course of action
" The NRC expects the integrated assessment to assume the availability of only those items that are
actually available and not those that are planned for later installation
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Chokshi, Nilesh
Tuesday, July 10, 2012 10:22 AM
Miller, Ed; Boska, John
Cook, Christopher; Caverly, Jill; Flanders, Scott; See, Kenneth
RE: Talking points on Oconee 50.54(f) questions

The third and fourth bullet should be revised to say local intense precipitation and not PMP.
From: Miller, Ed
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 10:19 AM
To: Boska, John
Cc: Cook, Christopher; Caverly, Jill; Flanders, Scott; See, Kenneth; Chokshi, Nilesh
Subject: RE: Talking points on Oconee 50.54(f) questions
John,
Here are the talking points for Oconee's questions on the 50.54(f) letter.
Qi:

Will the January 28, 2011, Safety Evaluation satisfy the requirements of the 10 CFR 50.54(f),
"Recommendation 2.1: Flooding," as the Hazard Reevaluation Report for the site with no further
flooding evaluations required?

Talking points:
" Point of clarification: It's likely the licensee meant the evaluation approved by the NRC SE, not the SE
itself
" The analysis requested by the 50.54(f) letter was broader than upstream dam failure, so resubmitting
this analysis would not satisfy the scope of the letter. See the section titled "Flood Causing
Mechanisms" in Attachment 1 to Recommendation 2.1 of the 50.54(f) letter for a list of all hazard
mechanisms to consider.
" The licensee can certainly discuss, as appropriate, the upstream dam failure analysis as part of the
response to the 50.54(f) letter.
" For the 2.1 Hazard Reevaluation Report, the licensee would also need to evaluate other flooding
mechanisms such as probable maximum precipitation (PMP)
o The licensee should be aware that some planned actions such as building a wall may protect
from one flood (e.g., dam failure) but exacerbate another (e.g., PMP).
Q2:

If the January 28, 2011, Safety Evaluation does not satisfy [the 50.54(f) letter] as the Hazard
Reevaluation Report for the site, will the June 22, 2010 Confirmatory Action Letter be closed by the
NRC to the [50.54(f) letter].

Talking points:
" The CAL is not affected by the issuance of the 50.54(f) letter
* Duke should continue to implement the CAL

3.

See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cook, Christopher
Wednesday, July 11, 2012 11:18 AM
See, Kenneth
RE: Oconee flooding licensing basis and Fukushima 50.54(f)

----Original Appointment----From: Boska, John
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2012 4:05 PM
To: Boska, John; Hiland, Patrick; Murphy, Martin; Chokshi, Nilesh; Cook, Christopher; Salgado, Nancy; Cheok, Michael;
Skeen, David; DECalendar Resource
Cc: Howe, Allen; Evans, Michele; Caverly, Jill; Coffin, Stephanie
Subject: Oconee flooding licensing basis and Fukushima 50.54(f)
When: Monday, July 09, 2012 1:00 PM-2:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern TIoe (US & Canada).
Where: HQ-OWFN-09B02-12p

When: Monday, July 09, 2012 1:00 PM-2:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: HQ-OWFN-09B02-12p
Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

Resent on 7/9/12 as a reminder of the meeting today.
The purpose of this meeting is to discuss the path forward for the Oconee flooding licensing basis and the
confirmatory action letter. The CAL was issued on 6/22/10, ML101730329. Oconee has taken numerous
actions based on the CAL, including performing new inundation studies. The NRC accepted the inundation
study by a safety evaluation dated 1128/11, ML1 10280153. Oconee has started on the design of a flood wall,
but the Fukushima 50.54(f) letter (ML12053A340) led them to question what would be acceptable to the NRC.
By letter dated 6/14/12, ML12167A372, they described the design standards for the flood walls and asked the
NRC:
(1) Will the 1/28/11 SE satisfy the requirements of R2.1 for the Hazard Reevaluation Report? And
(2) If not, will the CAL be closed and the issues followed using the Fukushima process?
We will discuss these questions at this meeting and hope to answer them.
John Boska
Oconee Project Manager, NRR/DORL
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-2901
email: iohn.boska(,nrc.Qov

See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cook, Christopher
Thursday, August 23, 2012 10:57 AM
Karwoski, Kenneth; Murphy, Martin
Uribe, Juan; See, Kenneth
RE: Dam Failures - Sunny Day Failure

Marty and Ken K,
This meeting was organized by Ken S. My understanding is that this meeting is to discuss your valid points
below. The goal is to openly discuss how the NRC/R2.1 team should approach these dam failures and the
associated hazard reevaluations. As you likely know, NEI is producing a White Paper on how to assess dam
failures, and it includes the sunny-day failure mode. The document does not discuss Oconee, and does not
provide examples. If we agree Oconee is the best/only precedent, we need to develop strawman text to
propose at our next public meeting (Sept 12 & 13) for insertion into NEI's doucment.
What I was hoping to get out of this meeting is:
* Who are the best POCs for sunny-day failures in the future?
* Who are the experts on the NRR precedent for sunny-day failure (is Oconee the only case, or just the
most recent?)?
" Who are the experts on other failure mechanism (i.e., overtopping failure, seismic failure) and the
breach mechanisms associated with these modes?
* Strategy for changes to NEI's paper and prep for Sept 12&13 meeting.
As the meeting organizer, Ken S may have other points he wanted to explore. If we can't meet today, can we
find another time to meet and discuss? Thanks,
Chris
From: Murphy, Martin
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 10:11 AM
To: Cook, Christopher
Cc: Uribe, Juan; Karwoski, Kenneth
Subject: RE: Dam Failures - Sunny Day Failure
Hi Chris.
I would second Ken's points since activities at Oconee still are tied to an existing CAL. As such, any
alternative directions from what was established for Oconee should have an associated detailed basis.
Thanks, Marty
From: Karwoski, Kenneth
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 10:05 AM
To: Cook, Christopher
Cc: Murphy, Martin; Uribe, Juan
Subject, Dam Failures - Sunny Day Failure
Chris,
Unfortunately, I will most likely not be able to make the meeting this afternoon on dam failures with an
emphasis on the Sunny Day Failures. The meeting "notice" indicates that it is an open dialog on dam failures.
Presumably, it is a discussion to discuss review guidance.

10

As you know, we approved the dam failure scenario for Oconee. I think we should try to stick with that
precedent. If we are deviating from what was assumed during the Oconee review, we (NRR) would need to
understand the reason for these differences and the implications.
Let me know ifyou would like to discuss.
Thanks,
Ken
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Mr. Preston Gillespie
Site Vice President
Oconee Nuclear Station
Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC
7800 Rochester Highway
Seneca, SC 29672
SUBJECT:

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1, 2, AND 3 - MODIFICATIONS TO
ADDRESS EXTERNAL FLOODING HAZARDS (TAC NOS. ME7970, ME7971,
AND ME7972)

Dear Mr. Gillespie:
By letter dated June 22, 2010, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued a
confirmatory action letter (CAL) to Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC (Duke, the licensee), associated
with the mitigation of external flooding hazards at the Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3
(ONS) site, resulting from a postulated failure of the Jocassee Dam. By letters dated June 24,
August 2, and November 29, 2010, you provided initial responses to the CAL. Following
additional meetings and correspondence, the NRC transmitted a request for additional
information (RAI) dated May 15, 2012, on your responses to the CAL. These RAIs requested you
to provide (1) the codes and standards to be used in the design of new flood walls proposed to
protect ONS and (2) the seismic design criteria contained in these codes and standards.
By letter dated June 14, 2012, you provided the requested information to the NRC.. The NRC staff
has reviewed your RAI responses in Attachment 1 to your June 14, 2012, submittal, including the
supporting information in Attachment 2 to the submittal. The RAI responses included information
regarding the codes and standards which you propose to use in the design and construction of the
structures related to the ONS external flood mitigation strategy, as applicable. The RAI
responses include a detailed description of the seismic design criteria specified by the identified
coies and standards. Your RAI responses note that the design and construction of these
structures and supports will be performed in accordance with codes and standards accepted by
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), which includes standards from the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, among others. The NRC
staff notes that the Jocassee and Keowee Dams, which are key components in the analysis of
flooding hazards at the ONS site, are licensed and regulated by FERC.
The NRC staff has previously recognized the jurisdictional boundaries of FERC and ACE in the
area of dam safety. Notably, the NRC staffs resolution of License Renewal Issue No. 98-0100,
"Crediting FERC-Required Inspection and Maintenance Programs for Dam Aging Management,"
concluded that the use of FERC and ACE programs for aging management of dams under the
jurisdiction of these bodies provided an acceptable means to satisfy the requirements of the
license renewal rule. NRC Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.127, "Inspection of Water-Control Structures
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Associated with Nuclear Power Plants," which references a number of ACE standards for
inspections and associated evaluations of water-control structures, arrives at a similar conclusion.
The NRC staff's position is that the expertise in water control structure safety, including
construction, maintenance, inspection and regulation, lies with FERC and ACE. The NRC staff
also references the use of a number of ACE Engineering Manuals (EM) in the design and
construction of water-control structures at uranium recovery facilities and fuel cycle facilities in
NRC RG 3.11, "Design, Construction, and Inspection of Embankment Retention Systems at
Uranium Recovery Facilities," and RG 3.13, "Design, Construction, and Inspection of
Embankment Retention Systems at Fuel Cycle Facilities."
As such, the NRC staff finds it acceptable that the structures you proposed to mitigate external
floods will be designed and constructed in accordance with FERC-accepted codes and standards.
The NRC staff also notes that a review of the codes and standards related to the structural design
of the aforementioned structures indicates that these codes and standards provide an adequate
means to ensure that these structures are designed to withstand seismic loads consistent with
FERC requirements. The NRC staff acknowledges that the peak ground accelerations evaluated
using the FERC-accepted standards may not be the same as those used in evaluating seismic
Class 1 structures at Oconee using the maximum hypothetical earthquake peak ground
accelerations as identified in the Oconee licensing basis. However, the structures you proposed
are to protect the ONS site against a 'sunny day' failure of the Jocassee Dam. Therefore, the
NRC staff finds that the use of FERC-accepted codes and standards are appropriate for
protection against flooding from this mode of Jocassee Dam failure.
In your June 14, 2012 letter, you identified the need to ensure actions you have taken and actions
you plan to take in response to external flooding hazards are consistent with the NRC's request
for information (RFI) related to flooding that stemmed from the Fukushima event. The NRC
issued this RFI on March 12, 2012, under Title 10 of the Federal Code of Regulations (10 CFR),
Section 50.54(f). You asked ifthe NRC's January 28, 2011, Safety Evaluation (SE) on the
Oconee inundation study satisfies the requirements in the RFI for Recommendation 2.1: Flooding,
as the Hazard Reevaluation Report for the site. If your review of Recommendation 2.1 using the
standards of the RFI indicate that the Jocassee Dam will not fail due to overtopping or seismic
failure modes, and the NRC staff review supports this determination, then the NRC will accept the
January 28, 2011, SE as defining the bounding flood at the Oconee site due to dam failure.
The NRC intends to maintain the CAL dated June 22, 2010, active until it can be superseded by
regulatory action related to the Fukushima responses. The NRC staff notes that our acceptance
in this letter of the FERC standards initiates the timeline to have your flood modifications installed
in 30 months plus the regulatory review period, which was committed to in your letter dated
October 17, 2011. However, the NRC staff realizes you are engaged in the additional task of
submitting the flooding hazard evaluation report required by the RFI letter by March 12, 2013.
Accordingly, the NRC staff will accept initiation of the timeline when you submit the flooding
hazard evaluation report, provided you submit the new design to the NRC at the same time you
submit it to FERC. Such a schedule would shorten that timeframe by three months, leading to
completion of the plant modifications by approximately June 2016, assuming a 12 month
regulatory review period. You should advise us if you prefer to initiate the timeline now or
following the submission of the flooding hazard evaluation report. Be advised that the NRC staff
is committed to having licensees implement the plant modifications brought about by the
Fukushima initiatives by 2016, except for extraordinary circumstances. Considering the ongoing
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interactions the NRC staff has had with Duke on this subject, it is unlikely that the NRC staff will
consider any further extensions for Oconee.
If you have any questions, please call John Boska at 301-415-2901.
Sincerely,

Michele G. Evans, Director
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287
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interactions the NRC staff has had with Duke on this subject, it is unlikely that the NRC staff will
consider any further extensions for Oconee.
If you have any questions, please call John Boska at 301-415-2901.
Sincerely,

Michele G. Evans, Director
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287
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Bensi, Michelle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Perkins, Richard
Monday, September 17, 2012 9:44 AM
Bensi, Michelle
FW: Flood Threat To Nuclear Plants Covered Up By Regulators, NRC Whistleblower Claims.
- FYI

Good Morning Shelby,
I'm sure you've seen this, but... FYI
Richard
From: King, Mark
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 7:58 AM
To: NRRDIRS_IQEB Distribution; Perkins, Richard
Cc: Balazik, Michael; Brand, Javier; Clark, Jeff; Clayton, Brent; Deese, Rick; Hay, Michael; Kirkland, John; Klett, Audrey;
Ramirez, Frances; Rosebrook, Andrew; Smith, Chris; Wingebach, Jacob; Young, Cale
Subject: Flood Threat To Nuclear Plants Covered Up By Regulators, NRC Whistleblower Claims. --- FY

Flood Threat To Nuclear Plants Covered Up By Regulators, NRC Whistleblower Claims.
The Huffinaton Post (9/14, Zeller, 500K) reported that in a letter to internal investigators at the NRC, "Richard
H. Perkins, a reliability and risk engineer with the agency's division of risk analysis, alleged that NRC officials
falsely invoked security concerns in redacting large portions of a report detailing the agency's preliminary
investigation into the potential for dangerous and damaging flooding at US nuclear power plants due to
upstream dam failure." The article focuses on the Oconee Nuclear Station in South Carolina, but also mentions
that "the report examined similar vulnerabilities at the Ft. Calhoun station in Nebraska, the Prairie Island facility
in Minnesota and the Watts Bar plant in Tennessee, among others."

Note: Ft. Calhoun 0350 inspection/ restart team also cc'd on this email.
FYI

1
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See, Kenneth
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cook, Christopher
Tuesday, September 18, 2012 8:32 AM
See, Kenneth; Chaput, Peter, Caverly, Jill
FYI: letter to Oconee accepting FERC standards
ME7970 Oconee letter2 (69%)cbc.docx

Importance:

High

For awareness. Nilesh is on concurrence but I was asked to provide input. You'll see my tracked changes in
the attached... don't know if they will get accepted or not.
Chris
From: Cook, Christopher
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 8:25 AM
To: Chokshi, Nilesh
Subject: FW: ACTION: ME7970 Concurrence on letter to Oconee accepting FERC standards
Importance: High
Nilesh,
Per our discussion, tracked changes version attached for your consideration.
Chris

From: Boska, John
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 10:58 AM
To: Chokshi, Nilesh
Cc: Pascarelli, Robert
Subject: ACTION: ME7970 Concurrence on letter to Oconee accepting FERC standards
Importance:. High
Nilesh, we are ready to issue the attached letter. It has been concurred on up through Eric Leeds and Vic
McCree. However, NRRIDORL management has requested your concurrence also. Please provide your
concurrence by email by close of business today. Thanks.
John Boska
Oconee Project Manager, NRR/DORL
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-2901
email: iohn.boska(a.nrc.qov
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Mr. Preston Gillespie

Site Vice President
Oconee Nuclear Station
Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC
7800 Rochester Highway
Seneca, SC 29672
SUBJECT:

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1, 2, AND 3- MODIFICATIONS TO
ADDRESS EXTERNAL FLOODING HAZARDS (TAC NOS. ME7970, ME7971,
AND ME7972)

Dear Mr. Gillespie:
By letter dated June 22, 2010, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued a
confirmatory action letter (CAL) to Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC (Duke, the licensee), associated
with the mitigation of external flooding hazards at the Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3
(ONS) site, resulting from a postulated failure of the Jocassee Dam. By letters dated June 24,
August 2, and November 29, 2010, you provided initial responses to the CAL. Following
additional meetings and correspondence, the NRC transmitted a request for additional
information (RAI) dated May 15, 2012, on your responses to the CAL. These RAls requested you
to provide (1) the codes and standards to be used in the design of new flood walls proposed to
protect ONS and (2) the seismic design criteria contained inthese codes and standards.
By letter dated June 14, 2012, you provided the requested information to the NRC. The NRC staff
has reviewed your RAI responses inAttachment 1to your June 14, 2012, submittal, including the
supporting information inAttachment 2 to the submittal. The RAI responses included information
regarding the codes and standards which you propose to use inthe design and construction of the
structures related to the ONS external flood mitigation strategy, as applicable. The RAI
responses include a detailed description of the seismic design criteria specified by the identified
codes and standards. Your RAI responses note that the design and construction of these
structures and supports will be performed in accordance with codes and standards accepted by
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), which includes standards from the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, among others. The NRC
staff notes that the Jocassee and Keowee Dams, which are key components inthe analysis of
flooding hazards at the ONS site, are licensed and regulated by FERC.
The NRC staff has previously recognized the jurisdictional boundaries of FERC and ACE inthe
area of dam safety. Notably, the NRC staffs resolution of Ucense Renewal Issue No. 98-0100,
"Crediting FERC-Required Inspection and Maintenance Programs for Dam Aging Management,"
concluded that the use of FERC and ACE programs for aging management of dams under the
jurisdiction of these bodies provided an acceptable means to satisfy the requirements of the
license renewal rule. NRC Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.127, 'Inspection of Water-Control Structures
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Associated with Nuclear Power Plants,* which references a number of ACE standards for
inspections and associated evaluations of water-control structures, arrives at a similar conclusion.
The NRC staff's position is that the expertise in water control structure safety, including
construction, maintenance, inspection and regulation, lies with FERC and ACE. The NRC staff
also references the use of a number of ACE Engineering Manuals (EM) in the design and
construction of water-control structures at uranium recovery facilities and fuel cycle facilities in
NRC RG 3.11, 'Design, Construction, and Inspection of Embankment Retention Systems at
Uranium Recovery Facilities," and RG 3.13, "Design, Construction, and Inspection of
Embankment Retention Systems at Fuel Cycle Facilities."
As such, the NRC staff finds it acceptable that the structures you proposed to mitigate external
floods will be designed and constructed in accordance with FERC-accepted codes and standards.
The NRC staff also notes that a review of the codes and standards related to the structural design
of the aforementioned structures indicates that these codes and standards provide an adequate
means to ensure that these structures are designed to withstand seismic loads consistent with
FERC requirements. The NRC staff acknowledges that the peak ground accelerations evaluated
using the FERC-accepted standards may not be the same as those used in evaluating seismic
Class 1 structures at Oconee using the maximum hypothetical earthquake peak ground
accelerations as identified in the Oconee licensing basis. However, the structures you proposed
are to protect the ONS site against a 'sunny day' failure of the Jocassee Dam. Therefore, the
NRC staff finds that the use of FERC-accepted codes and standardsare appropriate for.
protection against flooding from this mode of Jocassee Dam failure----------------......
In your June 14, 2012 letter, you identified the need to ensure actions you have taken and actions
you plan to take in response to external flooding hazards are consistent with the NRC's request
for information (RFI) related to flooding that stemmed from the Fukushima event. The NRC
issued this RFI on March 12, 2012, under Title 10 of the FederalCode of Regulations (10 CFR),
Section 50.54(f). You asked if the NRC's January 28, 2011. Safety Evaluation (SE) on the
Oconee inundation study satisfies the requirements in the RFI for Recommendation 2.1: Flooding,
as the Hazard Reevaluation Report for the site. Ifyour review of Recommendation 2.1 using the
standards of the RFI indicate that the Jocassee Dam will not fail due to overtopping or seismic
failure modes, then the NRC will accept the January 28, 2011, SE as defining the bounding flood
at the Oconee site due to dam failure.
The NRC intends to maintain the CAL dated June 22, 2010, active until it can be superseded by
regulatory action related to the Fukushima responses. The NRC staff notes that our acceptance
in this letter of the FERC standards initiates the timeline to have your flood modifications installed
in 30 months plus the regulatory review period, which was committed to in your letter dated
October 17, 2011. However, the NRC staff realizes you are engaged in the additional task of
submitting the flooding hazard evaluation report required by the RFI letter by March 12, 2013.
Accordingly, the NRC staff will accept initiation of the timeline when you submit the flooding
hazard evaluation report, provided you submit the new design to the NRC at the same time you
submit it to FERC. Such a schedule would shorten that timeframe by three months, leading to
completion of the plant modifications by approximately June 2016, assuming a 12 month
regulatory review period. You should advise us if you prefer to initiate the timeline now or
following the submission of the flooding hazard evaluation report. Be advised that the NRC staff
is committed to having licensees implement the plant modifications brought about by the
Fukushima initiatives by 2016, except for extraordinary circumstances. Considering the ongoing
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interactions the NRC staff has had with Duke on this subject, it is unlikely that the NRC staff will
consider any further extensions for Oconee.
Ifyou have any questions, please call John Boska at 301-415-2901.
Sincerely,

Michele G. Evans, Director
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287
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interactions the NRC staff has had with Duke on this subject, it is unlikely that the NRC staff will
consider any further extensions for Oconee.
Ifyou have any questions, please call John Boska at 301-415-2901.
Sincerely,

Michele G. Evans, Director
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287
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Pohida, Marie
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

King, Mark
Wednesday, September 19, 2012 9:02 AM
Smith, Edward
Jones, Steve; Hoang, Dan; Li, Chang; Pohida, Marie; See, Kenneth; Harvey, Brad; Bensi,
Michelle; Schoppy, Joseph; Hanna, John
Troubling statements in a news article.., for your awareness.... flooding concerns at Occnee,
etc.

TO: Flood Protection/ Missile Protection TRG
LEAD:
Members:
Edward Smith, NRR
Steve Jones, NRR
Dan Hoang, NRR
Chang Li, NRO
Mane Pohida, NRO
Kenneth See, NRO
Brad Harvey, NRO
Michelle Bensi, RES
Joseph Schoppy, R1
John Hanna, R2

FYI--Some troubling statements ... (from the linked article below)
.... "Meanwhile, the engineer is among several nuclear experts who remain particularly concerned about the
Oconee plant in South Carolina, which sits on Lake Keowee, II miles downstream from the Jocassee Reservoir.
Among the redacted findings in the July 2011 report -- and what has been known at the NRC for years, the
engineer said -- is that the Oconee facility, which is operated by Duke Energy, would suffer almost certain core
damage if the Jocassee dam were to fail. And the odds of it failing sometime over the next 20 years, the
engineer said, are far greater than the odds of a freak tsunami taking out the defenses of a nuclear plant in Japan.
"The probability of Jocassee Dam catastrophically failing is hundreds of times greater than a 51 foot wall of
water hitting Fukushima Daiichi," the engineer said. "And, like the tsunami in Japan, the man-made 'tsunami'
resulting from the failure of the Jocassee Dam will - with absolute certainty - result in the failure of three
reactor plants along with their containment stnictures.
"Although it is not a given that Jocassee Dam will fail in the next 20 years." the engineer added, "it is a given
that if it does fail, the three reactor plants will melt down and release their radionuclides into the environment."

See source of above statements- news article at: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/09/14/flood-threat-nuclearplants-nrc n 1885598.html?ncid=edlinkusaolpOO000003
FYI- for your awareness / consideration.
Mark
Mark King
Senior Reactor Systems Engineer
NRC/NRR/ DIRS/IOEB - Operating Experience Branch
301-415-1150
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Pohida, Marie
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pohida, Made
Thursday, September 20, 2012 8:03 AM
Mrowca, Lynn
FW: Flood Threat To Nuclear Plants Covered Up By Regulators, NRC Whistleblower Claims.

FYI.
Marie
From: Zoulis, Antonios

Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 9:47 AM
To: Mitman, Jeffrey; Ferrante, Fernando; Circle, Jeff; Chung, Donald
Cc: Pohida, Marie; See, Kenneth; Bensi, Michelle; Sancaktar, Selim
Subject: RE: Flood Threat To Nuclear Plants Covered Up By Regulators, NRC Whistleblower Claims.
"The probability of Jocassee Dam catastrophically failing is hundreds of times greater than a 51 foot wall of
water hitting Fukushima Daiichi," the engineer said
The article was accurate for the most part except in this statement above. The Jocassee dam failure can be
estimated around 1E-4 to 1E-5. The Tsunami risk in Japan was calculated based on historical data as 1E-3.
From: Mitman, Jeffrey
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 8:49 AM
To: Ferrante, Fernando; Zoulis, Antonios; Circle, Jeff; Chung, Donald
Cc: Pohida, Marie; See, Kenneth; Bensi, Michelle; Sancaktar, Selim
Subject: Flood Threat To Nuclear Plants Covered Up By Regulators, NRC Whistleblower Claims.

Most interesting development!
Huffincton Post (9/14, Zeller, 500K) reported that in a letter to internal investigators at the NRC, "Richard H
Perkins, a reliability and risk engineer with the agency's division of risk analysis, alleged that NRC officials
falsely invoked security concerns in redacting large portions of a report detailing the agency's preliminary
investigation into the potential for dangerous and damaging flooding at US nuclear power plants due to
upstream dam failure." The article focuses on the Oconee Nuclear Station in South Carolina, but also mentions
that "the report examined similar vulnerabilities at the Ft. Calhoun station in Nebraska, the Prairie Island facility
in Minnesota and the Watts Bar plant in Tennessee, among others."
Jeff Mitman
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MEMORANDUM TO:

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM:

Mark A. Cunningham, Director
Division of Risk Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Patrick L. Hiland, Director
Division of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Joseph G. Glitter, Director
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT:

TECHNICAL BASIS FOR ALLOWING OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION
TO REMAIN IN OPERATION WHILE EXTERNAL FLOODING ISSUES
ARE BEING RESOLVED

The NRC conveyed a basis for allowing continued operation of the Oconee Nuclear Station
(ONS) to Duke Power in a management meeting on November 5, 2008. Allowing continued
operation was based on the risk associated with operating the site for 2 years from the
November meeting date as supported by current dam conditions and the time available to
perform mitigating actions against containment failure. The purpose of this memorandum is to
document the basis for allowing continued operation of the station through November 2010. In
the interim, ONS is given the opportunity to resolve issues related to the Standby Shutdown
Facility and potential vulnerabilities due to external floods.
We have concluded that continued operation during this time period is not inimical to the public
health and safety. If you have any questions, please contact us.

Enclosure:
Technical Basis for Allowing Oconee Nuclear Station to Remain in Operation While External
Flooding Issues are Being Resolved Through November 2010.

CONTACT: Antonios Zoulis, NRRIDRA
(301)415-1209
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MEMORANDUM TO:

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM:

Mark A. Cunningham, Director
Division of Risk Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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Patrick L. Hiland, Director
Division of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Joseph G. Giitter, Director
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
TECHNICAL BASIS FOR ALLOWING OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION
TO REMAIN IN OPERATION WHILE EXTERNAL FLOODING ISSUES
ARE BEING RESOLVED

SUBJECT:

The NRC conveyed a basis for allowing continued operation of the Oconee Nuclear Station
(ONS) to Duke Power in a management meeting on November 5,2008. Allowing continued
operation was based on the risk associated with operating the site for 2 years from the
November meeting date as supported by current dam conditions and the time available to
perform mitigating actions against containment failure. The purpose of this memorandum is to
document the basis for allowing continued operation of the station through November 2010. In
the interim, ONS is given the opportunity to resolve issues related to protection of the ONS. Site
from extemal flood hazards related to the Jocassee Dam.
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We have concluded that continued operation during this time period is not inimical to the public
health and safety. If you have any questions, please contact us.
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Technical Basis for Allowing Oconee Nuclear Station to Remain In Operation While
External Flooding Issues are Being Resolved Through November 2010
1.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this assessment is to document the basis for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) allowing continued operation of the Oconee Nuclear Station (ONS) through
November 2010. The basis, as stated at the November 5, meeting, was that the risk of
continued operation of the Oconee units for this period is sufficiently low as supported by the
deterministic factors of condition monitoring and current health of the Jocassee Dam and
timelines until containment failure. In preparing this document, the staff consulted the Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Regulation (NRR) Office Instruction LIC-504, 'Integrated Risk-Informed
Decision-Making Process for Emergent Issues," Revision 2.
2. BACKGROUND
On August 15, 2008, the NRC issued a request pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f) for information
regarding the external flooding vulnerability at ONS, including failure of the Jocassee Dam. The
issue revolves around the adequacy of the SSF to withstand and to mitigate an external flood
given that the only assessment of the flood height that the licensee had available predicted flood
levels that exceed the existing SSF flood protection barriers. The "Jocassee Hydro Project,
Dam Failure Inundation Study',* postulated flood levels at the Oconee site which would render
the SSF non-functional and fail the capability of the station to maintain residual heat removal
and containment cooling functions.
The SSF provides capability to achieve and maintain hot shutdown of the Oconee units from
outside the control room in the event of a fire, internal flood, or sabotage-related emergency.
Under loss of offsite power conditions, the Keowee Dam provides backup AC power. The SSF
is credited as the alternate AC (AAC) power source and the source of decay heat removal to
support safe shutdown during the required station blackout coping duration. It provides
additional "defense-in-depth* by serving as a backup to safety-related systems. The SSF has
the capability of maintaining Mode 3 in all three units for approximately three days following a
loss of normal AC power. It is designed to maintain reactor coolant system (RCS) inventory,
maintain RCS pressure, remove decay heat, and maintain shutdown margin. The SSF requires
manual activation and would be activated under adverse fire, flooding
or sabotage conditions
2
when existing redundant emergency systems are not available.
In April 2006, the staff concluded that the licensee failed to effectively control maintenance
activities associated with removing a fire suppression refill access cover (a passive NRCcommitted flood protection barrier) in the SSF south wall to facilitate installation of temporary
electrical power cables. The staff identified the issue during a periodic risk-informed flood
inspection under the NRC's Reactor Oversight Process (ROP). During its ROP Significance
"Jocassee Hydro Projecl, Dam Failure Inundation Study.* Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Projects

No. 2503. December 1992.
UFSAR Revision 15, Oconee Nuclear Station, December 2005, Chapter 9 Section 9.6.1.
-11-
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Determination Process, the staff discovered that the licensee did not adequately address the
potentialconsequences of flood heights predicted at the Oconee site based on the 1992 Duke
Hydro/FERC Inundation Study. The inundation study was not performed to calculate flooding
levels at the SSF but did raise questions as to the potential vulnerability of the SSF to an
external flood.
The inundation study analyzed two dam failure scenarios:
sunny day dam failure - assumes that the reservoir is at normal operating levels
(determined by reviewing historical reservoir levels approximately 17 feet below the top level
of the dam) and a catastrophic failure of the dam occurs (piping breach)
V

probable maximum flood (PMF) dam failure - assumes that the reservoir is at 3 feel below
the top level of the dam and a calastrophic failure of the dam occurs (piping breach).

The dam failures under these scenarios assumed that the flood waters would also fail the
Keowee Dam. The Keowee Dam is assumed to fail as the direct result of the water forces
cutting a breach in the homogeneous earth fill. Given the postulated break size and the
subsequent failure of the Keowee Dam, the flood levels at ONS were calculated to be 12.5 feet
and 16.8 feet for the sunny day and PMF dam failures, respectively. Flood heights of this
magnitude would submerge the SSF such that it would not be able to perform its mitigating
functions. Once the SSF is submerged, without mitigating actions, core damage and
containment failure would ensue.
In 2007 as part of the SDP, the staff conducted an independent review of the Jocassee Dam
failure frequency that Duke had used in the Oconee Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA).
From that review, the staff concluded that a higher frequency estimate of Jocassee Dam failure
was more accurate and that the licensee's estimate was not adequately supported by operating
experience and actual performance data of similar rock-filled dam structures. The licensee
excluded failure data related to earthen dams while including the dam years related to those
dams thus reducing the failure frequency by an order of magnitude inappropriately. The staff
also concluded that Duke had an inadequate basis for applying a reduction factor to further
lower the risk estimate (i.e., an engineering judgment assumption that only 20 percent of floods
would exceed the 5-foot walls protecting the SSF access points).

3. EVALUATION
3.1 Evaluation Criteria
The staff conducted an assessment to delineate the arguments regarding continued operation
of the three Oconee units. The staff consulted NRR Office Instruction LIC-504 guidelines;
however, a full LIC504 evaluation was not performed. The office instruction provides criteria for
-2-
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when to consider an immediately effective order to place or maintain a plant in a safe condition.
The staff determined the following criteria were most applicable to this issue:
"
"
"

Defense in depth is significantly degraded
Significant loss of safety margins
Risk impact is high, as determined using risk metrics:
o Conditional core damage frequency greater than or on the order of x10"31yr
o Conditional large early release frequency greater than or on the order of 1x10-/yr

3.2 Deterministic Assessment
Based on the 1992 inundation study's estimated flood heights, the postulated flood renders the
SSF inoperable, the site would lose its last permanent line of defense to mitigate the flood and
prevent core damage, containment failure, and spent fuel damage. Once the SSF is
submerged, without mitigating actions, core damage and containment failure would ensue. As
noted in the background section, the 1992 Inundation study was not performed to calculate
flooding levels at the SSF. Subsequent to the November 5 meeting, Duke committed to perform
more sophisticated flood studies to reduce uncertainties in predicted flood heights.
As noted in the November 5 meeting, one of the NRC's bases for allowing continued operation
of the Oconee units was the timelines until containment failure. Subsequent to the November 5
meeting, the licensee developed Technical Support Center (TSC) guideline, Engineering
Manual E.M. 5.3, "Beyond Design Basis Mitigation Strategies, to utilize B.5.b and other
equipment to take mitigating actions to provide core cooling and spent fuel pool cooling in the
event of a loss of the SSF due to external flooding. The guidelines provide additional
information and strategies on what measures the site may take to address such a scenario.
The efficacy of these procedures has not yet been demonstrated.
Additional factors, in support of allowing operation through November 2010, are the current
apparent health of the dam and the regular monitoring of its condition:
"

Duke constantly surveils the performance of the dam by means of on-site cameras and
performs offsite monitoring of the observed data from its headquarters office.

*

Duke performs biweekly inspection and monitoring of the condition of the dam, as required
byFERC.

"

FERC personnel inspect the dam annually; the 2007 and the 2008 inspections did not
identify any adverse trends in the condition of the dam.

While the current health of the dam supported by condition monitoring is sufficient to support the
staffs assessment to allow a slight increased risk through November 2010, the overall defensein-depth and adequate safety margins for protecting ONS are deterministic pending completion
of ongoing flood analysis work.
-3Ub
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3.3 Risk Assessment
The staff conducted a partial probabilistic risk assessment to inform its conclusions regarding
continued operation of the three Oconee units. The staff estimated the conditional core damage
frequency (CDF) and conditional large early release frequency (LERF) and compared those
results against conditional COF and LERF criteria in NRR Office Instruction LIC-504.
3.3.1 Estimated Conditional Core Damage Frequency
To estimate the Jocassee dam-break frequency, the staff performed a Bayesian statistical
analysis on eight categories of dams including rockfill dams. The staff used the National
Performance of Dams Program Database developed and maintained by Stanford University in
conjunction with the Army Corps of Engineers Dam Database to estimate the generic frequency
of rockfill dam failures. The staffs calculation consisted of reviewing historical failure data and
past operating history of rockfill dams to develop a failure frequency. The failure frequency
reflects the current population of dams similar to the Jocassee Dam.
This analysis retained as much data in the failure rate estimates as is consistent with Bayesian
analysis philosophy for rare event frequency estimation. The staff used a Jeffreys noninformative prior distribution and Gamma distribution in accordance with NUREG/CR-6823,
Handbook of ParameterEstimation for ProbabilisticRisk Assessment. This assumption has .a
minor effect on the mean value of dam failures by not significantly skewing the mean value
when compared to the point estimate. However, it does yield a conservative estimate with a
wider range of parametric uncertainty than estimates obtained using other statistical methods.
This approach is used to illustrate for the Jocassee case that when using a conservative
parametric uncertainty analysis combined with understanding of other sources of uncertainty,
3
the staffs recommendations remain consistent with LIC-504 guidance of 1x IlO'
yr for
conditional CDF.
Using rockflill dam failures occurring between 1940 and 2000, dams whose structural height
were greater than 50 feet, and discounting infant mortality failures (i.e., pre-operations failures
and those failures within the first year of operation), the staff's best-estimate of the mean failure
rate is approximately 2x00"-4yr with a 90 percent credible interval 15'h and 9 5 m percentile]
between 4x105/yr and 4x10 lyr. The ability of the NRC to accept this likelihood of dam failure
through November 2010 is supported by the current apparent health of the dam and the regular
monitoring of its condition as noted in the deterministic section of this assessment
As stated in the deterministic assessment, a flood exceeding the height of the SSF flood
protection would render the SSF non-functional. In this case, without mitigating actions, the
conditional probability of failure of the SSF is 1.0. The staff notes the assumption that the SSF
will be flooded based on the 1992 inundation study may be conservative pending the staff's final
-4-
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evaluation of the ongoing hydrologic site inundation analysis and sensitivities studies. Given the
generic frequency of a dam failure, and assuming no other mitigation, the estimated conditional
CDF is 2x10"4/yr (2xl0"4/yr * 1.0). ,
jOverall, given the staffs understanding of the dam's health, inspection regime, condition
monitoring activities as noted in the deterministic section, and the conservative risk assessment
approach, the staff is confident that the estimated conditional CDF is no greater than low 10A/yr
for the interim period till November 2010.
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3.3.2 Estimated Conditional Large Early Release Frequency and Accident Sequence
Progression
The licensee has estimated accident sequence progression timelines from an external flood,
without mitigating actions, as follows: core damage would occur in approximately 8 to 9 hours
after the dam break and containment failure would occur in about 59 to 68 hours after the
Jocassee dam failure. The estimated time to containment failure reflects the fact that each
Oconee reactor unit is contained in a large-dry type containment building that severe accident
research and tests have generally demonstrated are robust structures. Accident management
strategies under consideration by the licensee include use of fire trucks to maintain spent fuel
pool levels, controlled venting of the reactor buildings to maintain integrity, stationing and use of
portable pumping equipment to spray the containment structures, and securing additional
equipment for mitigation as directed by the Emergency Response Organization (ERO).
Under these site flooding circumstances, the ONS Emergency Plan would be in effect, the ERO
activated, and offsite agencies notified. The licensee would declare a General Emergency if
offsite releases can be reasonably expected to exceed EPA Protective Action Guidelines
exposure levels outside the Exclusion Area Boundary. The declaration of a General Emergency
could be made if actual/imminent substantial core degradation with the potential loss of
containment conditions exists. The licensee would provide recommendations to state and local
authorities regarding protective action recommendations (PARs) for public protection. Given that
the estimated time between core damage and time to containment failure is greater than two
days, this would give ONS time to implement the site Emergency Plan and allow sufficient time
for offsite agencies to implement PARs as appropriate (e.g., evacuate the people in the
surrounding vicinity). Furthermore, it is assumed, this additional time could allow recovery of
flooded roadways after flood recession (estimated to occur in approximately 10 hours following
dam failure) and the potential for alternate water sources or equipment to mitigate the accident.
Subsequent to the November 5, 2008 meeting, Duke has augmented its TSC guidelines as of
February 2009 to include mitigating actions to address loss of the SSF due to external floods.
The efficacy of these procedures has not yet been demonstrated. Given the above, the staff
estimates that the conditional LERF is in the 10"5/yr range and therefore below the 10 4 /yr
conditional LERF guidelines in LIC-504.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The staff has determined that continued operation of the Oconee units is acceptable because
the Jocassee Dam is not likely to suffer a catastrophic failure through November 2010, and
accident sequence progression timelines to containment failure are on the order of days. Given
the short duration to resolve this issue (November 2010), the staff has concluded, as noted at
the November 5, meeting with the licensee, that the risk of Oconee continued operations is
sufficiently low for this time period, as supported by the deterministic factors of continued
condition monitoring and current health of the Jocassee dam and timelines until containment
failure.
Further, th,.e risk assessment was the principal consideration in the staff's conclusion. The
conditional CDF and conditional LERF for the external flooding of the Oconee units are below
the conditional CDF and conditional LERF guidelines of 10"31yr and 10•Iyr respectively that are
noted in LIC-504. Because risk is not a static concept, the staff's assessmerst only suL22rt
short-term continued operation of the Oconee units pending additional flood analysis and/or
ONS site specific flood protection related mrodifications. Therefore, continued operation during
this time period is not inimical to the public health and safety.
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Initial Hazard Curve for Flooding at the Safe Shutdown Facility at Oconee

Nuclear Station Resulting From a Random Failure of Jocassee Dam
David.S. Bowles, Loren. R. Anderson and Sanjay S. Chauhan
RAC Engineers & Economists
February 28, 201.0

1.0

Authorization

RAC Engineers & Economists (RAC) was contracted to perform this project for Duke Energy Carolinas,
LLC, Charlotte, North Carolina under Duke Contract No&:00108972,"Risk Analysis of the Failure of the
Jocassee and. Keowee Dams,". dated August. 28, 200.8 and modified April 8, 2009. .RAC subcontracted
.... ..
some aspects of this project to Utah State University (USU).

2.0
2.1

Project'Background and Scope

Project Background

The Jocassee and Keowee Dams are located upstream and adjacenit to the Oconee Nuclear Station,
respectively. Failure of one or bodth ofthese dams would resultinbhigh water levels in the area of the
Oconee Nuclear Station,'which could affect the. capability .for a'safe shut, down of generation. at the.
station. Of particular interest is the potential for flooding of the Safe Shutdown Facility (SSF) at the
Station.
The Oconee Nuclear Station is owned the Duke En-efgy Corporation and operated by Duke's Nuclear
Generation Department. It is regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The top cut set in
the probabilistic risk analysis of the Oconiee Nuclear Station involves an upstream dam break inundating
the SSF. Therefore, botifiDuke and theNRC were interested in examining the potential for failure of the
Jocassee or Keowee Dans and th& dffect on the safe shut down of the Oconee Nuclear Station.
The Jocassee and Keowee Dams are owned by Duke and operated by Duke's Hydro. Generation
Department. The dams are regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The FERC
requires that a Potential Failure Modes Analysis (PFMA) be conducted on all dams that it licensees. A
PFMA was. completed on for Jocassee. Dam in 2004.. At this time the FERC does. not require that. PFMA.
be extended to a quantitative or probabilistic risk analysis, although the FERC is exploring the use of risk
assessment in its dam safety program. Therefore, probabilistic risk analyses have not been conducted on
the Jocassee and Keowee Dams.
The overall objective of the risk analysis of the failure of the Jocassee and Keowee Dams is as follows:
I

To apply dam safety risk analysis, including uncertaintyanalysis, to provide an estimate of the
probability of randomfailure modes for the Jocassee and Keowee Darns in their existing condition
and the inundationpathways that could threaten the successful functioning of the Sqa Shutdown
Facility at the Oconee Nuclear Station. Random failure inodes are defined to include all nonseismically-inducedfailure modes, incltding those underflood and normal operating conditions

including considerationof the performance of the spiliway gates arid the pump-back operations.

The final principal outcome of this project will be hazard curves, as. plots of annual exceedance probability
(AEP) vs. the peak elevation of flooding at the safe shutdown facility at Oconee Nuclear Station resulting
from a random failure of Jocassee Dam or Keowee Dams. The final. hazard curves will include
confidence bounds to be estimated using uncertainty analysis. The' case of a random failure of Jocassee
Dam will include a consideration. of the potential for cascade failure of Keowee Dam.
2.2

Scope of this Initial Report

The completion of the study has been delayed because of a prolonged interaction between Duke and the
NRC over the selection of breach parameters that describe the size and rate of breach for Jocassee and
Keowee Dams. These. parameters are required inputs, to. dam. beach afid-flood routing models to. estimate.
the elevation of flooding at the SSF as a result of an upstream dam failure, which is a key input to the risk
analysis.
In view of the delay in the study completion, and to provide an initial estimate of the hazard curve for
Jocassee Dam, Duke requested that(RAC conduct a initial risk analysis of a random failure of Jocassee
Dam using "best estimate" inputs. Duke also requested that. sensitivity studies be conducted to explore
the effects on the hazard curve, of unceitainties. in the risk analysis. inputs, especially to. explore the
potential forincreasing the estimated probability of inundation (vertical axis) or increasing the peak
elevations of inundation (horizontal axis)at the SSF. This report provides a summary of the approach
i,.
that has been followed to. develop the. oreliminatyr
hazard
curve, in Section 3.0 and the results for the. best
i
,......... .
estimate input. and from the sensitivity studies in Section 4.0.
2.3

Outline

Section 3 summarizes the' approach taken to conduct this initial risk analysis. Additional details are being
included in the Final Report for this project. Section 4 contains the Base and sensitivity results in terms
of hazard curves and estimated probabilities of failure. It also includes, a discussion. of the results.
Detailed results tables are include in Appendix A.

2

3.0
3.1

Risk Analysis Approach

Process

The following tasks have been conducted to accomplish the initial risk analysis results that are presented
in this report:
Task I. Project Initiation
1.1 1.2

Review materials provided by Duke
Agree approach to regulator involvementjinthe
study
.....
:. "Z
....

... •

Task 2. Site Visit, Team Inputs and Scoping
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5.
2.6
2.7

Conduct site visit
Identify potential. failure modes
Develop event trees
Estimate system response probabilities
Develop. approach to dam break:inundation analyses and SSF pathway analysis
Agree level of detail for estimating risk analysis inputs
Agree on format of risk analysis results,,.

Task 3. Supporting Studies
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4:
3.5

:Estimate flood AEP relationships, including for gate failure cases
Develop v.arious reservoir relationships, including stage-duration and stage-duration
relationships
Coordinate with HDR's Mr. Chris Ey on dam break inundation analyses
0Coordinate with the Duke PRA group on the SSF pathway analysis
'Coordinate with the Duke. PRA group on the spillway gate and pump-back storage
operations reliability analyses

Task 4. Risk Analysis for Existing Dam and Operating Restrictions
4.1
4.2
4.3

Develop risk analysis model
Conduct existing dam risk analysis
Conduct sensitivity analyses

Task 5. Initial Report and Development of Outcomes
5.1
5.2

Prepare Initial Report
Present results and facilitate, develop of findings, through telephone discussions.
3

Three Engineering Team working sessions were held. The first working session was held at the ONS and
included a site visit to Jocassee and Keowee dams and parts of the ONS for which access could be
obtained.. The second and third working session focused on estimation of system response probabilities
and agreement on procedures for flood loading, dam break analyses and the availability of spillway gate
and turbine units.
In addition,. two. one-day working session were held at HDRIDTA's Charlotte office to review and plan
breach analyses and inundation runs needed for this initial risk analysis.
3.2

Team Composition

The risk assessment Engineering Team for this update siudy comprised several engineers from
HDRIDTA. Duke. representatives from ONS and the PRA.Group, and RAC Engineers &. Economists.,. A
full listing of these team members and their areas of expertise and project rolesý is being included in our
Final Report.
3.3

Significant Failure Modes

The following significant failure modes for Jocassee were identified tho rough. a potential failures modes
identification process. conducted by the Engineering Team in their September.2008 working session held
at ONS:
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Main Dam Overtopping
Dike] Overtopping
Dike 2 Overtopping
Right Abutment Piping through Rock•Foundation - Natural Dam in residual soil
Righi Abutment Pipin.thli•ough Rock Foundation -.50 foot Dam section of the Main Dam
Embankment Piping
DikelSoil Foundation Piping
Piping. from.1Embankment, into: Foundation. at Core Foundation interface.
Left Abutment Piping through.Rock Foundation

Detailed descriptions of theseifailure modes. and justifications for omitting other potential failure modes
from the risk model are beingincluded in our Final Report. The failure modes identification process
included consideration of all failure modes described in the December 2004 PFMA report for Jocassee
that was prepared for the. FERC. It. also. included an engineering assessment against FERC's Engineering.

Guidelines and accepted practice;
3.4

Event Tree Risk Model

Figure I contains the dam failure event tree for Jocassee Dam. It also contains the various flood loading,

system response probability (SRP) and SSF inundation relationships with the event tree levels at which
they apply indicated using lines with arrows. The event tree in Figure I is slightly simplified from the
4

version that is used in the DAMRAE software' in that some state .function branches, which are used to
interpolate peak stages from the peak reservoir pool elevation vs. AEP relationships for. various spillway
pluggingand spillway gate and unit availability, states, are omitted between Levels. 4 and 5..
Levels I and 2 of the event tree contain the likelihood of spillway plugging with the upper and lower
branches representing the. discrete zero-percent and continuous non-zero percent spillway plugging parts
of the probability distribution shown in Figure Ia. respectively. The "fan-shaped" symbol in the lower
branch in Level 2 represents a continuous event branch group 2 comprising a set of branches that cover the
range of intervals of non-zero. percent spillway plugging using 10%. probability intervals, and their
estimated probabilities of occurring based on the relationship shown in Figure Ia. This relationship was
estimated by expert judgment informed by information collected during a field reconnaissance around the
periphery, of Jocassee Reservoir to evaluate the availability of an adeqiiate'source of debris that could
cause spillway plugging, pathways from the debris source to the spillway, and the size of the debris
relative to the size of the spillway opening.
Level 3.contains branches for all combinations of the two.: spillway,.gates and the. four turbine units being
available to discharge flood inflows from Jocassee Reservoir. The &stimates of the probabilities for each
of these combinations are listed in Figure lb where the code Jij refers to..i turbine units and j spillway
gates not available (See Table 1). This code describes the'complement of the case that is. described on the.
branches in Level 3 of the event tree, which th~erfore corresponds to (4-i, 2-j).::hese probabilities were
estimated using a fault tree analysis conducted'by the Duke PRA Group. The analysis considered
mechanical. and electrical component reliability, human'reliability, fault recovery and power supply
issues.
.... Table 1. Turbine units and spillway gates unavailable states (Jij)
#Spillway Gates Failing to Open
:

."

....

# Units

0

1

2

0

X

X

4

X

X

:. "

Not

Available

;ii::.'i.. (i) : "''
,.

_

,

Level 4 is a continuous event blanch representing 120 intervals of AEP from an AEP of about I in 1.2
corresponding to a peak reservoir level of 1,105 feet msl to 1 in.100,000,000, which is an AEP two orders
DAMRAE is software that has. been developed at Utah State University for USACE as the risk analysis engine fbr
their dam safety risk management program (Srivastava et al 2008 and 2009a).
2 The structure. of the event tree diagram to. the right of this. continuous branch should be visualized as being repeated

for all intervals, of PGA or separate branches represented by the continuous branch. These branches are omitted
from the event tree diagram to avoid a large. and dense tree diagram that can be difficult to interpret. However, the
entire event tree structure is computed in the DAMRAE software.
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lower than the AEP that is assigned to the PMF for the best estimate case. The intervals were distributed
equally on a z-variate scale corresponding to a Normal probability distribution. Level 5 contains the
result of interpolating the peak reservoir pool elevation (stage) at the mid-point of the AEP interval
assigned in Level 4 using the six peak reservoir pool elevation - AEP relationships shown in Figure I c.
These relationships were developed for the six turbine units and spillway gates unavailable states (Jij)
indicated in Table I by an "X" symbol. Linear interpolation of stages was used for the other states that do
not have an "X" symbol in Table I and also. to account for spillway plugging where the effect of x%.
spillway plugging is considered to be. the equivalent to reducing the number of available spillway gates by
x%, which leads to an equivalent fractional number of spillway gates unavailable. A z-variate or
Gaussian probability distribution basis was used for interpolation of values on the AEP scale.
Each peak reservoir pool elevation - AEP relationship for the six turbine utiits and spillway gates
unavailable, states (Jij) was developed by routing a set:of 2,6 inflow hydrographs with the peak inflow rate
expressed as a fraction of the probable maximum flood (PMF) afid all hydieograph ordinates of the PMF
hydrograph multiplied by that fraction, which varied from 1.1% to 200%. Each'trescrvoir routing was
conducted by HDR using the HEC-I reservoir simulation model,;:which simulates reservoir flood
operating rules and accounts for the effects of the number of spillway gates and turbinesimits available.
to obtain an estimate of the peak reservoir pool leyel (peak stage) for each of the 26 inflow hydrographs.
These 26 peak stages are plotted in Figure Ic by'. assigning the AEP of the inflow peak flood obtained by
interpolating from the site-specific best estimate flood frequency. curve with an AEP of I in 1,000,000
(le-6) assigned to the PMF in Figure 2 based oti the percent PMF peak flow for each inflow hydrograph.
The. site-specific flood best estimate fretluency relationship was based on the Log Pearson Type. Ill
(LPIlI) probability distribution. fitted to:a short 18-year aVailable record of annual peak flows at USGS
Station No. 2185000•wicrepresents:Jocassee Reservoir inflbws. following Bulletin 17B procedures
and presented.:iri Appendi&A of USGS Publitation 02-4140 (Feaster and Tasker 2002). As shown in
•Figure 2,the peak inflows were calculated froimthe fitted LPIII probability distribution for AEPs ranging
from I in 2 to 1 in 500 and extended linearly to'the probable maximum flood (PMF) peak flow obtained
approved by the FERC for Jocassee with an assigned AEP of. the PMF of I in 1.0)0,000. This assigned
AEP was based:o'igeneral experience with estimated AEPs for PMFs across North America and
internationally. Asdiscussed with theiDuke PRA Group a site-specific Monte Carlo analysis (MGS
2005) of rainfall to runoff in the basin contributing to the Jocassee Reservoir would be needed to provide
a stronger basis, for the entire probability distribution of reservoir inflow and hence peak reservoir stages..
However the selected AEP for the PMF is considered to be likely high and therefore conservative for this
purpose.
Figure 2 also includes a peak flow flood frequency relationships estimated using a regional regression
procedure developed by the USGS (Feaster and Tasker 2002). This procedure uses information from
longer periods of record at several gages in a region that is considered to be reasonably statistically
homogenous with respect to its meteorological and hydrological characteristics. We are currently
exploring the case for this estimate being considered a better estimate than the site-specific estimate.
However, the rainfall-runoff-reservoir operation Monte Carlo estimation mentioned above would be
6

expected to be far superior to both the site-specific and regional estimates for the purpose of this risk
analysis, which must include very rare (small AEP). flood events.
Inflow Flood Frequency
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Figure 2. Inflow flood frequency estimates by site-specific and regional methods
Level 6 is a state function branch in which the peak overtopping depths are calculated by subtracting the
dam crest elevation from the peak reservoir pool elevation (Level 5) for the Main Dam and Dikes I and 2
for use. at Level 7.
Level 7 is a failure mode branch that represents the nine failure modes for the. Jocassee Main Dam and
Dikes I and 2, which are listed in Section 3.3. The conditional probability of occurrence of each failure
mode is represented by their respective SRPs, which are conditioned on the peak reservoir pool elevation
for piping failure modes and the peak overtopping depths for overtopping failure modes. A commoncause adjustment was applied to all nine SRPs with "freezing" to fix the contributions to the total
probability of failure and the peak inundation elevation (consequences) at the reservoir pool elevation
where one SRP first becomes 1.0 (Srivastava et al. 2009b). The common cause adjustment provides, a
slightly reduced total probability of failure from De Morgan's rule combination assuming mutual
independence 3 of all nine failure modes and then prorates the probabilities of each failure mode using the
ratio of the total probability of failure from De Morgan's rule to the arithmetic sum of the probabilities of
failure at each interval of AEP specified in Level 4.

3 See Footnote 4 in Section 4.1.
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The overtopping SRPs are present in Figure Ie for the Main Dam and Figure If for Dikes I and 2. They
were estimated by expert judgment with reference to historical performance or carthfill and rockfill dams
and consideration of the specific characteristics of the Main Dam and Dikes I and 2.
The SRPs for each of the piping failure modes are shown in Figure Id. They were estimated through a
detailed process involving the Engineering Team using the USACE Piping and Seepage Toolbox
(USACE 2009).
In Level 8 the primary and secondary peak inundation elevations at the SSF is interpolated from the
relationships shown in Figures Ig and Ih, respectively, as a function of the peak reservoir pool elevation
at failure (Level 5). These relationship were estimated using best estimates of breach parameters for
Jocassee Dam for the following failure cases
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Main Dam overtopping failure at a reservoir pool elevation of 1,125 feet msl
Main Dam piping failure at a reservoir pool elevations of 1,110 feet msl and 1125 feet msl
Dike 1 overtopping failure at a reservoir pool elevation of 1,125 feet msl
Dike 1 piping failure at a reservoir pool elevations of 1, 10 feet msl and I125feet msl
Dike 2 overtopping failure at a reservoir pool elevation of 1,125 feet msl

Breach parameters were estimated with reference to empirical procedures such as those by Froehlich
(1995a and b), dam failure case histories, laboratory studies for-earthfill and rockfill dams and experience
with numerical modeling of embankment dam failures.
The one-dimensional HEC-RAS model was applied by HDR to estimate the breach hydrograph for the
specified breach parameters and to estimate the hydrographs at Keowee Dam and the ONS Intake Canal
Dike. A two-dimensional mode was applied by HDR to estimate the peak inundation depths adjacent to
the SSF at the ONS. From comparing the result for three cases run using different sets of breach
parameters, for three one- and two-dimensional model runs the following approximate relationship were
developed to approximate the primary and secondary peak inundation elevation depths of flooding at the
SSF:
Primary peak inundation elevation at

=

the SSF

Secondary peak inundation elevation at
the SSF

ONS Intake Canal Dike headwater Peak
Elevation - 8 feet

=

Keowee tailwater elevation + 27 feet

Work is on-going to improve these relationships using one- and two-dimensional model runs with the best
estimate values of the breach parameters that were used for this initial risk analysis.
The estimated primary and secondary peak inundation elevations at the SSF are presented in Figures I g
and lh, respectively, for each of the five failure cases listed above.
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Figure I. Dam Failure Event Tree for Jocassee Dam with Flood Loading, SRP and SSF Inundation Relationships
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4.0

4.1

Risk Analysis Results

Base Case

The Base run used all best estimate inputs for the various risk analysis inputs that are summarized
graphically in Figure 1. However, it is noted that because of non-linearities in the form of the risk model
and non-Gaussian distributions of uncertainties in the risk model inputs, the outputs obtained from using
the best estimate inputs are not necessarily best estimates in the sense of a median, for example. This
limitation should be kept in mind when evaluating results from the Base run.
Table 2 contains the estimates of probability of failure that were obtained from the Base run using best
estimate values for all risk model inputs as summarized in Section 3.4. Figure 3 contains the hazard curve
obtained from the Base run.
Table 2. Estimates of Probability of Failure - Base Run
Failure
Failure Mode
Probability
(lyr)
Main Dam Overtop
Dike I Overtop
Dike2 Overtop
Right Abutment Piping through Rock Foundation - Natural Dam
Right Abutment Piping through Rock Foundation - 50 foot Dam
Embankment Piping
Dike I Soil Foundation Piping
Piping from Embankment into Foundation at Core. Foundation interface
Left Abutment Piping through Rock Foundation
Total

3.9E-08
4.313-07
2.0E-07
1.6E-06
1.9E-07
3.4E- 12
4.9E-lIl
1.913-11
1. 1E-07
2.6E-06

Percent of
Total Failure
Probability
2%
17%
8%
63%
7%
0%
0%
0%
4%

100%

Table 2 includes the percent contributions to the total probability of failure from each of the nine failure
modes.. These show that the dominant failure mode is Right Abutment Piping through Rock Foundation Natural Dam, which in combination4 with the same failure mode completing in the 50 foot Dam, account
for about 70% of the total probability of failure estimate for the Base case. For overtopping failure
modes,. Dike I dominates because it has a low spot nearby with an elevation of 1,124 feet msl compared
with the lowest dam crest elevation of 1,124.9 feet msl for the Main Dam and an assumed lowest crest
elevation of 1,125 feet msl for Dike 2, since no crest survey information is available for that structure.
In the final risk analysis and uncertainty analysis it is planned to combine these two failure modes under an
assumption that their occurrence is dependent rather than the present assumption of independence. The dependence
assumption is considered to be justified and is expected to reduce the total probability of failure to closer to the
estimate for the Natural Dam alone since it will involve using the maximum of the SRPs for these two failure
modes, which is for the Natural Dam. Currently all failure modes are subject to a De Morgan's rule combination
under the assumption of mutual independence, as described in Section 3.4.
4
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Another factor that increases the contribution of Dike I to the total probability of failure from overtopping
is the high values of the SR.P estimated for lower depth of overtopping as can be seen by comparing
overtopping SRP in Figure If for earthfill Dike I (and Dike) with the overtopping SRP for the rockfill

Main Dam. If the low spot near the crest of Dike I were filled in to Elevation 1,125 feet msl this would
shift overtopping failure probability to the Main Dam and hence increase, the probability of higher
inundation depth at the SSF. A possible shift in the opposite direction to decrease the probability of high
Main Dam inundation depth at the SSF is discussed in Section 4.3.
Hazard Curve for SSF Inundation Resulting From Jocassee Dam Failure
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Figure 3. Hazard Curve - Base Run

Figure 4 is a plot of the cumulative probability of failure (/year) vs. peak reservoir pool elevation (feet
msl) for all nine failure modes and for the total probability of failure. The highest plotted points for each
failure mode plotted on the right side of Figure 4 match the probabilities of failure for each failure mode
that are presented in Table 2.. A striking conclusion from Figure 4 is the that piping failure modes
contribute significantly to the total probability of failure at the peak pool elevation of 1,110 feet msl,
whereas overtopping failure modes do not contribute until the dam crest elevations mentioned in the
previous paragraph are exceeded. The significant contribution of piping failure modes at the peak pool
elevation of 1,110 feet msl is due to the very significant likelihood that Jocassee Reservoir will be
maintained at this pool elevation over a very wide range of AEPs as indicted by Figure 1c for all but the
relatively unlikely spillway gate and turbine unit unavailability cases. For example if all spillway gates
and turbine units are available, which is estimated to have, about a 75% chance of occurring during a
major flood event, then a reservoir pool elevation of 1,110 feet msl is shown to be maintained between
about a I in 20 AEP and a I in 2,000 AEP flood events. Thus even though the SRP for even the most
likely piping failure mode are relatively small at a peak pool elevation of 1,110 feet msl, the likelihood of
that elevation occurring is very high at about I in 20 per year.
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Figure 4. Cumulative Probability of Failure (/year) vs. Peak Reservoir Elevation (feet msl)
4.2

Sensitivity Cases

Several sensitivity runs were made to explore the effects on the hazard curve and the estimated
probabilities of failure of uncertainty in the flood frequency, availability of discharge capacity, system
response probabilities (SRPs) and inundation at the SSF. In most cases sensitivity runs were selected to
explore the upside risk, that is the potential for uncertainty in risk model inputs to lead to higher estimates
of either the probability of inundation at the SSF or a higher peak elevation of flooding at the SSF. The
sensitivity runs are listed below in groups with reference to the figure numbers that contain the hazard
curves for each run:
Flood frequency' - see hazard curve in Figure 5
Run Ia: Site Specific Flood Frequency - Upper Bound - 8 0 'hpercentile estimate - see Figure 2
Run Ib: Site Specific Flood Frequency - Lower Bound - 20' percentile estimate - see Figure 2

Run Ic: Site Specific Flood Frequency - AEP of PMF 1e-5 - see Figure 2 (hazard curve not
plotted)
See discussion of the sources of the site-specific and regional flood frequency relationships in Section 3.4.
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Run Id: Site Specific Flood Frequency - AEP of PMF l e-7 - see Figure 2 (hazard curve not
plotted)
Run Ie: Regional Flood Frequency - Best Estimate - see Figure 2
Run If: Regional Flood Frequency - Lower Bound - 201h percentile estimate - see Figure 2
" Availability of discharge capacity - see hazard curve in Figure 6:
Run 2a: Spillway Gate and Unit Reliability - Upper Bound by Duke PRA Group

9 5 1h percentile

estimates developed

Run 2b: Spillway Plugging - Upper Bound - see Figure I a

*

Piping SRP - see hazard curve in Figure 7:
Run 3a: Piping SRP - Upper Bound - for the dominant piping failure mode of Right Abutment
Piping through Rock Foundation - Natural Dam based on an assumption that intervention will
have no chance of success and that the probability that a flaw exist is 100%

" Overtopping SRP - see hazard curve in Figure 8:
Run 3b: Main Dam Overtopping SRP - Upper Bound
Run 3c: Main Dam and Dikes I and 2 Overtopping SRP - Upper Bound
*

Inundation at the SSF - see hazard curve in Figure 9:
Run 4: Peak Inundation Elevations at the SSF - Upper Bound

Tabular results in a format similar to Table 2 are provided in Appendix I for all sensitivity runs listed
above. They include comparisons to eh Base case results expressed in both percentage of Base run
estimates and absolute differences from the Base run estimates for each failure mode and for the total
over all failure modes.
Figure 10 contains hazard curves for the Base run and all sensitivity runs except Runs Ic and d. Figure
11 is a comparison of the probabilities of failure estimated from the Base run and sensitivity runs. It is
clear from Figures 10 and I I that the hazard curves in the vertical dimension of AEP and the estimated
probability of failure are most sensitive to uncertainties in the flood frequency or piping SRP
relationships. They are relatively insensitive to uncertainties in the availability of discharge capacity
either through spillway plugging or unavailability of spillway gates and turbine units. They are also
relatively insensitive to changes in the overtopping SRPs. Changing from the site-specific flood
frequency relationship to the regional relationship reduces the estimated probability of failure
significantly but does not reduce it to below le-7 based on the sensitivity runs made under this initial risk
analysis. As shown in Figure 9, uncertainty in breach parameters leads to a large change in the estimated
peak inundation depth at the SSF.
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Hazard Curve for SSF Inundation Resulting From Jocassee Dam Failure
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Figure 5. Hazard Curves - Sensitivity runs la, b, e and f: site specific and regional flood frequency upper and lower bounds
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Hazard Curve for SSF Inundation Resulting From Jocassee Dam Failure
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4.3
Discussion
Several characteristics of the hazard curves are discussed below:
I) Overall form of the hazard curves: The hazard curves for primary (P) and secondary (S) peak
inundation levels at the SSF can be considered to comprise three major parts as indicated by the
points that are labeled in the hazard curve for the Base run in the Figure 12. In some cases these
parts are manifest as flat "shelves" (i.e. PI -P2, P2-P3, $2-$3 and inbetween $3-$4), where the
AEP is constant over a range of peak inundation elevations, and in other cases they are curving
downwards (see discussion point 2 below) (i.e. P3-P4 and before S4).
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Figure 12. Hazard Curev - Base Run with key point labelled

The (AEP. Peak Inundation Elevation) coordinates for the eight points that define these parts of
the primary and secondary peak hazard curves are listed in Rows 16 - 19 of Table 3. Rows I and
2 in the table. list the ranges of best estimate peak inundation elevations at the SSF that were used
in the risk model for the following four failure mode groups: Dike 2, Dike 1,Main Dam by
piping, and Main Dam by overtopping. Rows 3 - I1 contain the probabilities of failure estimated
for each failure mode shown in the columns corresponding to each failure mode group to which it
is assigned for purpose of estimating the peak inundation at the SSF. Rows 12 and 13 contain the
total probabilities of failure for the four failure mode groups and the percent contributions to the
total probability of failure from all failure modes (i.e. 2.6e-6 per year), respectively. In Rows 14
and 15 the probabilities of failure in each failure mode group are summed from the highest peak
inundation elevations on the right side to the lowest on the left side, thus giving the annual
exceedance probabilities (AEPs) for each range of peak inundation elevations.
These AEPs are plotted on the vertical axis and the corresponding peak inundation elevations on
the horizontal axis in the hazard curve in Figure 12. Identifying only these few points is a
simplification - the hazard curves are actually plotted at 0.25 foot intervals (we are planning to
change to 0. I foot intervals for the uncertainty analysis) by interpolating between about 300,000
combinations of peak reservoir pool elevations - spillway gate and unit reliability states and
failure mode outcomes that were considered in the event tree risk model after sorting these by the
magnitude of the peak inundation elevation that was estimated for each combination.
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Table 3. Relationship between probalities of each failure mode, peak innudation elevations
and key points on the hazard curve for the Base run
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For. the primary peak hazard curve the long shelf.is. divided into two parts, as follows:
a) PI - P2: The inundation elevation jumps horizontally from no inundation at 796 feet rnsl
(which includes the failure of Dike 2) to approximately 801 feet msl, the inundation elevation
associated with Dike 1 failure by either piping or overtopping. The AEP at point PI is the
total probability of failure for all failure modes (2.6e-6 per year) and decreases by the
probability of Dike 2 failure mode (2e-7 per year) to about 2.4e-6 per year at point P2 (see
Row 17 in Table 3). There were no Jocassee pool elevations for which failure modes were
estimated to lead to best estimate peak inundation elevations that differed significantly from
801 feet msl and hence the hazard curves jumps horizontally from 796 feet msl to 801 feet
msi.. Even if intermediate.inundation elevation cases had existed the small decrease in AEP
would not have lead to much of a downward curve in between points PI and P2.
b) P2 - P3: The inundation elevation jumps horizontally from about 801 feet msl for Dike I
failure to about 812 feet msl, which is approximately the minimum inundation elevation for a
piping failure for a Jocassee pool elevation of 1.110 feet msl. There are no intermediate
inundation elevations between about 801 feet msl and 812 feet msl that were estimated to
occur for the best estimate breach runs and hence the hazard curves jumps horizontally from.
801 feet msl to 812 feet msl. The AEP at point P3 decreases from point P2 by the probability
of all Dike I failure modes (4.3e-7 per year) to about 2.0e-6 per year (see Row 17 in the table
above).
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Between inundation elevations of 812 feet msl and 812.5 feet msl the hazard relationship curves
down because increasing inundation elevations are associated with failure at increasing Jocassee
pool elevations, from 1,110 feet. msl to about 1125.5 feet msl; which. have progressively smaller
probabilities of occurring because they are associated with very rare inflow floods and unlikely
combinations of spillway gates and units being unavailable.
2) Range of Jocassee dam failure floods: As explained in the first discussion point above, it is
almost an all or nothing situation with the best estimates of peak inundation for failure of the
Main Dam - either leading to no flooding in the yard by the SSF or overtopping the SSF wall.
with only a small probability of flooding in the yard at intermediate elevations below the top of
the SSF wall. It is only for a Dike I failure that these intermediate peak inundations occur and
Dike I failure does not have a large total probability of failure (4.3e-7 per year). Even if Jocassee
was not operated as high as it normally is for most of the time, such that there would be some
intermediate peak intermediate inundation elevations below the top of the SSF wall, these lower
reservoir pool elevations would correspond to some very unlikely piping failure scenarios that
would not contribute significantly to the total probability of failure for the best estimate case and
so the part of the shelf on the hazard curve between peak inundation elevations of 796 feet msl
and the top of the SSF wall at 803.5 feet msl would become a curve that would be very narrow in
the vertical AEP direction because piping failure is' very unlikely at lower reservoir pool
elevations. The uncertainty analysis may introduce some intermediate breach cases but it is
unlikely to change this overall characteristic of the hazard curves.
However, if a controlled breach intervention plan could be developed for the area of Dikes I or 2
it may be possible to preempt both overtopping and piping failures of the Main Dam but not with
absolute confidence of success such that a failure of the Main Dam can be completely avoided.
Under this intervention plan, the contribution to the reduction in the total probability of failure, for
the case of an overtopping failure at the Main dam would be fairly small the probability of this
failure mode is small (4.3e-7 per year). Therefore to benefit significantly from this plan, there
would need to be high level of confidence that piping failure modes, especially the principal
piping failure mode of Right Abutment Piping through Rock Foundation, could be detected and
the plan could be implemented in a timely way; and a high level of confidence that a fairly rapid
drawdown of the reservoir through the deliberate breach to the elevation that is achievable in the
area of Dikes I and 2 would prevent a piping failure mode that had already progressed to a point
that it could be detected. Loss of reservoir storage resulting from the implementation of this plan
would not be classified as a failure, but as an emergency intervention; although it would lead to
some downstream damages, and it would need to be designed in such a way that it could be
ensured that flows would be limited to magnitudes that would not lead to overtopping of the SSF
wall. By describing this intervention plan we are not recommending it, but rather just giving an
example of the implications of the current hazard curve and the understanding that has developed
from the risk assessment so far. Identifying and evaluating options for reducing the risk of
overtopping the SSF has not been part of our scope of work thus far. However, the effectiveness
of risk reduction options both at Jocassee and at the SSF could be evaluated using the risk model.
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3)

A small chance that the existing SSF wall would provide protection against the range of
Jocassee dam failure floods: The best estimate inundation cases for which the SSF wall is
estimated to provide protection are those associated with the failure of Dike I. Failure of Dike 2
is estimated not to result in inundation of the yard near the SSF for the best estimate case. All
Main Dam failure cases are estimated to result in overtopping of the SSF wall and these cases
account for 92% of the estimated total probability of failure for the Base run (i.e. 2.4e-6 per year
of 2.6e-6 per year).

4) Failure of the Jocassee Main Dam results in release of essentially the entire contents of the
reservoir: Most of the discussion of breach parameters over the past year has been about breach
time and breach width at Jocassee and Keowee and secondary structures for both projects.
Although there is some uncertainty, about the breach bottom elevation at Jocassee. there is good
agreement that it will be at or near to the bottom of the embankment dam and thus most of the
reservoir contents will be released for the entire range of breach bottom elevations that are
considered to be plausible. This is the normal outcome of an embankment dam failure. For
Dikes I and 2 their significantly lower height and geologic controls in their foundations would be
expected to result in significantly smaller breach volumes than for a breach of the Main Dam.
5) Effect of uncertainty in the breach size of the Jocassee Main Dam; The existing SSF wall
would be overtopped for all values of the breach size parameters and the breach time for failure
of the Main Dam that are currently being considered as plausible. Thus there appears to be no
cases for which plausible breach parameters for the Jocassee Main Dam would not lead to
overtopping of the SSF wall. However, from the perspective of understanding what peak
inundation level protection needs to be provided at the SSF in the future an understanding of the
effects of the range of uncertainty in these breach parameters they should be useful.
6) The SSF wall is providing very little risk benefit: In terms of preventing water from entering
the SSF from the range of flooding that is most likely to occur in the event of a failure of Jocassee
Main Dam the existing SSF wall is provide very little reduction in risk.
A lower estimate of flood frequency would reduce the estimated probability of failure and this
would lead to a downward shift in the hazard curves for the primary and secondary peaks but this
would not affect the lack ofprotection that the SSF wall is providing. However, the controlled
breach intervention plan, which is discussed under discussion point 2) above, may lower the
probability of Jocassee Main Dam failures that would exceed the top of the spillway wall by
shifting probability of failure to probability of a successful intervention that would result in best
estimate peak inundation below the top of SSF wall. Just how low the probability of exceeding
the top of the spillway wall would require expert evaluation of the detectabilty and effectiveness
of emergency intervention through reservoir drawdown, to develop inputs for a risk analysis of
this option, and like all other aspect of this risk analysis it would be subject to uncertainty.
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Appendix A - Tabular Results for Base and Sensitivity Runs
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Right Abutimnt Piping through Rock Katteltalitm - Natural Dam
Rigt Abutmetd Piping through Rock Foumndalatn -50 f1x-tDam
Embankment Piping
Dike I Soil Foundtion Piping
Piping from Embonkment tbai Foundatkm at 0 . Foumlation interface
Left Abutment Piping through Rock Fomadatito
Total

Run

Percent of
Total Failure
Probability

.2F-07
3,817-07
1.71"07
,6E-06
1,9E-(17
3.41-12
4,3E- I I
1,9E- I
1.IE1-07
2.6E-06

Percent
of Base
Run

5%
15%r
7%
63%*
7%
O'%
OY;f
I 0•
4%,
10(IN%

30181•i
890
8541
111.1
1(.)0'0
001h
87%
I00•
100%
100%

Change Fnrm
Base Run

1(2E-tn
-4.91-08
-3 -F,08
-2.O0-UE
-2.0E- 10
4( -, 15
-6.4E- 12
0A.O00+
OW.0E+00
O.OE1+O

3c Main Dam and Dikes I and 2 Overtopping SRP- Upper Bound
Failure
Probability
(/yr)

Failure. Mode

Main Darn Overtop
Dike I Overtop
Dike2 Overtop
Right Abutment Piping through Rock FountdatKi -. Natural Dam
Right Abuttient Piping through Rock Frunialkitit . 50 foiotDam
Emba nkrnett Piping
Dike l Soil Foundation Piping
Piping from FAmbankment into Foundatit at Core Foundation interface
Left Abutment Piping through Rock Foundation
Total

25

Percent of
Total Failure
Probability

6.5EA-8
4.7h-107
g1,E-{.17
1.6r-00
1.9E.-07
3.4E- 12
3,3E-I11%
1,9E- I I
1I
I E-07
2.61.-06

2%
18%
7%
61%
7%
0%
(0%
4%
10%•

Percent
of Base
Run
1651h,
108%
91%
(004
1 (Y4
1014
66%i
10(0%
1(11,
1022%

Hae Run

2.6E-08
3,6F,08
-1.7h-08
-3,00-O9
-3.OF.-0
-70 -5
- ,7E-Il
OA)0.1X)
O1OE+O(3
4.1E-O8

